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FOREWORD
This section of the Bulletin contains papers on

the prediction of environments, the measurement

and analysis of environmental data, and current

environmental programs. Panel discussions relating

to these topics are also included.

Suggestions to imp r ov e the Symposia and the

Bulletin are always welcome. They should be

addressed to Code 4021, U.S. Naval Research Labo-

ratory, Washington, 25, D. C.

April 15, 1963
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Section 1

PREDICTION OF ENVIRONMENTS AND THEIR EFFECTS

UTILIZATION OF DYNAMICALLY SIMILAR STRUCTURAL MODELS

IN PREDICTING VIBRATION RESPONSES OF FLIGHT VEHICLES

W. H. Roberts
Northrop Corporation, Norair Division

Hawthorne, California

K. M. Eldred and R. W. White
Western Electro-Acoustic Laboratory

Los Angeles, California

This paper describes the results to date of two programs which are
directed toward the development of the dynamically similar structural
model for the prediction of vibration and strain responses of the full
scale vehicle. Results are givei from a completed preliminary pro-
gram which determined the response of simple scaled panels to scaled
jet noise. A brief progress report is given of the current program
which compares the acoustic vibration transfer functions of a 1/4
scale model of a 377 inch segment of the Snark fuselage with full sca.le
data. Full scale data leading toward an improved understanding of the
transmission and acceptance of vibratory energy in a complex struc-
ture, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION roadblocks to good structural design. No tech-
nique, no quantitative set of measures, no de-

The reliability requirements for aerospace sign procedures or design analyses exist for
vehicle structure and equipment are several attaining a stated reliability. Thus, in the field
orders of magnitude greater than those pre- of structural dynamics, the design staff cannot
viously experienced in manned aircraft. A guarantee the accomplishment of effective long
much greater percentage of the vehicles' corn- life design for new vehicles. The structural
ponents can cause catastrophic failures, or dynamicist has a key role to play since inade-
missions of limited saccess. At the same time, quacies in his area appear to be a major factor
the environmental factors resulting in failure, in lack of reliability.
such as noise and vibration, combined with
temperature and other dynamic and static loads, Major structural failur6e, have occurred in
are assuming extreme values, primary wing structures. Further, costly and

time consuming failures havO occurred in sec-
New phenomena in structural dynamics are ondary structures of all type:j, including missile

conslantly being disclosed; this accounts, in and space booster upper stages. Many failures
part, for the manifold reliability problems of equipment are merely failures in miniature
present in our current vehicles. Obvious solu- structures. Significant missile failures have
tions or means to avoid these problems, how- occurred during the brief period spent at tran-
ever, are not apparent. Rather, the work has sonic or maximum q flight during exit from the
shown the depth and fundamental nature of these atmosphere. These failures have been traced to



turbulence, oscillating shocks, or to structural to direct their salvage. Components which have
instabilities such as buckling and panel flutter. achieved reliability through overdeslgn are
Often significant structural damage results unnoticed.
from combined loads in a short 2- to 3-second
period, although this is not generally recognized. It is clear that the achievement of both

reliable and optimum structure cannot be ac-
These structural failures concern fatigue complished efficiently primarily by tests of the

to a greater degree than is generally appre- full scale vehicle. This alter-the-fact engi-
ciated. Measurements on our production vehi- neering is not reliability-by-design, but is
cles show acoustic stresses as low as 1000- reliability-by-test, a natural consequence of an
2000 psi rms near fatigue failure points. The inadequate state of the art. However, until better
acoustic environments have been galloping analytical tools, empirical or experimental, or
upward for many years. The threshold of struc- both are available to the dynamicist at appro-
tural damage was crossed at 140 db and the priate stages of the design process, the present
capability to design around the environment has procedures are inevitable and reliability is
been slow to develop, achieved only at great cost in time and money,

and at the sacrifice of optimum design.
These diverse factors present the design

engineer with a serious dilemma. On the one This paper will review the progress on two
hand, he is asked to guarantee vehicle reliabii- Air Force sponsored Norair projects in this
ity for operation in increasingly adverse envi- area by discussing a simple model, a complex
ronments, and on the other hand, he is directed fuselage model, and the measured vibratory
to develop optimum, minimum-weight structures characteristics of the complex fuselage.
and components to maximize vehicle perform-
ance capability. These twin objectives are the
basis of present research in flight vehicle noise DYNAMICALLY SIMILAR STRUCTURAL
and vibration. They present the designer and MODELS
research engineer alike, with a serious chal-
lenge. The time required for achievement of One of the most promising alternatives to
these goals, together with the degree of this present procedures is the use of dynamic models
achievement, has a direct effect on the timely which enable the designer to anticipate and pre-
and successful accomplishments of national vent problems. This concept, currently under
space goals. Therefore, the dynamicist must development by Norair under Air Force spon-
be considered a prominent member of the de- sorship (Refs. 1 and 2) offers several unique
sign team. advantages to the designer in the prediction of

responses of a vehicle to various environments
In the early stage of a new vehicle design, and in the development of reliable optimized

the dynamicist must estimate the probable en- design before the design is frozen and the vehi-
vironment, and the response of the vehicle to cle is constructed.
this enivronment. These preliminary estimates
are necessarily based on available empirical The concept of a dynamically similar struc-
data which have considerable scatter and often tural model for flight vehicles is an outgrowth
lead to significant uncertainty. These predic- of the flutter and force models of the aircraft
tions, however, generally become the basis for engineer, and the static load bridge and building
design criteria and test specifications. The models used by the civil engineer. The model
degree of conservatism of much of the resulting offers a complete duplication of the dynamic
design stems directly from the confidence of the characteristics and responses of the full scale
estimator in his data and its applicability to a vehicle at a time which precedes final construc-
new situation. tion of the full scale vehicle. Thus, the model

gives the designer a powerful experimental tool
During the design stage, these preliminary to test out design predictions and methods to

estimates are supplemented by some analytical optimize the design for actual environments and
efforts, ranging from sophisticated analyses of
basic vehicle modes for consideration of flutter
and guidance, to approximate assessments of
possible fatigue from combined loads. Most of tEldred,K, Roberts, W., and White, R.,Struc-theestmatshowver ae ualtre unil he tural Vibrations in Space Vehicles,' WADD
the estimates, however, are unaltered until the Technical Report 61-62 (March, 1961).
vehicle and its components are sufficiently ?Starr, J. W., et al, "Vibration Attenuation
complete to undergo full scale testing. At this Characteribtics of N-69D Fuselage," Northrop
point, components which are unreliable clearly Aircraft Report Number NAI-56-114 (Febru-

assert themselves, and the dynamicist attempts ary 24, 1.956).
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to discover unexpected phenomena sufficiently optimum locations and attachments for major
early to take optimum corrective action. equipment items.

Table 1 gives a brief listing of important The first Norair application of these prin-
model scale laws. These show that when all ciples to the sonic fatigue problem was under-
dimensions are scaled by the factor n, the time taken in a program sponsored by the Flight
domain of the model is reduced by that same Dynamics Laboratory of the Aeronautical Sys-
factor. Hence, the-frequency domain of the tems Division (ASD), "Feasibility of Using
model is higher than the full scale vehicle by Structural Models for Acoustic Fatigue."
the factor of 1/n. If the model is excited by the
noise of model scale rockets or jets, the excita- Several simple panel designs were investi-
tion frequencies are similarly increased by the gated in three sizes, full, one-third, and one-
factor 1/n. Furthermore the sound pressure sixth scale. The 18-inch square full-scale panels
spectra at the scaled frequencies and scaled were excited by a J-85 jet engine and the
locations in the sound field are identical to full models were excited by scaled hot jets which
scale pressure spectra. Similarly, the spatial had identical flow parameters. Figure 1 shows
correlations of these pressures over the model a typical model test configuration.
vehicle's skin, the diffraction phenomena,
ground reflections, and so on, all occur at
model scale frequencies exactly as on the full
scale vehicle at full scale frequencies. There-
fore, the concept of a dynamically similar
model excited by scaled engine noise is inher-
ently a complete laboratory duplication of the
full scale proce..s.

TABLE 1 MNEL
Scaling Laws

Characteristics Scale Factora '

Dimensions n JET

Thrust n 2

Acoustic Power n2

Total Mass n 3

Time Scale 1/n Fig. 1 - Acoustic fatigue model test

Frequency I/n
Material Same The noise spectra over the panel surface
Stress Same scaled with high precision, as illustrated in
Sound Pressure Level Same Fig. 2. The strain response of one design which

exhibited a sharp resonant peak in the funda-
Young's Modulus Same mental mode, is shown in Fig. 3. The response
Damping Ratio C/C, Same of another design which had considerable non-

linear stiffness, is given in Fig. 4.
aScale factor is ratio of model to full scale These results demonstrate the validity of

componentdmnsraeth aldtyocomponent the scaling laws and their applicability to simple
This analogy can be carried much further, structural models. Further, they show the

determining responses to many fluctuating power of the total model concept where scaled
aerodynamic phenomena such as separated flow strain response results from scaled jet flow,
and heating from the scaled model rockets, an end-to-end process which eliminates all
together with evaluation of the effect of cold intermediate estimates and predictions, together
liquid propellants and combined static and with their inevitable errors.
dynamic loadings, including stiffness nonline-
arities. These results have a broad potential SNARK FUSELAGE MODEL (1/4 SCALE)
use including development of guidance system
characteristics, determination and solution of With these results available, the question
structural fatigue problems, and evaluation of arose "can complex structure be modeled for

3



S0 • successively greater complexity was a possible
approach, but this is time consuming and costly.
Therefore, with ASD support, a bold step was
taken from the modeling of a simple panel to theI modeling of a 377-inch segment of a Snark fuse-
!age. The design and construction of this model

, ,was supported by allotting 15 percent of the total
SV,3ýSýA 4,A 10ý funds in experimental studies to the problems

SS 2.AIR AT mentioned. Results showed a wide difference in
K= joint characteristics between riveted and bonded

PR[•ONcy x SCAIA FA -CPS structure; the conclusion was reached that it is
impossible to simulate riveted structure with a

Fig. 2 Acoustic power spectral bonded model. Simulation, however, was not
density at the center of the panel reduced by dropping out a substantial proportion

of the rivets.

The complexity of the fuselage structure is
1 __11_ illustrated in Fig. 5. The forward section has

I0: -° thick skins, longerons, and stiff honeycomb

bulkheads and floors. The aft portion of thestructure has lightweight skins supported byj typical aircraft substructure.

0 rFigure 6 illustrates the model and full-

scale structure test configurations. Random
FULL SCALE acoustic excitation was horn-coupled to an areaI/b 5CALE of approximately 14 square feet on the full scale

..... vehicle over the frequency range of 40-2000
S•MNL", SoA FAMo-.• cps. Similar excitation was applied to the model

over a scaled surface area throughout a fre-

Fig. 3 - Strain power spectral den- quency range extending to 8000 cps. The acous-
sity near one edge of the panel (panel tic and vibration measurements were used to
riveted along all fou- edges) compute a transfer function, defined as 10 log 1 0

of the ratio of the mean square accelerations
and the mean squarc acoustic force input (the
higher the transfer function, the higher the

-_ response).

A comparison of the model and full scale
transfer functions, which were computed from
the measurements, showed that the model gave
correct simulation in several areas as typified
by Fig. 7, and contained gross errors at other

.. locations, as shown in Fig. 8. Careful exami-
nation of the data showed that the errors wereI__ •generally associated with honeycomb sandwich

S000 structures. The modeling of the honeycomb
rUucyxXR•J.AXWE WALiE-CPS sandwich was accomplished using correct di-

mensions and face sheets, but the core was
Fig. 4 - Strain power spectral density made of foam plastic. Although this technique
near one edge of the panel (pancl has been successful in simulating full depth
restrained vertically but free to move honeycomb structures-wings and empennage for
in plane) flutter models, study showed the velocity of

sound in the material for this particular high
frequency application was too low. Subsequent

the purpose of predicting vibration response?" experiments have been completed on the honey-
The new problems that would arise would pre- comb sandwich structures to show that direct
sumably be joint transmission, damping, fabri- simulation using honeycomb core of the same
cation, and degree of simulation. Other than density yields a dynamically similar structure.
these points, there were no essential differences These results will be incorporated together
or changes to the scaling. A step-by-step state with a few other minor changes into the model
of the art buildup through structures of to upgrade its simulation.
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Fig. 7 - Comparison of model and full-scale longitudinal

response transfer functions
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Fig. 8 - Comparison of modl and full-scale lateral
rivspunsc transfcr functions

The model has served one initial major additional 50 measurements were taken in the
purpose, validating many of the design simplifi- compartment between Sta. 536 and 600.
cations used in its construction, while pointing
directly to compromises which required sub- Figure 9 shows the transfer functions ob-
study development. This has reduced the cost tamined from 14 locations for both forward and
and time required for advancing the model state aft excitation. These transfer functions clearly
of the art to a practical tool. illustrate the attenuation through the vehicle

with distance from the noise source. It is inter-
esting to note that the transfer functions for both

FULL SCALE RESULTS forward and aft excitation are similar in magni-
tude over a considerable portion of the middle

An extensive series of full scale measure- of the vehicle. This is remarkable considering
ments has been completed on the full scale ve- that the structural transmission paths from the
hicle (Ref. 3). These measurements include two ends to the middle are entirely different.
data taken at 50 points in the structure for each
of 4 acoustic input locations. Further, an The attenuation for lateral response Is sum-

marized for 250 and 2000 cps in Fig. 10. Al-
though some local effects are evident, the data

3 "Investigafton of a Method for the Prediction are sufficiently consistent to determine an

of Vibratory Response and Stress in Typical attenuation constant (a) for these two frequen-

Flight Vehicle Structure," Norair Division of cies. At 2000 cps, a is estimated to be 1.1 db/ft
Northrop Corporation (August, 1962). for forward excitation and 1.2 db/ft for aft
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Fig. 9 - Comparison of various full-scale structural responses for lateral
excitation at FS-407 and 7/38 showing the general axial attenuation of response
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of various full-scale structural responses to excitation at
either end of the vehicle showing axial attenuation

bxcitation. For 250 cps, a is grossly estimated these attenuations with frequency is essentially
to be 0.84 and 0.48 db/ft for excitation 'at the consistent with a constant attenuation per cycle
forward and aft ends, respectively. These for bending waves whose velocity is proportional
values compare with 0.6 db/ft at 250 cps and to the square root of frequency.
1.2 db/ft at 1000 cps, obtained several years
ago on a section of fuselage extending from sta. The significance of local structural param-
300 to 600 with vertical shaker excitation at eters in controlling the response transfer func-
station 600, Refs. 1 and 2. The variation of tions in the raid frequency range was illustrated

* -30



at the majority of locations throughout the struc- in-plane transmission for frequencies below
ture. Figure 11 shows the attenuation along a longitudinal wave resonances.
forward longeron and the similarity of response
over an extended distance on a contiguous piece A detailed study was made of the vibration
of structure. Figure 12 compares the upper and response of structure located in the compart-
lower longerons at a middle station for excita- ment between sta. 536 and 600 with direct
tion at both the forward and aft ends of the vehi- external excitation. A brief illustration of the
cle. It is striking that the response in this area results in Figs. 15 and 16 leads to several sig-
is so similar for excitation from the two ends, nificant conclusions. The comparison of the
since the structural transmission paths are vibration on the directly excited side panel and
markedly different. Figi:re 13 shows the trans- its mirror image panel on the opposite side of
fer function to a panel for excitation at three the vehicle again shows a dominsnce of local
locations. Again, the basic panel resonance effects. The resonant characteristics of both
characteristic dominates the result, independent panels are very similar and do not exhibit any
of the differing dynamic characteristics of the significant distortions resulting from the in-
three transmission paths from the excitation to tervening structural path. Since the two panels
the panel. are directly connected by stiff honeycomb bulk-

heads and a light honeycomb floor, this result
Figure 14 illustrates a typical comparison would follow from their tendency to act as rigid

of the transfer functions for in-plane vibration links for in-plane vibration transmission. Fig-
across a stiff honeycomb structure. Here the ure 16 illustrates the vibration perpendicular
transfer functions are very similar, showing to the plane for the forward honeycomb bulkhead,
that these stiff structures act as rigid links for which has two obvious zesonances, and the

-30 -

z - FS-410 INPUT FS 738
-40- FS-447 LOWR ROUT LUS

SFS-48 RAOL REVOKE
z

CFUN1ToM(db) FOR , LOWER Ra
LONG • RON. MEASURED B EEN

S AIAC.NT ULKHEAS AT INPUT
mooaIDO awFS 738

FREQUENCY IN CCL13 PER SOW

Fig. 11 - Full-scale response transfer functions for the lower
right longeron at different stations along the vehicle showing
similarity for one type of structural element
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W- AT FS-73

Si- IK PUTnATPFS-T36
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W FR WAM LOMSLEFT UBMOM
00 A PSit Of RID uM tAwM

FReicY io C iE M ucWo urm .aWO A ini M sU

Fig. 12 - Full-scale response transfer functions
for the longerons for inputs at different locations
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Fig. 13 - Full-scale response transfer functions
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Fig. 14 Comparison of full-scale response
transfer functions showing a stiff structural panel
acting as a rigid link for in-plane motion
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Fig. 15 - Radial response of stiff side panels in the
compartment study
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Fig. 16 - Top and forward bulkhead response in the compartment study

lightweight complex top cover structure. This local influence of the part. Rather, the prepon-
latter structure exhibits very high valued trans- derant portion of the power in this frequency
fer functions which have individual character- region appears transmitted by the stiff struc-
istics, depending on location on the complex ture, for example, in-plane transmission
built-up structure. through floors and bulkheads, and transmission

through longerons and heavy framing. Since the
These brief results, together with the com- responses in this medium frequency region ap-

plete results in Ref. 3, suggest the basic form pear tobe controlled by individual mass-stiffness
of a model for transmission and acceptance of
vibratory energy through a complex vehicle.
There appear to be three general frcqucncy
ranges of primary consideration, which are BAC #MO R[SPONSIE OF tHM

summarized in Figs. 17, 18 and 19. VHMal mm CULt
SMUCYUAL COUPLING

The low frequency region (Fig. 17) is gen-
erally below 100 cps and was not investigated in -

detail on the present vehicle. However, inspec- W1oLE VEHC-
tion of many of the transfer functions illustrates
that the vibration amplitudes are similar on Fig. 17 - Low-frequency response
both ends of the vehicle, as expected for a free characterized by response in funda-
body bending. mental modes of the vehicle

The medium frequency region (Fig. 18)
appears, from the data obtained here, to be gen- •MODAL PESPONSE IN MAJOR. ELEMENTS

erally between 100 and 600 cps. In this region OF INDVIOUAL STRUCTURAL SAYS
the responses of major panels, bulkheads, and (PANELSPLON&DULKNEADSFRAMES^)

floors are determined primarily by their own , RIGID LINKA0[ I PLANE
individual resonance characteristics, and are OF IULKNEIA,.@w
primarily in their fundamental and second har- • couuIeNG
monic modes. In many cases, clear evidence PAEDOMINANT sMeSW VEHICLE
exists of resonance associated with the coupling ONLV,LESS IMPORTANT
of two or more connected parts. Although these FOR S~AATID BAYs EXCPT
individual resonances dominate any local re- WHERE CXSIM Mi&AVW LOWoWs

sponse functions, they do not appear to play a Fig. 18 - Medium-freiUency response
dominant role in the transmission of vibration characterized by resonant response of
power through the vehicle beyond the region of structural elements

10



and damping parameters, the response of light- their motion is resistance controlled. This
weight flexible structure is considerably greater resistance control implies that these elements
than that of heavy structure, for example, the are acting as links in a transmission line which
bay cover and light main floor of the compart- transmits vibratory power to adjacent portions
ment as compared to the stiffer forward upper of the vehicle. Furthermore, the evidence sug-
floor and bulkhead. gests that local compartment areas of the

structure can be considered reverberant, as
The high frequency region (Fig. 19) in seen from the uniform energy density through-

these data, variously above 600-1000 cps, is out the stiffer structure in the compartment
above the basic modes of panels, bulkheads, study.
floor main frames, and longerons. The motion
of these items near to the source of vibratory For the present vehicle, the primary damp-
power tends to have constant velocity. Thus, ing occurs at the joints. Therefore, within each
these elements near the source act as though reverberant area, powfer is absorbed at each

joint in the bay. The major power absorption
mechanism, however, is believed to be trans-
mission of power longitudinally through the ve-

""o M E I LE.rS hicle, rather than local absorption. This result
( s, SRS EC.) is apparent when it is recognized that the axial

"• E Iattenuations of the order of 1 db/ft found for the
* W EECTS IN PtNE T vehicle, reduce the level of energy reflected

""OPN POCE TO "W.DAMW from distant portions of the vehicle so that it8 .INdoes not contribute significantly to the local

"* Paw WPUMN reverberant energy density. Thus, definition of
p v&COtno the local area of the vehicle in which reverber-

og Rs ation is significant depends upon the structural
configuration which, in turn, defines major

Fig. 19 - High-frequency response charac- reflecting boundaries, the number of joints,
terized by transmission line action with high extent of continuo'is stiff structure, dissimilarity
axial attenuation of adjacent struoture, and attenuation factor.

* *



ESTIMATION OF SOUND-INDUCED VIBRATIONS BY ENERGY METHODS,

WITH APPLICATIONS TO THE TITAN MISSILE*

Peter A. Franken and Richard H. Lyon
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.

Los Angeles, California and Cambridge. Massachusetts

This paper presents a first step in a new approach to the estimation of
acoustically induced vibration of complicated vehicles. Although the
results of this study are restricted to the estimation of vehicle skin
panel motion. the general concepts involved can be extended to the studyI
of vibration transmission to internal structures.

INTRODUCTION values of sound-induced response. Additional
work is required to develop estimation proce-

The excessive random vibration of aero- dures for the variances in response that are
space vehicle structures caused by the aero- superposed on these average values.
dynamic and acoustic environment may create
critical problems in vehicle design and mission The noise and vibration data considered in
programming. These problems may be asso- this paper were taken during the static firing of
ciated with the vibration itself or with the sound a TITAN I vehicle, because of the quantity of
reradiated by the vibration into the vehicle, available data. The section entiUed "Experi-
Any attempt at estimating or controlling the mental Results and Observations" presents a
vehicle vibration must be preceded by a theo- brief description of the data, converts the data
retical or empirical understanding, or both, of into a form suitable for comparison with analy-
the processes that control coupling of energy sis, and proposes the simplified model of the
from the aerodynamic and acoustic field to the vehicle structure to be considered in the
structure, and the removal of energy from the analysis.
structure by dissipation or transmission to other
areas. The research reaults to be used in the

vibration estimation arise from a statistical
This paper presents a first step in a new treatment of the complex (i.e., multi-modal)

approach to the estimation of acoustically- vehicle structure. The section entitled "Statis-
induced space vehicle vibration. This step con- tical Treatment of Complex Vibration" presents
sists of the extension and application of recent a descriptive account of some of the reasoning
results obtained by Bolt Beranek and Newman, in this statistical treatment and points out how
Inc., in research studies of vibration in complex various physical factors enter into the analytic
structures. The research studies have been expressions of the estimation procedure. By
performed under ASD and NASA sponsorship making certain reasonable assumptions concern-
and are reportcd in detail elsewhere [1-4]. ing the vehicle motion, it is possible to obtain

encouraging agreement between the experimental
The work described in this paper is re- data and the vibration estimates.

stricted to the estimation of vehicle skin panel
motion. The general concepts used here are The present study of vibration estimation
being extended to the study of vibration trans- points up the usefulness of certain additional
mission to internal structures, and the results experimental data in order to refine subsequent
of this research will be reported in the future. estimates. In the final section - "Suggested
Also, this paper considers only the average Measurements," five different areas are

*This work was supported by Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
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proposed in which helpful experimental investi- S, Sp acceleration and pressure spectral
gations may be performed. densities (Eq. (1))

Appendix A to this paper contains a brief SFL sound pressure level (Eq. (3))
description of another set of experimental data
that provides further illustration of some of the v rms structural velocity (Eq. (21))
concepts mentioned in this report.

v volume of reverberant space (Eq. (4))

GLO6SARY OF SYMBOLS x 1 ,x 2  panel coordinates (Fig. 6)

The equation or figure number in which the Y Young's modulus (Eq. (21))
symbol first appears is indicated in parentheses
following the definition. A dimensionless factor of proportionality

(Eq. (21))
IL acceleration level (Eq. (3))

y boundary absorption coefficient
AN normalized acceptance function (Eq. (12))

(Eq. (1))
(q (wavelength at coincidence (Eq. (10))

c speed of sound in air (Eq. (4))
p density of air (Eq. (4))

Ct longitudinal wave speed in panel mate-
rial (Eq. (9)) PP density of panel material (Eq. (2))

I total sound energy in a reverberant a rms stress (Eq. (21))
space (Eq. (4))

(Af frequency interval (Eq. (5))
f frequency (Eq. (5))

AN number of resonant acoustic modes
fI coincidence frequency (Eq. (10)) (Eq. (5))

f. frequencies of panel cross resonance
(Eq. (18)) EXPERtIMENTAL RESULTS AND

OBSERVATIONS
h average panel thickness (Eq. (2))

The acoustic and vibration measurements
k wave number (Eq. (17)) of concern in this paper were made by the

Martin Company during static firings of TITAN 1
I dimensional factor of proportionality Missiles J-2 and J-3 at Martin-Denver in the

(Eq. (1)) summer of 1960. Figure 1 shows the locations
of the transducers that are of interest. The ac-

tj t2 panel dimensions (Fig. 6) celerometers were mounted to detect radial
motion of the vehicle skin.

n density of flexural modes (Eq. (8))
The measurements used herein were made

n' modal density correcteO for "clumping" during a Sequence Compatibility Firing (SCF).
(Eq. (19)) The firing procedure was such that the stage I

engines were fired first and the stage rl engine
P panel perimeter (Eq. (10)) was then fired with stage I tanks empty. For

convenience we will concentrate on measure-
p- mean-square sound pressure in a ments taken between tanks on stage I (acoustic

reverberant space (Eq. (4)) measurement No. 3225 and vibration measure-
ment No. 3214), during the SCF of missile J-3.

'rad panel radiation resistance (Eq. (8)) (However, similar r'-sults have been obtained
from other skin loc Ions on the TITAN I vehi-

Rtot total panel structural resistance cle, as well as from imilar locations on the
(Eq. (8)) JUPITER and SATURN vehicles.) The pertinent

SCF stage I data are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
a panel surface area (Eq. (8))

13
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Fig. 1. Approximate locations of acoustic and vibration transducers
of interest, TITAN I Missiles J-2 and J-3

Definition of an Acoustic Acceptance (pp h) 2 S. (2)
Function A- 4S P

In relating the measured data to the results A value of Am4 = 1 implies that the structure is
of a generalized analysis, it will be convenient responding according to "normal incidence
to define a quantity that gives a measure of the mass law," because the acceleration spectral
structural response in some normalized form. density times the square of the mass per unit
We define the normalized acoustic acceptance area [S. (pp h) 2] is equal to the spectrum
function A. as the ratio of the acceleration density of the exciting pressure at the surface
spectral density S. to the pressure spectral [4Sp].
density S. , or The skin between tanks on stage I of

S. TITAN I is mad6 of aluminum. The average

AN - (1) thickness of the tank structure is approximately
0.1 inch thick. By using the proper density and

(Sp is the pressure spectral density that would thickness in Eq. (2), we obtain the following

be measured in the absence of the vehicle expression relating the acceptance function

structure. Therefore, because of pressure A. to the measured values of sound pressure

doubling effects, the pressure spectral density level (SPL) and acceleration level (AL):

at the vehicle surface is 4Sp.) We assign a 10 log AN = AL - IL + 131 db. (3)
value (pph) 2 for the factor of proportionality
K, where pp is the density of the vehicle skin Equation (3) has been used to obtain values of

panel and h is the average panel thickness. A. from the data given in Figs. 2 and 3, and
Our expression for A. is then the results are plotted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Acoustic measu.remnents between tanks on stage 1,
TITAN J -3 SCF, measurement No. 3725

Figures 2 and 3 show peaks in the struc- to be chosen consists of a panel or a series of
tural response occurring In the 1/3-octave panels. Some insight into the proper choice of
bands centered at 100, 250, and 500 cps. size and shape for this panel can be obtained
Narrow-band (3 cps wide) studies of the vibra- from the cross correlations of vibration data
tion data in these bands failed to reveal any ob~ained during SCF of the J-2 missile. We
single mode which is responsible for these will utilize correlations obtained from the cross
peaks. The vibration therefore appears to be array of accelerometers on the stage I fuel
strongly multi-modal. In addition, the response tank (see Fig. 1). The accelerometers were
values In these frequency regions are consid- spaced 12 inches on center. The lowest ac-
erably in excess of the mass law value. From celerometer in the array was located on the
this we conclude that resonant response is aft skirt, and all others were located on the fuel
dominant in determining the motion, at least in tank itself. The tank skin is chemically milled,
these frequency regions. with thicknesses ranging from approximately

0.050 to 0.090 inch. For simplicity, only data
obtained with the stage I engines firing are

Vibration Correlation and the Choice considered.
of a Physical Model

Figure 5 shows a sequence of three accel-
In the study of a complicated physical prob- eration cross correlations as functions of delay

lem, it is generally necessary to choose an ap- time. The solid line is the autocorrelation of
propriately simplified model for analysis. In one of the stage I fuel tank accelerometers, the
the present case of sound-induced vibration in broken line is the cross correlation of accel-
the TITAN skin structure, the simplified model erometers with a I-foot axial separation, and
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Fig. 3. Vibration measurements between tanks on stage I,
TITAN J-3 SCF, measurement No. 3214

the dot-dashed line is the cross correlation of 9 Little correlation is observed between
accelerometers with a 2-foot axial separation, accelerometer positions on opposite sides of the
The correlations show considerable symmetry extruded longitudinal tank stringers.
about zero time delay. We interpret this sym-
metry to mean that the vibration field moving e Little correlation is observed between
axially up the missile is very similar to that positions on the tank structure and the position
moving axially down the missile. There does on the aft skirt.
not seem to be any indication of a preferred
axial direction of the vibration field, such as It appears that the presence of a heavy, con-
one might expect if all the skin vibration were a tinuous, internal member (such as the longitu-
forced wave matching an axially traveling sound dinal stringers and the ring frame on the bulk-
field. This is in line with our earlier conclu- head between the fuel ank and the aft skirt)
sion that resonant response rather than forced creates a "correlation boundary." The multiple
motion is dominant in determining the vehicle reflections from these members apparently
vibration. create a reverberant vibrational field within

the panel defined by the members.
In general, all the correlations from the

cross array show behavior similar to that in The dimensions of an intertank skin panel
Fig. 5, both for axial and circumferential sepa- determined by the stringers and bulkheads are
rations. However, significantly less correlation typically 16 x 72 inches. On the basis of the
Is observed in two Important instances: correlation results obtained from the fuel tank
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Fig. 4. Acoustic acceptance function for skin panel between tanks
on stage I, TITAN J-3 SCF

accelerometer cross array, we assume that workers have found it necessary to adopt a sta-
similar cor ilation behavior would be observed tistical description of the signals, and a large
on the lnte. ' nk skin. Thus, the vibration of an literature exists reflecting the many problems
intertank panel is assumed to be well correlated that have been studied in this manner.
over the panel extent of approximately 16 X 72
inches, but essentially no correlation is assumed When the vibration structure becomes very
to be observed between a position in such a panel complicated, with irregular shapes and intricate
and a position in an adjacent panel. This choice connections between panels, frames, trusses,
of panel size and shape suggested by the cor- and so on, its description in terms of differen-
relation results permits us to proceed with the tial equations is still possible. However, as a
analysis of the vibration field. practical matter, and because of the large

number of degrees of freedom, complicated
boundary conditions, and inconvenient geome-

STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF tries, the traditional methods of description
COMPLEX VIBRATION become very difficult to apply.

In the study of structural vibrations, a When only a few modes are important in
traditional approach that has proven fruitful for the behavior one is trying to explain, simplifica-
many years is the direct application of the dif- tion of the dynamical description with a few-
ferentlal equations governing the structure arid mode model is a powerful technique which has
the surrounding fluid. For certain systems with been widely applied. When the vibration in-
deterministic behavior, such an approach is volves many structural modes at once, a few-
reasonable. When the time behavior is random, mode model will not be adequate. The vibration
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Fig. 5. Typical cross correlations of vibration on stage I fuel tank,
TITAN J-Z SCF, stage I engine firing

data discussed in the previous section indicates to be below critical damping, and resonant
that the TITAN structure is an instance of such response dominates the motion. Our goal is the
a multi-modal system. We can, therefore, ex- knowledge of a distribution of energy spatially
pect that the explanation of the vibration data over the structure and a determination of the
will require an analysis that involves many energy frequency spectrum. To meet this goal,
modes. we need to understand how various parts of the

structure contribute to the modal density* and
In acoustics, there has been a long tradition how the energy is shared among the modes.

of work on multi-modal systems. For example, This understanding is provided quantitatively by
the response of a. room to noise involves very the statistical description of modal densities
many modes in an irregular space with com- and coupling parameters.
plicated boundary conditions, and yet there has
been considerable success in the prediction of A statistical description of modal densities
the sound level in rooms. The basis of this is expressed in terms of areas, lengths, and
success has been a statistical description of thicknesses of structures. Thus, two structures
the dynamics of the room, using energy as a of similar overall dimensions will have the
primary variable. This strongly suggests that same statistical modal density, even though
the description of the energy distribution in their configurations may be quite different.
complex structures can be fruitfully carried
out in statistical terms in a manner parallel to The coupling of power into a structure or
the analysis of sound in rooms. from one section of structure to another depends

on the real part of the impedance (resistance)
at the attachment points. Thus, the radiation

Elements of the Statistical Model resistance of a structure governs how much
power is fed into it from a sound field, and the

The central assumption of our work is that point resistance determines how much power
the complex mechanical structure may be de- is transferred to a connecting truss. (A strik-
scribed by a set of modes whose dynamics are ing example of the role played by the radiation
the same as those of a set of simple harmonic resistance in a sound-structure coupling is
oscillators. This assumption is motivated by given in Appendix A.)
the similarity between the sinusoidal temporal
dependence of an (idealized) structural mode
and the sinusoidal temporal dependence of a *Modal density is defined as the number of
harmonic oscillator. For most structures the resonances contained in a frequency band
vibrational modes are observed experimentally that is one unit wide.
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Detailed descriptions of the statistical The acceleration spectral density is eval-
treatment of complex vibration are given in uated by multiplying the mean-square accelera-
Refs. 1-4. In this paper, we will be concerned tion per structural mode by the number of
only with the results of these analyses as they modes in a band 1 cycle wide. It is expressible
apply to the experimental data given in the pre- in terms of the average energy per acoustic
vious section. The reader interested in follow- mode E/(AN). By omitting the details of the
ing a careful derivation of the results is referred calculation, we obtain
to the References . r- n] d

S(8)

Formal Evaluation of the
Acceptance Function where n is the modal density - the number of

structural modes per cycle, pp is the density
The formal solution to the vibration esti- of the structural material, s is the surface

mation problem consists of an evaluation of the area of the structure, h is the average thick-
pressure and acceleration spectral densities S p ness of the structure, and Rrd and Rtot are
and S,. In order to evaluate the pressure spec- the radiation resistance and total structural
tral density, it is convenient to consider first a resistance of the panel. The first factor in the
reverberant sound field contained in a large right-hand side of Eq. (8) gives the dependence
room of volume v. This assumption of a rever- of the acceptance function on the panel geometry
berant sound field introduces the concept of and material, the second factor is the modal
acoustic modes and permits us to use the exist- density, and the third factor determines the de-
ing research results, which are based on consid- gree of coupling between the sound field and the
erations of energy balance between such acous- structure 15]. In obtaining this form for the
tic modes and the structural modes. The TITAN coupling factor, it has been assumed that the
SCF configuration involved traveling sound radiation resistance Rr,d is much smaller than
waves near grazing incidence rather than a re- the total resistance Rtot, that is, the major
verberant sound field. However, results men- contribution to energy loss in the panel is from
tioned later in this section show that the coupl- internal losses and reflections of flexuralwaves
ing between the sound field and the structural at panel boundaries, rather than by reradiation
motion is relatively independent of the nature of of sound from the panel. The following para-
the sound field. This situation encourages us graphs discuss the exact form of this coupling
to pursue the reverberant sound field assump- factor further.
tion, anticipating that some modification may
eventually be required in the analytic interpre-
tation of SP for a traveling wave. Numerical Evaluation of the

In a frequency interval Af, the total sound Acceptance Function

energy E in the room is [5I Three unfamiliar quantities appear in
Eq. (8), the expression for the acoustic accept-

E - p2V (4) ance function AN. These quantities are the
Pc2' modal density n, radiation resistance Rrad, and

where P- is the mean square sound pressure total structural resistance Rtot" We may now

in the freqti.ncy interval Af, p is the air den- evaluate each of these quantities on the basis of
sity, and c is the sound speed. This energy is relatively idealized assumptions, and thereby

shared by AN modes, where [5] obtain a numerical value for A.. We may then
refine our value of AN by reconsidering our
assumptions and making them somewhat more

AN 4
2
V3 (5) realistic.

C
3

Previously, a room acoustics result has
The pressure spectral density Sp is defined as been used for the number of acoustic modes

per unit bandwidth in a reverberant sound field
2 (6) (Eq. (5)). An analogous result for the densityof flexural modes on a flat panel is [6]

S" (9)
Combining Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), we obtain n : ' '

4Lf2P . (7) where ct is the longitudinal wave speed In the
C S. panel material.
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For a supported plate in the frequency range Comparing Eq. (16) with the transfer functions
where the bending wave speed is less than the given in Fig. 4, we see that the analytic result
speed of sound in air (often called the "below is reasonable over the frequency range from
coincidence" or "acoustically slow" range), 125 to 800 cps, but is significantly higher than
Matdanik finds for the radiation resistance (3] the experimental values at lower and higher

frequencies. We will now consider three re-

R / f f/ /( finements in our analysis, in the hope of im-
rnd =2 C 'f < 0.2ff. (10) proving the comparison in these lower and

higher frequency regions.
where P is the panel perimeter, the length of
boundaries along which flexural waves are re- The first analytical refinement that we
flected, X, is the wavelength (c/fc) at the consider concerns the differences between the
coincidence frequency f and average modal density for flexural waves on

plates given in Eq. (9) and the actual modal
fc (=1) density associated with our particular panel.

- cth The panel coordinate convention is shown in

Fig. 6. We assume that the panel edges are
The result given in Eq. (10) for Rr.d assumes clamped, in order that the lowest structural
the existence of a diffuse reverberant vibrational mode will occur around 100 cps, in agreement
field on the plate, that is, the incidence of flex- with the observed structure of the acceptance
ural waves is equally probable for all directions, function. The wave numbers in the x, and x 2

directions are related by the expression
For flexural waves propagating in riveted

structures, there is evidence that most of the k2 + k2 = 7 (17)
energy dissipation occurs at reflection from the 12 - ch

boundaries, rather than by internal losses in Because of the long, narrow character of the
propagation. When this is the case, it is con- panel we are studying, there is a tendency for
venient to express the energy losses by an ab- modal "clumping" to occur at the frequencies
sorption coefficient y, defined as f3 of cross resonance of the panel

power absorbed by boundary (12) c \2

power incident on boundary ' f(12) + m r-&,2,3.. (18)

in a manner completely analogous to the statis- 2

tical absorption coefficient of room acoustics. The pattern of resonances marked by "x' s" in
By assuming a reverberant vibrational field on wave number space is shown in Fig. 7. From
a plate, Heckl has shown that the relationship the form of Eq. (17), we see that a curve of con-
between y and Rtot at frequencies below coin- stant frequency is a circle in this diagram. For
cidence is [7] example, all pointe on the circular arc in Fig. 7

f1/2 correspond to the second cross-resonance
Rtot p= 7pcPh ( fc) " (13) frequency f 2 .

Equations (8), (9), (10), and (13) may now be
combined to obtain the simple expression for
the acceptance function x,

S(14) 4

or

0 loAog = - 10 log v- 4 db. (15)

There is some limited experimental evi- e,
dence to indicate that, for aluminum panels and
riveted stringers, y varies slowly with fre-
quency, and values in the range from 10- 1 to
10 - are typical 16 ]. In the basence of more de-
tailed information, we will assume a frequency-
independent value of 10- 2 for v to obtain x 2

10 log AN = 16 db. (16) Fig. 6. Panel geornet-
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k, Eq. (16), and the result ts plotted as the rever-
berant estimate (broken line) in Fig. 9. Although

X × X far from perfect, the agreement between expert-

f f X ment and theory shown in this figure is consid-
X X X ered to'be encouraging.
X X X

X XX x X A third refinement that may be consideredX X X
x concerns the effect of the actual nonuniforrm•

X X
× X angular distribution of the incident sound field

X / X on the panel. In using Maidanik's expression
x-x-for R,.d (Eq. (10)), we have assumed that the

X " X ,Tincident sound field is perfectly diffuse. From
X X X the TITAN SCF configuration, we expect that the
X X X
K X X angular distribution of the Incident sound field
X K

xx will be heavily weighted toward waves moving
X X
X x in the axial direction near grazing incidence.

___ 5 Calculation of Rrtd for a diffuse field weighted
2t- U -in this way gives results for the acceptance
22 21e2 2within 1 db of those calculated for the completely

diffuse field. Considering the extreme case,
Fig. 7. Modal pattern in wave number space that is, all sound at axially \grazing incidence

on the structure, we find that the expression
for R,.d contains a singularity in the region

The shape of Fig. 7 has two important fea- near the first few cross resonances. Maidanik
tures. First, no modes can occur below f(, and has made a careful study of the behavior of
therefore AN = 0 for frequencies below approxi- Rrd In this range [3]. His results may be used
mately 100 cps. (Actually there will be some to show that the acceptance function for this
small response below 100 cps, but it will be well grazing incidence sound field exceeds the values
below the resonant response at higher frequen- calculated from Eq. (16) by approximately 5 db,
cies and, therefore, will be neglected here.) at the first few cross resonances. This result
Second, the modal "clumping" should lead to can be interpreted as an indication of the ex-
greater response than given by Eq. (15), in the cellent coupling that can occur between the
frequency bands containing the first few modes. str'lcture and the unidirectional sound field.
We have derived a modal density which contains This analytical result for the traveling wave
this "clumping" effect and approaches the sound field is also shown in Fig. 9, and is not
asymptotic expression of Eq. (9) at high fre- very different from the reverberant field
quencies. It Is estimate.

2r ti From these considerations of sound fields
n hc------ . k- with varied angular distributions, it Is to be

where the indicated sum is over the possible concluded that the response estimate shows a

values of kI consistent with f. The correction weak dependence on the precise angular distri-

factor to be applied to Eq. (15) is therefore bution of incident sound.

n~' 2t V' 2 L _L
S-(20) Discussion of Assumptionsn s -F2 k-- ,

Equation (20) has been integrated over 1/3- In the course of making the response esti-
octave bands and is plotted in Fig. 8. mates given in Fig. 9, several assumptions

have been made in order to utilize the research
The second refinement considered concerns results available. Consideration of these as-

the loading of the accelerometer on the skin sumptions may help to indicate the nature of
panel. The mass of the accelerometer and its future work required and, in particular, the
mounting block was approximately 20 gin. A nature of new experiments.
point load of this mass on a vibrating 0.1-inch
thick aluminum panel reduces the panel re- The following assumptions have been men-
sponse by 3 db around 1500 cps, and the loading ttoned:
effect increases approximately 6 db per octave
above this frequency. This correction is shown * The incident sound field has been as-
in Fig. 8. The modal density and accelerometer sumed to be reverberant. The present results
loading corrections have been combined with indicate that the particular angular distribution
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Fig. 8. Modal density and accelerometer loading correction terms

of the sound field does not affect the calculation aluminum plate, 0.2 fc is approximately 800
of t rad significantly. However, some modifi- cps. Additional analytical work is needed to
cation in the calculation of SP may be required extend the frequency region of validity.
for the results to be completely valid for a
traveling wave field. • The calculation of the total structural

resistance has involved the assumption that the
9 The vibrational field has been assumed predominant source of energy loss is at the

to be reverberant. The correlation results in- panel boundaries. This assumption appears
dicate that this is a reasonable assumption. reasonable, but further studies are required.

e The value of the boundary absorption* The panel dimensions have been assumed coefficient y has been chosen rather arbitrar-
to be determined by the longitudinal stringers ily, and permits as much as a * 10 db variation
and circular frames. The correlation data show in the number obtained by Eq. (14). Further
the reasonableness of this assumption in the
frequency region containing most of the vibra- experimental information here is also desirable.
tional energy. However, the correlation results e The calculation of structural modal den-
cannot be used to validate this assumption in sities and resistances assumes that the curva-
other frequency regions. An experimental in- ture of the missile panel is not significant in
vestigation into this question is suggested in the determining these quantities. Considerably
next section. more analytical work is required to investigate.

this matter. However, some additional experi-
9 The radiation resistance calculations mental information concerning modal densities

have ali Involved the assumption that the fre- can be readily obtained, as suggested in the
quency Is less than 0.2 f.. For a 0.1-inch next section.
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• The effects of accelerometer loading related subject, the estimation of sound-induced
have been calculated on the basis of a point stress.
mass model. These effects can also be inves-
tigated experimentally.

Structural Damping

SUGGESTED MEASUREMENTS It is clear that the energy loss or structural
damping (represented by the boundary absorp-

The results of the previous section have tion coefficient -y) controls the vehicle skin vi-
shown that the statistical analysis of complex bration, but there is very little information
structures can provide reasonable estimates of presently available on the damping of such
sound-induced vibration, if certain important structures. A careful and proper measurement
assumptions concerning the missile motion and of structural damping is thus essential in order
concerning values of physical constants are to obtain any improvement in our understanding
inade. In order to improve the theoretical and of sound-induced vibration.
empirical understanding of the structural re-
sponse, it is therefore necessary to obtain im- Structural damping can be measured by
proved experimental information on the validity providing a uniform random excitation of the
of these assumptions. We suggest experimental structure, removing the excitation "Instanta-
investigations in five different areas. The first neously," andobserving the resulting decay rate
four of these areas are suggested directly by of the structural motion. The decay rate should
the present study. The last area concerns a be observed in relatively narrow-frequency
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bands, certainly no broader than octaves. It is the response should be measured in octave or
important to note that the excitation must be narrower bands.
uniform over the structure. Localized excita-
tion, such as a single shaker, will not provide
this uniform excitation. (The decay rate with Density of Vibrational Resonances
such localized excitation will present not only
dissipated energy loss, but also energy transfer The exact nature of the modal density func-
away from the point of excitation. For this rea- tion n can be determined by pure tone excitation
son, localized excitation is not suitable for a of the structure. A slow sweep through the fre-
damping measurement.) Uniform excitation can quency range below 500 cps and a counting of
be approximated by the use of several shakers resonances encountered would determine the
distributed around the structure or by acoustic extent of modal "clustering," such as has been
excitation of the whole structure. Care must be postulated in Eq. (19).
taken that the excitation ceases "instantane-
ously," that is, much faster than the decay rate
of the structural motion. Stress-Velocity Relations

It has been shown that, for a wide range of
Stringer Vibration wave motions and structures, a relatively sim-

ple relation exists between the vibration veloc-
Figure 9 shows that the measured structural ity of a structure and the stress in that structure.

response is significantly below the predicted This equation can be put in the form
response in the frequency range of approxi-
mately 100 to 200 cps. A possible explanation B 13y v (21)
of this difference is the decoupling between CI

sound and structure, which may occur when the where a is the rms stress, y is Younig's
vehicle stringers cease to form a stationary modulus, v is the rms velocity, ct is thc
support. In other words, the structure will be speed of longitudinal waves in the structure,
excited to a lesser degree if the stringers share and 3 is a parameter on the order of unity. It
the panel skin motion at lower frequencies. would be valuable to obtain detailed information
This behavior can be checked by monitoring the on the behavior of the parameter 3 as a func-
stringer vibration amplitude and the skin vibra- tion of frequency for misstle structures. Equa-
tion amplitude at the same time, and observing tion (21) permits this behavior to be determined
whether the relative motion of the stringers is directly from measurements of the structural
indeed greater below 200 cps than it is above vibration and stress.
200 cps.

Accelerometer Loading Notes

The observed decrease of structural re- It should be noted that all of these tests
sponse above 1000 cps is greater than has been may be performed with relatively low amplt-
calculated on the basis of the accelerometer tude excitation. Also, only the test measuring
loading. It would, therefore, be valuable to the modal density n uses pure tone excita-
make direct measurements of the loading effects. tion. The remaining four tests use random
Such measurements could be made on a struc- excitation.
ture attached to a shaker, with accelerometers
of various masses loading the structure. Alter- The measurements suggested here should
natively, the structure may be shaken by acous- provide valuable information directly applicable
tic excitation. The excitation, either by shaker to the problems of estimating sound-induced
or by an acoustic source, should be random, and vibration and stress in a missile structure.

Appendix A

THE SOUND-INDUCED VIBRATION OF A RIBBED PLATE

The importance of radiation resistance in experiment performed at BBN [3]. In this ex-
determining structural response, and a phys- periment, a flat aluminum panel 24 X 44 X 0.032
ical picture of how this importance arises, can inches was hung in a reverberant sound field,
be obtained by describing briefly a research and its velocity spectrum was measured.
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Another panel of the same dimensions with a fluid ("above coincidence"). The presence of
riveted frame-stringer network was hung in the discontinuities, such as the ribs, permits inci-
same sound field, and its velocity spectrum was dent waves to be scattered upon reflection from
measured. The weight of the second panel was these boundaries. Even if the incident waves
50 percent greater than the first, the structural themselves do not radiate well to the surround-
damping was greater by a factor of 3, and the ing fluid, the scattered waves will usually con-
static stiffness was much greater. Figure Al tain some components that will be above coin-
shows the relative vibration of the two panels. cidence and will radiate well. Thus the ribbed
One may be surprised to see that the ribbed panel will radiate sound more effectively than
panel vibrated with an amplitude as much as the plain panel because there are more scat-
14 db greater than the plain panel. Since mean- tered waves on the ribbed panel and therefore
square resonsant response is inversely propor- more waves that radiate well. By the principle
tional to damping, the increase in structural of reciprocity, a panel that radiates sound well
damping by a factor of 3 would correspond to a will also be readily excited into vibration by
decrease in response of 5 db. Therefore, the incident sound. Thus, because of the possibility
addition of ribs increased the sound-vibration of more scattered waves, the ribbed panel re-
coupling by as much as 19 db. sponds more readily than does the plain panel.

Formally, we say that the radiation resistance
This large increase in sound-vibration of the ribbed panel is greater than that of the

coupling is related to the increase in reflecting plain panel.
boundaries provided by the application of the
ribs to the panel. A flexural wave will radiate The calculation of the radiation resistance
effectively only if the flexural wavelength is of ribbed structures is treated in quantitative
longer than the wavelength in the surrounding detail in Ref. 3.
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ESTIMATION OF NOISE LEVELS AT THE SURFACE
OF A ROCKET-POWERED VEHICLEs

P. A. Franken and F. M. Wiener
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.

Los Angeles, California and Cambridge, Massachusetts

The general properties of rocket noise fields are discussed, and a
procedure is presented for estimating the octave band sound pressure
spe-trum •t a vehicle surface.

INTRODUCTION and the "geometric field" (often referred to as
the "near field"), where the spatial distribution

The noise generated by a large rocket pro- of the sound sources must be taken into account.
pulsion system forms an important part of the The surface of the space vehicle is typically
environment experienced by a vehicle propelled located in the latter region. (In the immediate
by such a system. This noise may produce vicinity of the source distribution, there is also
vehicle equipment malfunction, vehicle struc- the "induction field," where sound pressure and
ture fatigue, or communication problems or particle velocity are generally not in phase.)
discomfort for vehicle occupants. In order to Because of the distributed nature of the rocket
assess these problems properly, it is necessary exhaust noise source, a detailed analytical un-
to obtain estimates of the rocket noise field at derstanding of the near field behavior is ex-
the vehicle surface, often in the planning stages tremely complicated, and noise level estimates
of the vehicle. Noise measurements have been are generally based upon empirical procedures.
made on several large rocket-powered systems,
including JUPITER, ATLAS, TITAN, and SAT- Most of the noise produced by rocket en-
URN. This paper presents estimation proce- gines is associated with the turbulence occur-
dures based on these measurements and pre- ring in the exhaust stream. The principal noise
sented in a generalized form that permits sources appear to be located in the turbulent
extrapolation to larger systems. interface between the exhaust and the surround-

ing atmosphere, particularly in the region where
The firing configuration considered here the exhaust flow velocity first becomes sub-

involves the rocket firing vertically downward, sonic. This is a tentative conclusion based on
with an exhaust deflector turning the stream experimental evidence. Use of an exhaust de-
into one or more horizontal paths. This geom- flector will affect the flow pattern and thus the
etry is used in many static test firings and sur- manner in which the flow becomes subsonic. It
face launches of large contemporary rocket- may be expected that the rocket noise field will
powered vehicles, depend somewhat on the type and location of the

exhaust deflector.

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF Although present-day liquid fuel engines
ROCKET NOISE FIELDS vary markedly from solid fuel engines in their

design and operation, both types of engines pro-
For engineering purposes, the acoustic field duce exhaust streams of high-velocity hot gases.

of a rocket engine may be conveniently divided A typical exhaust velocity is of the order of 7500
into the "far field," where the distributed nature fps for both kinds of engines. Because the sound
of the sound sources is not of prime importance, pressures are associated with the exhaust flow,

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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thrust-area relationship does not hold, a level
we expect that the noise field of the two types of adjustment must be included In extrapolating
engines will not be markedly different, and ex- levels from one system to another.
perimental evidence to date indicates that this
is the case. Of course, exception must be made In addition to the magnitude ot the sound
for nonturbulent noise sources that are particu- pressure spectrum, the spatial correlation of
lar to any engine design, such as resonant burn- sound pressure over the vehicle surface may be
ing in a solid fuel engine or fuel line oscilla- important in determining the structural re-
tions in a liquid fuel engine. In well-designed sponse. For example, if the sound pressures
engines these nonturbulent noise sources have are correlated only over a small area of the
been found to be insignificant compared with the structure in question, the pressure field Is in-
usual turbulence noise and consequently will not efficient in exciting large-scale motions of the
be considered in this material, structure. Both the longitudinal and angular

sound pressure correlations near large space
For dynamically similar systems, it may vehicles have been reported by Dyer et al. [41,

be shown [1,2] that the sound pressure spectra and will not be discussed further here.
measured at similar positions are the same
when given in constant-percentage-frequency A recent comprehensive review of all as-
bands and when frequency is scaled inversely pects of rocket noise has been made by Wiener
proportional to a characteristic length. This [5]. The reader is referred to Ref. 5 for a
result has been'verified in experiments [3] and summary of current information on such sub-
gives rise to the use of a nondimensional fre- jects as long range sound propagation, appro-
quency parameter. This parameter is the so- priate acoustic criteria, and rocket noise reduc-
called Strouhal number, defined by frequency tion methods.
times a characteristic dimension of the system
(such as engine nozzle diameter) and divided by
a characteristic velocity (such as expanded ex- ESTIMATION PROCEDURES
haust velocity). Under the assumption that the
characteristic velocity of all rocket systems On the basis of the previous observations,
under consideration is approximately constant, it is possible to combine available rocket noise
the frequency parameter may be reduced to data in a generalized form. The scaling results
"frequency times nozzle diameter." suggest that we utilize constant-percentage-

frequency bands. Sound pressure levels given

Up to this point, it has been tacitly assumed in octave bands are generally sufficiently pre-
that only single-nozzle systems are being con- cise for preliminary estimates of rocket noise.
sidered. The inclusion of multiple-nozzle sys- Figures 1-3 show the octave band sound pres-

tems requires the definition of an effective noz- sure levels to be expected in the open at three
zle diameter Deff to be used in obtaining the positions along a space vehicle on the test stand
frequency parameter. For a system consisting or prior to lift-off. These positions are near
of n equal nozzles spaced one nozzle diameter D the vehicle surface and are described by a co-
or less apart, the effective nozzle diameter is ordinate x measured along the vehicle axis and
found from experiments to be above the nozzle exhaust plane. Since the shape

of large rocket vehicles does not vary greatly,
DVff = V D. (1) these three positions generally correspond to

points near the vehicle tail, halfway along the
Limited data indicate that Deff is the same as D vehicle, and near the vehicle nose.
if the nozzle separation distance greatly ex-
ceeds D. The estimation curves are presented in

The fuel-oxidizer mixtures and nozzle .terms of the generalized frequency parameter
geomthies useldizurer y mixu st a d noze f x D*rr and the total thrust F. The center

geometries used currently in most liquid rock- (geometric mean) frequency of the octave band
ets and some solid rockets are such that the in question is f, and Drff is the effective nozzle
density of the exhaust gases is approximately diameter of the rocket engine system, as given
constant. Under this condition the total rocket by Eq. (1). The "shaded band" mode of presen-
thrust is proportional to the total nozzle exit tation emphasizes the uncertainties involved in
area because, as has been stated, the exhaust extrapolating the measured data to larger

velocity does not vary significantly. When this systems.

simple relationship between thrust and area

exists, the overall sound pressure levels meas-
ured at geometrically similar points on two The steps involved in the estimation pro-
systems are the same. However, where this cedure are as follows:
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1. Determine the total system thrust F in 5. For deflector configurations in which the
pounds and the effective nozzle diameter Deff in spacing between the rocket exhaust nozzle and
inches from Eq. 1. the impingement point on the deflector exceeds

about three times Def f, make the appropriate
2. Obtain the octave band sound pressure level correction in each band as indicated in

level estimates from Figs. 1-3 for typical thrust Figs. 1-3.
conditions. Replot the abscissas of these curves
in terms of frequency, using the appropriate The level estlmates obtained by this proce-
value of the effective nozzle diameter D, ff. dure represent the maximum octave band sound

pressure levels to be expected, since the levels
3. Determine the typical thrust from Fig. 4. in the vicinity of the vehicle generally decrease

after lift-off. Shielding effects, if present, will
4. Calculate the quantity reduce the maximum levels below the estimates

obtained by this procedure.
total thrust'

10 log1 0 typical thrust As additional data become available on
larger rocket-powered systems, it is expected

and add this quantity to the levels obtained in that this procedure will be revised to provide
Step 2. improved estimates for planning purposes.
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RANDOM FATIGUE DATA

R. E. Bieber and J. H. Fairman
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Sunnyvale, California

A'test program is described for obtaining fatigue data applicable to the
design of structures subjected to random vibration loading. The moti-
vation and test philosophy is discussed. Small cantilever beams sub-
jected to "Band-Limited White Noise" base excitation were tested. The
instrumentation used to measure the vibration response conssted of a
commercially-available optical displacement tracking device. 7he es-
timated bending strain response computed from the measured dispie.ce-
ment of the free end of the cantilever is compared with a direct strain
measurement. The agreement is found to be good. It is concluded that
the optical instrumentation combined with analog-to-digital data proc-
essing provides a workable means of accurately and economically ob-
taining the large amounts of response data required in a random vibra-
tion fatigue test.

INTRODUCTION in missile and spacecraft design was of primary
interest and structural frequencies in the range

At the present time, the prediction of struc- of 50 to 500 cps were of concern. Such struc-
tural damage due to random vibration loading is tures must be designed to withstand the vibra-
an extremely difficult, if not impossible, task. tion environment incurred in both ground and
Cumulative damage predictions from experi- flight test. The tests were conducted at near
mental data obtained in constant amplitude sin- room temperature since this is the condition
usoidal fatigue tests, have in general been un- that exists in flight during the most severe vi-
successful. Predicted lifetimes differing from bration environment.
the measured by 50 or more are not too uncom- The test philosophy employed was basically
mon in the literature. Of course this is not as fol lo sop1yFemple wasctu sicamp y
entirely the fault of the cumulative damage con- as follows: (1) Full-scale structural compo-
cept, and the degree of usefulness of the sin- nents are difficult and expensive to test. Con-
usoidal data in predicting "random" fatigue is sequeniy, one must make use of failure infor-
still an open question. It appears to the authors mAtlon obtained from small-scale specimens.tha ifoneisto e aleto redct(with any con- A certain degree of simulation can and should
that if one is to be able to predict (itraion be included even in the latter case by using thefidence) the damage due to random vibration mtra fitrs tteaporaetmea
and, thereby, guard against in-service failures, material of interest at the appropriate tempera-one must build up a backlog of knowledge on the ture, humnidity, and so on. The obvious objec-
onle mus ateruid stpabacklog of knoiwlstr res owhen tions to coupon testing are understandable infailure characteristics of basic structures when that accurate predictions concerning the fatiguesubjected not to sinusoidal stresses, but to ran- life of an actual structure are difficult to
dom excitation. This paper describes an engi- achieve. This, however, is a matter of develop-
neering test program which was designed for ing engineering methods and criteria for apply-
such a purpose. ing the basic data. For instance, consider the

problem faced by the stress analyst in using
TEST PURPOSE AND PHILOSOPHY allowable yield stress, shear stress, bearing

stress, and so on. The methods developed for
The purpose of the test program was to applying these "allowables" (which are usually

provide basic data for establishing rational de- obtained from simple tests using unrealistic
sign criteria for structural components sub- structures) have been very successful in the
jected to random vibration loading. Internal design of aircraft and missile structure. (2)
equipment support structures commonly used The specimens tested were simple cantilever
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Fig. I - Fatigue specimen configuration

beams (Fig. 1), made of 0.063-Inch gage, AZ31B introduced by means of machined holes at the
- H24 Mag. Alloy. The reason for the peculiar critical cross section (not shown in Fig. 1),
shape is explained in the following paragraph. since it was felt that better predictions of the
The cantilever beams were excited in bending local stresses could be obtained in this way. (4)
by the use of "Band-Limited White Noise Base Since both the forcing functions and the material
Excitation" so that only the first bending mode properties are random processes, the statistics
was excited. The cantilever beam was selected of the problem are important. Essentially, this
over others because of the simplicity of the means that "large" amounts of data must be col-
boundary conditions. The base acceleration lected and analyzed. Because of the possibility
excitation was selected since most shaker sys- of extensive and unorthodox computations, it
tems are designed to monitor accelerations. was decided to collect the response data in dig-
(3) In spite of all the models and theories yet ital form rather than analog form in order to
proposed to explain fatigue in engineering ma- utilize the greater flexibility afforded by digital
terials, the simple fact remains that high, local, computer methods.
time-varying stresses (stress concentrations),
if allowed to exist long enough, will Initiate a
fatigue crack. It Is usually not possible to ob- INSTRUMENTATION
tain direct measurements of the local stresses
at the stress concentration; therefore, predic- The instrumentation for such a fatigue test
tions based on the measured nominal stress or presented a number of problems. Originally, a
strain must be relied on. The high dependence direct measurement of the bending response due
of fatigue on local stresses was responsible for to the random vibration was attempted by means
the shape of the specimens shown in Fig. 1. A of strain gages. Foil gages were tried first.
rectangular cantilever beam, when vibrating in These, however, proved to be unsatisfactory
the first mode, produces a maximum bending since the gages failed in fatigue before the re-
stress at the cantilever edge. The tapered sponse data could be collected. Microscopic
beam used in the present test produces a maxi- examination showed a multitude of fatigue cracks
mum bending stress at about mid-span; this in each gap after a relatively short time (5 to
precludes dealing with stress concentrations at 60 seconds) and moderate rms bending stress
the cantilever edge. Stress concentrations were (5000 psi). Bakelite and Japanese paper gaps
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were tried, but these also failed in fatigue. The Displacement Follower has a frequency
Next, an Indirect measurement of the bending response essentially flat from 0 to 3 kc, with a
stress was attempted by mounting a subminia- 3-db drop at 7 kc. Various full-cale displace-
ture accelerometer in place of the end weight ments are achieved by use of interchangeable
at the free end of the cantilever. This also lenses. An interesting feature of this device is
proved unsatisfactory because the accelerom- a static calibration procedure which displaces
eters were susceptible to mechanical failure the instrument a prescribed amount with respect
and because of the difficulty involved in physi- to the object. This is accomplished by means
cally calibrating them for the high accelerations of a micrometer lead screw.
expected.

A schematic of the instrumentation and
The instrumentation finally adopted con- peripheral equipment used in the test laboratory

sisted of a commercially available optical is shown in Fig. 2. A random vibration console
tracking device capable of accurately measur- generates a random signal which drives the 150-
ing the end displacement of the cantilever. A pound-force electromagnetic shaker. This sig-
good approximation to the corresponding stress nal Is filtered so as to produce a nominal 20-
response for lightly damped systems can then to 500-cps "Band-Limited White Noise" accel-
be obtained by computation. The particular in- eration at the base of the cantilever beams. No
strument used was the Model 701 Displacement great attempt was made to define this spectrum
Follower, manufactured by the Optron Corpora- accurately, but only to insure that It remained
tion. This instrument was designed to produce constant during a particular sequence of tests.
a voltage output directly proportional to the dis- The light spot from the "Optron" was focused
placement of a point on a moving object. A on the side of the specimen opposite the center
small spot of light Is focused on a reflective of the end weight. The output signal was then
surface. The reflected light activates a photo- processed through a divider network and dc
cell servo system which causes the spot of light Amplifier to supply the proper input voltage to
to follow the motion of the target. This meas- the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The
urement system is particularly attractive for output of the "Optron" was also monitored on an
the type of dynamic testing discussed here, oscilloscope. The FM signal from the VCO
since it required no physical contact with the (70-kc carrier frequency, ± 15-percent band-
test specimen, width) was transmitted to the Dynamic Ground

TEST
COUPN

S IONIALL C P3 %OSLLOC DOP

TO OSCILLOR
-RO 000) flhLXmn

STAT IO N

Fig. Z - Fatigue test instrumentation
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Station for recording and processing as de- digital signal and thus provides automatic tape
scribed in the next section. speed compensation. Sampling rates up to 8000

samples per second can be selected. For the
fatigue test data under discussion, a sampling

DATA RECORDING AND rate of -1250 samples per second was used.
PROCESSING Either a "high density" or 'low density" digital

format can be chosen. By use of the "high den-
In order to capitalize on the advantages al- sity" mode approximately 1200 seconds of real

forded by present day, high-speed, digital-coin- time data, sampled at 1250 samples per second,
puter methods, the data must first be put in can be stored on one 2400-foot binary tape.
digital form. Fortunately the LMSC Dynamic This tape is in the proper format for reading
Ground Station, which is normally used to proc- into the IBM 7090 Digital Computer.
ess flight telemetry data, was available for this
purpose. Although such a complete facility
would not normally be available to the investi- COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED
gator, there are simpler, less expensive, com- AND MEASURED BENDING
mercially-available systems for putting dynamic RESPONSE
data into digital form. A schematic of the por-
tion of the Lockheed System used in recording The estimated bending strain computed
and converting the data is shown In Fig. 3. from the measured displacement of the free

The "Optron" signal is transmitted by co- end of the vibrating beam is compared with a
axial cable from the Test Laboratory area to direct strain gage measurement. A special
the Dynamic Ground Station area using an FM semiconductor (silicon filament) gage, mounted
carrier frequency of 70 kc and a bandwidth of so that it measured the strain transverse to Its
t15 percent. This channel was selected on the principal axis, was found to be "fatigue resis-
basis of a requirement for recording vibration tant" for purposes of the direct measurement.
response in the frequency range of 50 to 500 The strain gage was mounted at the station
cps. The transmitted FM signal is recorded on where the maximum first mode bending stress
magnetic tape along with a voice identification occurs (Fig. 1).
and a 50-kc reference signal. A real time os-
cillograph record is also made in order to mon- The estimated bending strain or bending
itor the data recorded on the tape. The actual stress was computed as follows. By use of the
conversion of the analog data to digital form is Bernoulli-Euler Beam Theory (plane sections
a very complex process and the details will not remain plane) the undamped equation of motion
be attempted here. The 50-kc reference signal for a cantilever beam excited by "Base accel-
is used in determining the coordinates of the eration" was found to 1w

T=S LAS TAF5 c iscRInNATOR --- 4 coxNamT
MACKIZs (,SCD)

PSDIGITAL

DIGITAL CGNMI!

Fig. 3 - Data recording and processing
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B_.2 (Ey'),+ ,(X) -() go. (1) first bending mode (Fig. 1). (2) The relative
-jx displacement of the free end of the beam is

where nearly equal to the abeolute displacement.
Then, denoting the measured displacement at

9, is the acceleration of the base, x =L by 3,

y Is the beam deflection relative to the 6 = y + y. - q1 . (5)

base, These two assumptions, when combined with

y' is the small deflection theory curva- Figs. (3) and (4), yield

ture, and e(t), h •;=) •t), (6)

ui(x) is the mass distribution. 2

By expanding y.in a series of normal modes, fb(x,t) -n! Oi(x) (t). ()
we obtain

In Fig. 4, a short sample of the time history of
y(x, t) 0,•(x) q%(t), (2) the bending strain obtained from Eq. (6) is com-

pared with the strain gape measurement pre-

where the On's are orthogonal with respect to viously described. Both signals are shown as

the mass distribution m(x) and over the inter- they appear after "digitizing." The first natural
v0 to L. The maximum bending strain at any frequency of this particular beam is approxi-val toL. Te m~mumbening tran atany mately 100 cps. The sampling rate is 1250 cpa.

particular cross section of the beam can then mtl 0 p.Tesmln aei 20cs
beawrittic r cThe rms bending stress associated with the two
be written, signals was found to be the same and equal to

C0 t8199 psi or approximately 28-percent of the
Eb(X, t) = n(x) q2(t), ( yield stress for this particular material.

where h is the beam thickness. As would be expected, both time histories.
have the general character of the response of a

Likewise, the bending stress is lightly damped system to a '"hite Noise" input.
The two signals exhibit reasonably good agree-

fb(xt'h Eeb(xt) %(t). (4) ment. Figure 4 also serves to illustrate an im-
2 tportant point. In general, with measurements

of this type it is a good idea to perform some
Two additional assumptions concerning the type of low-frequency filtering of the data. In
known or expected dynamic response of lightly- the case of the optical measurement, undesir-
damped systems will now be made in arriving able rigid body motion of the shaker, which Is
at the final result. (1) The deflected shape of interpreted as bending response in Eqs. (5) and
the beam at any time is essentially that of the (6), can be eliminated by filtering. Thisfiltering
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Fig. 4 - Comparison of direct and indirect bending strain measurement
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can be performed either by analog means be- samples per second or approximately 25,000
fore the data is recorded, or by digital filtering data points were used in computing each CDF.
after the digital tape Is made. In the case of the The results are plotted on probability paper
test program described here, it was decided to such that the normal distribution plots as a
use digital filtering. Thus the estimated bend- straight line. The solid straight line shown is
ing response shown in Fig. 4 is further im- the normal distribution that would be obtained
proved in later digital operations. using the variance of the strain gage measure-

ment. The two CDF's are found to be close to
The Cumulative Probability Distribution the normal and in good agreement with each

Function (CDF) is plotted in Fig. 5 for both the other. The greatest differences occur at the
estimated bending response and the strain gage extreme values. Again the agreement can be
measurement. About 20 seconds of data at 1250 improved by low-frequency filtering.
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Fig. 5 - Cumulative distribution function of direct and
indirect bending strain measurement
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CONCLUSIONS problems is still under consideration, it ap-
pears that a workable and economical test

Although the analysis of the random fatigue program for collecting basic data has been
data and its application to structural design achieved.
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A GENERALIZED RESPONSE EVALUATION PROCEDURE
FOR MULTIDEGREE SPRING MASS SYSTEMS*

A. B. Burns
American Machine and Foundry Company

Stamford, Connecticut

This paper outlines, in generalized language, a procedure for evaluating
the response of linear multidegree of freedom spring mass systems to
shock and to other forms of disturbances as well. The novel feature is
a concise summary of the relations which permit the responses of mul-
tidegree systems to be defined in terms of the responses of correspond-
ing single degree systems. Such responses are typically reported by
shock spectra. The concept of effective modal mass also is treated.
Material is included which can be useful to persons working in the field,
but this presentation is designed expressly for the nonspecialist.

INTRODUCTION system is the sum of wholly independent, natu-
ral modes of motion, each of which is analogous

Shock environments are typically reported to the motion of a single degree of freedom sys-
in terms of shock response spectra. The use tern. It can also be shown that the response of
of data in this form for predicting the shock each mode of a multidegree system to a given
response of single degree of freedom systems disturbance is completely analogous to the re-
is elementary and widespread, but the ease with sponse to the same disturbance of the single
which such data can be used to predict the degree system having the same natural fre-
shock response of multidegree of freedom sys- quency. This leads to the development of a re-
tems is not so widely appreciated. sponse factor which is the ratio of these two

response magnitudes. The factor is, in effect,
Table 1 offers a concise, generalized sum- a measure of the degree to which a given mode

mary of the relations which permit the shock of a multidegree system "participates" in the
response spectra to be used in predicting the response associated with the single degree
behavior of linear, multidegree of freedom, system. The factor is commonly known as a
spring mass systems. These equations can, in "participation factor," and it is the burden of
fact, be applied in evaluating the response to all this paper to show how this factor can be deter-
types of disturbances in all forms of mathemat- mined and applied to the response evaluation
ically linear, second-order, undamped, physical problem.
systems. With the explanation offered herein,
application of these equations is within the The response evaluation procedure outlined
grasp of any graduate engineer. here has three basic phases; these are discussed

in successive sections of this paper. It is first
The shock response spectrum owes its illustrated how the equations of motion of linear,

value to the fact that two simple spring mass elastic, multidegree of freedom systems can be
systems mounted on a single base and having represented by the first equation of Table 1.
identical natural frequencies will experience By way of illustrating this routine but crucial
identical responses to a given disturbance of facet of the response evaluation problem, the
the base, regardless of the specific mass values equations of motion are developed in consider-
of the two systems. It can be shown that the able detail for several specific configurations.
natural motion of a multidegree of freedom The second phase of the response evaluation

procedure consists of determining the natural
frequencies and amplitude ratios of the pertinent

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium. system. This facet of the problem is discussed
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TABLE 1
Generalized Equations for

Response Evaluation of Spring Mass Systems

"Mnan+A. Kinj. . .n

Knj -- Kin ; 1 , 2 ... N
2

= mode i elgenvalue (square of circular natural frequency)

if: ant = nth element of mode i eigenvector (amplitude ratio)

;i + Wi 2b -; (reference system equation of motion)
rn = 'n!.•

n---1.2... N

i 1,2...N

N

Y1 Iron 'ni rn rln. [mnani)2] (participation factor)
n.|

Uni :hi Yi b i (modal displacement)

then: -- A Uni (total relative displacement)

ýnan+ = t [(w,)2 Unj (total absolute acceleration)

briefly and specific algebraic formulations are of all the forces acting on a mass in a given di-
offered for two and three degree of freedom rection is equal to zero, where the reaction to
systems. Use of the equations of Table 1 to an acceleration of the mass in that direction is
determine actual response magnitudes consti- regarded as a force acting to oppose the accel-
tutes the third phase of the response evaluation eration, equal in magnitude to the product of the
procedure. The manner In which these equa- mass and its absolute value of acceleration. A
tions can be used is stated and illustrated with corresponding relation exists between moments
specific examples. applied to a mass, its mass moment of inertia,

and the consequent rotary accelerations of the
Additional material is included which treats mass.

the concept of effective modal mass and the ap-
plication of that concept in response evaluation
problems. A Single Degree of Freedom System

Consider first the simple single degree of
GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION freedom system of Fig. l(a), where both the

mass and the system base are constrained to
D'Alembert's Principle move in a single direction. The dimension x is

the displacement of the mass c.g. from its re-
The essential first step of the response laxed position relative to the system base, and

evaluation procedure is the application of New- the dimension a is the "absolute" displacement
ton's second law of motion to each of the degrees of the system base relative to the inertial frame
of freedom of the system. As formulated by of reference (indicated in Fig. l(a) by the
D'Alembert, the law provides that the summation star).
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A Single Mass, Two Degree of

Dsplaced Freedom System
Consider next the system of Fig. 2(p) which

is equal to the system of Fig. I(a) except that an
Positdio additional degree of freedom exists - specifi-
Pooition cally, rotation within the plane of the figure, "IO

being the moment of inertia of the mass about
its c.g. Application of D'Alembert's principle

saf • to both the translation and rotation coordinates
provides the following two equations of motion
(see Fig. 2(b)): -

SM(;+•)+ KI(x-L, 0) + K2 (x+L 2 ) = O, (4)

I(; + ) - Yy(x-L 1 O')L, + K2 (x+*L2,P)L 2  0. (5)

The elastic coefficients of Eqs. (4) and (5)
can be isolated as follows:

K-. = KI + K2, (6)

K.0 = KVX = K2 L 2 - KIL' (7)

K2 L2 L+ 21  (8)
thus permitting the two equations of motion to
be restated as:

(b) mi + Kxxx + Kx P = -ml, (9)

Figure + Ip+KOx + K,4 = -10. (10)

It can be shown that when the two base ac-If the value of the mass is m and the spring celeration parameters ; and ;, are equal to
rate is K, the application of D'Alembert's prin- zero, the mass can experience "natural" or
ciple provides the following equation of motion "characteristic" motion In either or both of two
(see Fig. 1(b) and note that the reaction m (i + i) sinusoidal forms, as indicated by the following
is positive in the sense opposite to that of in- equations:
creasing x and s values):

m(i + ) + Kx = 0. (1) x = X 1 + X 2 , (11)

It can be shown that when the foundation accel- 0 = 01 + P2 (12)
eration, i, is equal to zero, the mass can ex-
perience a "natural" or "characteristic" motion = Bi sin (wst + 1i)(
of the form indicated by the equations: (13)

X 8 sin (wt+4))(X2 = B 2 sin (0) 2 t +( 2 )

W= OF. (3) 01 = b, sin (&ult+0 1 )(

In Eq. (2), t Is time, w is the (circular) natural 0= b 2 sin (w2t + 02)
frequency of oscillation, and B and o are con-
stants which can take on any real values (includ- A 1 = bl/ (5
ing zero) as a result of an "excitation" of the
system. 82 = b2/B2,
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2 P _ The preceding equations show that as the mass
• R - ' R 4R -. Iexperiences a translatory oscillation at either

_(16) of the two natural frequencies, it simultaneously
2 R+ experiences a rotary oscillation of proportion-
2 ate magnitude at the same frequency, the /3

and 32 values being natural "amplitude atios"
r 2 1 which relate the translatory and rotary portions

Imwl KXE /K.0 (17) of the motion and which are (like the natural
2 K . frequencies) determined exclusively by the phys-

x2 ical constants of the system -

! K K• - Ks,/mI. (18) Inspection of Fig. 2(a)-demonstrates that
the translation, x' of a point located a distance,

RI K.,/m + K,,i 1 (19) L, from the c.g. is given by the following equa-
tion:

In the preceding equations, t is time, w,
and W2 are the (circular) natural frequencies x' - L'. (20)
of two "natural modes of motion," and B, and
01, and B2 and ;2 are constants which can take If the case is considered where the quantities
on any real values (including zero) as a result x2 and 'P2 are equal to zero, the values of ý'
of an excitation of the system. This indicates and x' will be as indicated by Eqs. (21) and
that the mass is capable of experiencing natural (22):
sinusoidal translation at frequency ýj and also
at frequency ý2• Each of Eqs. (13) is completely P z •3X. (21)
analogous to Eq. (2) which describes the natural
behavior of a single degree of freedom system. x' = x (1- L,3 1)• (22)

L• 1o

(a)iL

9 1 Relaxed Position

(b)

Kil 4x - L%, 0 ni

Figure 2
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It can be seen that fi the length, L, were "1 = a. (25)
equal to the reciprocal of the amplitude ratio,
/0, the value x' would be continuously zero re- 22 = e, (26)
gardless of the amplitude of motion and it can
be said that there is a natural mode of motion .I = M, (27)
which consists of a rotary oscillation at fre-
quency - 1 , with a center of oscillation located m2  I (28)
a distance (/1,31) from the c.g. It can be shown
in a similar manner that there is a second nat- K11 = Kx,, (29)
ural mode of motion having a natural frequency
(2 with a center of oscillation located a distance K12 K21 = Kx,~ (30)
(1/•32) from the c.g. (Note: For the configura-
tion of Fig. 2, the two amplitude ratios are al- K2 2 = KO. (31)
ways of opposite sign and the centers of rotation
of the two modes are on opposite sides of the Equations (10) and (11) can therefore be restated
c.g.) as:

If the coefficient K,, is equal to zero (see ",I + K1 Iul + K1 2 u 2 = -Ml"i, (32)
Eq. 7), one of the two amplitude ratios is equal
to zero and the other is equal to infinity, and, in M2 62 + K2 1 Ul + K2 2 u 2 = -m 2 2 . (33)
turn, one of the natural centers of oscillation
lies at the c.g. and the other lies an infinite The establishment of a more general form
distance from the c.g. This indicates, in effect, of notation may be pursued with the definition of
that one of the two natural modes is pure trans- additional symbols as in Eqs. (34), (35), and (36):
lation and the other is pure rotation. In such a
system, the x and 0 coordinates are said to be Ali BI. A1 2  B2 , (34)
uncoupled.

A21 = b, A2 2 = b2, (35)
It may be noted from inspection of Eqs.

(16), (18), and (19) that the w and 2 values '21 = '5 .22 =2 (36)
are independent of the excitation of the system,
being determined exclusively by the stiffness Adding a second subscript to the terms uI
and inertia coefficients of the system. It might and u2 to denote the particular parts of the
be said that the 12 and w2 terms are the sys- motions associated with a specific natural mode,
tem's "own" natural values. The German word permits Eqs. (11) through (15) to be restated as
for "own" is "eigen," and from this we have one Eqs. 137) through (41):
of the most popular "status" words in our tech-
nical vocabulary - "eigenvalue." For the un- Ul = ull + u 1 2 , (37)
damped, spring-mass systems of interest here,
an eigenvalue is simply the square of a (circu- u 2 = u 2 1 + u 2 2 , (38)
lar) natural frequency. Perhaps even more
effective for impressing lay listeners is the
word "eigenvector" which, for the systems of Ull = All sin (cet + 01) (39)
interest here, simply denotes the one or more
amplitude ratios necessary to describe the dis- U1 2 = A1 2 sin (w 2 t + (PO

placement characteristics of a natural mode of
motion. u 21  = A2 1 sin (clt+•0 1 ) ,(40)

A Systematic Notation for Two u 2 2 = A22 sin (& 2 t + 0 2 )

Degree of Freedom Systems a21 =

For the sake of establishing a more general (41)
form of notation, new symbols can be defined as a2 = A22/A12-
in Eqs. (23) through (31): In these equations, the first subscript of a

U, = X (23) double subscript denotes a specific one of the
two motion coordinates while a second subscript
or a single subscript denotes the natural mode

U2 = 0, (24) of motion with which the quantity is associated.
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A Two Mass, Two Degree of applicable. The independence of the two natu-

Freedom System ral modes of motion, however, is every bit as
real, the system having two distinct natural

The approach used to establish the equa- frequencies, and corresponding to each fre-

tions of motion for the foregoing cases can be quency, an amplitude ratio which indicates the

applied to any multidegree, spring mass system. relative motion of the two masses associated

By way of illustration, consider the configura- with that mode. For the particular case de-

tion of Fig. 3(a) where s denotes the absolute scribed, the two masses will oscillate in the

displacement of the base (with respect to the same direction in one of the system's natural

inertial frame of reference) and uI and u2 , re- modes of motion, and in opposite directions for

spectively, denote the displacement, relative to the second natural mode of motion.

the base, of masses m, and M2 from their re-
laxed positions. Application of D'Alembert's Three Degree of Freedom Systems
principle provides the following two equations
(see Fig. 3(b)): If D'Alembert's principle is applied to a

three degree of freedom, spring mass system,
M (,+ ) + K, ul - K (u 2 - u) = 0. (42) the resulting equations of motion can be stated

as follows:
M2 (G2 + + Kc (u 2 -,u) + K2 u 2  0. (43)

I the following definitions are established, 311 UG + K 1 1ul + K1 2 U2 + K1 3 u3  -Mi 1, (48)

K1 -- K1 + K•, (44) I%2 U2 + K2 1 u l + K2 2 u 2 + K2 3 u 3 = - 2 2 , (49)

z2-- K2 1 -z,,M 3  + K3 1 uI + K3 2 u 2 + K3 3 u 3 =-r 3 ;i3  (50)

K2 1 r K2 + Kc, (46)

5- 2=%1(47) .

then Eqs. (32), (33), and (37) through (41), es-
tablished for the configuration of Fig. 2(a), are
fully applicable to the configuration of Fig. 3(a).

The resulting natural motion of the two
mass systems is likewise the sum of two sinus-
oidal motions, although in this case, the physi-
cal concept of center of rotation is not directly

Figure 4

- a As applied to the single mass system of

m44 + • ) Fig. 4, for example, the terms s1 , 32, and s3
denote one absolute rotation and two absolute

.% - 40 translations of the base, respectively. The

terms u 1 u22, and u3 denote the corresponding
-PA' 61,( at)displacements of the mass from its relaxed po-

sition relative to the base. The term i1 is

Ok +• 4 I equal to the moment of inertia of the mass about
its c.g. and the terms M2 and mi are each equal

K" at to the magnitude of the mass. The K terms de-
S£ • note appropriate combinations of spring stiff-

ness and location dimensions in the manner of
the z terms of Eqs. (6), (7), and (8). (Note: It
is presumed in the discussion of this specific

(a) (b) example, that motions both of the mass and of
the base are restricted to motions within the

Figure 3 plane of the figure.)
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It can be shown that when the three base Generalizing the Equations of Motion
acceleration parameters (01 , '2, and '3) are
all equal to zero, a system described by Eqs. The fundamental approach to establishing
(48), (49), and (50) can experience "natural" the equations of motion and describing the nat-
motion in any one or combination of three sinus- ural modes of motion for the two- and three-
oidal forms (or modes) as indicated by the fol- degree systems treated in the preceding para-
lowing equations which correspond to the "two graphs can be validly applied to linear elastic,
degree" equations-- Eqs. (37) through (41). undamped, spring mass systems having any

number of degrees of freedom. The total num-
Us ý Us I *u12 + U13 (51) ber of degrees of freedom to be considered In a

given case is exactly equal to the number of
u2 ý U2 1 * u22 + U23 (52) motion coordinates which are necessary to de-

scribe the motion of interest, and the total nat-
us U31 * U3 2 + U33  (53) ural (unforced) motion is the sum of an equal

number of sinusoidal motions. Since the ap-
proach outlined here consists of applying

"U1 1  A 1 Al fl sn( 1 t *1) 'D'Alembert's principle (or Newton's second law
of motion) to each of the degrees of freedom, an

"u1 2 = A1 2 sin (w2t + ¢2) , N" degree of freedom system will have "N"
u 1 3 ý A1 3 sin (w3t + 03) (54) equations of motion, each of these equations in-

cluding consideration of up to "N" coordinates.
Since these equations are similar in form for

u21 ý A2 1 sin (wit + ti), all the systems considered here, it is possible
to express them in a generalized form which

u22 = A2 2 sin (ý2t + t2), can be applied to systems having any number of
degrees of freedom. Note, for example, that

u23 : A2 3 sin (w 3 t + (3) (55) Eq. (59) can be made to represent either Eq.
(32) or (33) by substituting for the letter n in
Eq. (59) the numeral I or 2, respectively:

-3 A3 1 sin(•t+1,

u32 = A3 2 sin (" 2 t +02) ",a + Kn1 u1 +Kn 2 u2  (59)

33 A33 Sin ( 3t +P3) (Similarly, all three equations, (48), (49),
"(56) d (50) can be represented by the single ex-

pression of (60) if the right hand portion of that
* 21 A21Al I expression is understood to, indicate all the

forms of that expression which can be obtained
*22 2 A22/A12 by successively substituting for the letter n,

the numerals 1, 2, and 3:
a23 A2 kA 1 3, (57)

mn "n + Knl 1U + Kn2u2 + Kn3u3 = -rnn;n

a 3 1  A 3 1/AlI , n = 1, 2, 3. (60)

&32 A 3 2/A 2 2
a33 A33/A13 (58) In addition, the expressions of (59) and (60) can

" (58 themselves be shortened by introducing the

summation "operator"
The pattern of subscripts in these equations

is similar to that of Eqs. (37) through (41) with
the qualification that two amplitude ratios are
necessary to define a natural mode of motion.
In the illustrative example of Fig. 4, the center
of rotation of each natural motion can be estab- which denotes the summation of all the forms
lished by the amplitude ratios in the same man- of the indicated expression which can be estab-
ner as was done for the two degree of freedom lished by successively substituting for j, each
system of Fig. 2(a), two amplitude ratios being of the integers from A to B. This permits
required to locate the center which in this case Eqs. (59) and (60) to be restated in the fol-
can lie anywhere in the plane. lowing manner:
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of the significant coordinates. It is convenient
in an + Kni UJ z -Mn ;n n z 1,2, (61) to consider that there is an amplitude ratio

term for every significant coordinate, the one
which is unity denoting on which coordinate the

. n=set is normalized. Such an amplitude ratio set
n. + L nj = -renn; n: 1,2,3. (62) is known as the eigenvector, each individual

ratio of the sot being an "element" of the elgen-
The pattern of Eqs. (61) and (62) suggests vector. The eigenvector is sometimes referred

the ultimate generalized form of Eq. (63) below to as a mode shape since in certain configura-
wherein the term N denotes the total number of Uons the elements of the eigenvector actually
coordinates (and hence degrees of freedom) in- constitute a plot of the shape assumed by the

volved. This is the basic, generalized equation system when the particular mode is excited.

of motion of linear elastic, undamped spring
mass systems, the first equation of Table 1, Limiting Conditions

mnun + Kn+ U -- n n n = 1, N. (63) It has been pointed out that the foregoing

algebra is applicable to "linear" systems. The

strict mathematical definition of the term linear
While the several equations of motion rep- is somewhat involved but for our purposes, a

resented by this general form may be validly spring mass system can be described as linear
written in any order, some computational bene- if each of the force reactions within the system
fits may follow from a particular order. Where is proportional to the first power of the motion
the coefficients K1 1 . K2 2 , K,,. and so on, are parameter which causes it (e.g., spring force
considered to represent the "main diagonal" of reaction proportional to displacement).
the array of "K" coefficients, it generally con-
tributes to arithmetic simplicity to arrange the Equations (30) and (45) indicate an "elastic
equations in such an order that the non-zero reciprocity" for the two degree of freedom sys-
coefficients are concentrated near the main tems. This reciprocity is an inherent feature
diagonal. of ordinary linear spring mass systems having

any number of degrees of freedom. This qual-
Equations (64), (65), and (66) are general- ity, which is stated in generalized form by Eq.

ized expressions which describe the natural (67), is essential for the valid application of the
motion of the system of Eq. (63) and correspond response evaluation procedure treated here:
to Eqs. (51) through (58) for the three degree of
freedom system. The subscript n in these Knj = Kj. (67)
equations denotes the particular coordinate with
which the term is associated, and the subscript For a system which includes a mass not
i denotes the particular natural mode of motion restrained from rotation (either by physical
with which the term is associated: constraint or by symmetry), the validity of these

response evaluation procedures is subject also
, to the applicability of the following conditions:

"n -- ni, (64)
1. Rotation of system masses is sufficiently

small to justify the approximation that the angle

Un = ~A, sin (a 1 t + oi) of rotation is equal to its sine. This condition

1= , 2... N. (65) precludes the introduction of nonlinearity asso-

i = 1, 2... N ciated with variable moment arms for springs.

ani - Ani/Ali, 2. Translation coordinate axes for any
(66) mass intersect its c.g. and are parallel to its

i = 2, 3... N principle axes of inertia. This qualification
eliminates "inertia" coupling which complicates

In the foregoing discussions, the amplitude the evaluation of natural characteristics and

ratio sets (all the terms associated with a par- renders Table I inapplicable.
ticular natural mode) were normalized on the
#1 coordinate, with one less term being consid- 3. High-speed rotating masses such as
ered in a set than there were significant coord- electric motor rotors are not a part of the sys-
inates in the problem. Actually, the amplitude tern. The "gyroscopic" effect of such rotating
ratio set may be normalized validly on any one masses introduces nonlinear, inertia coupling.
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4. Translations of a system mass are amplitude ratios (elgenvector) for each natural
small compared to its radii of gyration about mode of motion. For systems having four or
axes perpendicular to the direction of transla- more coupled degrees of freedom, this is the
tion. The moment of inertia values associated most complicated arithmetic routine in the re-
with conventional coordinates are reckoned from sponse evaluation procedure. Fortunately, there
a point fixed within the inertial frame of refer- are widely available digital computer routines
ence, and displacements of the mass accordingly which, on the basis of inertia (mn) and stiffness
cause variation of the inertia value, rendering (Kn ) parameters, turn out elgenvalue and eigen-
the equations of motion nonlinear, vector solutions with great speed, reliability,

precision, and economy. Matrix iteration meth-
Reference 1 contains information dealing ods for evaluating complex systems are beyond

with principle axes of inertia. Reference 2 in- the scope of this paper, but are covered in a
cludes additional information relating specifi- number of texts, including Ref s. 4, 5, and 6. An
cally to the determination of principle axes. appreciation of the solution can be gained by
Appendix IV of Ref. 2 deals in particular with consideration of Eq. (68) which Is applicable to
conditions 2, 3, and 4, presented in the previous the system described by Eq. (63):
paragraph, and is based on a similar treatment
which may be found in Ref. 3. 1'

,•C0. xa ; n = 1,2...N. (68)

THE NATURAL MODE SOLUTION n

An essential step in the response evaluation Since, for any value of i, one of the amplitude
procedure is the evaluation of the natural fre- ratios (eigenvector elements) is equal to unity,
quency (square root of the etgenvalue) and the Eq. (68) will represent N specific simultaneous

TABLE 2
Natural Mode Solutions for Two and Three Degree of Freedom Systems

Wi = Eigenvalue =i nth element of Eigenvector

SmnCn + KnuI + Kn2u 2 = 0; n = 1, 2

2R =o [K, ,, K2-K1] ' -
" RI = (K1s/ms) + (K2 Vm 2 )

: (2,2 RI(i)2 + Ro = 0

a1 1i }I t = 1, 2

a2i : 1 2/(m 2 wi 
2 

- K22)

mnin + KnU1 U + Kn2u 2 + Kn.,u 3  0; n a 1, 2, 3
2 2 2

R. Ro (KIIK22K33 + 2K1 2K13K 2 3 - KIIK 2 3 - K2 2 KI 3 - K 3 3 K1 2 )/mIm 2 m 3

[RI = rMI(K221K33 - K2 3 ) +m 2 (KIIK 33 - 3 ) + M3(K1IK22- ] /mm 2 m3

R2 = (K1 1/ml) + (K2 2/m 2 ) + (K3 3 /m 3 )

(, 2w)3 + R2 (. 12) 2 + RI1(c1 2) + RO 0

all = 11

K12KI3 - K2 3 (ml"1w
2 

- Kl) j = 1 2. 3
K 1 2K23 - K13(M2 w 2 - K22) 1

a3, [(MI. 1 2 - K) - a 2 1 K1 2 ] /4 1 3
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equations containing N unknowns, one W 2 and responses (61) of reference single degree of
(N - 1) a values. When these equations are ma- freedom systems to the pertinent base disturb-
nipulated to eliminate the a terms, a single Nth ance are known for each of the system natural
degree polynomial results providing N different frequencies (-j). The ratio (rn) which each of
solutions for w12 (presuming all coordinates the system base acceleration functions (i,)
are coupled). For each value of w,2, one set of bears to the reference base acceleration func-
a,, terms can be determined from the same N tion (i) is also required.
equations. Specific coefficients for the eigen-
value polynomial and eigenvector relationships Derivation of various forms of the partici-
for two and three degree of freedom systems pation factor can be found in a number of
are listed in Table 2 for convenience, sources, including Ref. 7 (which does not iden-

tify the participation factor by name but uses
In evaluating natural frequencies as indi- the symbol vd). Justification of the specific

cated herein, it is important to consider that equations of Table 1, in essentially equal lan-
the natural dimension of the eigenvalue is time guage, is contained in Appendix 1I of Ref. 2.
to the power of -2. The square root of the
eigenvalue, therefore, is the so-called "circu-
lar" natural frequency, whose dimension is ra- Illustrative Example - Simple Two
dians per unit time. The numerical value of the Mass System
circular natural frequency is 27 times the nu-
merical value of the "cyclic" natural frequency By way of illustrating the response evalua-
whose natural dimension is cycles per unit time. tion procedure, consider the two degree of free-

dom system and the two reference single degree
It should also be remembered that an eigen- systems illustrated in Fig. 5. It was shown

vector element can be either positive or negative previously that application of D'Alembert's
and that this sense is an essential part of the principle results in Eqs. (42) and (43) which
element's mathematical quality, can be restated as Eqs. (32) and (33), with the

qualification that i - ' .2 =- . It can be con-
cluded that the ratios, rI and r 2 are each equal

APPLICATION OF THE RESPONSE to unity and the participation factor for mode i
EQUATIONS can be stated as follows:

The General Response Evaluation i, + M )2+ )2
Equations [-I I 2 jLi'

2 2i.J

i 1, 2. (69)
The total relative displacement response

to a multidegree of freedom system to a given The relative displacements (u,) and the
base disturbance may be visualized as the sum absolute accelerations (On+ ') of masses 1 and
of the responses of each of the natural nodes of 2 are given by Eqs. (70) through (73).
the system to the same disturbance. The re-
sponse of any one mode is proportional to a I = a1 10 1 81 + a1 2 Y2 82 , (70)
"modal" participation factor and to the response,
to the same disturbance, of a reference single u2 = a 2 Sy1 -s + a2 2 (71)

degree of freedom system having the same nat-
ural frequency. Table 1, which is a summary of
the generalized equations for response evalu-
ation of spring mass systems, indicates the
formulation of these modal participation factors
(-y) and the relation for establishing modal 'a.
displacement responses (unl). It also indicates
relationships for determining total relative
displacement responses (u,) and total absolute I l

acceleration responses Oni, + 'd, in terms of the
individual modal response parameters. The
subscript i in the table denotes any particular
one of the several natural modes.

Table 1 is applicable where the equations ase IReference
of motion have been formulated and the corre- systems
sponding eigenvalues (.?a) and eigenvectors
(a, ) resolved, and where the displacement Figure 5
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at + i = W1 2 016 + '?" 12 Y2 8 2 , (72) Aswas demonstrated in earlier paragraphs,
application of D'Alembert's principle to the sys-

a2 + == ( 1
2a2 1 V 1 5 1 + '?a 2 2 72&2  (73) tem of Fig. 6(b) leads to the equations of motion,

Eqs. (32) and (33), and it can be concluded from
Eqs. (74) and (75) that the ratios r and r2 are

Illustrative Example - "Split" as given by Eqs. (76) and (77) and the participa-
Base Motion tion factor for mode i is given by Eq. (78):

The manner In which the response evalua- r, = Lj/[L! + L2 ]1 (76)
tion procedure may be applied to another type
problem is illustrated in the following example. r2 = 1/1LI + L 2 ]1 (77)

V1 = [(m 1 La 1li + m2 a 2 i)/(L 1 +L2 )]/

[M,(,,,,) 2  + m2(. 1)2]; i 1, 2. (78)

The response equations, Eqs. (70) through (73)
are applicable to this system.

Illustrative Example - "Misaligned"
, 'Base Motion

%* *As a further illustration, consider the sys-

tem of Fig. 7, which consists of a single, mass
m, having a moment of inertia I, mounted elas-
2tically on a base which experiences a disturb-
ance which is exclusively a translation in the
direction Indicated in the figure by the alignment"of the reference single degree of freedom sys-

(b) tems. As was stated previously, application of
D'Alembert's principle to this configuration
leads to the equations of motion, Eqs. (48), (49),

Figure 6 and (50), where m, is equal to I, and m2 and

Consider the system of Fig. 6(a) which consists
of a single mass mounted on two springs as in-
dicated and subject to translation in the u1 di-
rection and rotation in the u2 direction. Con-
sider also that the system experiences a shock Re
disturbance which consists exclusively of a
translation, in the s direction, of the right-hand
portion of the base. A vehicle striking a bump .
could experience such a disturbance. This sys-
tem may be considered equivalent to the system %
of Fig. 6(b) mounted on a solid base, which as it
experiences a translation sl, simultaneously
experiences a rotation '2, which effectively
cancels the translation of the base at the point
where it supports the left-hand spring. The
appropriate relations between base acceleration -
parameters 1', '2 and ; can be determined
geometrically as follows: 4

'_1 LiL

1.~1 L + L2 (74)

22 : . Figure 7
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"*3 are each equal to i. Inspection of Fig. 7 displacement response b1, due to all the base
shows that the base acceleration functions, i,, acceleration i, occurring between the times t*

' 2, and '3 are related to the fundamental ac- and t':
celeration function i an indicated by the follow-
ing equations: t E n [%(t-t')] dt (87)

81 = 7-jixsi 4it-t]d .(7
0, (79) t

'2 = x sin (a) (80) For certain classical acceleration functions,
algebraic solutions are available for the Du-

= I X Cos (a). (81) hamel integral. Automatic computer routines

which can evaluate this integral for any arbi-
It can be concluded from these relations that trary acceleration function, are widely available.
the ratios ri, r 2 , and r 3 are equal to zero,
sin (a), and cos (a), respectively, and the par-
ticipation factor for mode i can be stated as Application of the Shock Spectrum
follows:

In a typical instance, the variation of the
Vi = [ma 2 1 sin (a) + maU cos (a)]/ reference displacements with time are not

known, the disturbance being reported as a shock
2 3 (82) response spectrum which plots, as a function of

the natural frequency of simple spring mass
Equation (82) can be reduced to: - "reference" systems, the peak response magni-

tude which such systems experience when sub-
•i = [a 2 1 sin (a) + a3 1 cos (a)]/ jected to the base disturbance. The response

parameters most commonly reported are rela-

2+ )2+ )2 1.2.3 (83) tive displacement, velocity (pseudo), and abso-
lute acceleration. In the absence of specific
qualification to the contrary, response spectra

The relative displacement responses are may be presumed to report peak magnitudes
given by Eqs. (84), (85), and (86). The corre- without regard to sign. In the language of Table
sponding absolute acceleration responses can 1, the foregoing displacement, velocity, and ac-
be evaluated in a similar fashion according to celeration spectra are equal to
the following equation of Table 1:

U 1  a 0 / 1  I1 + a , 2 Y 83 2 + " y3l3 (84 ) Is i W1 I8 ,If a5 , and w. I j, m aX .

respectively, where the parallel lines enclosing
U2  1 ,121 1 a '22'Y2 b2 + a23 3 83, (85) an algebraic expression denote its magnitude,

exclusive of sign. More detailed discussion of
U3 2 ' 31•,•,I8 1 + a.32 'Y2 82 + a 3 3 Y3 83 . (86) shock response spectra may be found in a num-

ber of sources including chapter 2 of Ref. 2.

Base Disturbance Qualities Where only the peak magnitude of the a
functions are known, the response equations

In presenting the foregoing response equa- must be restricted to consideration of peak
tions (e.g., Eq. (86)), no special qualifications magnitudes. Equation (86) for example, would
have been made as to time, and there is no need take the form of Eq. (88),
for such a qualification since the equations pre-
sented are valid for all values of time. Consid- Iullmax = Ja11yll x 181 1=x + 1a12 Y21
ering Eq. (84) for example, if 8 1, 32, and' 83
are each known as functions of time, then the I is 2iMx + Ia 13 3I x 831-ax. (88 )
displacement response ul can be determined
as a function of time, accordingly. The peak responses of several spring mass

systems of differing natural frequencies to the
If the acceleration of a given base is known same disturbance do not necessarily occur at

as a function of time, the relative displacement the same time and hence the summation of the
response of a reference single degree of free- individual mode response magnitudes (as in Eq.
dom spring mass system mounted on the bane (88)) represents a limiting value of the total re-
can be determined according to Duhamel's inte- sponse rather than a specific maximum value.
gral of Eq. (8"). In the language of Table 1, this There are certain considerations, however,
integral indicates, for any time tI, the relative which sugest that this value is not generally a
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grossly conservative value. If a given amplitude "4 ([2l sin(s) + c3€oa (a)] Y1 'I

of motion exists in a given natural mode of mo-
tion of an undamped system at the cessation of + sin (a) + CL3 Cs (a] 2) 2
an external disturbance, hypothetically the sys-
tem will oscillate at that amplitude and at the * [a23 sin (a) + a33 Cos (a)] •3 b3. (90)
mode's natural frequency indefinitely. If more
than one mode is so excited, then at some times Consideration of Eq. (90) may be restricted
their peak magnitudes of oscillation will add.. to actual and limiting magnitudes in the manner
As the separation of mode frequencies increases, done for Eq. (88) without losing sight of any al-
the probability increases that such addition of gebraic cancellation which might occur in the
mode amplitudes will occur before actual inher- bracketed coefficients of Eq. (90) due to the op-
ent damping appreciably reduces the mode am- posite signs of the a terms.
plitudes. Further, experience has shown that
the greatest portion of a limiting response value When a system base is simultaneously sub-
is typically accounted for by a single mode and jected to two or more disturbances (e.g., verti-
that, in general, not more than two or three cal and horizontal motions) and the relationships
modes contribute significantly. Where two or between the disturbances is not known, the re-
more mode frequencies are very close or where spouse to each disturbance must be evaluated
some unusual quality of the base disturbance is independently and the total system response re-
known, special treatment may be in order. garded as the sum of the individual values.

Combination of Response Values of Force Disturbances
Several Coordinates

In the foregoing treatment, the only disturb-
When "maximum magnitude" type data is ances considered were accelerations of the base.

used for the reference displacements, special A system may be subject to disturbing forces
caution is appropriate regarding the evaluation applied directly to the mass (e.g., a wind force).
of response dimensions which must be estab- In such a case, application of D'Alembert's
lished by combining the response values of two principle will result in an equation of motion
or more of the motion coordinates used in the including the force. This may be accommodated
problem analysis. In general, the total response by the response evaluation procedure described
values of two or more coordinates should not be here by dividing the force F , applied to mass
combined to evaluate the response value of an %n, by the value m% to establish an equivalent
alternate coordinate, but rather, the peak re- base acceleration function 1,.
sponse magnitude of the desired coordinate
should be individually established for each nat-
ural mode of motion and the several modal val- EFFECTIVE MODAL MASS
ues summed to establish the total value. By way
of illustration, consider the system of Fig. 7 and The Effective Mass Concept
the question - What Is the peak relative di3-
placement response (u4) of the mass c.g. in the A valuable concept pertinent to the response
direction of the base motion? Inspection of Fig. evaluation of linear, multidegree of freedom
7 shows the relation between the response co- systems concerns the effective m- s of a natu-
ordinate u4 and the three problem coordinates ral mode of motion. This quantity is significant
given by the following equation: in the evaluation of the reaction applied to a

base by a spring mass system as a result of
U4 - u2 sin (a) + u3 con (a). (89) base motion, and is also useful in establishing

simplified configurations to approximate the
Direct substitution of the limiting values estab- characteristics of distributed mass systems an
lished for the coordinates u 2 and U3 in Eq. (89) other complex multidegree of freedom systems.
would introduce unnecessary conservatism
since, in at least one of the natural modes of Consider the systems of Fig. 5 where each
motion, the sense of the u2 portion of the motion of the natural frequencies of the two mass sys-
will oppose the sense of the u3 portion. How- tem is duplicated by the natural frequency of
ever, Eqs. (85), (86), and (89) can be combined one of the two reference systems and where
to justify Eq. (90): base motion is restricted to the a direction, as
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indicated. Suppose that mass values could be multidegree system is equal to the sum of the
selected for the two reference systems such peak kinetic energies attained by the N masses,
that the total force applied by them to the base, mn. Accordingly, the two energy values E and
as a result of base motion, is equal to the cor- E° can be established by Eq. (91) below, and
responding total force applied by the two mass where these energy values are equal, Eq. (92)
system. If such were the case, the total dynamic follows:
reaction of the two reference systems on the
base would be indistinguishable from the dynamic N
reaction of the two mass system on the base, E ½ - v, (91)
and the reference system mass values could, n-, '
therefore, be regarded as the "effective" mass
values of the corresponding natural modes of 2
the two mass system. Such effective masses-- 'v(i92
can be established. Specific relationships are Mi - n (92)

developed in the following paragraphs. n-

The velocity response amplitude ratio (vni/vO

Development of the Effective is equal to the displacement response amplitude
Mass Equation (uni/bI) which can be deduced from the equation

of Table 1 to justify Eq. (93) and in turn, the

The energy introduced into an elastic sys- effective mass" Eq. (94):
tem by a given base displacement is equal to the
product of the force applied by the base and the " 2
displacement of the base. Therefore, the force m, m. (Yi -h)' (93)

reactions of two elastic systems on a supporting
base are completely equal if the energy intro-
duced into one of the systems by any given base m.i = Y i2 mn ()n 1 )2. (94)
motion is equal to the energy introduced into
the second system by the same base motion.
Consider, for example, a system having N de- The summation of Eq. (94) is the term
"-ees of freedom and a group of N single degree known as the "generalized mass" of mode i and
t,. freedom reference systems mounted on a incidentally is the denominator of the participa-
common base in the manner of Fig. 5, where tion factor (y,) equation of Table 1.
each of the reference systems has a particular
mass value, mj, which experiences a relative
displacement response, b I, due to a foundation Applications of the Effective
motion, s. The total energy introduced into the Mass Concept
N degree system is equal to the sum of the en-
ergies introduced into each natural mode of mo- The dynamic reaction of an elastic system
tion, and the total energy introduced into the on its base resulting from a disturbance of the
group of reference systems is equal to the sum base is often a matter of considerable interest
of the energies introduced into each individual since the "base" of one system is, perhaps more
reference system. If the energy introduced into often than not, one element of a larger elastic
each natural mode of the multidegree system is system. The chief value of the effective mass
equal to the energy introduced intothe corre- concept is that it permits those characteristics
sponding reference system, the reaction on the of a complex elastic system which bear signifi-
base of the group of reference systems will be cantly on its base reaction to be described ef-
identical to that of the multidegree system. fectively by the relatively few physical param-
Each reference system mass value would be the eters of a simple spring mass system. Where
effective mass of the corresponding mode of the it can be established that all of a complex sys-
multidegree system. tem's natural modes do not participate signif I-

cantly in the response to a given disturbance,
Let E denote the energy Introduced into the nonparticipating natural modes may be

one mode of a multidegree system by a given discounted.
base disturbance; E' the energy introduced into
the corresponding reference system of mass In its simplest application, an N degree of
MiI, by the same base disturbance; vi denote the freedom spring mass system, mounted on a
velocity response amplitude of mass m,; and base constrained to move only in a single
vnt the corresponding velocity amplitude of co- straight line, Is replaced by N single degree of
ordinate n in mode i of the multidegree sys- freedom spring mass systems aligned in the
tem. The energy contained in mode i of the same direction (for example, ses Fig. 5). The
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natural frequency and effective mass of each natural mode of this system were to be repre-
mode of the multidegree system is reflected sented by a single degree of freedom system
in one of the single degree systems. It should mounted on a mass-less bar as in Fig. 8(e), it
be noted that the participation factors and, would obviously make a great deal of difference
hence, the values of effective modal mass, are to the base reaction whether the effective mass
affected by the direction of base freedom, was at the right or left end of the system. The

proper location of that mass (in the z direction
It is often the case that the base of an elas- of Fig. 8(c)) is that point at which the base could

tic system is sensitive not only to the force re- be balanced while the mass was oscillating
actions but to the moment reactions as well. freely in the pertinent mode. This point would
Consider, for example, the system of Fig. 8(a), coincide with the center of the peak accelera-
supported on a base subject to a displacement tion reactions of the-several masses of the dy-
in the z direction for which a suitable dynamic namic model. The peak acceleration reaction
model is the N mass model of Fig. 8(b). if one of each mass is equal to the product of the mass

and its peak acceleration magnitude. For any
given mode, this latter quantity is proportional
to the peak displacement of the mass which is,

(a) ~in turn, proportional to the corresponding am-
plitude ratio (eigenvector element). The balance
point location is hence at the center of action of
the (m, an) products. The Z, dimension of
Fig. 8(e), which gives the "effective" location
of the effective mass of mode i, is given by the
following equation:

I
* I I I% * ,

4b) 
Znmani' ' • 'zi : "(95)

I The rn values of Table I would all be equal to
' .0 :unity for the configuration described, and it may

,• .be noted that the denominator of Eq. (95) is the
W -resulting numerator of the participation factor

equation of Table 1.

Several modes of a system such as that of
Fig. 8 may be reflected in a model such as that
of Fig. 9, which includes several effective
masses, each located at appropriate positions
on the mass-less bar. It should be remembered
that the sum of all the effective modal masses
of a given system should equal the total mass of

(4) the system. U, for a system such as that of
M Fig. 8(a), the available data indicate that the sum

of the effective masses of the presumed signifi-cant modes is appreciably less than the total

Figure 8 Figure 9
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mass, it may be that the difference ts concen- Fig. 7 may be developed by regarding the body
trated near the support points and is, in effect, as a combination of two mama equally spaced
not elastically supported. about the c.g., establishing amplitude ratios for

the two masses based on the effective center of
The proper location for an effective modal rotation of the pertinent mode, and then pro-

mass for a rigid body ;ystem such as that of ceeding as in the foregoing examples.
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RESPONSE OF LIGHTLY DAMPED STRUCTURES TO
RANDOM PRESSURE FIELD"

H. Se rbin
Space System Division

Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver City, California

A completely rational design of structures subjected to random loads
is possible only when adequate information is available on the forcing
input and on the behavior of materials to random stresses. When this
information is not available, one must depend on semi-empirical meth-
ods of analyzing structural response. To facilitate this procedure,
existing theory on the response of a multidegree of freedom system is
extended to the case where all the generalized forces are random. The
result is simplified when the forcing function is due to small scale
turbulence. The theory is illustrated in the case of a simply supported
beam.

INTRODUCTION Diederich [5] extended the work cited above on
the response of airplanes to gusts. A somewhat

A class of chronic problems in mechanical different aspect of the problem was treated by
design is the failure of parts under random Thomson and Barton [6]. They considered a
loads. In the case of airplanes and missiles, lightly damped system with a number of degrees
the design of these parts under steady and quasi- of freedom and found an expression for the
steady loads has been refined to such an extent power density of the response.t A related work
that random loads, heretofore disregarded, are was published by Eringen [7] who restricted his
sometimes more critical for design. discussion to beams and plates, but suggested

simple representations of the forcing function.In the past, ten years, a number of writers

[1-7] have dealt with the subject. All these It is clear from the work accomplished that
writers have regarded the mechanical system rational design for random loads depends on the
as a linear device which converts the forcing understanding of two fundamental areas. The
function (input) into a response (output); the first is the knowledge of the input. When the
mathematical technique for describing the rela- input is due to the action of a turbulent stream
tionship was transferred from electrical engi- on the structure, the Information required is
neering. In this way, Liepmann [1] has discussed beyond the present level of understanding of
the response of an airplane wing passing through fluid dynamics. The second area where more
turbulent air. His analysis was predicated on a knowledge is required is the mechanism of ma-
certain structure of turbulence derived from terlal failure. The theory of cumulative damage
measurements in wind tunnels. Fung [2] ex- as used by Miles [3] does not take into account
tended this work to cover the case of airplane the time sequence of loadings; this criterion of
response to gusts. Miles [3] has presented some damage is therefore questionable.
general considerations relating to a panel sub- Notwithstanding the problems involved in
jected to the random pressure fluctuations of a rational design, it is of considerable practical
jet. He used the "cumulative damage" criterion
for failure prediction, but his work was
Incomplete due to lack of detailed Information tReference [6] is marred by a number of defects
on the forcing input. Press and Houbolt [4] and due probably to motation inconsistencies. It

appears that the intention was to obtain the
response of the system under the action of a

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium. single random force.
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importance to redesign structures which fail I section moment
under random loads in service. The most
direct approach to the problem is: (1) to attach P(x, t) pressure distribution
strain gages to critical areas of the structure,
(2) to measure the strains in service, (2> to generalized coordinate
analyze the output, and (4) to try to duplicate as
closely as possible in the laboratory the motion 3 reaction of beam
of the structure. If failures occur under these
laboratory conditions, then a redesign can be T time interval
started. However, the question of redesign
hinges upon answering the questions: What will 5 kinetic energy
be the response of the redesigned structure to
the same environment? What is the response U potential energy
at points other than where the strain gages were
located? These are the practical questions with W(x. t) deflection function
which the following study is concerned.

a Dirac delta function
We imagine that the structure itself is a

test instrument and seek to inter the nature of £ strain
the forcing function. It is a question here not
so much of an absolute answer as it is a rela- pY(w) power density corresponding
tive answer, namely, to predict the effects of to A(t), B(t)
changes in design. Our procedure is somewhat
to improve the general formulation of Thomson time displacement
and Barton [6] for structures of very little
damping. A simplification is then made when 0.(X) normal mode
the forcing pressures are due to turbulence,
along the lines of Eringen [7t for the case (angular) frequency
where the length and time scales are assumed
very small. The output of one strain gage can Superscripts
then be used to estimate the structural charac-
teristics of the forcing pressure, and the effects * complex conjugate
of redesign can be evaluated.

Subscripts

NOTATION T function section

an, bn Fourier coefficients
DEFINITION OF POWER DENSITY

c ordinate of beam element
The power density p(w) corresponding to a

f(t) function of t function of time, f(t), is defined slightily dif-
ferently by various writers. It is desirable

g(W) transform of f(t) therefore to present here the background of our
definition:

a damping coefficient
Let f(t) be a real-valued function defined

M mean per unit length on the interval -< < t<. Define for large T

t time yTt) of(t), Itl < T,

w transform of V 0. Itl >T.

z space coordinates Let gT(w) be the Fourier transform of fT, i.e.,

A(t), 9(t) dynamic variables 1

z Young's modulus -2

F. generalized force Since Cr(t) is real, it is readily shown that
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gT(- Zw) " (2) This statement may be proved by substituting
into the left side of Eq. (10) from Eq. (2) and

the asterisk represents "complex conjugate." interchanging the order of integrations,
The function fT(t ) may be expanded in the inter-
vii -T < t <T into a Fourier series r f(t + r) f(t) dt = r .

(T(t) an . 0 "nwt (4) (11)

x U•T() gi1w')*d'dw'dt.

The difference between two successive angular But
frequencies is therefore

T

The representations of Eqs. (2) and (4) agree if where is Dirac's delta function. Substituting
one writes into Eq. (11) and carrying out the integration on

a = : v(w) A. (6) .', one finds

S= MY (7) f(t + -) f(t)" dt 2w S(W- •&J-)

The power (in the electrical sense) furnished
by the function fT(t) in Eq. (4) for the frequency K £T(c) gw') 4, dc',

2.I2 + 2,.j - 2 . g- w) ST(w)dw

Using Eqs. (6) and (3), this takes the value o"(.)1 2 d.,
47 4I cos wrIz.lT•

2 A(_2IC + I gr(_.I 2 A.2 = 21 Z.(d)I 12 A0
where the approximation approaches equality

The density relative to the w axis is obtained by as T-.. (see Ref. 1, Appendix 6).t Dividing by
dividing by Aw. Then, substituting from Eq. (5), 2T and passing to the limit, one obtains
one finds for the density

2w 2 li t f(t + r) f(t)* dt

The power density is then defined in the limit 2] 2'

T.aw, cos fr HisIi [i T('.)I dw,

() = lM I() (8) Wo
T cos arr p(w) dwa,

The function p(w) has the property

(-.) = • .(9) which is the required relation. This relation
may be generalized as follows. Let f ' (t) be a

With this definition, one can show that the auto- second function of t and let g; be the corre-
correlation function derived from f(t) is a sponding Fourier transform -
Fourier transform of p•() in the following sense:

T . tThese representations make use of the delta
JIM f(t + T) f(t)* d am p()dw. (10) function. They are unrealistic as introduced
T.,6 • by Eringen because the delta function becomes

infinite when the independent variable is zero.
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Ws Q = F*(t).
J.. eIntroduce the Fourier transforms of Q., F., and

w, according to the equations

Then the joint power density of the pair of func-

tions f. f' is defined by the limit
Q'(t) = | wt qjw) dw.

T. (12)

Proceeding justas before, one finds F 6(t) = eiwt f,(c.,) dw,
S(19

Jim f(t + ) f'(t)" dt f
2T. V(x't) = / iw W(x,w•) dca.

(13) L
CO Then Eq. (18) may be solved in the transform

SJ p, d as follows
1

POWER DENSITY OF COMPOSITE W2+W2

STRUCTURES
Hence the Fourier transform of Eq. (14) is

Let x represent a point on the structure (x given by
is represented by one coordinate for a one-
dimensional structure, two coordinates for a W(KW) = f
two-dimensional structure, and so on). Let . w2+ &2 (20)
4, (x), a = 1, 2 ..... , represent a complete
system of normal modes, normal and orthogo- If F.(t) does not have a Fourier transform,
nalized with respect to the kinetic energy of the then the preceding equation must be modified.
system. Let the deflection of the point x at time Assume that the system is stable so that when
t be represented by the function W(x. t). Write the external forces F6 (t) are removed, the

coordinates Q, approach zero. Then Eq. (20)
W(x,t) ' Q,(t) •6(X) (14) may be replaced by the approximations

where Q. are the generalized coordinates. Then W.!<X. --" (21)
the kinetic energy 3 and potential energy U have a "
the respective forms In general, one is interested in certain

_I1 ýquantities A(t), B(t), and so on, which are linear
2 , (15) functions of the deflection W(x, t). These func-

"tions can be written in the form of a definite
U _.2 Q.2 integral on x.

T~~6Q . (16)
A(t) ( fp(x) I(x,t) dx,

where w, is the natural frequency of the mode A (22)
(P.(x). (2

B(t) : r q(x) W(x~t) dix.

Let P(x, t) be the external pressure applied J

to point x at time t. The generalized force Inmode ox) isFor instance, in the case of a beam, x can
mode •,(x) is be taken as the one dimensional coordinate x

along the beam. The deflection A(x,, t) at a
F,(t) f P(x~t) 0.(x) dx. (17) point x, can be written

The equations of motion of the system under the Ax, t) fB(x-xo) W(x,t) dn, p(x) = &(x-%). (23)
action of the pressure P(x. t) are
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The strain i at a fibre distant c from the PAB(W) = .
neutral axis is given by

a = A(x t) 8"(x-x.) W(x.t) dx, (24) X a b; f 8T(W) f(W) (27)

f: =CCf~(-a [2 + W.2 (I+ ig.)] [.W + JWl'02 A

so that p(x) for E-is We have changed from the approximation to the
equality because of the division by T and the

p(x) = C 8" (X - X'). (25) subsequent passage to the limit.

Multiply throughout Eq. (21) by p(x) and It is now proposed to multiply both sides of
integrate on x, and repeat with the multiplier Eq. (27) by cor cr dc and to integrate on w. bIas-
q(x). Let much as the damping is supposed to be small,

our Interest is in the asymptotic form of the
a =f Tintegral developed in orders of g. where g. . 0.

aT~.(•) -- w.T.(Xc) p(x) dx , When a j 8, the contribution to the integral is
finite in this limit. However, when a = 8, the

r integral is not finite. In fact, one can show by
bT(W) = 1.T(x,w) q(x) dx contour integration the following relation

Then u ds 7

2f0 (z2- 82) 2 + b
4 2= bT'

"E7-2 "2 aspx) ',(x) dx,

Therefore, for small g.,
(26)

h--).. fw2:0) fq coscr f.T(w) f.T(w)* dw

bT(-) .2. (-w2 + &.•
2

)2 + W4g.2

These formulae are based on the assump- dw
tion that there is no damping in the system. o .T() fT(w)J (-,2 + w 2)2 + . 4 g. 2

Suppose now that the natural frequencies &. are
well separated. Suppose further that the damp- Corn lfT 12
ing in the vicinity of each natural frequency is a o
small and can be represented by a phase dis- a a
placement in the restoring force, independent
of the frequency. Then the term w• must be which shows that the terms in Eq. (27) for which
replaced by a term of the form e n (c + i a.) T = a contribute to the final integral terms of
where g. is independent of the frequency w. The order g; . Disregarding terms of lower order
formulae for ar(w) and bT(w) must then be re; and using Eq. (13), one finds
placed by the following:

a- f8T(w) 
-.T(•) E 2: -602 + ,ý.(1 + it)l ._ "

2T

T

bT(ci) b. f-T(w) (28)
8*

2 + &e.
2 (1.i+ =Ocosn c•r PAB(•) dow,

Then the Joint power density of the pair of func-

tions A(t), B(t) Is
2- 27 z ps•(W•) &ab: con w'r,

P(2) (wT lm &Q "
AT bT"T() (cont.) -i gocs
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where changed only slightly and that P,,(,.,) is prac-
tically unchanged. On the other hand, the coef-

Tw f,7 T(() fT()*' (29) ficients a, and b, would change, and the corre-
sponding change in the power density could be
calculated.

In particular, the mean square of A(t) is found
by putting B • A and 0.

LIMITING FORMS OF THE POWER
S i.. f ) ~ dt, (30) DENSITYA2 Li - Airt) A(t)* dt ,

T The quantities p,,(w,) described in the
(30) preceding section depend both on the environ-

I (W• 2 ment and on the structure itself. It would be
-2 • - -3 desirable in some way to extract information

"from an empirical power density which would
throw light on the environment independent of

It is possible to take an inverse Fourier the structure. This would be a means of as-
transform of the two right sides in Eq. (28) and sembling empirical information which could
thereby to derive an approximate formula for be correlated between different tests and
P. in terms of p,.. The result is configurations.

PA(w) A. A8 5(&o- j.), (31) If one considers the random pressure en-
where vironments within turbulent flows, it seems out

of the question, at the present time, to develop
a rational method of inference of the structure

A, a, b:. (32) of the turbulent field from the power density of
".3 Z. .the structure. Without this, the only alternative

is to assume a model of turbulence and to
Therefore, to a first approximation, p 3 (w) con- derive as much information as possible about
sists of a series of "bar-functions." A more this model with the hope of correlating this data.
accurate analysis, taking into account previously
disregarded terms, would show the presence in If one considers a specific point x at the
Eq. (31) of summands which are continuous surface of the structure, then the mean square
functions. However, we can accept Eq. (31) as pressure p2 is given by
correct within the approximation indicated.
Then the A, can be expressed approximately in (12 = Pi) T
terms of an empirically determined pA by in- 2T f. PT(X t) PT(xt) dt.
tegrating with respect to w across each w., T 2 -T

A. f . (33) The limiting correlation function
rT

A.m =Tx t) PT#) +• ift3,r)J~ Ii
where the integration is on the range 1/2(w. + flr T Pc(zt) PT(X+ , t +) dt ,
w. 1 ) < ca < 1/2(&, + w,, 1 ).

A comparison of Eqs. (32) and (33) shows therefore reduces to (Pý for C, i. 0. It is
that the quantities p.(%,) can be calculated likely that the length t, and time t, scales of
from the empirically determined power spec - turbulence are so small in comparison with the
trum pm,-) provided that certain dynamic data dimensions and periods of the structure that
is known. This includes the spectrum of natural the correlation function, regarded as a function
frequencies nld the damping coefficients s of f and r, is essentially like a product of Dirac

associated with these frequencies, both of which delta-function. It is therefore convenient to

can be obtained from vibration tests. Quantities assume that the following form exists:
s, and b, are known from the geometry of the
system (see Eq. (26)). rmT(x t ) PT(x÷f, t+,r) dt

The quantities p,,(.',) are the values at the WJ-3
natural frequencles of the power density of the
corresponding generalized forces, Eq. (17).
When the system is changed In some minor way, (p2(2)) t
it is convenient to "ssume that the W, are
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Here . (s) represnts a function of a such that Ifff NV" t (p2.)

J A(s) d= 1, x A () A (d(x) +0drd~dx

A(O)= 1. 71.f (P2(x)) t.' t 0 .(x) 2 dx. (36)

and A(x/to) is the product at t•x//t,), one
for each dimension. Then restricting x to Thi is as far as one can go without addi-
points on the surface of the structure, tional assumptions. If, however, (p2(x)) is

independent of X,+(p2(x)> = (pr)>, and if t 6 and
t, are also independent of x, then these quan-

A(t/to) dt= to, titles can be brought outside the integral sign.
Since the 0,(z) are normalized, the resulting

(35) integral Li unity. Therefore,
2J x/t ) dx = o t (p2) t (-t

In the limits t,.o, C,..O, the functions
t*

1 
A(t/t;). •o A(X/t.) behave like D delta Equations (28) and (30) may be then simplified

functions in one and two dimensions respectively, using Eq. (36) to the following respective forms:
Using the properties of the delta functions, one
can find simple expressions for the power den- I r t
sities p,,(w). The inverse of Eq. (19) gives T -T 2T T

(38)
fT(c.) f e' F.T(t) dt, - - t t. a1b.ob Cos

where, from Eq. (17), 42) (p2) t 2

F.T(t) fc P~x.t) (.(x) a9 )

Substituting into Eq. (29) one finds REACTION OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED

BEAMp,+):lim-y feT f-T*

Another kind of application of the power

Lim e. -, .,. t density is illustrated by the following problem.
2nTjjjJ A beam extending from x = 0 to x = L is simply

supported at the two ends. A strain gage is
K PT(x'.t') @0 (x) 0.(x') dt dt'ddxd x. mounted at the top of the beam at the mid-point

x = L/2, and the response to a random loading
Here the integration on x and x' is over the sur- is recorded. It is required to find the mean
face of the structure, and t and tI range from square reaction (R2) at the end x = L.
-ato +w. Replace t' byt +randx' by x+f.
Then Let m represent the mass per unit length,

ior let zi represent the bending stiffness, and let c
.. ( i. iJJ=J* PTx,.t) represent the ordinate of the strain gage rela-

tive to the neutral axis. Suppon the beam
x PT(x+e. t +r) 0.(x +f) dtddxd. vibrates principally in a single normal mode

o((z) which is supposed normaliedf according to
Integrate first with respect to t, applying Eq. L
(33), then integrate on 9 and u using the prop- a O€dx = 1. S(40)
erties of the delta function in the limit 4o. t.o0,
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Let the deflection of the beam at any instant be Eliminating qT(w), one obtains
Q(t) O(z). Then under the pressure P (x. t),
the equation of motion is - Jm~xdx. 2 fT(") faT(W)

L W2 - 0
2  L

- . - J g .d .Q + f P(xt)* dx=O. (41)

Jm'sxdx -o 2 fT(c)
Now make a virtual deflection consisting of a L w- 0 2 .

rigid body motion w = x. One obtains the 0 (44)-

equation
f !m'Axdx o2 fT(w)

-fmcxdx Q+fP(x,t)xdx + RL = 0. (42) L ,2 - +2

where the dots indicate terms which are finite
Truncate the time dependent functions in at w - w". These finite terms are not shown

Eqs. (41) and (42) to the interval -T<t<T and take explicitly because they will be of lower order in
Fourier transforms. Use Eq. (40), and let w the damping coefficient. Squaring both sides,
represent the natural frequency corresponding multiplying by 2iv/T, and passing to the limit
to $P(x). In accordance with earlier notation, let T-., one has

F(t) - P(x t ) OW dx , FI(x) = P( x, t)x dx, Pn(-) J mo x2o44 pQ(,,). (45)

let f T(w) and flT(-) represent Fourier trans- Integrating on • and applying Eq. (10) for T = 0,
forms of the truncated functions FT and FIT, one obtains
respectively, and let p"' Pnoo and pRR repre- 2
sent the power densities of the function F, Q, __2) 4
and R, respectively. From Eq. (41) ( _ 4 2

(43) fThe strain e at the strain gage is given by
2• 0 • 2. (43) , = COXNQ.

where the subscript o meansthat o.. is evaluated
and from Equation (42), at x = L/2. Eliminating Q, one finally obtains

- m fm x dx 2 f1 7 (W) 2 ,. d_2
rTc) L W T') L[
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SPATIAL CORRELATION IN ACOUSTIC-STRUCTURAL COUPLING

AND ITS EFFECT ON STRUCTURAL RESPONSE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES*

D. J. Bozich
The Boeing Company

The responses of flat rectangular panels with simply-supported or
clamped boundary conditions to specified acoustic fields, are examined
analytically and numerically to improve response prediction techniques
for practical problems. Analytical development for beam-like struc-
tures, found in the literature, was modified and extended to rectangular
panels. The prediction of panel response can be accomplished with
knowledge of the power spectrum and spatial correlation of the acoustic
field and the panel mechanical impedance.

Numerical results of the acoustic-structural coupling coefficient fre-
quency spectrum indicate a marked sensitivity to changes in the spatial
correlation, a measure of the coherence of the force distribution over
the panel. Consequently, as the spatial correlation decreases, the panel
mode shapes lose their wavelength selectivity and, hence, respond at all
frequencies.

The analytical work is of value in its ability to define numerical limits
on the response of panels with specified boundary conditions to acoustic
plane wave fields with various degrees of spatial correlation. Extrap-
olation to practical problems can result in a better estimation of the
order of magnitude of the expected response.

A standard size panel is chosen to define curves of the acoustic-
structural coupling coefficients. These curves can be applied to any
size rectangular panel with similar boundary conditions by multiplying
the ordinates and abscissae by the proper scale factor. These scale
factors can represent aspect ratio, thickness, weight, stiffness, or
almost any other physical panel parameter.

DNTRODUCTION

Analysis of structural vibrations excited by random loads can be accomplished for a few specific
practical combinations of load and structure. The method used is that of generalized harmonic anal-
ysis. This method, as applied to the acoustic structural problem, develops a set of coefficients E1, 2,
and 3] which couple the acoustic field characteristics to those of the structure.

The prediction of structural response can be accomplished with knowledge of the power spectrum
and spatial correlation of the acoustic field and the structural mechanical impedance. Application to
rectangular panels with specified boundary conditions excited by particular traveling plane wave
pressure fields will be developed analytically and numerically.

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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SyMBOLS k = wave number = 2wf/c, cycles/in.

. point on panel surf area panel length, in.

o0 reference point m a transverse (y) modal number = 1,2,3, ...

A * panel area m tw, sq in. n a longitudinal (x) modal number 1,2,3,...

* amplitude of pressure wave p = time dependent pressure wave

A. reference amplitude Pd m damping pressure

- speed of sound - 13,200 in./sec p, a reference pressure

C. = exponential decay constant t = time, sac

f a frequency, cps T = period - i/f, sec/cycle

f. u mode shape in y-direction, normalized w = panel width, in.

fn = mode shape in x-direction, normalized y = mechanical impedance

F. = mode shape in y-direction w = radial frequency - 2"f

F, = mode shape in x-direction = natural frequency of sth mode

F = arbitrary mode shape = mass density/unit area

THEORY

The general theory is well developed in Refs. 1 through 4. The main features of the theory are
summarized. (It will be assumed that the cross coupling between modes is negligible in the follow-
ing derivation.)

The displacement of any point on a structure during any arbitrary vibration can be represented

by

g(a.,t) = . 'm.t f'(s), (1)

where C,(t) is the generalized coordinate of the sth mode and f.(a) is the normalized mode shape.

Consider the response of the sth mode to a time dependent load. The Lagrange equation of mo-
tion is of the form

Ms ES + C .is + K. C L,(t) (2)

where

M. = y .2• (a) da, generalized mass.

Ce = P,(O) f22(a) da, generalized damping.

Ks = 82Me, generalized stiffness,

L,(t) = p(a,t) f,,(a) do, generalized force.
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Solution of Eq. (2) yields the power spectral density of the displacement for the ath mode,

WL(C U)
IY(cI,(

where, WL(&U) a power spectral density of the generalized force,

I Y(.) 12 =NM. [(..2 - .2'+ C.2.2/M,2]

mechanical impedance squared. Thus, the mean square displacement is

Z=f wt.(&c a.)

The power spectral density of the generalized force at frequency & is
T

WL = JA J im 2T J p(t,a) p(t,a') f(a) f(a') dt da do' (4)

where we define
I

Iim I ( p(t,a) p(ta') dt = spatial correlation of the pressures in a narrow- (1 cycle) fre-
T-co T.1. quency band centered at w.

The power spectral density of the noise pressures in a narrow band at w and some reference
point a., chosen such that p(ta)/p(t. a.) < 1.0, becomes

I T2

Po(-) -= l1Yira I [P(t~a.s 2 dt. (5)

The spatial correlation function, Rj(, a') is then defined as

T
lim I . p(ta) p(ta') dt

Rjo, a') 
=

Thus,

WL(w) = Wpo(&) x A 2. RJ(sf') f'(a) f(a') da d', (7)

where the term in brackets is in nondimensional form, and is usually defined as the acoustic-
structural coupling coefficient or by other authors as joint acceptance squared, j 2.,). Hence, the
power spectral density of the generalized force is simply

WL((A) .- = po (w) x A 2 ,,([j . (7)

And, finally, the mean square response becomes

2 Wp (wo) xA 2 x 2
I. A.•l= do (8)
Iy.(o)1 2
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APPLICATIONS

Plane Wave patial Correlation Function

The spatial correlation Rt., and the-power spectral density of the reference mean squared pres-
sure wp (w), are characteristics of the exciting acoustic field. The reference point a,, is usually
chosen such that wpo(w) is larger or as large as that anywhere in the area of interest. Thus, R. is
normalized with a maximum value of one.

Consider a system of sinusoidal plane pressure waves traveling in the x-direction

p(t.a) = A sin (wt-kx),

where, A is the pressure amplitude at x. The spatial correlation function R,, becomes

T

limA p(t.s) p(t,a') dt
T.: 2T I

R(a,a ) = r

lim ~j P~t.a.] 2 dt

AA' j sin (wt- kx) sin (wtl-kx') d(wt)

Rjx,x') 2"

A2 1  
sin2 

(att-kx) d(wt)

Therefore, integrating, we obtain

R,(x, x') cos k (x-x'),
A. 2

which is independent of y-coordinate and of time t. Now, to obtain a more realistic correlation
function, assume that the relationship between the pressure amplitudes jA,, and AiRA, approximates
a decaying exponential with increasing separation magnitude, Ix - x'I, i.e.,

A A, -__ I

where, V/C, is the decay constant. Finally,
k

R.(x~x' - - is-u"' (9

R,,(x~x') =e C0  cos k(x- x') (9)

represents a spatial correlation function for a field of sinusoidal plane pressure waves traveling
along the x-axis, whose magnitude is damped exponentially with increasing separation, Ix - x'l, be-
tween measurement points.

Simply-Supported Rectangular Panel

The acoustic-structural coupling coefficient j2(.), is defined in Eq. (7) as

iJa") 2 R,(aa*) F(s) F(a') do do'. (10)
A2A A



Consider a homogeneous rectangular panel of length t, and width w, sinply-supported on all four

sides and lying in the x.y plane (Fig. 1). The normal mode shapes F(a), of the panel are

F(s) f,(x) f,(y) sin (nx.in (11))

where,

n•1,2,3,..

* 1,2,3,..

A = ,,xw.

Direction of flow -

0

Fig. I - Rectangular panel of length (t) and width (w)
coordinate system

Now, exciting the panel with a plane pressure wave traveling parallel to the x-y plane and along the
-axis, the acoustic-structural coupling coefficients become

2nn() 1 • e cs k(x-x') x sin(7) sin-

@000

x sin(-W) sin( W dx dx' dy dy'. (12)(M (1_Y)

The x.-integrations and y-Integrations are separable, hence,

-2() I sin (!Y) dy' sin ('M) dx

K I -Ixs' sin ---- )dx dxI

e • ° cos k(x-%x') sin sin dx /

m2~(-)] [in~n('e)] = F,(w) X A (13)
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Integrating Eq. (13) [5), yields,

2 0 M even

r,(co,) M .- Co.s] {n 4W2T.MY moadd,

and

tTtco PiL K[2 + Q:- ~-] [<-T sin;2 coon PQ < sn] o
2 T = 2 T2+ Q2  T2 + p2 [T T2 + Q2

" -T2* 2 T2JL T2 Q2  T2 + 1p2

T T Q + T 2 (15)
[_72 + _ Q2 T2+p) 2+Q2 1T 2 +Q2 P2]1

where,

T k

P + k)

and

Q k

Finally,

2 ,0m even; n = 1,2, (16
i .nft(w) 0 (16)

~y(C) x AXx(W , m odd ; n = 1,2.

for a rectangular panel, simply-supported on all sides.

Clamped Rectangular Panel

The acoustic-structural coupling coefficients for the panel of Fig. 1, which is clamped on all four
sides, are

2 1 e. cos k(x-x') Fn(x) Fn(x') F,(y) F,(y') dx dx' dy dy, (1?)
J Mrid') 2 w2

where

F,(x) =Anfn(x) =An [osh (i!A-Cosn (-L-c lsinh (!! sin

F.(y) B f*(,) [=o.,(E).o( . 0. .(mmli = B Cos W in

A, and B. are normalization constants,
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f 1./s06,. n = 1

(2n+) 1) n = 2, 3.

r1.5067. M = 1

(2m +1) : 2.,.

sin Yn + sinhy y
C:COSR Y.- Cos Y

and

m: sin e + sinh e.
cosh e. - cos e.

The x -integrals and y-integrals are again separable, hence,

[2Jf F.(y') dy' f F,(y) dy]

1 2 e o cos k(x- x') Fn(x) Fn(x') dx dx
00

[j2 -]x [inn(w) VY(C,) x f,,(&J).18

Integrating Eq. (18) (51 yields

1 0 , m even,

-2 1in e, - si, - Coso, (19)

and

2 Fi ( 2

+\1e(n +-nV +(I+ (3+En ) U< -e(IlnCn+Cn)>- [s2c-. Cn T

x [(1 tn) (a +eT"( sin Yn -Cos Yn)) + (I + ed e ( -/, (sin Yn + COSv, - (1 -coou2Yn)

Cn .2 + 2?n + 1T-+S + T+ /. 0 " - e "+(sinv+co
(20)

(Continued)
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- (I+Cdo ( +e. n( sin Yn- COS vn + sinTyn en( I- coo 2yn) + *,]

____ UT cok2 + 2!].(-t)U + k2mnk.
L+ V2k k2  T2 + S2  T2 +R2~

"Vt(-V con kt + k sin kt) + S- T) Sin St - (T + jnS) cos S( + (T + .S)+ (1+ Zn) V2 + k2  / T2 + S2

e't (R+ "T Sn t- T eR)Co Rl+ (TE ( !)k +(I1+ Z~)k S Zn R - ET

T2Lv+.R2 ý 2 + k2  T2 + S2  T2 + R2J
"2) LL 2+k2'

Ut -sntkcst2  
+ / *c

2
(- sin k- - keos kC) + kc)

[(01-!n) K %U2 +nk2ko~) + ?!n) y V2 + k

+ •T t"(T + nS) sinS t+ (S-in) co o S + (S- EnT) IT -,! sin R -[ + ((R + !nT) W~S R • (R L0 11

(20)
where

n 1.2,3.

T k/C 0 ,

R (k + yWI)

S (k - y,'1)

V (T + Y'/1)

U: (T - y /1), and

An and B. are normalization constants.

A few calculated values of An and B. are (An B B., n

A1 = 81-= 0.62966

A2 = B2 = 0.62571

A3 = B3= 0.66131

A4 = B4 = 0.66111

As= BS= 0.66135

Finally,

f 0, m even; n 1,2,3, ...

Vy(w) x ), m odd; n 1.2, 3, ...

for a rectangular panel clamped on all four sides.
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Additional Variations

Equations (14), (15), (19), and (20) can be combined to include the following beams and rectanu-
lar panels:

1. A beam of length t, simply-supported at both ends, or a panel simply-supported on edges
perpendicular to flow sad free on. the other two edges,

j~aw) = a(&O). (22)

2. A beam of length t, clamped at both ends, or a panel clamped on edges perpendicular to flow
and free on the other two edges,

j2 (;) n (23)

3. A panel with edges parallel to flow clamped, and the other two edges simply-supported,

2 (24)
J nn(w•) = Vy(') x A.(-).

4. A panel with edges parallel to flow simply-supported and the other two edges clamped,

j 2 rfl(-.) x n.- (25)

Summary

Equations (16) and (21) through (25) represent the acoustic-structural coupling coefficients for
beams and rectangular panels with specific combinations of clamped or simply-supported boundary
conditions excited by a plane pressure wave field traveling in the x. y plane parallel to the x -axis.
The complexity of Eqs. (14), (15), (19), and (20) requires a computer program to perform the numer-
ical calculations.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

An IBM 7090 FORTRAN computer program was written to compute numeric results for Eqs. (16)
and (21) through (25). The results of a few parametric calculations are illustrated in succeeding fig-
ures.

The acoustic-structural coupling coefficients, j 2(w), for a rectangular panel with appropriate
boundary conditions 100 inches in length (t n 100 inches) and arbitrary width w, were calculated for
the first five mode shapes (n = 1, 2, .... , 5) in the direction of flow, the first mode shape (m = 1) in
the transverse direction and three values of the correlation function decay constant (c, • oD, 20, and
1). Figure 2 illustrates the general shape of the correlation function obtained for the three values of
the decay constant, c, (c, - ®, 20, and 1). Figires 3, 4, and 5 show j 2(w) for the panel simply-
supported on all four sides (Eq. (16)). Figures 6, 7, and 8, show j 2(&) for the panel clamped on all
four sides (Eq. (21)). Figures 9, 10, and 11 show j21(w) for the panel with the edges parallel to flow
clamped and the other two edges simply-supported (Eq. (24)). Figures 12, 13, and 14 show j 2(co) for
the panel with the edges parallel to flow simply-supported and the other two edges clamped (Eq. (25)).

Numerical values for Eqs. (22) and (23) can be obtained from Figs. 3, 4, and 5 and 12, 13 and 14,
respectively. The value of r (w) for m m I is 4/1,2. Hence, if each value of j 2(,j), obtained in the
preceding paragraph, is multiplied by ,y2/4 the j 2(&j) 's for a simple end-supported beam (panel) and
for a clamped end beam (panel) result.
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Fig. 2 - Spatial correlation functions for C. = n* CO 20,
C , [R. e' cos k(x - x')]

IA. i• - •. .- _

-II .I-

VOW

"-MO (W)

Fig. 3 - Acoustic-structural coupling coefficient, j2 (c), frequency spectra for a
100-inch long rectangular panel with all four sides simply-supported: (C. = w)
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'A

Fig. 4 - Acoustic-structural coupling coefficient, j 2 (w), frequency spectra for a
100-inch long rectangular panel with all four sides simply-supported: (C. - 20)

'II

Fig. 5 - Acoustic-structural coupling coefficient, j 2 (w), frequency spectra for a
100-inch long rectangular panel with all four sides simply-supported: (C. = 1)
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4411

- I .5

I VTA

Fig. 6 - Acoustic-structural coupling coefficient. j 2(co), frequency spectra for a
100-inch long rectangular panel with all four sides clamped: (C.

I v

Fig. 7 - Acoustic-structural coupling coefficient, j2(,), frequency spectra for a

100-inch long rectangular panel with all four sides clamped: (C. = 20)
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Fig. 8 - Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j 2(w), frequency spectra for a
100-inch long rectangular panel with all four sides clamped: (C. 1)

i- 
(

Fig. 9 - Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j 2 (w,), frequency spectra
for a 100-inch long rectangular panel with the two sides parallel to flow
clamped and the other two sides simply-supported: (C.
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Fig. 10 -Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j 2(w), frequency spectra
for a 100-inch long rectangular panel with the two sides parallel to flow
clamped and the other two sides simply -supported: (C. 20)

±iz LL---

Fig. 11 I Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j2 (w~), frequency spectra
for a 100-inch long rectangular panel with the two sides parallel to flow
clamped and the other two sides simply -supported: (C* 1
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Fig. 1 2 -Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j 2(co), frequency spectra
for a 1O0-inch long rectangular panel with the two sides parallel to flowsimply-supported and the other two sides clamped: (C. -)

Fig. 13 - Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j 2(w), frequency spectra
for a 100-inch long rectangular panel with the two sides parallel to flow
simply-supported and the other two sides clamped: (C. = 20)
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Fig. 14 - Acoustic -structural coupling coefficient, j
2
(w), frequency spectra

for al100-inch long rectangular panel with the two sides parallel to flow
simply-supported and the other two sides clamped: (C. =)

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Close inspection of Figs. 3 through 14 reveals a significant change in the j 2(.) frequency spec-
trum with variation of the decay constant C.. The trend indicates that as the value of C. varies from
C0, a atV) c0 - 20 to c - 1, the shape of the j 2 (_) frequency spectrum changes from a definite
pattern of peaks and valleys to an almost continuous curve for each mode shape in the direction of
flow.

The acoustic wavelength selectivity of the mode shapes, when C0 . a, is obvious in Figs. 3, 6, 9,
and 12. The principal maximum peak occurs at wavelength coincidence, i.e., when the acoustic wave-
length and the panel mode shape "wavelength" are in the region where they match. The rest of the
spectrum consists of a series of harmonic and subharmonic peaks and valleys.

This definite pattern becomes smoother and more continuous as the spatial correlation decreases.
Figures 4, 7, 10, and 13 illustrate this change, when C, a 20. Note that the magnitude increases
everywhere except in the coincidence region. Also, observe, that the curves seem to come togethr
(coalesce) at higher acoustic frequencies.

The apparent coalescence observed here is realized in Figs. 5, 8,.11, and 14 for C, - 1. The
"coincidence" region has all but disappeared and an'almost constant curve results for all mode shapes.

The maximum j
2
(w) frequency spectrum occurs for C0 n 1. As C, decreases, the j

2
(w) spec-

tra fall off rapidly in magnitude, though, keeping smooth shapes similar to those for C0 = 1.

The rectangular panel used for computation of the curves of Figs. 3 through 14 was 100 inches
in length, specifically, to facilitate the use of the data for panels with similar boundary conditions,
differing in length only. Multiply the frequency scale by the ratio of the reference length (in this
case, tel. - 100 inches) to the new length, i.e.,

{,.f..00

f, = -- x fecal* = ---s- fcmal. (cps),
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where,

V - new length (inch),

t,. f. 100 inches, and

fel. a •abscissa of Figs. 3 through 14.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements have indicated that the near field of a source can be very uncorrelated. Hence,
the need for an analytical approximation of the near field correlation characteristics resulted in Eq.
(9). The far field is essentially free of perturbations and a cosine correlation distribution is consid-
ered a fairly good approximation. Exponential damping of the cosine spatial correlation function ap-
proximates the expected decrease in spatial correlation, with increasing separation between meas-
urement points in the direction of flow in the near field.

The numerical results of the acoustic-structural coupling coefficient frequency spectra indicate
a marked sensitivity to changes in the spatial correlation, a measure of the coherence of the force
distribution over the panel. Consequently, as the spatial correlation decreases, the panel mode
shapes lose their wavelength selectivity. Higher response occurs at all acoustic frequencies except
at the coincidence frequency.

Equation (8) shows the dependence of the mean square response on j 2(W). Therefore, this ana-
lytical work is of value in its ability to define numerical limits on the response of beams and panels
with specified boundary conditions to acoustic plane wave pressure fields with varying degrees of
spatial correlation.

Extrapolation to practical problems can be made within the limitations of the analysis. A better
estimation of the order of magnitude can be obtained for the expected response.

The prediction of panel response can be accomplished with knowledge (either analytically or ex-
perimentally) of the power spectrum and spatial correlation distributions of the acoustic field and the
panel mechanical impedances.
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Section 2

TRANSPORTATION ENVIRONMENTS

A COMPARISON OF SHOCK AND VIBRATION DATA FOR AIR,

RAIL, SEA, AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION

R. Kennedy
U.S. Army Transportation Engineering Agency

Fort Eustis, Virginia

An increasing freight loss and damage record, coupled with limited
available shock and vibration criteria for cargo transported on existing
equipment, has created a strong need for Department of the Army par-
ticipation in this area. Scientific data needed is in addition to, and sep-
arate from, those data required for research and development consid-
erations. A long-range program has been initiated and is now in
progress to study the shock and vibration environments occasioned on
cargoes, particularly Army sensitive cargoes, by all modes of trans-
portation. Data are being collected concurrently for highway, rail, air,
and ocean shipping.

The first efforts in the program have shown both some similarities and
many basic differences among the modes of transportation as regards
shock and vibration measured data. Perhaps the largest difference oc-
curs with the time history involved in both the shocks and the vibra-
tions. When the vibrations transmitted to the cargo by all modes of
transportation are analyzed, it is seen that the basic measured fre-
quency has varied from 1000 to 0.25 cps.

It was decided that some of the preliminary results, covering a sam-
pling of the environment from each mode, should be stu2died prior to the
pursuit of the remainder of the program. The purpose of this paper is
to present the original findings in the program; to give a broad idea of
the nature of the initial data, and to describe the general plan for the
rest of the program. Also included are a general discussion of the in-
struments and data methods used in the program to date.

INTRODUCTION would ponder, in general terms, the shock and

vibration encountered in'ralroad classification
All of us, at one time or another, have been yards, the various highway pavement imper-

in a position in which we have had to make a fections, and other mode-input shock and vibra-
judicious selection regarding a mode of travel. tion factors that might damage our valuable pos-
Perhaps this has been a shipment of a heavy, sessions. The final choice for the selection of
delicate item, like a piano, or a light, delicate the mode of shipment would probably be made
item, like a camera. If the choice of mode of on the basis of our experience and personal
shipment were ours, we, prior to decision, knowledge, with no recourse to facts or scientific
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data. Even for most major military and com- are considered, these figures can be more than
mercial shipments made today, choices of ship- doubled. Note that 78 percent of the damage
ping means are necessarily made in a similar occurs enroute or during movement. The steady
manner, with little input from scientific data. increase seems to be more than a reflection of
There normally exist two or more methods of cargo-cost increases. It should be noted that
shipment for a given situation, but there does these costs do not include packaging costs, which
not exist a specific technical procedure for are many times the damage costs. Packaging
selecting the most economic, safe, and prompt costs are not the costs of the cans or containers
means of shipment when the effect of shock and that contain, say, string beans, but they are the
vibration imparted to the cargo is considered. costs of the items that protect the cans. As long

as these figures are continually increasing, it is
difficult to see any practical payoff for many of

DISCUSSION our efforts in shock and vibration.

General It would further appear that reasonably ac-
curate predictions regarding shock and vibration

With the introduction of shock and vibration environment for a given cargo and transporta-
specialists and with the advances made in in- tion mode would be routine at this time. It has
strumentation and engineering methods during been our experience that there are as many pre-
the last several years, it would appear that dicted environments for a given situation as
great strides would be evident in establishing there are experts or organizations requested to
efficient and effective transportation. Unfor- give this information. This environmental in-
tunately, any payoff for our efforts has either formation is needed, and it is needed now.
been obscured or is nonexistent.

For the last 10 years, shock and vibration
Table 1 illustrates the first point in the engineers have complained strenuously about

state of the art as it pertains to railroads and the vast amounts of field data being collected
trucking. Table 1 presents the annual freight with crude instrumentation and naive scientific
loss and damage costs for the years 1956 input. The effect of these criticisms appears to
through 1960 and the damage causes, ratio, and be that, at the present time, little or no shock
cost. When water and air modes of transport and vibration data are being collected in the

TABLE 1
Loss and Damage Costs

For the Years 1956 - 1960

Freight Loss and Damage Costs

Railroads Trucking Total

Year I (Million $) (Million $) (Million $)

1960 119.9 18.6 138.5
1959 115.6 12.6 128.2
1958 114.1 16.5 130.6
1957 112.8 14.6 127.4
1956 113.9 10.5 123.4
Average (5 yr period) 1 11i

Damage Causes - Ratio - Cost

Percentage of Av. Yearly Cost
How Damaged Total Damage

Enroute - Not Packaged 16 20.8
Packaged 62 80.7

Improper Handling 4 5.2
Accidents 6 7.8
Fire 2 2.6
Miscellaneous 10 13.1
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field for actual carp shipments. It is certainly Also of importance is the fact that the accuracy
more logical to use more scientific methods, of evaluating shock and vibration by all modes
instrumentation, and mathematics on selected must be comparable, or at least relatable, so
transportation problems and to try to correlate that no mode is penalized by inaccuracy or naive
these findings with less complex methods that testing.
could be economically used to cover a full range
of cargoes and transportation modes. We en- Cost is normally the primary consideration
courage more efforts in this field and, in par- for most commercial items. A considerable
ticular, the collection of shock and vibration portion of the work to date in this field has been
data for timely, up-to-date shipments of cargo. performed with shipping cost as the controlling
Highly technical methods of study would be pre- factor. For normal shipments by trucks or
ferred, but even current data with !!o called other standard equipment, cost is perhaps still
crude methods would be useful. the major factor determining the way in which

the item is to be shipped. For a shipment of
Presently, the transportation engineering defense sensitive cargo, it is easily seen that

environmental problem is being pursued by in- shock and vibration and their potential damaging
dividuals, research institutes, manufacturers, results far outweigh any cost considerations.
and various agencies. Each has its own inter- This, of course, does not mean that the items
pretation of the problem. The costs of pursuit should be handcarried on soft pillows, but it
of a problem in this manner are too great. does mean that shock and vibration considera-
Perhaps the scarcity of available environmental tions should have first priority in logistic trans-
data is due to this shotgun approach. portation of sensitive items.

We in the Office of the Chief of Transpor- For sensitive cargoes, the need for accu-
tation have recognized this lack-of-coordination racy and safety in transportation is greater than
problem. Several transportation engineering for any previously known cargo. The need for
programs have been set up that will encourage safety is apparent. The need for accuracy or
joint studies and coordinated effort by research for small safety factors is inherent in military
institutes, industries, and Government agencies usage, to assure good mobility and transporta-
to assure maximum use of data and interchange bility-
of information. These programs are intended
primarily to guarantee logistic support adequate Efforts are currently in progress to study
to deliver items to the intended area that will shOck and vibration of the cargo for all modes
then function with a high degree of reliability, of travel. Sample tests and evaluations have
Coordination and joint projects have been estab- been conducted to date by each mode. A quick
lished with AEC, Sandia Corporation, Ordnance review of the preliminary test methods, instru-
Corps, Bureau of Explosives, National Academy ments, sample results, and differences will be
of Science, AE&SW Board at Fort Bragg, and given.
the Transportation Corps. Although consider-
able work has been done and additional work is
planned and in progress, it is still necessary to Rail
broaden the scope of the work to include appro-
priate research institutes, industry, and indus- A brief background on the Army Warhead
trial associations, as well as all interested Section Transporter System is given to illus-
Government agencies. trate the degree of importance that the Depart-

ment of the Army has placed on ensuring the
Our ultimate goal is to prepare a manual safe functioning movement of cargo for logistic

or a method to be used as a logistic tool for as- support.
signing values to cargo environment. Shock and
vibration criteria are perhaps the most difficult Previously, sensitive items had been
factors to work into effective logistics. Costs' shipped in standard boxcars, which have a gen-
and speeds are much more consistent and pre- eral mechanical arrangement such as that shown
dictable than the shock and vibration to which in the lower portion of Fig. 1. The cushioning
the cargo is subjected. It is realized that con- in these commercial cars was designed for full
siderable background work has been conducted load (say, 100,000 pounds) or, at least, average
separately for rail, sea, air, and highway moth- load (say, 60,000 pounds). The Army items are
ods of travel. When a shipment involves choice relatively light, and the mechanical performance
of any of these modes, or a combination of of the car for loads of this type is more nearly
modes, it is necessary that the data be across- that of an empty car. Obviously, the shocks for
the-board so that no prejudice by the selector is the sensitive items have to be low, and the na-
involved because of his specialized background. ture of the light masses and light cars are
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TRt NSPORTER SPRING MRSS can be made without affecting the rest of the

SYSTEM DIRGRAM system.

-I M, .. ,K• with.The resulting arrangement, the rail car
0 sMSoM with vans affixed, is shown in Fig. 2. The main"170 00o #" cushions are located on the car at the center of

each van. Inherent in this transporter system

R/iL 8OX CRR SPRING W5R5E is a logistic requirement to minimize handling
of the items during logistic movements. TheSYSTEM D/RGRRM system is designed so that the vans may be re-
moved and fixed to a bogie to form a trailer unit

K, -with a highway vehicle, as shown in Fig. 3. This
-76,000. transfer is made without auxiliary equipment.

A transfer of the vans to any mode of transpor-
tation is made with crane facilities. The reduc-

Fig. i. Cushioning comparison tion in the amount of handling and reloading of
items represents a vast logistic improvement,
since the amount of inspecting and functional

conducive to high shock loading. The cushions checking required is consequently reduced.
shown as K, and 1 2 are limited by regulation in
size and travel, and are quite stiff, since they As soon as the van becomes a highway
are designed for normal railroad usage. vehicle, the shock and vibration criteria for the

transporter system are extended to the highway
It became necessary to cushion these rela- mode. Field studies were conducted for this

tively light items in a heavy mass system, as mode of transport, and necessary regulatory
shown in the upper half of Fig. 1. Cushions K1  approvals were obtained; however, these are not
and K2 are, again, standard railroad draft gears included in the scope of this presentation.
to allow for proper train operation and to fit in
with the mass requirements of normally loaded Whereas it became necessary to design the
cars. K3 and K4 are independent cushions that cushioning and mass system specifically for the
do not directly affect the train action and that light mass systems, the tiedown arrangement
can be designed, as to travel and spring rate, to (as shown in Fig. 4) for securing the items to
accommodate light cargoes. The main cushion the vans was designed for universal usage. Five
units can and will be improved to obtain opti- or six Army items with very different geome-
mum performance, but the system in such that tries have been secured and tested satisfactorily
cushion adjustments, or perhaps replacement, with various arrangements of the tiedown

Fig. 2. Army warhead transporter system in rail arrangement
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Fig. 3. Army warhead transporter system in highway arrangement

Fig. 4. Transporter van, interior view
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components shown. It is ironical that the im- The results of the rail tests showed that
provement in the tiedown system came at the both the lateral and the vertical accelerations
same time as the removable-van method, which become very important design factors because
reduced the required number of times that the of their relatively high magnitude. Figure 5
tiedown system would be used. illustrates some of the measured accelerations

plotted against impact speed. It should be noted
For the rail portion of the test program, that the input load is transmitted through sev-

initial efforts were devoted to impact tests of eral cushioning units on its way to the cargo.
the Army Warhead System car and other cars. As shown in the illustration, the acceleration
(Evaluations of shock and vibration for cargoes reductions were accompanied by pulse-time in-
and rail car during transit are planned for the creases. In other data, the reduction in g
program but are scheduled for a later date.) forces, as a result of the cushioning units, is
The impact tests simulated shock loadings im- not as immediately apparent as shown in the
parted to cargo as a result of flat or automatic illustration. The shock forces were often
switching in rail yards. The test procedure in- changed to a much higher frequency, since the
volved impacting, at'various speeds,'a fully shock was transmitted through the mechanical
loaded car into a stationary test car loaded with system with anywhere from a slightly increased
sensitive cargoes. Additional limited testing to a noticeably increased acceleration reading,
was conducted with the test car backed up with but always with an accompanying higher fre-
several loaded cars, as well as with the test quency. In working with relatively heavy
car being used as the impacting car. The data masses or cargoes, the g reduction or effec-
reported here cover the test wherein the test tiveness of the cushioning unit is readily appar-
car was free to roll. The test procedure very ent (as a direct reduction in force or accelera-
closely simulated other rail impact testing work tion level), because all the values possess
that had been conducted previously both by in- nearly the same frequency, and usually the pre-
dustry and by the military. As noted before, the dominant values are of low frequency. It is
major factor that necessitated the test was the realized that if the response of the recording
extremely light weight of the cargo and the ur- instruments had been higher, higher frequency
gent need for the shock and vibration criteria, shock would have been detected. The instru-

Previous rail impact testing conducted by mentation was well within the frequency range
Government and industry has been conducted of the main structural members, as verified by
primarily with fully loaded test cars for the strain gage data.
purpose of applying the most severe loads on
the car structure and cushioning units. Because Figure 6 is a plot of the sample oscillo-
of the hazardous nature of the sensitive cargoes, graph record and is presented to show the rel-
safety regulations precluded loading the car to ative shape or waveform. Throughout the test,
its maximum weight capacity or cube capacity, the bulk of the data traces had approximately
The tests more nearly simulated an empty or the same shape as the one shown, with increas-
lightly loaded car, with emphasis on the small ing amplitude accompanying increasing load.
quantity of cargo in the car. The sensitive- The maximum longitudinal acceleration oc-
cargo tests resulted in different shock and vi- curred nearly simultaneously with the peak
bration values, higher accelerations, higher coupler force, with the vertical and lateral
frequencies, and, in general, less predictable maximums occurring many milliseconds later.
data. Instrumentation used in the impact tests
included SR-4 strain gages, unbonded acceler-
ometers, and potentiometer-type displacement Air
gages. All recording of the transducer outputs
was made with Consolidated Engineering Corpo- The tests to check the shock and vibration
ration's recording oscillographs. The fre- environment on cargoes in military aircraft
quency response of this system was limited were conducted as part of a larger program.
during these tests by the oscillograph galva- This basic program was designed to check the
nometers, which were flat from 0 to 160 cps. strength of tiedown equipment for securing

various sensitive cargoes in Army aircraft.
The data reduction for the rail test pro- For these tests, a full range of Army aircraft,

gram was performed manually. Trace deflec- both rotary and fixed wing, were used. The test
tions were measured with a scale, and the data procedure was to fly each aircraft with a pdr-
were transferred to graphs or tables by hand. ticular cargo through a series of standard ma-
Auxiliary analysis, principally for energy and neuvers. All items were flown with all aircraft,
force studies, was performed on a digital com- except in those cases where the combined weight
puter. In this instance, the data were typed on of the items and instrumentation was too heavy
the computer cards manually. for the plane.
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Fig. 5. Rail impact, Army warhead transporter

many of the aircraft. In several instances,
_ t many channels had to be deleted for aircraft

_: carrying near-capacity load.

LO•_ITUSWA ACCELEATION The resulting data were reduced manually.
The oscillograph records were visually in-
spected to select an area that contained a high

2 acceleration level vibration, and, in most cases,
this area contained the peak acceleration read-

VERTICAL ACCELERA.TI ing for the period. The amplitude of this vibra-
tion was measured and tabulated for approxi-
mately 50 cycles. These points were used to
form the acceleration versus percent occur-

300,000 1b&,A _ýý300.1 o rence curve, a sample of which is shown in
oqpi.4R,•-[ sEC. Fig. 7. If any shocks were superimposeduponC E F the vibration, which was normally the case, the

amplitude of the shock and the pulse-time were
recorded. In most instances, two separate fre-

Fig. 6. Rail impact oscillograph, 6.05-mph quencies of vibration were noted. These vibra-
Army warhead transporter tions were separated manually and analyzed

individually.

The shock and vibration instrumentation For the aircraft tests, the vibration meas-
was activated for several seconds during each ured from cargo to cargo and aircraft to air-
maneuver. Instrumentation for the test con- craft did not group in any particular frequency
sisted of unbonded strain-gage-type accelerom- range. Vibrations were found at frequencies
eters and CEC recording oscillographs, Varn- ranging from 3 to 300 cps, the limitation on the
ous other types of instrumentation, including high range being the response of the recording
mechanical Statistical-type accelerometers, equipment. It is currently planned to do addi-
were used as secondary methods, when the tional work in the higher frequency range with
weight of the item precluded the use of oscillo- automatic recording and data analysis equip-
graph recording. The size and weight of the ment. A sample of the oscillograph record is
required instrumentation offered limitations for shown in Fig. 8. For most of the records taken,
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Fig. 7. Caribou aircraft vibration

the vibration was reasonably consistent through- None of the maximum accelerations continued
out the recording period. The highest shocks at a high acceleration level for more than a few
recorded on the cargo to date were experienced seconds and were usually associated with a
on a cargo slung under a helicopter at the time particular portion of a flight maneuver.
of touchdown and release. These values are not
available for publication.

Sea
The maximum vibration environments found

during the initial portion of the testing included As with the tests conducted on aircraft, the
vertical accelerations of 4 g, 160 to 240 cps, on shock and vibration tests on ocean-going vessels
which was superimposed a 0.9 g at 45 to 60 cps. were also conducted as an adjunct to an existing
Lateral and longitudinal readings were all under program. The basic test program was designed
I g, within a frequency range of 45 to 250 cps. to measure bending moment stresses in the hulls
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Fig. 8. Oscillograph record, Caribou aircraft

of cargo ships during actual sea operation. The recording system was frequency modu-
Additional accelerometer equipment was added lated and had a flat response from 0 to 60 cps at
to the existing program by the Army so that the the tape speed used during testing Initial data
environment of the cargo could be studied in were reduced manually. The magnetic tapes
conjunction with the ship's structure. To date, were played into a recording oscillograph; fre-
several voyages have been conducted with the quency and acceleration levels were measured
instrumented cargo ship in the North Atlantic. from these records. Additional work in this
The routes selected are the roughest commer- program will be performed with an analogue-
cial trade routes. type data reduction machine. This will, for a

given data interval, give such values as a com-
The data presented here are from a voyage plete plot of the histogram, average values,

from Rotterdam to New York in January 1962. root-mean-squared values, and the peak read-
These data were for the most severe portion of ing. It is anticipated that the analysis range can
the most severe voyage to date. be extended to the entire 1/2-hour recording

interval to facilitate analysis of all data
In this study, the basic instrumentation recorded.

consisted of accelerometers (wibonded strain-
gage type) used in conjunction with a magnetic Sample results of the work performed with
tape recording system. The recording equip- manual analysis are shown in Figs. 9 and 10,
ment was designed especially for these tests to which give the distribution of the vibration am-
allow for the recording of extremely slow vibra- plitudes and a sample time plot. A point of par-
tions over long time intervals. The recording ticular interest with these data is the extremely
system was designed to be active for 30 minutes low frequency of the principal vibration. Most
and inactive for 3 hours 30 minutes, this cycle of the data investigated in this program to date
running continuously. Also included in the de- give the frequency of approximately 0.25 cps,
sign was a built-in device to trigger activation or 4 seconds to complete one cycle. This vibra-
of the instrument whenever a preset stress tion is occasioned by the general wave action on
level in the ship hull, as measured by strain- the ship. The highest acceleration reading en-
gages, was reached. This made the instruments countered for the initial instrumented voyage
active continuously throughout the worst periods was 0.7 g. Two important factors to be consid-
of ship vibration. ered in weighing these relatively low-amplitude
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data are that the damage to cargo is substantial tests was not possible, since test records were
by this mode of transportation, and that the limited to several seconds. For the data ana-
static force on the item will be multiplied many lyzed, the vibration portion contributed the high-
times due to stacking of cargoes. The 0.7 g est acceleration readings.
reading mentioned does not seem to be severe
unless one considers that the acceleration read-
ing would be the same for a bottom container EVALUATION
with 10 more stacked on top of it. This situation
would result in an equivalent static acceleration It can be seen that a considerable number
of 7 g on the bottom container for a considerable of instruments, reduction methods, and test
period of time. procedures have been used for this program.

The instruments included recording oscillo-
In the sample vibration trace, there exists graphs, digital tape, magnetic tape (both direct

a higher low-frequency amplitude superimposed and frequency modulated), and both mechanical
on the principal 0.25 cps vibration. This is re- and powered statistical accelerometers. It
ferred to as the slamming acceleration and is should be noted that none of the various instru-
not directly related timewise to the basic ocean ment arrangements had the same sensitivity,
wave action. Complete analysis has not been frequency response, length of recording, size,
made of this 10-cps vibration, but, in at least capacity, cost, or availability. Almost all of the
one instance, it was found to be over 1 g in items tested required different instrument ar-
severity. rangements. Data reduction methods ranging

from manual computation to analogue and digital
computers were employed. In all cases, the in-

Highway struments and data reduction methods were se-
lected to do a specific job. With frequency re-

The sampling used here for the highway quirements ranging from 0.25 to 1000 cps,
vehicle portion of the test program was taken recording times ranging from 3 seconds to 4
from a test in which various military test vehi- hours, and instrument weight ranging from I to
cles were run over a relatively short test 1000 pounds, it was necessary to employ the
course. The most severe test course, as re- wide variation of methods.
gards shock and vibration, was a 300-foot long
log road at Camp Wallace, Virginia. Tests Engineers active on the program are get-
over many other types of roads were also con- ting' an understanding of the correlation of
ducted, including runs on paved surfaces in both shocks and vibrations among all modes of
very good and very poor condition, over rail- transportation. The necessary data are being
road crossings, and on gravel roads. The first collected, but the procedure is complex and re-
tests in this program were conducted with in- quires a great variety of instrumentation and
strumentation consisting of unbonded strain- data reduction methods. It is hoped that, after
gage accelerometers and CEC recording oscil- careful study, both the instruments and the
lographs. The relatively short recording time methods can be simplified so that the findings
for these instruments has necessitated tests can be put to use by operating personnel. An
over carefully designed and short test roads. important consideration in this type of work is

the cost of testing. We have made every effort
More recently, work has been conducted in this program to combine our shock and vibra-

with statistical-type accelerometers, both tlon tests with existing programs to reduce
powered and nonpowered. Some tests have been costs. It would be highly impractical to sail
conducted with a digital tape recording system, ocean liners around the world for no other rea-
which is to be used in conjunction with digital son than to measure several accelerations.
computer data analysis. This system, due to its
relatively short recording time, again limits the The program, to date, has been conducted
records to short periods of time. Figure 11 is almost exclusively with extremely light cargo
a plot of some of the accelerometer data re- masses. In the Army, there are many move-
corded with the oscillograph. These data were ments similar to commercial movements
published last year, but they are included again wherein weight is a considerable factor and the
since they still contain the highest acceleration cargoes are quite massive. The program scope
levels, recorded to date, for low-type roads. A will be broadened to include work with heavy
sample oscillograph trace, giving the general cargo masses.
wave shape and nature of the vibration, is shown
in Fig. 12. It should be noted that the frequency The major control on shock and vibration
range of the recording equipment was from 0 to in transportation is through the design and
90 cps. Complete coverage of shocks for these adjustment of cushion units. For cargoes
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Fig. 1I. Highway vehicle vibration, log road

transported by all modes, the cushion units have It is realized that many will gain, both Gov-
many requirements. Most present cushioning ernment and industry, from this type of pro-
devices would perform poorly in ocean shipping, gram. It is further realized that t obtain max-
since these devices are dependent on velocity imum usage within a reasonable time frame,
for operation and the input of 0.25 cps is nor- many will have to participate in a program of
mally considered in the static range. Some this type involving all modes of transportatipn.
units will have to be designed for use by all It is planned that a single set of methodology
modes of transportation. With the illustrated will result. This information will be published
acceleration-frequency variations, the design in one cover and made available to both the
may involve more than one cushion unit for Department of Defense and industry.
multimode use.
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Fig. 12. Highway vehicle oscillograph record
(6 mph, log road)

CONCLUSIONS It appears that a manual or a method could
be developed to be used in the scientific selec-

Time history differences encountered in tion of the most efficient mode, or combination
vibration by various modes of transportation of modes, of transport for items with consistent
can now be measured and analyzed successfully and accurate safety assurance. It is important
by employing a wide variety of instrumentation that the end results be a product of many Gov-
and data reduction equipment. It is hoped that ernment agencies and industry and that this
the testing and evaluating procedure can be work be published under one cover and available
simplified so that more items can be studied to all who need the information.
economically.
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SHOCK AND VIBRATION ON RAILROAD MOVEMENT OF FREIGHT

L. C. Simmons and R. H. Shackson
Technical Research' Department

New York Central System

Shock and vibration data in three planes during rail shipment are pre-
sented in parameters suitable for package design for rail shipment and
in terms familiar to the packaging engineer rather than the car de-
signer. The analysis is based on three fundamental curves, some
empirical data. and thousands of impact measurements.

INTRODUCTION The purpose of this paper is to acquaint the
shipper with the railroad environment and with

One of the more pressing problems con- the characteristics of the equipment available
cerning rail movement of freight is the cost of for controlling it.
properly securing lading to the car and protect-
ing it from impact shock. The highway truck
has an advantage in this regard because friction INSTRUMENTATION
between rubber tires and pavement govern the
maximum longitudinal forces developed, except First, a few comments about instrumenta-
for dock impacts. Rail, however, has the advan- tion. The instrument in general use on the rail-
tage in vertical and lateral shock and vibration roads to measure shock due to longitudinal im-
control, and, with proper design and operation, pact, is the impact register or ride recorder.
can meet the truck's longitudinal conditions. This device consists of a mass restricted from

movement in all directions except longitudinal,
Adverse criticism has been received by the where its motion is restrained by a spring. A

railroads because of their past reluctance to stylus attached to this mass marks its move-
take the necessary steps to reduce lading dam- ment on a proper chart fed continuously by a
age. We now have the hardware to provide this clock mechanism. The chart is divided into
protection; the rail industry, as a whole, is zones which are interpreted in terms of speed
rapidly applying this hardware to its more of impact for average conditions in accordance
critical loads, with Table 1.

TABLE 1

Ride Recorder Interpretation

Zone (Movement) JR.marks (Handling) Approximate Speed (mph)

to Zone 2 Normal 4
to end Zone 2 Borderline 5
to Zone 3 Rough 6
to end Zone 3 Rough 7
to Zone 4 Rough 8
to end Zone 4 Severe Rough 9
to Zone 5 Severe Rough 10
to end Zone 5 Severe Rough 11
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These registers are dependable, rugged, and Curve 4 (Fig. 1). The average continuous ac-
have background relationships between their celeration is about 1/4 g. Shock excited vibra-
readings and actual car lading damage. They tion from irregular wheel conditions, worn rail
are limited by a resonant frequency of about 10 joints, and highway and rail crossings increases
cps and can indicate only the shock envelope, the g factor, but, generally speaking, this is not
They do not measure force or acceleration, but a serious source of damage. The trend toward
for a rough estimate of acceleration, measure the use of high-speed trucks and welded rail will
the movement of the stylus in $2nds of inches, improve the present condition.
divide by 4, and use the resulting value as
acceleration (g). Vertical shock due to longitudinal car im-

pact is more serious. Here the lading is actually
In order to correlate impact recorder raised from the car floor and on its return sus-

readings with actual forces, high-frequency tains a much higher g loading than the car itself.
accelcrometers and both magnetic tape and Tests have shown cars receiving 4-g, and lad-
oscillographic recording equipment have been ing 9-g, vertical accelerations during severe
provided. This equipment, together with power impact. The load is moved from its as-packed
supplies and associated electronics is housed condition and is prone to further damage from
in a railroad car equipped with living facilities otherwise light shocks and vibrations. The time
so that multichannel shock, strain, speed, and duration of these peak shock forces is generally
other information may be recorded continuously less than 0.01 second.
on road tests or stationary impact tests.

It is, of course, the actual g forces which Longitudinal
are of interest to the packaging engineer; it is
these forces which will be discussed in the
balance of the paper. It is well to point out the Longitudinal vibration damage is similar to
basic fact that the coefficient of friction between lateral and can be considered of no significance.
two bodies is the g force necessary to slide one
body on the other. This is important because Longitudinal shock damage due to slack run
for most car-to-package surfaces, this coeff I- in and out is not serious in a properly loaded
cient is less than one; a package, unless other- car. On some railroads where the roadbed is
wise restrained, will move at car floor accel- undulating and the train is long, these shocks
erations of less than 1 g. can disarrange the lading in a poorly loaded car.

These shocks can be reduced by use of Type F
(Tightlock) couplers; reducing train speed or

DISCUSSION ON SHOCK AND VIBRATION length, and by smoothing out the roadbed profile.

There are three principal forces affecting Longitudinal shocks, due to car switching
damage to cars and lading in railroad shipment. in flat or hump yards, are the most serious

sources of lading and car damage.

Lateral With the present car and shock mitigating
equipment in general use, switching speeds must

Lateral forces are due to side play between not exceed 5 mph to prevent lading damage on
wheels and rails, lateral clearances in trucks, secured loads, and 3 mph for loads shipped
rocking of the car or slack in lading. Damage unsecured. The damage impulse increases as
resulting from lateral motion is almost non- the square of the speed, a 7-mph impact is
existent on properly packaged, restrained almost twice as damaging as an impact at 5 mph.
commodities.

The energy contained in moving equipment
is proportional to its mass and to the square of

Vertical its speed, and this energy must all be accounted
for when impact occurs. Some energy is

Vertical forces are due to track or wheel absorbed in the draft gears, some in the car
irregularities, improper springing, and exces- structures, some in the lading, and some is left
sive road and impact speeds. With properly in the movement of the cars after the couplers
snubbed, long travel, truck springs in modern part. Uncontrolled energy absorption in the car
trucks on average rails, very little damage structure means bending or shifting of car parts
arises from vertical vibration. The forces, with respect to one another. Uncontrolled
generally, are less than 1 g at frequencies of energy absorbed in the lading results in
2 or 3 cpa in loaded cars, as indicated in direct damace.
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The railroad's approach to the prevention exceeded by two and three times with modern
of impact damage has been to strengthen car gears, but at the expense of the closure
bodies and to compartmentize loads. This is a force. In the 36-inch gear pocket, still higher
commendable system in some respects, but capacities are possible. The cushion tube,
note the ultimate result. The beef-up car with which uses both gears in impact, more than
the compartmentized load, on striking conven- doubles the gear capacity by increasing the
tional equipment, does not absorb energy in closure distance and also divides the reaction
the car or load so the shock energy goes into between both ends of the car. This is a
the struck equipment. Thus, it becomes neces- highly effective and economical scheme. Hy-
sary to make all loads and structures rigid. draulic draft gears and sliding center sills
When this has been done, the end result is a have considerable promise because they will
system poorer than the starting system. An protect car and lading at higher impact speeds
expedient solution for a few cars is not the than is possible with friction and rubber
answer; there must be energy absorption in gears. High capacities are inherent in the
each unit and not an energy shift from one car hydraulic system, but to obtain their full po-
to another. tential, closure travel must be much longer

than that of conventional gears. Their use will
Improvements in the capacity and travel of increase car lengths between coupler faces and

draft gears are constantly being made. The could cause undesirable actions in the train if
AAR minimum requirement of 18,000-foot- any number of cars so equipped are operated
pound capacity for 24-5/8-inch gear pockets is together.
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Shock mitigation can also be provided within 1568 car impacts over a period of 3 months in
the car. For example, the New York Central 1950. A comparison of these two sources is
Air Flotation System protects the lading from shown in Table 2.
shock and vibration through the use of pneu-
matic dunnage units. In addition to protecting Since a single classification yard handles
lading against longitudinal shocks, it dampens 2000 to 3000 cars per day, any figures based on
vertical forces and reduces vibration frequency. 555 impacts over one winter period in one city
This system will continue to be useful for pro- should not be given too much weight.
tecting the most delicate ladings and can be
used in most of the present equipment. A 6-mph impact is an overspeed coupling

and constitutes about 50 percent of all over-
Longitudinal shock duration varies with speed couplings. About 30 percent of all impacts

impact speeds and the amount of cushioning, but are overspeed couplings. Unfortunately, some
as an average, the conventional draft gear clo- yards over some periods have had nearly 100
sure time is 0.05 second; the over solid stop perceat of their equated average impacts at
shock lasts about 0.03 second. A 30-inch cush- overspeed and it is believed that Roehm's
ion shock at 8 mph might last 1.0 second. figures contain sizable amounts of these

measurements.
It is impossible to be exact, but with a

shipping industry moving toward 21-inch drop
tests for their own package handling, approxi- DISCUSSION OF CURVES
mately the equivalent to a 9-mph impact with
conventional railroad cars, 7-inch hydraulic To obtain a means for comparing different
control cushion movement at the draft gear will methods of reducing longitudinal shock due to
be sufficient for practically all commodities impact, three curves have been constructed
shipped in the future in everything except over- based on calculations and empirical data.
the-highway containers. These containers will
have to have an additional cushion protection of Curve 1 (Fig. 2) shows acceleration (g) at
about 8 to 10 inches to produce shock effects the car floor plotted against cushioned move-
compatible with the competition of highway ment, at various impact speeds, based on a
truck shipment. dead stop with the lading receiving the optimum

cushion in the space in which it can move. No
Because of some published reports giving shock absorber can reduce the shock level

average railroad impact speeds as 7.4 mph, a below the values shown on these curves.
table is included in this report to show that
this average speed is in the neighborhood of During railroad impacts, dead stops rarely
5 mph. This analysis is based on System-wide occur. In the discussion and on the other curve
averages of 10,000 measurements per year over sheets, the speeds are 2 mph higher than these
a 2-year period. dead-stop speeds. This 2-mph figure is derived

from our experience on a wide variety of
Data for the 7.4-mph average impact speed bumper cars and car consists, and is about the

is taken from J. M. Roehm's ASME Paper No. closest estimate that can be made to the speeds
52-5A-41 and is based on 555 impacts measured shown on most data observed with impact reg-
in the Chicago area in the winter of 1949-50. isters. It should be noted that the duration of
Pullman Standard published a curve based on shock, with all but the longer-travel hydraulic

TABLE 2
Comparison of Average Impact Speed Data from Two Sources

Percent of Total Number of Impacts
Impact Speed Roehma (%) Pullman Standarda (%) NYC (%)

Below 6 mph 38 70 '10
6-7 mph 11 17 17.4
7-8 mph 15 7 6.0
8-9 mph 11 3 3.1

9-10 mph 11 2 2.3
Over 10 mph 15 1 1.2

&Harris and Crede, Shock & Vibration Handbook, Vol. 3. pages 45-31.
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Fig. 2 - Curve 1: Acceleration plotted against movement
for dead-stop impacts and 100 percent effective cushions.
(Add 2 mph to these speeds when using curves for railroad

car impacts.)

gear, is so short that the contribution of more or rubber devices were rated at 40-percent
than two or three cars in the bumper consist efficiency and the hydraulic system at 80-
may be Ignored. percent efficiency, reflecting the differences

in their force/displacement curves.
This curve is useful for separating truth

from fiction. If a manufacturer claims his It is important to remember that these
shock absorber has a 10-inch movement and curves represent the best conditions. No single
reduces the car acceleration to 2 g in a 10-mph device could obtain all the points on its curve
impact, it is obvious that the test conditions with different weights of cars. Good design
were overly favorable to his device. The curve would aim for these conditions at 8-mph dead-
indicates 2.5 g at 10 inches and 8 (10-2) mph. stop with nominal load, and other speeds and

loads would be above these curves.
Curve 2 (Fig. 3) shows acceleration (g) at

the car floor with respect to impact speed for It should also be noted that these
various types of available shock absorbers. The numbers apply only if the energy-absorbing
numbers are derived from Curve 1 and from the capacity of the gear has not been exceeded. For
force/displacement curves for the various de- example, line (a) (Fig. 3), representing two con-
vices. Based on considerable data, the friction ventional gears, will assume a discontinuity at
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Fig. 3 - Curve 2: Acceleration of car floor to be ex-
pected for various impact speeds and types of draft gear
or cushion. (Curves cover optimurh conditions of cars
and lading weight within capacity of shock absorbers.
Speeds shown represent railroad car impacts not
dead stops.)

about 5 mph and increase to as much as 15 g impact as 2 mph higher in equivalent speed
with nominal loads. This discontinuity results than the dead stop speed, the lines in Fig. 4
from solid closure due to insufficient energy- show the capacities of the various devices
absorbing capacity. at various speeds and loads. If the capaci-

ties indicated are not exceeded, the devices
It is therefore necessary for complete anal- may be expected to perform in accordance

ysis to refer to Curve 3 (Fig. 4) to determine with Curve 2 (Fig. 3).
whether capacity is adequate.

From the curve, it is determined that con-Curve 3 shows energy in foot-pounds with ventional draft gears are satisfactory, capacity-
respect to the rail weight of the car, in tons, at wise, at 4 mph for any weight lading, but at 6
various speeds. For shock absorbing devices mph, the cars should not weight over 32 tons.
connected to a container or highway vehicle, Piggy-back and Flexi-Van equipment have the
use the gross weight of these vans only. capacity for 25 tons at 8 mph.

Any moving object has a potential energy
equal to one-half its mass times the square of It is inherent in hydraulic devices to
its speed. All shock absorbers have an energy secure various capacities by design and the
capacity equal to the average force necessary figures shown would be optimum only for cer-
to move the absorber multiplied by the distance t~in ladings at one particular weight. They are
the absorber is moved. Using the railroad probably fairly close for most cars.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. S. Grabowski (Army Tank Automotive Mr. Shackson: Yes. I believe I showed 1
Command): Can you tell us where the trans- or 1.2 percent in excess of 10 mph. Actually,
ducers were located on the body of these we have measured impacts of 14 mph. rm cer-
freight cars? tain that they occur at even greater speeds than

that, although the ability of a crew driving a
Mr. Shackson: There were a variety of switch engine probably hasn't yet produced the

locations. In addition to obtaining general in- ultimate resuit, the final impact speed, result-
formation, we were interested in testing specific ing in the destruction of the car. I do believe
tie-down configurations or specific loads, that the statistical percentage which I have
Generally, the observations at the car floor are quoted there of 1.2 would apply to impacts in
based on the average of several transducer lo- the range of 10 to f2 mph with an undetermined
cations; one generally above each kingpin small percentage in excess of 12 mph.
bolster and one at the midpoint of the car. Mr. Floury (Korfund Dynamics): Would the

Mr. Grabowski: Do you think the readings use of a single car to transport a specialdevice,
are affected by the location of the transducers, such as a nuclear device, result in a little
depending on where they are located? easier handling than you have described?

Mr. Shackson: r m sure they are. We find Mr. Shackeon: This service is of course
considerable scatter between various points on available and is being used on a number of ape-
the car floor. cial weapons transport moves at the present

time. The most severe condition which occurs
J. Fowler (STL): Do you have enough data is that which maybe produced by slack run-in

to say what is expected maximum of coupling? enroute, and the impacts are not nearly as high
We're generally not interested in the average, as in normal usage.
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Mr. Christensen (Astron): I heard that it's more fragile to start with. You would
railroad crews always handle cars with special expect more loss on a shipment of packaged
care it they realize they are bugged. How do cameras than you would on unpackaged coal, for
you take all these averages without giving any instance.
warning? Are they average conditions without
special favor? Mr. Paladino: That isn't what rm speaking

of. We spend a lot of money in designing pack-
Mr. Shacksori: About half of the observa- ages for the kind of gear you are speaking of.

tions which are reported here were obtained Now if it is the package that is at fault, then we
with bugged cars. Of course, in the fully auto- are not getting the package that we are design-
matic yard the human element doesn't exist, it ing for and this is what I am trying to find out.
is a question of the rolling characteristics of I realize coal Is not going to get damaged, but
the car. On our system about half of our hump there are a lot of containers which cost a heck
yards are fully automatic. We find that our of a lot of money and if they are not doing the
property protection people are rather clever in job then we should know about it.
concealing the fact that the car is bugged. They
seem to be more clever than shippers in this Mr. Shackson: Certainly the containers can
respect. The balance of the observations are be made stronger but you can always find environ-
based on crews, personnel actually hidden in the ments that will be stronger still. But of course,
yards with stop watches and at measured dis- if there is no container at all, then it can't break
tances, timing these impacts; they correlate and it can't run your loss and damage costs up.
quite well with the measurements from the I believe that in the past you have been forced
bugged cars. to package in a rather sophisticated manner be-

cause the environment to which your item was
Mr. Paladino (BuShips): Mr. Kennedy, in subjected was unknown. One of the points that I

the previous paper, said that the packaged would like to make is that we have been able,
equipment has a greater percent of casualties with the data which we have obtained, to move
than the unpackaged equipment., Possibly from equipment which previously required sophisti-
your experience you could enlighten us? cated packaging, essentially without packaging.

This can be done simply in virtue of the char-
Mr. Shackson" I'm afraid I'll have to pass acteristics which are obtainable now with corn-

that one on to the previous speaker. mercially available gear. We have had good
results in such cases because there is a psy-

Mr. Kennedy (U.S. Army Transportation chological advantage in having a naked piece of
Engineering Agency): I think the answer to that equipment whichhas tobe handled with kidgloves
would be quite obvious. It's packaged because as opposed to something that looks indestructible.

1 01
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ROAD TRANSPORT DYNAMICS"

R. W. Hager and E. R. Conner
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

An analytical approach for the dynamic design of road transport vehi-
cles is described and illustrated for the case of the MINUTEMAN Mis-
sile Transporter- Erector. Details are also given of road-roughness
criteria and test methods.

INTRODUCTION second, the lateral environment associated with
travel around curves; third, and most signifi-

Much study and design effort has been de- cant, the vertical environment associated with
voted to protecting cargo from the damaging traverse of rough roads; and fourth, the fore
dynamic environment resulting from road trans- and aft and lateral environment associated with
port. This effort, however, has been concen- unsymmetrical vertical excitation. The first
trated at determining the vehicle cargo bed en- two environments are relatively low and the re-
vironments, followed by attempts to generalize suiting structural loads, which are essentially
the data to the extent that all the detailed char- static, can be determined from general braking
acteristics of the environment are lost. What and accelerating characteristics for the class of
remains then for the designer is an envelope of vehicle, the speed, and the minimum curve
the maximum environment of a large number of radius. The last two are dependent upon the
different types of vehicles. This approach re- roughness of the road surface and can be handled
suits in a design that is often extremely con- by one and two dimensional dynamic analysis of
servative, or that, because of the coincidence of the system. The frequencies of concern in the
cargo and vehicle resonant frequencies, pro- dynamic environment are, those up to approxi-
duces a cargo environment that is much higher mately 30 cps, as they can produce significant
than necessary. Techniques involving cut-and- structural loads or displacements. Frequencies
try developmental testing, or simulated equip- above 30 cps exist in road vehicles, but, although
ment testing to determine the design environ- they can excite local structural resonances, they
ment, have also been used. For large complex do not cause major structural responses or sig-
systems or for any expensive system, these nificant displacements in cargo isolation systems.
approaches are too time consuming and costly.
Given th. capabilities of the digital and analog
computers available today, analyses of adequate DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT FOR
complexity for the design of cargo-vehicle sys- ANALYSIS
tems for structural loads can be conducted
economically without resorting to expensive The use of this analytical approach requires
developmental testing or to shooting-in-the- the determination of a basic dynamic environ-
dark design. This analytical approach has been ment which is independent of the vehicle or
used in the design of the MINUTEMAN Missile cargo design, namely the road roughness. This
road vehicles by the Boeing Company. environment has a particular advantage in that,

once established and confirmed, it is valid for
There are four dynamic environments in- all vehicles traveling the particular class Qf

volved in road transport which produce signifi- road. The determination of this type of environ-
cant loadings. First, the fore and aft environ- ment appears at first to present an insurmount-
ment associated with accelerating and braking; able task. This would appear to be confirmed

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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by the definite lack of any such published data. For unpaved secondary roads, the rough-
However, a general knowledge of road surface ness was assumed to be represented by lengths
characteristics and a review of vehicle dynamic of continuous sinusoidal washboards, each length
characteristics provides some simplification of of constant wavelength, but different lengths
the problem. having wavelengths ranging from 2 to 25 feet,

with 2-inch double amplitude. Single chuckholes
Unpaved and flexibly-paved road surfaces with lengths from 2 to 4 feet and 4 inches deep

are generally characterized by a roughness were also assumed. Both the chuckhole and the
having a random wavelength and low-level am - washboard were considered to be the full width
plitude, occasional washboard areas of rela- of the road surface, such that the input occurs
tively high level with nearly constant wave- simultaneously to both wheels on an axle.
length, and occasional single bumps such as
chuckholes of short length and high amplitude. For paved primary and secondary roads,
Washboards can occur with a wide range of the roughness was assumed to be represented
wavelength, although any given washboard area by sinusoidal washboards, the same as for the
has a nearly constant wavelength. The frequency unpaved road, but with 1-inch douiŽle amplizuclc.
appears to depend upon vehicle axle response A single bump of 2 inches in height or a 2-inch
frequency and the speed of vehicles traveling deep chuckhule was assumed.
the road at the particular area. Rigid pavements
generally have a random riughness for sections The maximum response of the system was
which are broken, and regular inputs or single found to occur when the wavelength was most
sharp steps associated with paviaent joints, critical for the vehicle axle spacing. In the ve-

hicles we have studied, either a pure bouncing
The vehicle and cargo comprises a complex input or a pure pitching input has been found to

dynamic system, generally, with well defincd give the greatest response. This required that
coupled resonant modes. The modes include the the input to all axles at each end of the vehicle
low-frequency bounce and pitch of the sprung be in phase, but that the inputs to the two ends
mass of the vehicle on the suspensiun: the axle be either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase.
response frequency, usually in the r~ngc of 9 to For a two axle vehicle the most critical wave-
12 cps; the higher frequency, relatively low- length will be the shortest within the 2- to 25-
damped, structural modes of the vehicle and foot range, which is either an even multiple or
cargo which may produce significant loading up an even multiple plus 1/2 wavelength, of the
to about 30 cps; and the cargo suspension sys- axle spacing as shown in Fig. 1. For a given
tem modes.

This type of system will develop maximum
loading under repetitive inputs having frequen- ALL AXLES IN PHASE

cies corresponding to the resonant frequencies
of the system. The nearly sinusoidal wash-
boards or rigid pavement joints will, therefore,
generally, produce the highest responses.

For the design of the system, the highest
loading which will occur during the operational
life is required. Because of the wide variation FRONT AND REAR I8" OUT OF PHASE

in washboard length or joint spacing and vehicle
speed, it can reasonably be assumed that the
most critical wavelength and vehicle speed
would be encountered at some time during the
life of the vehicle.

What remains then is the determination of MULTI-AXLE

the amplitude of the washboard surface and
single bump or chuckholes, which will be en-
countered for. various classes of roads and
various operational lives. Because of the lim-
ited amount of road surface-roughness meas-
urements, arbitrary preliminary criteria were
established for the MINUTEMAN transportation Fig. 1 - Washboard road
system. phasing with axles
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speed range, the shortest wavelength results in tractor and rear carriage beam stiffness, and
the widest band of frequency excitation. In a the tire stiffness. There are five significant
multi-axle vehicle the spacing of the axles can coupled modes of this system in the frequency
be such that neither type of input will occur. In range up to 20 cps, which is the highest excita-
these cases, the most severe wavelengtfi has tion frequency possible for the speed and criti-
been one-half the axle spacing of the multiple cal wavelength limitations. These modes are:
axles on either end of the vehicle. 1.3 cps, primarily bounce of total sprung mass;

1.5 cps, primarily pitch of total sprung mass; 9
cps, primarily missile first mode bending; 10

MINUTEMAN TRANSPORTER- cps, primarily axle bounce frequency; and 16
ERECTOR DESIGN ANALYSIS cps, primarily container bending.

The following description of the MINUTE- The coupled mode associated with the
MAN Transporter-Erector analysis is presented damped missile suspension system, which when
as an example of a large complex system in uncoupled is approximately 3.3 cps, is not ex-
which this analytical approach was used. Other cited by inputs to the transporter-erector tires.
and much less complex analyses were used in
the design of the individual rocket motor trans- Both the vehicle suspension and the missile
porters, an environmental control unit trans- suspension inside the container have nonlinear
ported on a flat bed trailer, and several truck spring and damping characteristics in the actual
and semitrailer configurations used to trans- hardware. The nonlinear characteristics are
port missile components and electronic equip- used in the analysis. The force-displacement
ment. characteristics of the vehicle air suspension,

the force-velocity characteristics of the vehicle
The dynamic analysis model for the Trans- shock absorbers, and the nonlinear missile sus-

porter-Erector is shown in Fig. 2. The missile pension dampers are shown in Fig. 3.

MISSILE

MISSILE
SUSPENSION

VAN BODY
(CONTAINER)

TRAC TOR

VEHICLE
SUSPENSION

AXLES

TIRES

Fig. 2 - Analytical model

is represented as a flexible beam, supported The analysis was conducted using the CEA
inside the Transporter-Erector container at six analog computer in which the various portions
points by torsion bar suspensions and hydraulic of the mechanical structural system are re-
dampers. The container, represented by a flex- placed by analogous electrical components.
ible beam, is supported at the fifth wheel by a Digital computer techniques have also been ap-
four-axle tractor and at the rear by a three- plied to comparable systems.
axle rear carriage. The tractor and rear car-
riage have air suspension with shock absorbers. Once the road roughness criteria had been
The analysis model includes the axle mass, established, it remained to determine what
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SHOCK AWOASIRS stiffness are the main factors that determine
this frequency and since both are usually stand-
ard commercial components little can be done
to shift this axle resonant frequency. In the

_______ Transporter-Erector and most of the vehicles
VELOCITY VELOCITY studied, the maximum loads and accelerations

in the carp are excited by this axle resonance.
The methods used to reduce the cargo response
have been to minimize the axle motion, to use

MISSILE SUSPENSION VEHCLE SUSPENSION carp Isolation systems with resonant frequen-
AIR SPRING - -ANALYSIS ces of 3 to 5 cps, and to design vehicle and

- -- ACTUAL cargo structure to be stiff enough that flexible

/ modes occur well above axle resonance. All of
5 these methods lend themselves to analytical

solution.
I In formulating a mathematical model of a

vehicle for study It is mandatory that the axle
masses and tire stiffnesses be determined and
included to obtain satisfactory results. In the
physical system the tires can bounce clear of

___the road. As an inclusion of tire bounce results
DEFLECTION in a discontinuous dynamic system, It Is desira-

ble not to include this in the analysis. Reason-
Fig. 3 - Nonlinear component ably good agreement between analysis and test
representation on the analog results, both in frequency and amplitude, have

been obtained with most vehicles when tire
bounce was eliminated.

particular occurrence would be most critical in For the Transporter-Erector analysis spe-
producing loads and accelerations in the Trans- clal circuits were developed to include tire
porter-Erector. A study simulating the full bounce and the analysis was conducted both with
operating speed range over a wide range of and without tire bounce. Inclusion of tire bounce
washboard wavelengths was conducted. For increased the level of missile response about 10
this study the washboard amplitude was held percent. However, this may have been a some-
constant. It was found that a speed over any what singular occurrence because of the small
wavelength that produced an input frequency frequency separation between the missile bend-
corresponding to a resonant mode of response ing mode (9 cps) and the axle response mode
was significant. If, in addition, the wavelength (10 cps) and therefore other systems may exhibit
was such that it forced all axles simultaneously entirely different results.
the highest response over that amplitude of
washboard was obtained. However, for the The results from the analysis of axle mo-
Transporter-Erector configuration no wave- tion show that more than one type of bounce
length satisfied this condition. The most criti- exists. At a low amplitude of input, near the
cal wavelength was found to be one-half the axle resonant frequency, or at a higher ampli-
axle spacing of the rear carriage axles. Maxi- tude for frequencies other than the axle reso-
mum loads in the missile occurred when tra- nance, a form of bounce occurs (Fig. 4(a)) in
versing this washboard spacing at 18 mph. which the tire comes free from the road as it

passes over the crest of the disturbance. This
For the vehicle on its suspension system, type of bounce will increase as the amplitude of

maximum responses occur at either the fre- road roughness is increased up to a certain am-
quency of the bounce or pitch of the vehicle on plitude. Beyond this amplitude, the bounce sud-
its suspension, or at the frequency of axle re- denly changes to the hopping type of action
sponse. The amplitude of response at the low shown in Fig. 4(b).
frequency is due mainly to the amplitude of
road input and the damping of the vehicle sum- The analysis has shown tire bounce to be
pension. The axle response frequency for the either regular, or to appear almost random, in
Transporter-Erector is approximately 10 cps amplitude. Whether the hop Is regular or ran-
and is the resonant motion of the axle mass dom is somewhat dependent on the amplitude of
between the vehicle suspension spring and the input and tire stiffness, but it is influenced pri-
tire as a spring. The axle mass and tire marly by the amount of damping in the truck
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Fig. 4 - Types of wheel bounce .1

suspension. With the tire free to bounce in the Fig. 5 - Test course shapes

analysis, the axle usually exhibits a resonant
peak and diminishes in response to the point
where tire bounce ceases as input frequency a shape was used. An instrumented vehicle was

tested over a variety of shapes ranging from
simple rectangular to almost sinusoidal. Higher

DYNAMIC TESTING harmonics existed for every shape tested, but
were negligible at the speed corresponding to

Qualification tests were conducted of the the critical axle bounce frequency. Although
MINUTEMAN vehicles to the arbitrary road harmonics excite resonant modes at frequencies
roughness criteria assumed for design pur- other than the input frequency, results are read-
poses. These tests were instrumented to in- ily interpreted and the simple shapes are satis-
sure that the allowable missile structural loads factory for simulation of sinusoidal washboards.
and accelerations were not exceeded.

The chuckhole is simulated by a depression
To conduct these tests the dyanmic test 4 feet long and 15 feet wide with sloping sides

courses shown in Fig. 5 were developed. The (Fig. 5). For the 4-inch chuckhole, the system
1-inch amplitude washboard is simulated by responses, except in the vicinity of the axles,
boards 1 inch high, 8 inches wide, and 15 feet are less than those obtained over the 2-inch
long, transverse to the direction of travel. The course.
2-inch washboard is simulated by tapered
boards 2 inches high and 19 inches wide and 15 The use of the sinusoidal-type vehicle test
feet long. The course is designed so that spac- course equivalent to the maximum road rough-
ing can be adjusted. The most critical spacing ness of various classes of roads, provides a
is selected from the results of the analyses. means of determining, by test, the maximum
For the Transporter-Erector this spacing is responses which can be expected in the life of
33.5 inches. The length of the course is se- the system. In addition, the sinusoidal test
lected to produce the maximum response of the course allows a relatively simple analysis to be
very low damped structural resonances. Gen- used for design with only a verification test of
erally this length need not be greater than 1 to the final hardware configuration necessary if
1-1/2 times the wheelbase, qualification of the system is required.

For both test course amplitudes, simple .
cross-sectional shapes were used for the TEST - ANALYSIS COMPARIN
boards (Fig. 5). During design of the course,
there was concern over higher frequency bar- To provide a verification of the analyt-
monics in the axle response if too prismatic ical method, the following comparison of the
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Transporter-Erector test results and the analy- The moments have all been normalized to
sis results have been made. the maximum moment for the analysis without

tire bounce to allow a percentage comparison.
The missile structural loads and accelera-

tions measured during the test have agreed very The maximum test levels at the critical
well with the predicted levels from the analysis. speed are approximately 10 percent higher than

the analytical results for a configuration without
Figure 6 shows analytical results for the tire bounce. For an analysis configuration with

missile bending moments at one critical missile tire bounce, the maximum test results are equal,
but occur at approximately a 1-mph lower speed.
This variation in speed is well within both the
test data and analysis result accuracies. For
the Transporter-Erector, analyses without tire

ALL VALUES NORMALIZED ON bounce are sufficiently accurate for preliminary
PEAK ANALYTICAL VALUE
TEST RESULTS SNOW DATA SCATTER studies and for variation of design parameters

for optimization studies. However, an analysis
0- ANALYSIS WITH with tire bounce is required to establish accu-

10 TIRE BOUNCE rately the maximum levels. For other vehicle
configurations, the tire bounce characteristics

Smay be found to be more dominant and will have
to be included even for preliminary studies.

3 The determination of the level and charac-
CI 0 teristics of the damping of the vehicle-cargo

system is one of the most important steps in an
N- --- ALYSS WITH- analysis, as the response is generally directly

, NNrelated to the level of damping. Commercial
0 suspension systems for road vehicles have non-

1 1 ilinear characteristics due to friction in leaf
0 20 25 springs, or to the orifice characteristics of the

SPEEO (MPH) shock absorbers.

Fig. 6 - Comparison of analytical Failure to account for the nonlinear charac-
and tc st results teristics of the missile suspension system dam-

pers in the initial Transporter-Erector design
analyses, resulted in missile loads and acceler-
ations of approximately twice the design levls,

station versus vehicle forward speed, for travel during the initial qualification tests.
over a 1-inch, double-amplitude, washboard The solution of this problem demonstrates
with a wavelength of 33-1/2 inches. The results the advantage of the analysis method. Study of
are shown for the speed range which induces the analytical results showed that the container
maximum response. test responses were consistent with the analysis,

The analytical results both with and without whereas the missile test responses were ap-
tire bounce in the configuration are shown for proximately twice as high as the analysis. The
travel over a continuous sinusoidal washboard, problem could then be isolated to the missileThe results with tire bounce are shown as seph suspension system. Laboratory tests showed
amte points at the specific speeds for which the the dampers to be very nonlinear with much
analysis was conductedt higher damping than that used in the design anal-

yses. Incorporation of the nonlinear damping
levels of the actual hardware resulted in theThe measured bending moment data from close correlation between analytical and test

the test of the Transporter-Erector over the results shownlin bneFig. 6.
1-inch washboard course, are also shown in
Fig. 6. The band associated with the test re- The analysis was then used to evaluate
suits represents the scatter of test data. Be- changes to the dampers without conducting tests
cause of tire bounce, the actual vehicle is a of the Transporter-Erector for each change. A
discontinuous dynamic system resulting in dif- change in the dampers, which reduced the load
ferent responses for similar tests at the same by. a factor of 2, was selected based on the re-
speed over the course. Random response and suits of the analysis. The confirmation test of
different levels for the same speed have also the Transporter-Erector with revised damperr
been found in the analyses, which have included showed good correlation with the predicted
tire bounce. results.
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PRELIMINARY ROAD ROUGHNESS An adequate description Is required of road
CRITERIA roughness that will produce the same maximum

dynamic responses of the vehicle-cargo system
The road roughness criteria selected for as would occur in actui.l service. The descrip-

the MINUTEMAN system were based on a very tion must take Into account the various classes
limited amount of data and were, therefore, of roads, including construction and mainte-
quite arbitrary. nance, as well as the expected service life for

the system.
Some measured data have been obtained for

MINUTEMAN vehicles under actual operational A preliminary and, probably, an oversim-
conditions. However, because of the low proba- plified road roughness criteria, which is con-
bility of occurrence of the critical speed, wave- sidered conservative for determining the maxi-
length, and amplitude required to generate peak mum response of vehicle cargo systems, is
loads, only a preliminary indication of the suit- shown in Table 1.
ability of the criteria has been obtained.

Vehicles required to travel on paved pri- CONCLUSION
mary and secondary roads were designed for,
and tested over, the 1-inch washboard course. With the digital and analog computing capa-
Some of these vehicles have been instrumented bility presently available, it is possible to con-
for road tests ranging up to 10,000 miles. Peak duct adequate design analyses for all types of
loads occurring during these tests have been road vehicles and cargo. Although this method
between 30 and 50 percent of the maximum is extremely well suited for complex systems,
levels encountered over the test course, such as the MINUTEMAN Missile Transporter-

Not enough data has yet been obtained to Erector which was presented in this paper as an
verify the 2-inch amplitude washboard for un- example, it has been used for design of other
paved road operation, simpler road vehicles. This method can be used

TABLE 1
Road Roughness Criteria

Low Probability F High Probability
of Occurrencea of OccurrencebType of Road Snoda

Encountered Sinusoidal Single Bump Sinusoidal Single Bump
Washboard Amplitude (in.) Washboard Amplitude (in.)

Amplitude (in.) Amplitude (in.)

Well maintained, well 3/4 1-1/2 3/8 1
constructed, primary
and secondary roads
with rigid or flexible
pavement

Paved primary and 1 2 1/2 1-1/2
secondary roads with
average maintenance
or well constructed
unpaved roads with
good maintenance

Poorly maintained, 2 4 1-1/2 3
flexibly paved, (chuckhole) (chuckhole)
secondary roads and
unpaved roads

aLow probability of occurrence will require a long service life (100,000 miles) if it is to be encountered.
bHigh probability ,of occurrence indicates levels will be encountered even in a short service life.

(10,000 miles orless).
NOTE: Washboard to be of critical wavelength and of sufficient length to develop maximum re-

sponse of lowest mode in the system. Vehicles to be designed for these road roughness criteria at all
speeds within the normal vehicle operating range.
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quickly and Inexpensively to design even the gathering dynamic environment data, such as
simplest cargo arrangement on any vehicle for cargo bed data, for specific vehicles, should be
which the dynamic characteristics are known. redirected toward the systematic gathering and

categorizing of the basic input environment of
The only major problem area is the deter- road roughness. Once road roughness has been

mination of a satisfactory simulation of the established and verified for various classes of
road roughness. This problem exists, however, roads, adequate cargo protection under the road
for any design approach short of cut-and-try transport environment may be quickly and inex-
testing under actual operational conditions, pensively obtained through use of the analysis
The current effort which is directed toward method.
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Section 3
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

PRACTICAL RANDOM VIBRATION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Wilbur F. DuBois
Aero Space Division
The Boeing Company

A random vibration environment is applied to a test specimen and the
resulting data examined. The power spectral density analyzer is de-
scribed and its use explained. Srme pretest checke,which are required
to insure reliable data, are described.

INTRODUCTION the random noise generator and run the test.
Read the overall g level on one or more meters.

The tiUe of this paper is rather all-inclu-
sive. The entire Symposium could be devoted The educated-guess technique may sound
to this one subject and still not cover it corn- facetious, but it is widely used and it does pro-
pletely. So this paper, in order to be practical, duce data that is truly random. To be success-
will consider only one problem: The problem ful, this testing technique depends on the fact
of applying one specific random vibration envi- that the test engineer is an expert in his field.
ronment to one specific test specimen and ob- He has tested a large number of items and,
taining some meaningful, repeatable data. The thereby, has acquired a background upon which
vibration environment shown in Fig. I will be to base expert opinions. His opinions are ac-
applied to the specimen shown in Fig. 2. cepted by his peers; the design program pro-

gresses rapidly, unhampered by voluminous test
reports. The principal disadvantage of this

THE EDUCATED-GUESS technique is that it produces no actual random
TECHNIQUE vibration data to compare with Fig. 1.

The first attack on the problem will use the The educated-guess technique can also be
educated-guess technique. There are many used to obfuscate telemetered flight data. Typi-
variations of this technique, but the basic pro- cal methods are:
cedure is approximately as follows:

• Omit the overall end-to-end data system
e Bolt the specimen and its holding fixture calibration. Instead, calibrate the components

to a shaker. of the data system (accelerometers, amplifiers,
subcarrier oscillators, rf link, ground station,

* Attach an accelerometer somewhere. and so on) individually and separately, at sepa-

4 Feed the accelerometer output signal to rate discrete frequencies. Add the separate
an X-Y plotter; run sine-wave sweeps and adjust calibrations together on paper to obtain the
filters until the X-Y plot is flat over the desired overall system calibration. (This calibration
frequency range. Typical successive steps in technique can result in substantial errors in the
this process are shown in Fig. 3. final data.)

• When the vibration system is equalized . Process the accelerometer signml
(flat) enough to satisfy the test engineer, fire up through an analyzer in the missile before
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Fig. 2 -Test specimen (The heavy cables will cause excessive
cross motion unless restrained by the fixture)
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transmission. The analyzer will effectively re- versus frequency is required. A power spectral
move transient data, nonstationary data, and density analyzer will provide such a graph. A
sine wave spikes. (However, airborne analyzers block diagram of a power spectral density ana-
do offer advantages on large, massive missiles lyzer is shown in Fig. 4. Much descriptive
where the data is reasonably stationary fbr literature on this instrument is available. The
periods of several seconds.) proposed MIL-STDt-810 (USAF) will contain

some recommendations for its use, so my only
* Omit the low-pass filter from the ac- comment here is that the data output of a power

celerometer amplifier. Crystal accelerometer spectral density analyzer can be greatly influ-
resonances (35 kc) can then beat with a sub- enced by the characteristic curve of its filter.
carrier oscillator (70 kc) to produce spurious The ideal filter response shape would be flat-
random data. topped with vertical sides.

Other methods for producing truly random Tolerances and Over-Test
flight data are available, but we digress from Problems
our laboratory problem.

We should now attack the original problem
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY with a power spectral density analyzer, but we

ANALYSIS cannot, yet, for two practical reasons. First,
In order to show that a test is performed because of the random nature of random vibra-

in compliance with Fig. 1, a graph of g 2/cps tions, precise compliance with Fig. 1 is not

------ -.. .

RANDOM

SIGNAL
INPUTM(S. cps a _ JO

TO 2 KC.-) 1 T
ULVIEL SQU~ANW4
GO(,ROL;• CoaCiXTRY

97,005 P LTI"E KS llANDW'IMN

FigR. 04L P dto D9V7IOSpas
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through a filter of chosen bandwidth, normaiized to unity bandwidth, squared, damnped, and
plotted as g 2/cps [g 2 versus frequency as seen through a window 1 cps wide]. Input level
control is always set to utilize the maximum dynamic range of the analyzer, regardless
of input signal voltage).
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possible. A tolerance must be applied, either spectral analyzer. The accelerometer is vi-
in advance by design, or later at the discretion brated at 10-g sine wave and this data point is
of the test engineer. A reasonable tolerance Is plotted by the spectral analyzer. It must plot as
shown in Fig. 5. Second, the power spectral 100 g 2/cps and at the correct frequency. But
density analyzer requires 10 minutes, minimum, 100 g 2/cps Is an impractical data point, so the
to sweep the spectrum. Even slower sweep signal is attenuated by a factor of 10 at the input
speeds are recommended by many authorities, of the analyzer. The analyzer is now adjusted
Some means must be found to prevent over- to plot the signal as I g 2/cps at the correct fre-
testing of the specimen during the 10 or more quency.
minutes required to produce the first analyzer
record. One preventive measure would be a
setup run at reduced g level. This would be Fixture Survey
satisfactory for linear test specimens, but they
are rare. A more satisfactory measure is to The accelerometers are removed from the
interpose a loop tape recorder between the ana- shaker and firmly attached to the bare fixture,
lyzer and the test. A 10-second loop is re- usually with dental cement or Eastman 910. Fig-
corded at full g level, then the loop is played ure 9 shows four accelerometers located to
back into the analyzer for the required 10 min- measure desired axial motion of the fixture, and
utes or more. Two or three 10-second samples two accelerometers located to measure unde-
of data often suffice for a skilled test engineer sired cross motion. Figure 9 also shows the
to adjust the vibration system within the re- vacuum plate used to attach the fixture to the
quired tolerance, shaker. Attaching fixtures to shakers by the

use of vacuum, speeds test setups, especially
Also, there are some pretest checks that when using a horizontal oil table, and also elim-

must be performed if we are to achieve our goal inates the effects of bolt tightness.
of meaningful, repeatable data.

The short posts at the left end of the fix-
ture were designed to give maximum rigidity

Accelerometer Check with minimum weight. In that position posts
caused uncontrollable resonances as shown in

A minimum of six calibrated crystal ac- Fig. 10 and were machined off. The final fixture
celerometers are attached to a calibration is shown in Fig. 11 and the final fixture survey
block, and the calibration block is attached to record in Fig. 12. Accelerometer location No.
the shaker (Fig. 6). The shaker is energized 6 (Fig. 12) appears to be a representative loca-
sinusoidally and the output signal of each ac- tion, so accelerometer location No. 6 will be the
celerometer is normalized to some standard monitor accelerometer location for all tests
value, say 10 mv/g, at some standard frequency, conducted on this fixture.
by means of a capacitor decade attenuator (Fig.
7). This normalizing procedure promotes inter- These pretest checks may seem time-con-
changeability of accelerometers, reduces meter- suming, but the redesign of products due to
reading errors during the test, speeds the data erroneous test data is far more time-consuming,
analyzing process, and reduces human error and arguments between laboratories due to non-
during the data analyzing process. The attenu- repeatable test data consume more time yet.
ator settings should be logged. The log pro-
vides a check on operator accuracy. Overall
data accuracy can be no better than the day-to- Equalization and Use of Power
day variations shown by this log. Spectral Density Analyzer

The accelerometer output signals are then The next step is to mount the test specimen
fed to an oscillograph. The oscillograph paper on the fixture and equalize the vibration system
speed is set to 0.1 ips. A sine-wave sweep is by using low-level sine wave sweeps as shown
run to check the linearity and distortion of the in Fig. 3 or an automatic equalizer, if available.
accelerometers over the frequency range. Fig-
ure 8 shows the oscillograph record of such a We can now apply the power spectral density
sweep. analyzer to the problem:

End-to-End InstrumentationCalrtioInt nn * Adjust the vibration system to agree withCalibration Fig. 5. This is accomplished by adjusting band-
The output signal from one of the acceler- pass filters on a best guess basis, or by the

ometers is fed through the tape recorder to the automatic equalizer.
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Fig. 6 - Accelerometer calibration block provides
uniform g level on top surface to 3000 cps

e Shake the specimen at full random g Another popular power spectral density
level for 10 or more seconds to obtain a tape- analyzer Is the comb filter. The comb filter
loop record of the monitor accelerometer sig- (Fig. 17, left rack) divides the frequency spec-
nal. trum into 40 discrete bands and reads out the

average energy in each band on a separate
* Analyze the tape-loop record with the meter. The meters do not show the amplitude

analyzer. A typical first-try plot is shown in or exact frequency of sharp resonant peaks in
Fig. 13. the data, so the comb filter is used only where

sharp resonances do not exist or are immaterial
s Repeat the last three steps until the ran- to the data. However, unknown data, especially

dom vibration environment is within tolerance flight data, is often played through a comb filter
(Fig. 14). onto a roll of oscillograph paper. The oscillo-

graph roll is then examined visually and por-
e Another record should be obtained and tions are selected for more precise analysis.

analyzed near the end of the test to show that
the vibration environment did not change during The power spectral density, analyzer can be
the test. applied to as many data channels as desired,

We now have two power spectral density but a stack of power spectral density graphs

graphs, pretest and end-of-test, to compare might not be too meaningful to a design engineer.

with the original specification. Both graphs are Perhaps the data should be digitized, so-that a

within the tolerance shown on Fig. 5, so we have computer can be usea to make sense out of it.

apparently met the conditions of the problem. But perhaps a computer or even a spectral ana-
But have we? What about the distribution of lyzer should not be used, and herein lies the
energy peaks, for example. A block diagram of point of this paper.
a suitable distribution analyzer is shown in Fig.
15, and a plot of peak distribution is superim-
posed on a standard distribution curve in Fig. CONCLUSIONS
16. The energy distribution appears to be rea-
sonably Gaussian; thus, another unknown in the This paper has actually presented two op-
data has been defined. posite philosophies of data gathering.
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Fig. 7 - Capacitor decade attenuates accelerometer
output signal without affecting frequency response

The educated-guess technique leads to test a spectral analyzer or a computer, and then
reports that are little more than statements of omit the fixture survey or ignore vibrator cross
opinion. I have personally seen data from one motion.
test, gathered by two different, independent,
instrumentation systems that differed by a fac- Flight accelerometer data should be listened
tor of 100 to 1 at some frequencies. Computer to, in the raw staAe, with a loudspeaker, before
time or spectral analyzer tiLie is worse than it is machine analyzed. It should sound like a
wasted on such data, for the very use of an missile flight; If it does not, there in probably
exotic machine or analysis method imbues the something wrong with it. Invalid data lead to
data with a false aura of validity, invalid test specifications, the compliance with

which can cost thousands of dollars, unneces-
Unless the test engineer observes, investi- wrily.

gates, measures, and reports all phenomena
which affect data validity, his data are probably Admittedly It required a lot of thought md
invalid, no matter what measurement equipment work to check each step of the data gathering
was used, or how pccurately it was calibrated, process for validity and omissions, but it is the
For example, it makes little sense to carefully only way I know to obtain meaningul, reliable,
calibrate an accelerometer system, or to buy repeatable vibration data.
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F-IUMMY CPS wo w6g
Fig. 8 - Oscillograph record of an accelerometer calibration sweep:

Top trace is monitor accelerometer.
Trace No. 5 shows incorrect attenuator setting.
Traces No. 3 and 4 show defective accelerometers.
Traces No. I and Z show satisfactory accelerometers.

Fig. 9 - Fixture survey (This fixture will test nine
specimens simultaneously, three in each axis)
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Fig. 10 - Oscillograph record of fixture survey (sine-wave sweep)

Fig. 11 Final fixture survey
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Fig. 17 - Typical comb filter (left rack) and corresponding spectrum
shaker (right rack) (automatic spectrum shakers are now available)

DISCUSSION

M. Kaufman (General Applied Science Labs): D. Schwartz (Kearfott): You mentioned a
What is the basis for saying that a square or rude awakening when first using a distribution
rectangular filter is the optimum filter for your analyzer on a random noise generator. Will you
spectrum analyzer? Is that obvious? explain that a little more fully please?

DuBois: It's rather a long story and it in- DuBois: Well, the main reason for using a
volves the humans who look at this data later, distribution analyzer is to find troubles in your
The filter shape has an effect on them, and this system, a broken spring, a random noise gen-
has an effect on the final data. Should I explain erator, or defects in the electronics; and we
that in more detail? Well, some of the older find it wise to check our random vibration sys-
wave analyzers had the classical filter shape -- tern with a peak counter from time to time just
the sharp resonant peak - and when they plotted to be sure that it is working properly.
out data, they tended to plot their own filter
shape on the record; a human reviewer looking R. Newman (AC Spark Plug): What was your
at this and averaging it, would average it much analysis time constant used in plotting Fig. 14?
higher than the data really were. It looked to me like you had a great deal of

smoothing in that figure.
Colucca (Republic Aviation): Do I under-

stand that when you determine your fixture DuBois: I do not remember. It's a five-
response you just have a bare fixture with no cycle filter, I recall, but I don't remember the
mass attached to it? time constant. This could get us into a discus-

sion of tolerances, and tolerances can be quite
DuBois: Well, actually we continue on with meaningless. They are anything you want them

this process. We put the specimens on the fix- to be because they depend on the time constant
ture and then check it again. I just omitted that of the analyzer. This new MIL-STD-810 goes
detail for the sake of brevity, into this a little bit.
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R. Newman: You mentioned cross spectral of both of these, in various magnitudes. In the
analysis. Do you feel it is actually possible to simplest case, we were able to apply a uniform
obtain the true transfer function of a mechanical spectral density input to this mechanical system
system utilizing steady-state techniques? on the basis of the square of its transfer func-

tion, calculate what the spectrum of the response
DuDois: No I don't. I have been trying to should look like, and then, by a spectrum analy-

find out, on this trip, Just exactly what this sis of the response, verify that, in fact, that was
cross spectral density analysis technique is the response that we would expect. So I would
good for, and I don't have a real clear answer think that the quotient of the spectrum of the
yet. response to the spectrum of the input would be

the square of the transfer function, and this is
R. Newman: Do you feel that random vi- exactly what we measured under previous tests.

bratlon will fully excite resonant components
of high q, that is, to a steady-state condition? R. Newman: This doesn't necessarily mean

that, if you were to apply a discrete frequency
DuBors: I d understand your question cor- sine-wave to the system and you were to modify

rectly, I don't see how random vibration can it with the transfer function obtained by using
excite high q resonances to a steady-state con- this type of analysis technique, that you would
ditlon. I would think you would have to use a truly see the full excitation of a high q reso-
slow sine-wave sweep to accomplish that. nne s' htcretnance. Isn't that correct?

R. Newman: It would be very difficult to
obtain a true transfer function of high q mechan- Kroeger: As a matter of fact, in a single
ical resonances using random vibration, isn't degree of freedom system the response is pro-
that true? portional to V,. So in the sense of exciting the

full resonance you do vibrate at resonance, but

DuBois: Excuse me, I don't feel that I am you change or filter the response because of the
qualified to answer that question. There are, I mechanical characteristics of your resonant
believe, manufacturers of analysis equipment system. So you do get an rms response that you
present at this Symposium that can answer that know something about, it rises to a magnitude
much better than I can. which is proportional to .- and in that sense you

do excite the full resonance. In the sense that
J. Ancell (Aerospace): I would like to take it does not respond to a full q value, where the

a stab at it. I think that you would excite the response is not directly proportional to the q,
high q resonance in the same manner that ie this is true.
would be excited by the broadband excitation in
the missile flight due to the engine noise or the A. Westneat (Gulton Industries): Just in
turbulent buffing pressure fluctuations. So it answer to the previous question, we do make
probably would be a realistic test. Exciting the transfer function analyzers for random data,
resonance with a sine-wave sweep, where you and a random input does properly describe the
really excited it to its maximum would possibly transfer function.
not be the realistic test.

C. Lutz (GE): You spoke a little while ago
DuBois: Oh I agree it's a realistic test, about digitizing some of this data. Now if you

but I believe the previous gentleman asked if refer to digitizing filtered data, do you have any
we could excite the sharp resonance to its full comments that you would make on the digitizing
peak steady state with random. That is the rate and the response with respect to the analog
question I'm not qualified to answer. of a rapidly changing function, perhaps approach-

ing resonance?
R. Kroeger (GE): I would like to take a

stab at answering that question. Sometime ago DuBois: We, at Boeing, are just getting into
we ran some experiments with printed wiring this field, and are thinking about the design of a
boards, which is a reasonably simple dynamic digital data system to digitize random vibration
system, with various inputs of sinusoidal ex- data. We aren't into it deeply enough so that I
citation, random excitation, and combinations can answer your question.
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PHASE MEASUREMENT IN VIBRATION TESTING

Walter B. Murfin
Sandia Corporation

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Practical methods are given for using the complex response and com-
plex impedance in solving several problenms. Methods of recording
complex response and impedance are given, as well as several curves
of the sort of transfer functions to be expected. RapLd and practical
computer use of complex response is also illustrated.

INTRODUCTION measured, since little can be inferred concern-
ing response to nonsinusoidal input. However,

The response of any point of a linear sys- use of the complex transfer function permits
tern is completely determined by the input and one to compute the response to any Fourier-
by the response transfer function, i.e., the transformable input.
complex ratio of output to input. For very
simple systems, it is possible to give the A time function, f (t), is Fourier-
transfer function analytically. For more real- transformable if the integral
istic systems, however, an analytical solution
of the transfer function is not practicable, and
one must have recourse to a table or graph of f (t)e•"l, dt

the transfer function for various frequencies.
exists and is convergent, if f (t) has only a

Because the transfer function is a complex finite number of discontinuities, a finite num-
ratio; two quantities are required at each fre- ber of maxima or minima, and a finite number
quency. One can record the real and imaginary of infinite points, all in a finite interval tj <
components (that is, the component in phase t < t 2. This is, almost invariably, the case
with the input and the quadrature component), with all realizable pulses. The Fourier trans-
or the amplitude ratio and phase angle. Vibra- form is
tion tests have traditionally recorded only one F (i w) = Re [F (i &o)] + i Im [F (1i w)]
of the two required quantities, the amplitude
ratio. It will be shown that the utility of a si- 0

nusoldal test in which only amplitude is meas- f f (t)cos ;t dt- ts ;
ured, is seriously limited. Whenever phase -7-
measurement is mentioned, it is to be under-
stood that the complex transfer function is If we require f (t) = 0 for t < 0, we can re-
meant, and that any of the usual means of place the lower limits on the integrals by 0. If,
measurement may be used. All remarks of furthermore, f (t) = 0 for t > Tf, the inte-
experimental transfer functions presuppose grals become
linearity. Because mechanical systems are in- Tf Tr
variably nonlinear to some extent, the transfer F(i ) = I ( dt - |f (t)n
function should be applied cautiously when en- 0f0 n
vironmental levels can be expected to vary 0

widely. These integrals can be evaluated numerically
with a good degree of accuracy, especially when
a computer is available. Analog methods exist

RESPONSE TO ARBITRARY INPUT for direct transformation.

The response of a system to sinusoidal in- The complex transfer function evaluated by
put represents a dead end if phase is not test (Fig. 1) may be represented by:
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FREOINCY0.C. These integrals also can be numerically evalu-ated with quite high accuracy.

TRIAXIAL VIBRATION
+10

It is well known that in a vibration test
conducted primarily in one direction, table mo-
tion is generally also present in cross direc-

- -, tions. It is also well understood that realistic
systems have triaxial response to uniaxial in-

" I put. Both effects are often lumped under the
_ I term cross-talk. Unfortunately, it is impossi-

ble to separate these two effects without phase
- I measurement, and any means of recording

cross-talk is virtually meaningless without
-70 114 phase information.

A, Using the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 for the x,
y, and z axes, let GH be the response trans-
fer function for output in the x direction due to
input in the x direction, let G 2 1 be the transfer
function for output in the y direction due to in-

Fig. I A typical response transfer function put in the x direction, and so on; let I11 be
input in the x direction in a test presumably in
the x direction; let 121 be the input in the y

G (i c) - Re [G (i &;)] + i Im [G (i w)] direction in a test presumably in the x direc-
tion, and so on; let 01 be the output in the x

and the response in the frequency domain to the direction for a test presumably in the x direc-
input f (t) is tion, and let 021 be the output in the y direc-

H (iw ) = F (i ý) G (i w) tion for a test presumably in the x direction,
and so on. One can then formulate the follow-

Re [H(iw)] + i Im [H(i)). ing set of equations:
This response in the time domain is the inverse
transform: E Ijm Gfj = Ofo; t = 1,2,3; m = 1,2,3.

U j-f
h (t) = H(i w) e•"' d w We have here nine equations in the nine

unknown transfer functions. Equating real and
imaginary parts of each side of the equations,

and, because of symmetry, we are left with two sets of nine equations each
*R for the real and imaginary parts of the transfer

h (t) = 2 fRe [H (i c,)] cos e t d w functions, from which the true transfer func-
0 tions can be computed for each frequency.

Modern computer techniques make the solution
- 2 m [H (i &)] sin c t d w of such a set of equations extremely rapid, and

f, one can have the true transfer functions for an

It is to be expected that in practical physical entire frequency sweep in a very few minutes.

systems, both H (i C) and G (i &o) become very
small at high frequency. An upper limit, wy, SPRING-MASS MODELS
can be chosen such that H ( i ca) is negligibly
small for higher frequencies. Then we have It is often useful to have a lumped spring-
approximately, mass model of a system. It is unfortunate,

"however, that dynamic models from computed
h (t) • 2 Re [H(ic)] coswt dw spring constants and masses seldom match

actual hardware very closely, especially in
higher modes. It is possible, however, to use

- 2 [H(icw) sin o dc. measured transfer functions to compute the
f-) n characteristics of a spring-mass model to give
0
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precisely the same response as the actual The system was made simple enough that the
hardware. Such a model may then be combined constants could be computed analytically, but
with nonlinear elements, sufficiently complex that results would not be

trivial. Masses were measured and spring
The equations of motion of a multimass constants computed. Damping constants were

system of n masses can be written in the form estimated (all damping was assumed to be
solid). The response transfer functions were

..it it Dim t 1 (kt-ciyt.) - Dt Di then computed. Sinusoidal vibrationandimped-
M- 1s.a .- a ance tests were then carried out. Then the

constants of the spring-mass system were
(kf -iY.) x. g F, = 1,2 ...... n), computed from the experimental transfer func-

.. tions. Finally, the response transfer functions
where were computed for the new spring-mass model.

The computed and experimental transfer func-
xt = instantaneous displacement of t-th tions for the upper mass are compared in

mass, Fig. 2.

me = mass of f-th body,

D1, = viscous damping coefficient between RESPONSE TO MULTIPLE INPUTS
masses t and m,

When a system has several input points
-t. = solid damping coefficient between and the service environment is known at each

masses t and m, input point, it is not possible to infer the re-
sponse of any part of the system to simultane-

kt, = spring constant between masses f ous input at all supports without phase meas-
and m, and urement. However, if the system is tested with

input at each point in turn, and complex re-
F, = external force applied to t-th mass. sponse is measured at all other input points and

at the output point, one can readily compute
The i in the third and fifth terms is a time output for simultaneous input. Let a,, be the
phase change operator. acceleration at support point j, with input at

point i, let aiout be the output acceleration
Using the transformation x f(t) Re e cos wt + for an input at point i, and let Gi be the trans-

Imt sin 4..t, where Ret is the in-phase and ImI fer function from input point j to the output
is the quadrature (lagging) component of the point. One then has the set of n equations:
amplitude of x t, and evaluating the equations
for w~t = 0, 77/2; the differential equations be-
come the set of algebraic equations: F aij Gj = ajoft. (i-- 1,2,..., n).

J.1

,k I'd m Ret I (-Dt.+yjt) Imt Since the quantities are complex, one has
actually the set of 2n equations:

-. w k em Rem- .(Dtm+ytrn) ImmRe (F1) • R [at, G1] Re [aiRutf
i-.

kt-ý Me" (-D im+ t) Re f
1: Im [ai. G-1 = Im [Stout],J. i

n n.
+ 1 (-D , + y F.) Re. - _ ktmlmm = I,(Ft). which can be rapidly and easily solved for the

• .M .- 1 transfer functions G0. The phase angle be-
This set of 2n equations can be readily solved tween inputs would seldom be known in service,
for Re t and Imt for all values of ," Con- and the service environment may in fact be
versely, one can use measured values of Ref, random. In the case of sinusoidal or nearly
Ime, and w as constants and solve for the sinusoidal inputs, it is probably best to choose
values of me, De , yt*, and k e,. For those the phase angle between inputs that maximizes
who prefer a modal approach, it appears possi- output, since the phase angle could probably be
ble to adapt the method to the modal equations. expected to assume any value in service. For

random input, phasing of inputs has no meaning,
A verification has been carried out on a but phase measurement is still necessary in

small scale. A five-mass system was used. computing the transfer functions.
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IMPEDANCE METHODS most convenient to define impedance as the
complex ratio of force to acceleration, and this

The concept of mechanical impedance ap- definition will be used throughout. However, if
pears to lead to great improvements in vibra- it is desired to use the force-velocity ratio,
tion testing. Unfortunately, the improvements one can simply replace acceleration by velocity
are quite limited if only amplitude of imped- in the following sections.
ance is measured. However, great forward

strides are indeed possible if both amplitude
and phase are combined. CHANGE OF ENVIRONMENT WITH

CHANGE OF HARDWARE
Mechanical impedance is defined as the

complex ratio of a force to the motion associ- If environment to measured with a certain
ated with the force. Owing to the commonly piece of hardware (e.g., a missile flight with
used electrical analogies, velocity is often dummy payload), it should be clearly under-
chosen as the motion to be used, but mechanical stood that different hardware will generally ex-
impedance need not be tied to electrical con- perience a different environment. It can thus
sideration, and it to the author's opinion that be said that the payload helps to determine its
the concept will have greater acceptance among own environment. The impedance method al-
vibration engineers with nonelectrical back- lows one to predict the change in environment
grounds If mechanical and electrical imped- with change in structure. it to mandatory,
ances are firmly divorced. Since acceleration however, that phase be measured for impedance
is the motion most commonly measured, it is measurements to be useful.
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If the motion of the attachment point is
measured under service conditions without p o
payload, the computation of input with payload
is quite simple. One need have no knowledge
whatever of the actual forces producing the CM
motion, nor need one know any details of the a 8
actual structure involved. In fact, the "black- 1 2
box" method will be used throughout the im- (a)
pedances. Where equivalent circuits are shown,
no attempt is made to indicate the actual
structure.

One can measure the impedance of the sup-
porting structure without load. From this, one
can infer a fictitious force which would create
the measured acceleration if acting through the
measured impedance. If the no-load motion in
service is a., and the no load back impedance (b)

is Z,, the fictitious force is F0 = so zo .

If the measured driving point impedance is
Z., the motion of the load point with payload
installed is

so Z° z a

T-_+_TP-1(C)

If the measurement of a, is made with an
actual but known load, say, Zl, then Fig. 3 -Equivalent circuits for pre-

aj B(Zo + Z) diction of inputs at multiple sup-
al +° ÷zPl port points

The assumption is made here that there is no
feedback from the payload to the input force. In If a known impedance, zl' (such as a fairly
these calculations, one must use the complex heavy mass), is placed on one support point and
impedance. The magnitude of the impedance a known force, Fk, is applied at the unloaded
cannot be used alone to predict the expected point, the circuit is then as shown in Fig. 3(b).
environment. Acceleration at the input point and load point

should be measured as well as input force.

PREDICTION OF INPUTS AT The following two equations can now be
MULTIPLE SUPPORT POINTS written:

For the simplest case, assume two points a; Z2 + 81'Z1 = Fk - Zl'Zl'

of support. Assume further that measurements
of support point motion have been made under a2' Z2 + (a2'- " ) Zo Fk.
service conditions with no load. When a flight
without load is impossible (as in missile flights), The quantities Z1, Z2, Z,, and F, can now be
-the method may be modified for loads of known computed by solution of the preceding four
impedance. equations.

An equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3(a), Impedance measurements are now made on
where F1 is a fictitious force which causes the the payload, first applying force at point 1 with
same acceleration at points 1 and 2 through the point 2 free. The equivalent circuit is then as
fictitious structure as do the actual forces shown in Fig. 3(c). Then,
through the actual structure. The following
equations can be written: ab' Lb + a.' Z. = Fk'

sI Z1 + (~a +s 2 ) Zo - F1 0 We now apply force at point 2 with point 1 free,
12 Z2 + (a 1 + a2) Zo - Fj 1  0. which yields
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a: Z, + a' Zb = Fk" point impedance of the old structure-Z,, thecomplex driving point impedance of the new

These two equations can now be solved for z. component-Zs, and the complex response
and Zb. Then transfer function of the new component--o, one

can compute the effect of the new structure
, Zb b' quite easily. An input acceleration %o requires

.. , ab • "a force F, = a, Z, for the original structure
and gives an acceleration at the mounting point

The problem is now completely solved, of the new structure of a, = a. G.. Adding the
The motion of points I and 2 with payload in- new component requires a force
stalled under service conditions can be found -1
by simultaneous solution of the following equa- -
tions for A, and A2: V ___ _ -- -Go--_ I

A, (Z, + Z'.+ Z .+Z) + A2 (Z, 0 +Z) =, L- 0 J .

A1 (z, IZ,) -A(2The new output at the mounting point is

There is a possible check on this method, since a,' = z G o (1 -Ge) +

the known load can be placed alternately on

points 1 or 2. Impedances computed from each for the same input a,, and the output at the top
point should check closely. Note that field of the new component is:
measurements of *1 and 82 do not require 1o Zo Go G
knowledge of phase. However, all other tests 02 = 81' G, = Z 0 G, (I- ) "
require phase measurements. Again, the I
method is still perfectly useful if a, and a2 Here again, phase measurements are required.
are random.

The examples given are not intended to be
exhaustive, but are merely illustrative of the

EFFECT OF CHANGE OF LOAD types of problems that can be solved by the re-
PATHS OR COMPONENTS sponse transfer functions. It is hoped that

other examples will be suggested.
A structure may be tested in one configu-

ration. It may then be desirable to predict the
effect of making a considerable change in the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
structure. For example, suppose a new com-
ponent is to be added to an existing system. By The assistance of Mr. F. J. Perdreauville
measuring the complex response transfer func- and Mr. L. T. Wilson in performing experi-
tion of the existing structure--G, the driving mental work is gratefully acknowledged.

DISCUSSION

M. Kaufman (General Applied Science use random inputs. You get a random output
Labs): Isn't it difficult to measure the phase out of the structure you are measuring and you
between two items unless you do extremely fine can very easily determine the in-phase- and
filtering, when you are dealing with random the quadrature-components of the transfer
forcing functions? How do you define phase function. Obviously, the transfer function stays
when the function is not sinusoidal? the same regardless of the excitation and if you

do use cross spectral density techniques you
Mr. Murfin: Ordinarily the phasing cannot can extract both components very easily.

be measured with a random input function. If
the sinusoidal input isn't clean, post filtering is Mr. Murfin: That's true. That's at least
required. This is generally a good practice theoretically possible. I've never tried that.
anyway. We measure the phase on a sinusoidal
test with close filtering to exclude any possible Mr. Rouault (GE): This is the first such
harmonics, any dirt in the input or the response. session I have attended on this particular area

and I am frankly confused about the mathemat-
A. Westneat (Gulton Industries): By using ics. It has been my understanding that a Fou-

cross spectral density techniques you can indeed rier transform existed only in certain special
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cases wherein the function itself was trans- you have indicated by lumped parameters. You
formable into a Fourier series. In this partic- run into difficulties in situations where you are
ular case you have a device, like most electric dealing with methods of mechanical energy
circuits which does not move in a single plane, propagation that are dispersive, such as flec-
but has a minimum of three and possibly five tural waves in the skin, in bars, in a truss, and
or six motions. This, therefore, would imply so on, where different frequencies travel at
that you can get a transfer function and a valid different speeds down the bar. Then you get
phase only in the fundamental mode. Would into some problems that I at least have never
you care to comment on this? seen amenable to mathematical treatment by

Mr. Murfin: I'm not sure that I understand transfer function analysis.

the question. The trick here is that physically Mr. Murfin: Yes, that's true. One must
realizable pulses are all transformable. I can have lumped parameters.
imagine untransformable pulses.-

J. Barrett (Watervliet Arsenal): In regard
Mr. Rouault: All physically realizable to making a transformation from a Fourier

pulses are not transformable unless the circuit analysis to a pulse, we've done this several
itself is linear. times with fairly good results. The fellows

Mr. Murfin: I mentioned the word linear have predicted the pulses they would get from a

at the very start of the paper and I should have given setup using a Fourier-analysis techniqueat te vry tar ofthepapr ad Ishold ave and the pulse comes out pretty close. They
interjected it in practically every paragraph. If ave pape onts ove pringciel just

nonlneaitie ar knwn, ll ets re ff.gave a paper on this over in Springfield justnonlinearities are known, all bets are off, last week. I would like to make the comment on

nonlinearities. There is a method for handling
Mr. RoIault: Well every mechanical syrs- nonlinearities, I don't know if it applies here,

tern I've ever worked with has been nonlinear. but the servo people have used the describing
function technique which fits right in with Fou-

Mr. Murf in: That is correct to some ex- rier transforms. Essentially, you make a de-

tent. Now, whether the nonlinearities are so

great as to make the use of the 'Fourier trans- scribing function which gives you the response

form impossible is something that you have to of a nonlinear system, and maybe the first one,

decide on each system. two, or three harmonics.

Mr. Rouault: Are you familiar with the Mr. Murfin: As a matter of fact, when you
tables of phase for the unit slope transforma- filter input and output to the frequency of exci-
tion derived in a Bell Systems Technical Jour- tation, you are getting a describing function of
nal paper about 12-14 years ago, in which given the fundamental only. This is actually the tech-
the frequency response of a linear circuit you nique that we used. Now how good it is in thE
can construct the phase response? But this is presence of wild nonlinearities, I have no idea.
only true for a branch of circuit's which satisfy The model that we used had no wild nonlineari-
some very special requirements. Otherwise, it ties. However, once you have made a lumped
is not applicable at all. This really leads to the spring mass model you can put in whatever
question of the applicability of an equivalent nonlinearities you want to if you know they are
single-stage analog to a very complicated three- there.
dimensional structure. This is the reason why Mr. Barrett: The nonlinearities I would
I question its applicability to anything but sim- think of would be sticking and nonlinear springs
ple sine-wave measurements taken at a very travel limits, things like this. Are these non-
low rate through a filter, and, therefore, I don't linearities of the same kind you would be con-
think that any random noise or swept function cerned with? Nonlinear spring rates and thingi
woule give you the answers you're looking for. like this?

Mr. Murfin: I will say that I have tried Mr. Murfin: Yes, things like this can be
predicting responses by Fourier-transform put into the lumped spring mass model.
methods and they come out at least as well as
any other prediction. Mr. Barrett: I think these things are han-

dled with describing functions. I'm not sureD. Keast (BDK): I think It Is worth men- though.

tioning here, because we've tried to do some of

these things too, that these techniques only Mr. Murfin: It may be so, but I haven't
seem to work when you can treat the system as really gone into it.
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AUTOMATED MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MEASURING

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

J. E. Smith
Test Branch, Design Division
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

This paper describes the automated mechanical impedance and phase
angle measuring system developed by, and currently in use at, the
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. The theory of operation of the system is
discussed as well as the practical aspects of data reliability and
repeatability and system operating characteristics.

INTRODUCTION P FeiJt IFI e
,j-Z elI lve (1

It is generally accepted that the concepts
and theorems of mechanical impedance provide where
a powerful tool for the analysis of vibration
problems. Many activities, both government Z - mechanical impedance (lb sec/in.),
and private, are currently engaged in vibration
studies involving these concepts and theorems F = maximum force amplitude (pounds),
applied to practical problems such as the trans-
mission of sound or the coupled response of v a maximum velocity amplitude (in./sec),
mechanical systems. If such studies are to be
fruitful, one of the principal requirements is o= phase angle (degrees),
the reliable measurement of the property of
mechanical impedance. Since most structures = frequency (rad/sec),
of engineering interest are relatively complex,
the task of determining their impedance prop- ej = complex operator, and
erties, with any degree of completeness, is one
of considerable magnitude and expense. t = time (seconds).

It is the intent of this paper to describe the The conventional means of establishing this
automated mechanical impedance measuring ratio is to excite the structure, at some fre-
system currently in use at the Portsmouth quency of interest, with an electrodynamic
Naval Shipyard and to show its merits with shaker acting through an impedance head con-
respect to the rapidity with which mechanical sisting of a force gage and an accelerometer.
impedance data may be determined and recorded The amplitude of the output signals from the
and the reliability of the data. impedance head force gage and accelerometer

(or'a transfer accelerometer) are measured, as
well as the phase angle between the two signals.

THE PROBLEM With this data the mechanical impedance is cal-
culated for the structure for that particular fre-

Essentially, the problem of determining the quency. If this procedure is repeated for awnum-
mechanical impedance of a structure is one of ber of frequencies, the mechanical impedance
determining the complex ratio of a force quan- spectrum for the structure can be determined.
tity to a response quantity as a function of fre- An example of this technique is shown in Fig. 1
quency either at a single point or between two for the box beam shown in Fig. 2. This partic-
points on the structure. This ratio is defined ular curve required several hours effort for its
as construction and is at best only an approximation,
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Fig. 2 - Mechanical impedance test beam

since the data are taken at discrete frequencies three band sweeps are made to record the im-
over the spectrum. It is readily seen, then, that pedance magnitude, the phase angle magnitude
when mechanical impedance information is de- and the phase angle polarity versus frequency.
termined by this method, the measurement proc- However, as the proper recorders become avail-
ess becomes a major portion of any task involv- able, this information will be recorded during
ing mechanical impedance concepts. There can one band sweep and the time reduced to approxi-
be little doubt, therefore, that methods foi in- mately 5 minutes per measurement.
creasing the speed and accuracy of the meas-
urement process are desirable. This system consists almost entirely of

commercially available components with the
exception of the frequency rcadout potentiometer

THE AUTOMATIC SYSTEM and the phase angle polarity detector. During
the 16 months it has been in operation, it has

The instrumentation system employed at been used for some 700 impedance measure-
the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard has as its de- ments made for the Bureau of Sitips on various
signed function the direct recording of mechan- submarine machinery foundations, and has re-
ical impedance information versus frequency.1 quired very little maintenance care.
This system (schematic, Fig. 3) is essentially
an automatic data reduction system which con-
tinuously processes the signals from the im- IMPEDANCE MAGNITUDE
pedance head force gage and accelerometer (or
a transfer accelerometer) and records the cal- The principal computation to be performed
culated impedance magnitude, as well as the by the instrumentation system is for the imped-
phase angle magnitude, and polarity on standard ance magnitude as follows:
impedance and phase angle graph paper.

An example of the readout of this system Z1 (2)fE
for the same impedance curve of Fig. 1 is shown a

in Fig. 4. A comparison of the two curves shows or, since all of the variables of Eq. (2) are
that much greater detail is resolved by the auto- available in logarithmic form,
matic plot than would be feasible by the conven-
tional method. In addition, it required only lognlZI = lognC÷ lognEf + logn.- lognE, (3)

about 15 minutes for the automatic plot to plot
its curve, as against approximately 4 hours where
required to plot the curve of Fig. 1. At present, I ZI = Mechanical impedance magnitude

(lb sec/in.),

1J. E. Smith, "Mechanical Impedance Measure-

ments on Fatigue Model F-Al-8, BUSHIPS C = Constant of proportionality,
Project S-F013-1 1-01, Task 1352," Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard Technical Report TIOO-006 E. - Voltage proportional to the frequency
(April 1961). of excitation (rad/sec),
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Fig. 3 - Mechanical impedance instrumentation
block diagram

£f= Voltage proportional to the force 10" = Multiplier for the sum (0 - l0s).
driving an unknown impedance
(pound), If the terms of Eqs. (3) and (4) are equated as

follows:
£o= Voltage proportional to the acceler-

ation response of an unknown driven logo~ 121 = •
impedance (in./sec2 ), and

logW C =

n = Common logarithmic base.
logZ Ef = lOaale 1

The device employed in this system to per-
form the required computation is the Universal log0 E, = 0orhsm (

Linear Operator, GAP/R KB-U. This compo-nent is an analog computer and performs the logn Eu l1ms 3 e 3 ,

following computation: 2

it is evident that log.jZj will be available at the
j.• output of the KS- U. As shown in the instrumen-

e -eo + 
0 5 L (sle,), (4) tation block diagram, Fig. 3, all input voltages

to the KB-U are proportional to the logarithm of
the variables E, Ea and Eu, to various arbitrary

where bases (x, Y, and i). Rewriting Eq. (3) as fOllOWS:

e = Output from K5-U (g50 volts), logb ase logC + (logn X) log= E1

et= Input to KB-U (+50/si volts), + (logn ?) log1 E - (log0 U) log5 Ks,()

e= Constant voltage applied t the output it can be seen that
of the KB-U (*80 volts),

L inear Multipliers for KB-U input (c0 mp.o), 10"sa = logn X (6)

ana lOre2 = log0 Y (7)

followglO logo U, (8)
oGeo. A. Philbrick Researchers Inc., Boston,

Mass., The Lightning Empiricist, Issue No. and that, therefore, it is the function of the
7 (March 1959). K-U to convert all input signals to a common
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logarithmic base and perform the summation where the impedance data varies approximately
operation. The output, then, of the fl-U is 60-80 db.
log I z I which may be plotted directly on stand-
ard impedance graph paper versus the logarithm The dynamic response characteristics of
of the frequency. the system are such that, for most applications,

a band sweep rate of 5 minutes from 20 cps to
The instrumentation system is calibrated 5 kc is satisfactory. However, since the proper

for impedance magnitude by first assuring that band sweep rate is ultimately determined by the
the logarithm of each signal is raised to the mechanical system being measured, the data is
proper logarithmic base and then measuring a frequently checked by stopping the band sweep
known impedance in order to determine the un- motor at frequencies of high Q or resonances
known constant of proportionality. As shown in and observing the change in the recorded imped-
Eq. (5), each signal must be multiplied by a con- ance magnitude, if any.
stant in order to convert it to the proper loga-
rithmic base before summation. This is most In the foregoing, the discussion was limited
easily done by solving Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) for to the determination of velocity impedance as
the correct If-U multiplier (10's) as follows: given by Eq. (2). By rearranging the quantities

in Eq. (2), any one of the six ratios of impedance
logn(E 1/fE 2) and mobility could be recorded with equal facility.

log(Ef I/Ef 2 )

PHASE ANGLE MAGNITUDE AND

10a 2  logn logn(E. I/E. 2) POLARITY10"2 - I gn : o~('I/A 2) (10)

g'(EE The phase angle magnitude between the force
signal and the acceleration response signal is

iogn(E 1 /E, 2) measured in this system with a commercial
1OM0 3  og,= log,=(E, ` /1V (11) phase angle meter. This meter accepts the am-

S2 plified sinusoidal output signals from the force

gage and accelerometer and provides a dc output
where E p and i2 are voltages measured at any proportional to the phase angle. The phase angle

convenient point in the system when the vari- is recorded as an angle between 0 and 180

ables Ef, E., and E. are considered individually, degrees versus the logarithm of the frequency

Since the value of the denominator in these ex- of excitation. This method of determining phase

pressions may be observed as a voltage change angles has been found to be satisfactory. When

at the input to the 1l-U and the value of the high signal to noise ratios are available phase

numerator may be calculated directly, the proper angle readings accurate to within 1 degree can

coefficient or multiplier for each input signal be made.
to the fl-U may be readily determined. If the
impedance head and shaker are then attached to The polarity of the phase angle, referenced

a known impedance, such as a 300-pound weight to the applied force, is determined in the sys-
at low frequencies, the remaining unknown of tem by means of a special switching circuit
Eq. (5) (log,, C) is readily determined. This is employing signals from the phase meter for its

accomplished by applying a constant voltage operation. This circuit is constructed to pro-

(e,) to the output of the fl-U so that the cor- duce a voltage output when the acceleration
rect impedance curve for the weight is obtained, response signal lags the driving force signal
as shown in Fig. 5. and no voltage output when the response is lead-

e to a ing. This polarity output is plotted on the phase

The usefulness of this system depends angle graph paper and is the indication of the
great extent on its dynamic range and dynamic phase angle sign. An example of the readout of
response characteristics. It is advantageous to the system for phase angle magnitude and po-
have as large a dynamic range as possible in larity is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the box beam

order to avoid recalibration of the system dur- shown in Fig. 2 and the 300-pound weight shown

ing a measurement because of excessive dy- in Fig. 5, respectively.

namic range of the data. The dynamic range of

this system is determined primarily by the
range of the logarithmic amplifiers employed. DATA RELIABILITY
These components each have a range of 50 db,
indicating that a maximum impedance range of The information recorded by this system
100 db is available. This range has been found agrees in all respects with data obtained in the

to be adequate for most mechanical systems conventional manner. However, this is no
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Fig. 6 -Automatic phase angle plot for box beam of Fig. 2
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Fig. 7 - Driving point phase angle (300-pound weight)
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assurance that mechanical impedance data ob- EXCITER TERMINALS
tained by either method Is correct as defined by
Eq. (1). Since no known mechanical impedance F1  F3  F5

information is available for use as a standard V1  - + 5 + V0
for comparison purposes, except for the most 11 13 r,0,

simple systems, impedance measurements on a F1  F3
complex structure cannot be checked for accu- V3  - (
racy in this way. However, an indication of the '1-3 3 Z3-S 3 (12)
validity of the data can be had by using it to F1  F 3  F5

predict the behavior of a mechanical system V5  +- +
which may then be checked by observation. 1"5 ZY3.S Z5ss 05

The system shown in Fig. 8 is one which RECEIVER TERMINALS
has been used for this purpose. 3 This system
consists of an exciter and a receiver connected F 2 _F 4  F
at three points as shown schematically in Fig. V2 = + , +
9. The exciter Is a flat plate withi a perma- 2_2 2_4 Z2-6
nently attached shaker for a source of internal F 2  + F 4 .+ !
excitation andthe receiver consists of a second v4 Z z z4  (13)
flat plate withthree permanently attached stand- 2-4 4-4 4-6

ard Navy resilient mounts. V6 F 2  F 4 _F6

Utilizing the theorems of mechanical im- 22.. Z4. 6 6-6

pedance the following set of vector equations and
may be written about the terminals of Fig. 9
when the exciter and receiver are connected for F 2  F4A F6

a single degree of freedom normal to the plane 27 4 (14)
of the plates.

3j. E. Smith. "Preliminary Report on the De- 3lnce, for any pair of mating exciter and receiver3j. . Sith."PrlimiaryRepot o theDe- terminals the velocities are equal in magnitude
veLopment of Analysis Techniques for Subma-
rine Machinery Installations by Mechanical and polarity and the forces existing between
Impedance Methods, BUSHIPS Project S-F013- them are equal in magniture and opposite in po-
S1I-01." Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Technical larity, Eqs. (12) and (13) may be combined ac-

Report T819-0Z3 (July 1962). cordingly as follows:

RESPONSE POINT NO.?--\ SOUND MOUNT•

fA"

,4 sPRING

Fig. 8 - Three-connection exciter-receiver system
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+ + I ,+,After completion of all impedance and free
Z2- 2 fl-372-4velocity measurements, the two systems wereconnected and the actual response of the receiver

+ F#[ + - eterminal (VI) was measured. This actual re-
l 2  2--4 ro1 sponse for purposes of comparison. It was found

that the standard error for this particular test
2 + + 4was 10 db. Since this was considered to be an

1- 24 [ 3 Yexcessive spread in the predicted responses andS(15) it was unlikely that this effect was due wholly to

+ F6 + 2 V errors in the impedance measurements, a sec-
:3- 4 -. V3 ond system was assembled in order to determine

the effect of considering three degrees of free-
F +. 4 + [ i _I _] dom of translational motion on the predicted

_F Z2•_ _3-5 responses. 4 This system, shown in Fig. 11, is
+ Fs + again made up of an exciter and a receiver, but

F] =- V., is connected at only one point. Since this sys-
L *0J tem is to be considered for three degrees of

freedom, its schematic representation (Fig. 12)
NOTE: Subscripts refer to network terminals is equivalent to that used for the previous ex-

where ample and Eqs. (14) and (15), with the proper
change in subscripts, are applicable. Solving

F = IFI e
1j = Terminal force (pounds), these equations again for the response of the

receiver terminal (V3 ) and subsequently meas-
iuring its response yielded the curves shown in

V = lvi ei = Terminal velocity (in./sec), Fig. 13. The standard error for this set of

Z = IZI e'j* = Mechanical impedance (lb measurements is approximately 5 db, 'which

sec/in.), shows a significant increase in accuracy over
the previous set shown in Fig. 10. Since the

Vo = IVol el =i Terminal free velocity effects of rotational motion have not been con-Tinalfe e velsidered, it is, of course, not possible to assert
(in./sec), from these results that the remaining error is

due wholly to incorrect impedance information.
=Phase angle referenced to V., (de- Nor can it be assumed that the error lies en-

grees), and tirely in the neglect of rotational motion, as the

= Phase angle referenced to driving following illustration will show.

force (degrees). The impedance curves shown in Fig. 14

were taken on the channel beam or receiver
used in the system shown in Fig. 11. These

_ 2 -- impedance measurements were not used in the
F 0- calculation of the response of that system, but

,i3 4 are included here for illustration purposes only.
__0 0- -These curves show the results of measuring

' transfer impedances between points (1) and (2)
on the beam by first driving the beam at point
(1) and measuring its response at point (2), and

Fig. 9 - Schematic diagram for three- then driving at point (2) and measuring response
connection, single degree of freedom, exciter- at point (1). As can be seen from Fig. 14, there
receiver system of Fig. 8 is a rather large discrepancy between the two

curves at some frequencies which, it might be
argued, by the Theorem of Reciprocity ought

The exciter and receiver mechanical im- not to be present. Since it cannot be determined
pedance data required by Eqs. (14) and (15) were which curve is correct and one is at liberty to
measured, as well as the required free velocity
of the exciter terminals. With this data, Eqs.
(15) were solved for the terminal forces which
were then used to evaluate Eq. (14) for the re- 4 ,Supplementary Report on the Development of
sponse of the receiver terminal (VI). The Analysis Techniques for Submarine Machinery
results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 10 Installations by Mechanical Impedance Meth-
as a predicted response curve from 20 cps to ods," Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Technical
5 kc. Report T8i9-029 (under preparation).
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STEEL CHANNEL isAM IS -- 3ii

36

2 .jSTEEL BOX SEAM

S44
A

RUBBER SUPPORTS

SECTION A - A

Fig. 11 - Single-connection exciter-receiver system

Z -A ZaX IF y_ F.- IF, z .. Z.- [

e + FF

J L--J •-where the subscripts x, y, and z refer to a co-
ordinate axes system about point (1) and the

Fig. 12 - Schematic diagram for single- subscripts a, b, and c are a coordinate axes
connection, three d e g r • e of freedom, system about point (2). The measurement of
exciter-receiver system of Fig. 11 forces and velocities at point (1) is made along

the coordinate axis (x) and at point (2) along
axis (a). These equations show that for strong
coupling between the axes of the coordinate sys-

use either curve where transfer impedance in- tems, one would not expect the two measure-
formation is required, there is a strong possi- ments, Zl.- 2 and Z2.. 1, to agree. Furthermore,
bility that incorrect data could be taken in any neither measurement can be correct unless the
set of measurements. As it turns out neither sum of the terms within the brackets is close
curve is necessarily correct. By applying the to zero. This condition arises when the coupling
Same analysis method to the channel begm sche- is small and a high transfer impedance is pres-
matic diagram (Fig. 15) as was used in the pre- ent. Needless to say, a similar situation exists
vious examples, it can be shown that, for three for driving point measurements.
degrees of translational motion, the measure-
ment of transfer impedances, such as those It should be noted that an opportunity for
shown in Fig. 14, is governed by the following increasing the accuracy of impedance measure-
relationships: ments is apparent from Eqs. (16). Assuming
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r - __ measured, and indicates the degree of accuracy
0ý to be expected in calculations employing these
y I measurements.

> CONCLUSIONS

N-J It can be seen that the use of an automated
cc_ impedance measuring system, such as described

2 /herein, provides a very real advantage in deal-
ing with impedance concepts when applied to
complex systems requiring many measure-

c 1ments. In addition, it would seem that there is
no loss in accuracy, as compared to the conven-

L._J tional method of measurement, and that the data
may be used to advantage where the required

Fig. 15 - Schematic diagram for transfer precision is of the order experienced in the ex-
impedance measurement of Fig. 14 amples shown. However, the evidence suggests

that there is an inherent limitation in the accu-
racy of mechanical impedance information as it

that methods were available for exciting a is presently being determined and that additional
structure without rigidly coupling the exciter tt effortis neededinthe areas of impedance heads

it, say by means of magnetic coupling, then the and shakers in order to assure that the meas-
force quantities within the brackets of Eqs. (16) urement process yields correct data.
would be reduced to zero, andthe measurement
process would then be more apt to yield the re- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
quired information.

From the foregoing the absolute precision Appreciation is expressed to H. Sheffy for
of mechanical impedance data cannot be estab- his work on the instrumentation system and for
lished. However, it does provide some insight performing the tests and to S. E. Woods for her
into the validity of impedance data, as presently work in preparing the illustrations.

DISCUSSION

D. Stern (GE): You mentioned that you Mr. Smith: That's right.
sweep three times, once for impedance, once
for phase, and once for polarity. Do you have a Mr. Smith: Suppose it was 0 to 360.
two pen plotter?

Mr. Smith: Well that's swell, I don't know
Mr. Smith: Yes. how you can get it...

Mr. Stern: If you were driving the vibrator Mr. Stern: Whose phase meter do you have
with a B&K and a band sweep motor this would that gives you a dc signal directly?
give you the frequency signal for the frequency
axis for the plotter. Then if you had two pens Mr. Smith: AD-YU.
writing, one could plot the phase and the other
would plot the impedance. You could do it in
one shot. And if the phase angle meter was for R. Bouche (Endevco): On the automatic
360 you wouldn't need the polarity. Do you agree read-out system, do you have a means for auto-
with all that? matically correcting for the impedance between

the force transducer and the structure?
Mr. Smith: I think you would need a polar-

ity. It has been our experience that the response
can lag just as often as it can lead, especially Mr. Smith: No, we do not. It has been our
on transfer impedances, experience that this does not produce a tre-

mendous error in the data and I think other in-
Mr. Stern: You have 0 to 180, is that right? vestigators have found the same thing.
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R. Mustain (Douglas): I would like to know and you couldn't expect perfect repeatability,
whose impedance head are you using? Is it one that is, it might repeat the samO errors.
you developed yourself?

Mr. Mustain: This brings up another ques-
Mr. Smith: No, we actually have two, we tion then. Your shaker head itself, you don't

are using one made by Wilcoxon and one pro- show how you are holding it, there is bound to
vided by the David Taylor Model Basin. be some feedback depending on the structure

you are exciting, and so on. How strong a sup-
Mr. Mustain: -What kind of accuracy are. port do you provide for your shaker head and

you getting on your phase measurements or the impedance head itself ?
have you found this to be a problem?

Mr. Smith: We don't provide any. We
Mr. Smith: No, I think with lab conditions cement an attachment pad to the structure and

we can get plus or minus 1 degree with a low we bolt the impedance head and shaker directly
background. to it. The structure supports it entirely.

Mr. Mustain: This is in agreement with Mr. C. Sanders (Rocketdyne): Mine is a
what the vendor has advertised on the phase comment rather than a question. I think it is of
meter ? And you are satisfied with it ? interest to note that, for about 2 years, we have

been using almost the identical instrument sys-
tem you described here ... probably using

Mr. Smith: Yes we are. pretty much the same equipment.., at least,
we have been using an AD-YU phase meter. We

Mr. Mustain: How about repeatability have recently put another one, that I cannot
data ? Do you think you can repeat your recall the name of right now, into service in a
answers well enough with the same parallel system. We have been using it for
instrumentation ? amplitude ratio plotting much more than me-

chanical impedance. We have found that it un-
Mr. Smith: I intended to say something covers problems that we were unable to bring

about repeatability in the first place. It seems to light by the older methods. It is much more
to be a somewhat larger problem now because we repeatable than the older methods we were
are attaching our shaker rigidly to the system using, as far as that goes.
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AIRBORNE VIBRATION SPECTRUM ANALYSIS:
SOME TECHNIQUES AND LIMITATIONS*

D. N. Keast, J. Gibbons, and W. E. Fletcher
Bolt Beranek, and Newman, Inc.

Los Angeles, California

The large telemetry bandwidth required by flight vibration measure-
ments has led to the use of airborne vibration spectrum analyzers.
Criteria for the selection of these instruments are presented. One
airborne spectrum analysis system currently in use is described in
some detail. Other possible systems are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION among these are single-sideband/frequency
modulation (SS/FM) telemetry [2], and airborne

Most flight vehicle development programs data analysis [3]. It is the purpose of this paper
include the acquisition of a body of in-flight vi- to discuss a technique in the latter category -
bration data. Typically, these data are obtained airborne spectrum analysis. This technique in-
for two reasons: volves, in effect, flying data processing equip-

ment on-board the vehicle. The information
e To determine the shock and vibration extracted by this airborne processing equipment

environment of the vehicle and its components can be transmitted with a smaller bandwidth, and
during flight. Knowledge of this environment is thus does not place such extreme requirements
required to permit the refinement of ground on the telemetry system. In fact, the airborne
test levels and to aid in any redesign necessi- processing equipment presently employed on the
tated by the environment. TITAN H vehicle analyzes vibration data having

a bandwidth of 2 kc, and produces an output
* To provide clues to the causes of any having a bandwidth of less than 20 cps, thus re-

malfunctions that may occur during flight. ducing the necessary telemetry bandwidth by a
factor of 100.

A difficulty which has been encountered in
acquiring flight vibration measurements is the This boon to the telemetry engineer makes
relatively large bandwidth of the data, which the job of the vibration engineer more difficult.
requires a correspondingly large telemetry Previously, with the broadband data in hand he
bandwidth for transmission to the ground. A could sit back and analyze the data at leisure in
typical vibration measurement has a bandwidth any of a number of possible ways with a variety
of about 2 kilocycles. On an HRIG Standard of instruments. 'Now, without a prior opportu-
FM/FM telemeter (Band E) [11 this requires a nity to examine the data, he must make three
base bandwidth of about 27 kc for transmission. rather difficult decisions:
This prodigious consumption of bandwidth may
displace 25 or more low-frequency measure- 1. Whatormation shall be extracted (in
ments. It creates sizable difficulties for those flight) from the broadband data; and what shall
who must allocate a limited telemetry capability be discarded?
to a number of measurement requirements.

Various methods have been employed to 2. What devices shall be employed to ex-
overcome this bindwidth problem. Significant tract the desired information?

*This work was supported by the TITAN Program Office of Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
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3. What are the limitations imposed by the information on intense transients becomes more
decisions made in 1 and 2? evident when one realizes that such transients

are likely to accompany, or even cause, sudden

It is assumed here that the first question has failures of the vehicle or its equipment.
been answered: "information on the spectrum
of the data is required." All other information,
such as amplitude distribution functions and Data Stationarity
time waveforms is to be discarded. (This de-
cision is convenient for the purposes of this pa- In order for a power spectrum analysis to
per, although certainly not necessary in gen- be meaningful, the data must be assumed sta-
eral. Airborne analyzers are available, or tionary over the time period analyzed. (A ran-
could be designed, to obtain measures of datA dom function is considered to be stationary if
other than the spectrum). We proceed, then, to all moments of an amplitude probability density
provide means for answering the second two estimated from any time segment of the func-
questions. tion are independent of the time at which the

segment is abstracted. If the probability density

CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION function is gaussian, then only the first two
OF AN AIRBORNE SPECTRUM moments - the mean and the standard devia-
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE tion - need be.time invariant. Other moments

of a gaussian distribution are zero). During
spectrum analysis in the laboratory, from the

Data Requirements • data it is possible to choose a quasi-stationary
data sample having a duration, T, and to achieve

In the introduction it was mentioned that an accuracy limited only by T and the bandwidth
there are two reasons for making flight vibra- of the analyzer (by reproducing the sample re-
tion measurements: to obtain design and test peatedly). All current airborne analyzers,
information, and to provide data on in-flight however, work in real time. The data input
malfunctions. A measure of the value of an changes continuously and is never repeated.
airborne spectrum analyzer is, then, how well The confidence in any particular spectrum from
the data it provides meets these requirements an airborne analyzer is thus inversely related
for a specific program. to the flight time required for the analyzer to

compute that spectrum because of inherent data
For typical design and test purposes, the nonstationarity. This leads to a second cri-

data of greatest interest is usually that with the terion:
highest level. During the flight of most vehi-
cles, the highest vibration levels occur at the CRITERION 2: Limit the time
time of launch, during transonic flight, and at required to compute a single
the time of maximum dynamic pressure. Al- spectrum to the minimum ex-
though these time periods may represent a pected period of stationarity.
small percentage of the total flight time, they
frequently contain all the data of interest. This In a sense, CRITERIA 1 and 2 are comple-
leads to the criterion: mentary. It is important to maximize accuracy

for the highest data levels. If the highest levels
CRITERION 1: Errors in the are of brief duration, then it is also important
airborne-analyzed spectrum to complete an analysis quickly.
should be a minimum for the
highest vibration levels analyzed Statistical Precision
and for the highest spectral peaks
observed. For the sake of statistical analysis, it is

customary to assume that vibration data signals
Unfortunately, some of the most intense are stationary, gaussian time functions. Of

vibration excitations are quite brief (i.e., they course, actual flight vibration data are neither
are almost shocks). Such may be due to the gaussian nor stationary. However, in the ab-
firing of explosive bolts, engine ignition, and so sence of strong pure-tone components, vibration
on. Although the application of power spectrum probability density functions are frequently
analysis to these transient phenomena is debat- quite similar to gaussian functions between ±3a.
able, it is important to realize that some air- Nonstationarity is circumvented during analy-
borne spectrum analysis techniques might not sis, with some loss of resolution, by examining
reveal the existence of such excitations, let only brief portions of the data and assuming
alone provide information on their spectrum or these portions to be segments from different in-
magnitude. The importance of acquiring finite, stationary time functions.
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In performing a spectrum analysis, one at- time function can be exactly reproduced from
tempts to approximate the exact power spectrum the samples by suitable filtering. If 2Af sam-
of an infinitely long, stationary, random, time pies per second are required, and the time of
function (ILSRTF) by examining only a finite interest is T seconds, then the necessary num-
portion of the function. For random functions, ber of independent observations is 2rAf.
the accuracy of this approximation depends
upon the time duration of the finite portion ex- In practice, 1k is determined from the ef-
amined, and upon the detail with which the por- fective analyzer bandwidth and the least of three
tion is examined (i.e., the bandwidth of the time periods: the data sample length, the effec-
analyzing filter). tive detector integration time, or (for scanning

analyzers) the time the filter observes a partic-
If a given vibration measurement is re- ular point on the spectrum.

peated (identically) on a number of (identical)
flights, and comparable time portions are ana- When the filter is followed by a mean-square
lyzed from each flight, there will be differences detector (which extracts estimates of the vari-
among the resulting power spectra. The range ance for gaussian data), then the detector output
of these differences is related to the statistical has a chi-square distribution for the particular
accuracy of each individual spectrum (i.e., how number of degrees of freedom, k [7]. For small
well each individual spectrum represents that values of k, the chi-square distribution is quite
of its ILSRTF). The key point here is that the unsymmetrical. The median output is always
range of these differences determines the ac- less than the desired average value for the
curacy with which the present measurements ILSRTF. As k increases, however, the output
represent what would be encountered on future becomes less variable, approaching a narrow,
(identical) flights. (Ergodicity is assumed. symmetrical distribution about the desired
That is, it is assumed that properties approxi- average. Once k is shown for a given spectrum
mated from samples of ILSRTF on one flight analysis, consultation of a set of chi-square
are indistinguishable from properties deter- distribution [6] enables one to determine how
mined from samples at the same point in time close the given spectrum is to the true spec-
on a large number of identical flights. If this trum, within specified confidence limits.
were not at least roughly true, there would be
little point to any flight test program). As an example, a typical power spectral

density analysis in a laboratory might have
A convenient measure of the statistical k = 40. Then there is a 90-percent chance (90-

accuracy of a power spectrum analysis is the percent confidence limits) that any spectral
number of degrees of freedom, 1c, of the anal- value obtained is within the range from 0.65 to
ysis [4,5,6,7]. Assuming a stationary, gaussian 1.5 times the true spectrum. Similarly, if an
time series having zero mean and a power analysis has 10 degrees of freedom, there is a
spectrum which is essentially flat, then: 90-percent chance that a measured spectral

value is within 0.35 to 1.8 times the true one.
k = 2TAf,

On this basis, one may establish a third
where criterion for the selection of an airborne spec-

trum analysis technique:
T = The effective analysis time in seconds,

and CRITERION 3: Maximize the
If = The effective bandwidth of the ana- number of degrees of freedom, k.

lyzing filter.
Obviously, CRITERION 3 is not compatible

If the spectrum is not flat, k will generally with CRITERION 2, and some compromise must
be less than this value, approaching a limit of be made between the two. This compromise
two for very narrow peaks. should be based upon a prior assumption about

the expected duration of quasi-stationarity dur-
The degrees of freedom, k, is the number ing portions of the flight of greatest interest.

of independent observations required to com-
pletely specify the analyzing filter output.
From the Sampling Theorem, it can be shown Instrument Design
that if the spectrum of a time function is flat,
continuous, and limited to a rectangular band- In addition to the ."; ly general considera-
width Af, it is completely determined by 26f tions, already mentiont. ', there are other cri-
equally spaced amplitude samples per second teria to be considered in the actual design of
[8]. Completely determined means that the the airborne spectrum analyzer.
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Certainly in any spectrum analyzer it is where Af, is the bandwidth of the narrowest
necessary to minimize the analysis filter band- peak in the random data spectrum (not a pure
width if power spectral density is the desired tone).
quantity. Therefore:

It appears that a convenient rule-of-thumb
CRITERION 4: Minimize Af. would be:

Here again, one is faced with a measure <<
which must be compromised with others: the CRITERION 6: f' 2

need to maximize k and to minimize the time
to compute a spectrum. For real-time airborne There are many other design factors which
analysis, the key still lies with an estimate of warrant consideration for particular applica-
the time period over which a maximum vibra- tions. Such items as filter shape, detector de-
tion level may be considered quasi-stationary. sign, calibration procedures, and so on, would,

if discussed, tend to turn this paper into a book.
For a heterodyne-type airborne analyzer, A detailed presentation of some of these factors

the effective integration time of the detector has been published by Ratz [II].
low-pass output filter, T , should be approxi-
mately equal to the time the analyzer filter ex- Finally, one should not neglect the consid-
amines a point on the data spectrum: eration of such operational factors as compati-

bility with telemetry, reliability, stability, ease

CRITERION 5: T f of maintenance and calibration, weight, size,
power consumption, and cost. These might be
summarized as:

Here Af is the effective bandwidth of the
analyzing filter, and f is the scanning rate in CRITERION 7: Maximize opera-
cps/sec. Once the scanning rate and filter tional utility.
bandwidth have been chosen in the compromise
between achieving maximum k and minimum Before proceeding with the description of a
analysis time, then T, is also determined. If it current airborne spectrum analysis system, the
is less than f/f, it reduces k without the ben- various criteria are summarized as follows:
efit of a corresponding decrease in analysis
time. If Ti is greater than A0f/f, it introduces
unnecessary lag errors (i.e., a widening of the Criteria for the Selection of Airborne
apparent analyzer bandwidth, a shift of the Spectrum Analysis Techniques
spectrum along the frequency scale, and a de-
crease in the magnitude of spectral peaks). 1. Minimize errors for the highest vibra-

tion levels.
A second consideration in the selection of

heterodyne-type analyzers is to assure that the 2. Limit the time required to compute a
sweep rate is not so fast that spectral peaks single spectrum to the minimum expected period
produce only a transient response of the filter, of stationarity.
The maximum permissible sweep rate is a 3. Maximize the number of degrees of
function of the detailed filter design and spec- freedom,
trum shape, but several general criteria have
been published, based upon different assump- 4. Minimize the analyzer bandwidth, Af.
tions and filter characteristics. 5. Ti s 6f/f (for heterodyne analyzers).

Some examples are: 6. f/Af 2 << 1 (for heterodyne analyzers).

Af2

s 2 Moody [5] 7. Maximize operational utility.

The selection and rank ordering of these
S2(Af) 2  Williams [9] criteria are the author's judgments of the sig-

nificant factors involved in evaluating an air-
S<< (Af) 2  Chang [101 borne analysis technique for general use. Un-

doubtedly, cases will exist where the relative
importance would be different, or where other

f<< « mf, Ratz [II] criteria would be significant.
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AN EXAMPLE: THE TITAN H nine-channel airborne analyzer. The output from
SYSTEM FOR AIRBORNE VIBRA- each airborne analyzer channel is then sampled
TION SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 40 times per second by a PCM encoder. These

samples are converted to an eight-bit straight
As an example of how the various conflict- binary code and combined with other data codes

ing criteria, mentioned previously, have been and synchronization information into a serial
resolved in practice, the sweep-spectrum ana- PCM signal. This is used to modulate an FM.
lyzer employed on the TITAN II vehicle will be transmitter.
described. This system was selected by the
Aerospace Division of the Martin-Marietta A simplified block diagram of the analyzer
Corporation after consideration of their data itself is shown in Fig. 2.J A data signal is am-
and telemetry requirements. It is used in con- plified, passed through a 2-kc, low-pass filter
junction with a smaller number of vibration and applied as one input of a balanced modula-
measurements on FM/FM telemetry.* tor. The other input to the modulator is sup-

plied by an oscillator that is swept linearly over
the frequency range from about 2900 to 5600

Airborne Equipment cps. Sweep periods of 2, 4, and 6 seconds are
available on this particular unit.? However, all

Figure I is a block diagram of the airborne flight data have been taken with the 2-second
instrumentation used for those vibration meas- sweep period. The modulator output includes
urements on TITAN H which are processed in sum and difference frequencies of the sweep
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Corporation, Aerospace Division, Denver, Col- of operation, which includes the reset time for
oradle, the sweep oscillator.
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Fig. 2 - Block diagram of airborne, heterodyne, sweep-spectrum analyzer

and effectively scans the data frequencies in the The amplitude of the 2.4-kc oscillator is
lower sideband as the oscillator sweeps. regulated. Thus in addition to providing a fre-

quency mark, it serves as reference to calibrate
The output of the i-f is passed through a the gain of the analyzer once each sweep.

circuit having a square-root transfer function,
before detection. The use of the square-root The final output of the airborne analyzer is
circuit reduces the dynamic range of the output thus a slowly varying dc-signal proportional to
of the instrument and produces an output ap- the 4th root of the power spectral density of the
proximately proportional to the 4th root of the data, and containing peaks corresponding to
power spectral density of the input signal. The zero and 2.4 kc. A typical airborne analyzer
signal from the square-root circuit is linearly sweep is shown in Fig. 3.
detected and smoothed by a low-pass filter.

The primary calibration of the analyzer is
In addition to the spectrum of the data, the accomplished at the time of manufacture by ap-

output of the i-f amplifier contains a residual plying a random input signal of known power
carrier signal when the sweep oscillator coin- spectral density and adjusting the output level to
cides with the center frequency of the i-f am- a specified value. This is then related to the
plifier. This residual carrier signal corre- maximum outputs produced by the internal 2.4-
sponds to zero frequency in the original data. kc oscillator and by an externally applied 1-kc
(The effect of the carrier coming through the tone. A corresponding 1-kc signal is used for
filter skirts will increase the spectrum level checkout of the instrument prior to a flight.
at low frequencies. The minimum frequency
where valid data is obtained depends on the
magnitude of the data spectrum. Most data re- Ground Equipment and Data Proc-
viewed to date are usable down to about 100 essing Procedures
cps). A second known frequency is produced by
a 2.4-kc oscillator included in the airborne Reception and processing of the PCM sig-
analyzer. This 2.4-kc reference signal is ap- nal from the TITAN II vehicle is handled in
plied to the input of the modulator along with three distinct phases on the ground.
the original data signal and results in a peak
in the analyzer output above the 2-kc data 1. Reception, detection, and recording on
range. By linear interpolation between this analog magnetic tape.
2.4-kc mark and the zero frequency mark, it is
possible to determine the frequency at any time 2. Formating and re-recording on digital
during the sweep. tape.
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Fig. 3 - Typical airborne analyzer sweep from ar,
oscillograph record

3. Decommutation, editing, calibration, and PHASE 2. Formating and Recording on
presentation of the data. Digital Tape - The second step of the data-

handling process consists of formating and re-
These three phases will be discussed separately. recording the signal as distinct blocks of data

on digital magnetic tape. This is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 4. The tape so produced is

PHASE 1. Reception and Initial Recording - usable as direct input to a digital computer.
The rf signal transmitted from the vehicle is Special purpose format converters have been
initially received and handled at the test range, built to accomplish this step. The format con-
Ground reception and recording is begun a few verter must establish bit, word, and frame
seconds prior to launch. At the ground station, synchronization with the serial data on the ana-
the detected serial PCM signal is •recorded on log tape and control the digital tape machine so
one or more tracks of a magnetic tape machine, as to record separate blocks of exactly one
The range time at the receiving station is si- frame each on the digital tape. It also records
multaneously recorded on another track. range-time information extracted from the

DIGITAL MAGNETIC

ANALOG MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSPORT

TAPE TRANSPORT

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 • .OT ~OsI . -1 PS

Fig. 4 - Block diagramof PCM formating system
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analog tape and indications of any loss of syn- 17-inch cathode-ray-tube (CRT) plotter, as in
chronization for each word and frame during the Figs. 6 through 11.
formating process.

The display and output options available at
PHASE 3. Decommutation, Editing, Cali- this point in the processing provide a means for

bration, and Presentation - The digital magnetic quick-look examination of the raw vibration data
tapes produced by the format converter in or of any other PCM data channel. In addition,
PHASE 2 are used as an input to a number of copies of the raw data can be obtained in three
different digital computing centers. All of the ways - photographs of the CRT, x-y plots, and
data for all measurements during the flight are oscillograph records. Figures 6 through 11 are
on these tapes, and the specific processing to examples of raw vibration data photographed on
be applied to individual measures varies greatly. the face of the CRT. Figure 3 is a tracing of an
The processing system* described here is that oscillograph record.
used by Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc. to re-
duce the data on the channels assigned to the vi- During quick-look examination of the raw
bration spectrum analyzer aboard the vehicle, data, erroneous data samples may be eliminated
This system is illustrated in Fig. 5. prior to subsequent processing. Figure 6

DIGITAL MAGNETIC DIGITAL MAGNETIC
TAPE TRANSPORT TAPE TRANSPORT

DIGITAL TAPERADNT

X-Y PLOT C-Y PLOT
COVRTR', TL ,A TC S EDI SWEPS

iSPB d o dc m atOn and daa rAoLI n WITE

ISPAY E N DNTF IPA
TAAPE

-- • I .EPRO o

DI SPA SELECTT

In the initial phase of processing the digital illustrates an extreme example of a vibration
tape, a particular data channel and starting time data channel with many errors. This example
of interest are specified. The computer searches was taken prior to engine ignition. The bad
the tape to find the specified time and then pro- samples are obvious since they do not follow the
ceeds to extract only the data samples for the general line of the data. Figure 7 shows the
specified channel. This extraction process same data with those samples which occurred
continues until the available storage space in during loss of synchronization by the format con-
the computer memory is fully utilized. Time verter eliminated from the display. The remaining
and synchronization information are also erroneous samples are eliminated by manually
extracted. The data are then displayed on a indicating themeto the computer with a light pen.t

*A detailed paper describing the data processing tThe light pen is a small pen-like device which,

system summarized here is to be presented at when pointed at a point on the CRT, will modify
the 64th meeting of the Acoustical Society of the computer program associated with that
America, November 1962. point in the display.
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Fig. 6 - Quick-look display of vibration analyzer output
containing many errors (illustration taken prior to engine
ignition)
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Fig. 7 - Data shown in Fig. 6 with synchronization errors
deleted (illustration taken prior to engine ignition)

Figure 8 shows the data with all detectable er- the processing may continue. Without this
rors eliminated. Individual samples eliminated editing, a single bad sample could, when raised
from the display in this manner are adjusted to to the fourth power, introduce a significant er-
the average of adjacent valid samples so that ror into subsequent data computations.
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Fig. 8 - Data shown in Fig. 7 with remaining errors manu-
ally deleted (illustration taken prior to engine ignition)

The next step is to mark the beginnings and amplitude are logarithmic for ease of com-
the ends of the analyzer sweeps. This is com- parison of the data with that obtained from other
plicated by the fact that no synchronization ex- sources. Copies of the data may be produced
ists between the analyzer sweep rate and PCM by an x-y plotter, or by photographing the CRT.
sampling rate. Two adjacent zero and 2.4-kc
peaks are identified by the operator and pointed
out to the computer utilizing the light pen. Sub- Data Properties
sequent peaks are identified by the computer.
Errors occurring during this process may be In addition to serving as descriptions of
corrected manually. However, computer de- data processing procedures, Figs. 6 through 11
termination of the zero cps point is necessary also illustrate some of the properties of the
in those cases where the data obscure the peak. data from the airborne spectrum analyzer.
This has occurred and is illustrated in Fig. 9
around 50-second range time. The form of the raw data from the vibration

analyzer is best seen by examining Fig. 8.*
Calibration and identification information This figure shows six sweeps of the analyzer

for the data channel is then entered into the prior to vehicle ignition. The pairs of peaks
computer. A program eliminates from each are, from left to right, the 2.4-kc calibration
analyzer sweep all data samples except those marker followed by the zero-cps marker. The
between 100 and 2100 cps. The data are raised output between these peaks occurs as the sweep
to the fourth power, scaled to power spectral oscillator resets and is of no interest. The data
density, and the overall rms level for each would appear between one zero-cps marker and
sweep is computed. Allowance is made for any the next 2.4-kc marker.
difference between the actual value of the 2.4-kc
calibration peak and the value recorded when Nonstationarity of the vibration environ-
the instrument was initially calibrated. A sum- ment can be seen by examining the raw data in
mary of the overall values for each successive
sweep of the analyzer is provided. *Figures illustrating the data are generally

shown with lines connecting the individual data
A final display of a data spectrum derived samples. This is done to aid viewing. The in-

from an individual sweep of the analyzer is tersections of the lines are the only data
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The frequency and points actually transmitted. (See Fig. 12).
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Fig. 9 - Quick-look display of vibration analyzer raw
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Fig. 10 - Reduced data for first of two consecutive
sweeps illustration nonstationarity

Fig. 9. This shows a large number of sweeps, the data varies considerably during the 45-
and It is evident that the mean spectrum level of second time period.
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An extreme case of nonstationarity is illus- be noted to appreciate the full extent of the
trated in Figs. 10 and 11 which show two consec- change.
utive sweeps in final form. The change in the
apparent spectrum is considerable. The verti- Frequency resolution, due to sampling, is
cal scale in the two figures is different and must illustrated by Fig. 12. This shows the final
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presentation of a sweep in which the individual Transients which occur in less than one
data points or samples have not been connected sweep time are probably not recognized as such.
with lines. This is particularly true if the transients con-

tain most of their energy in one frequency range.
The analyzer spends only 0.09 second per sweep,

Comparison of Example to Criteria or about 4.5 percent of its time examining any
given point on the data spectrum. It is thus .

It is of interest to compare the TITAN II quite improbable that the filter will be tuned to a
airborne spectrum analysis system with the point in the spectrum when transient energy ap-
previous listing of criteria for the selections of pears at that point. This transient problem is, of
airborne spectrum analysis techniques. For the course, a difficulty with any real-time sweep-
purposes of this discussion, pertinent proper- type, airborne, spectrum analyzer. In the case
ties of the analyzer are summarized in Table 1. of the TITAN U vehicle, it is circumvented by

TABLE I

Some Properties of the TITAN 11 Airborne Vibration Spectrum Analyzer

Properties 7 Characteristics

Type: Heterodyne, sweeping oscillator

Nominal (3 db) Bandwidths 100 cps (2-second sweep period)

Effective Rectangular
Filter Bandwidths 150 cps (2-second sweep period)

Data Bandwidth 100-2100 cps

Sweep Rate 1670 cps/sec

Time Per Data Sweep 1.2 second (2-second sweep period)

Effective Integration Time
of Output Filter 0.11 second

Effective Analysis Time for
Any Point on Data Spectrum 0.09 second (2-second sweep period)

aBoth the nominal (3 db) bandwidth and the effective rectangular filter band-

width are a function of sweep period, and tend to increase as the period
decreases.

CRITERION 1: Minimize errors for the having a few vibration measurements on wide-
highest vibration levels. For data which is sta- band telemetry which would report any serious
tionary over the time of a single sweep, the transient excitation. These wide-band measure-
analyzer will tend to read low for narrow spec- ments are interchanged among the various
tral peaks (and high for spectral dips). This is measurement locations from test to test.
due to the relatively large filter bandwidth, and
the fact that the analyzer is calibrated with a CRITERION 2: Limit the time required to
flat spectrum. compute a single spectrum to the minimum ex-

pected period of stationarity. The analysis time
By reproducing a large number of repre- of the analyzer over which stationarity is as-

sentative data samples through both the airborne sumed, is 1.2 seconds. Overall rms levels
analyzer and a laboratory analyzer, the Martin computed from successive analyzer sweeps
Company has obtained an average difference of (Fig. 13) are usually constant within about 4 db
about 3 db. This correction may be added to during periods of maximum vibration. However,
data from the airborne analyzer to reduce er- situations where this was not the case appear in
rors. the data (Figs. 10 and 11).
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Fig. 13 -Overall rrns vibration computed from consecutive sweeps as a function of time
after vehicle launch

CRITERION 3: Maximize the number of de- CRITERION 7: Maximize operational util-
grees of freedom, k. For the TITAN 11 analyzer ity. One of the outstanding features of this
with a flat spectrum k = 27. This would mean analyzer is its operational utility. It is small,
that there is a 90-percent chance that the spec- light in weight, and low in power consumption.
trum is within the range from 60 to 150 percent It has performed satisfactorily in use, and is
(-2.2 to +1.8 db) of the ensemble average. This compatible with the instrumentation and data
should be adequate for the analysis of most handling systems for the vehicle. Although the
airborne vibration measurements. primary calibration procedure for the instru-

ment could be improved, the flight calibration
CRITERION 4: Minimize the analyzer band- provided once every sweep by the 2.4-kc oscil-

width, A f. The effective analyzer bandwidth is lator, is a very useful feature.
150 cps. Although this is much too wide to re-
solve most spectral peaks, it is a compromise
between the needs to minimize analysis time
and to maximize k. Achieving an adequately Conclusion
narrow bandwidth to resolve power spectral
density peaks is generally not practical in a In conclusion, it appears that the TITAN II
real-time airborne vibration spectrum analyzer. airborne spectrum analysis system represents
Narrow band analyses are obtained from the a satisfactory compromise to the criteria for
continuous, wide-band measurements. the selection of airborne spectrum analysis

techniques, for the needs of the TITAN II pro-
CRITERION 5: Tit A0/ (for heterodyne gram. This is particularly true because it is

analyzers). Substitution of the values given in used in conjunction with a limited number of
Table I yields 0.11 •. 0.09 and CRITERION 5 is wide-band measurements which are interchanged
satisfied. from test to test with those handled by the air-

borne analyzer. Perhaps the major limitation
CRITERION 6: i/Af 2 << 1 (for heterodyne of the airborne analysis system in this example

analyzers). Substitution yields 0.074 << I and is .the inherent doubt about data stationarity
CRITERION 6 is satisfied. during any given sweep.
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OTHER AIRBORNE ANALYSIS Comb-Filter Analysis
TECHNIQUES

Another approach to airborne vibration
spectrum analysis employs a comb-filter ana-

Modifications to TITAN U System lyzer. A comb filter, in this case, consists of a
set of contiguous, bandpass filters which cover

As a first step in the consideration of other the whole data frequency range. All the filters
airborne analysis techniques, we might examine are connected in parallel to a single data input,
some possible improvements to the system em- and their outputs are available simultaneously.
ployed as an example in the previous section. Because more filters are examining the data at
One very desirable addition to the analyzer the same time, a comb-filter analyzer is inher-
would be a broadband rms detector in parallel ently capable of analyzing a data spectrum more
with each channel. The output of this detector rapidly, with the same accuracy, than a sweep
could be sampled periodically during each sweep. analyzer.
The variation of the measured broadband level The comb-filter analyzer, which we would
would be an indication of the data stationarity like to suggest for consideration, would employ
over a sweep. The overall level could also pro- peak-holding circuits at the output of the
vide information on transient excitations, detector-smoother following each bandpass fil-

ter. The peak-holding circuits for a given set of
A second useful addition would be a pro- filters would be sampled periodically. At each

vision for synchronizing the analyzer sweep sampling a peak-holding circuit would report the
with the output sampling rate. In the present highest level experienced by its associated filter
system, the analyzer output is sampled approxi- since the last sampling time, and would then be
mately once every 42 cps along the frequency discharged.
scale. Because of slight variations in the ana- From the point of view of accuracy, such an
lyzer sweep rate and the data sampling rate, an analyzer approaches the best that can be achieved
uncertainty of up to 21 cps in the data frequency in real-time, spectrum analysis. All portions of
represented by a sample may occur.* Asyn- the data spectrum are monitored at all times,
chronization may also produce an apparent theydata spectrum ar m e at al times,periodic variation in both the amplitude and 1o- and yet the spectrum may be sampled in time at
cation of the zero and 2.4-kc spectral peaks. an arbitrarily slow rate. From a practical
This is evident in Fig. 9. point of view, though, it is seen that this accu-racy is obtained through a loss in spectral res-

olution.
Asynchronism is no problem as far as For the purposes of comparing with the

spectrum resolution is concerned, for the sam- criteria for the selections of airborne spectrum
ple spacing is much less than the filter band- cris the letios ofuate apcmwidt. I theasychrnismis ixe, hoeve, a analysis techniques, let us postulate a comb-width. If the asynchronism is fixed, however, a filter analyzer with 10 filter bands, each 200-
consistent error may be encountered in the am- fier analy e withe10 filtr bandseachi200plitude of the 2.4-kc calibration signal output. cps wide. Because of the peak-holding circuits,
plithde swep rathe and samlingbrateon begnatouaCRITERION 1 is satisfied even for transient ex-If the sweep rate and sampling rate beat, as in ctto s(h si o r eo p crlp a s u
Fig. 9, a difficulty arises which may be signifi- citations (this Is not true of spectral peaks, duecant In some cases. This occurs in the calcuila- to the wide bandwidth). The time over which
tion and scaling of the spectral data. In this stationarity must be assumed can be quite brief,calculation it Is necessary to correct for the and still provide large values of k. For in-noise-floor output of the analyzer. A noise- stance, a spectrum could be observed in 0.25

floor sweep for this purpose is usually selected second with 100 degrees of freedom.
just prior to engine ignition. When any given On the other hand, the bandwidth is large,
data sweep is compared to the noise sweep, the On the otran the wid is large,
data frequencies associated with the samples in and the spectral resolution would be poor. A
the two sweeps may differ, and thus must be comb-filter analyzer would be fairly large andknown with some precision. Slight inaccuracies heavy if passive filters were employed in the
in this knowledge can lead to large errors in data frequency range. This could be overcome,
spectra which are close to the noise level, with some increase in complexity, by heterodyn-

ing the data to a frequency range where smaller
filters could be used.

*The assumption is made that the data analysis
program does no curve-fitting on the frequency Playback Airborne Analysis
markers. Curve-fitting programs may reduce
the error in calculated frequencies, but cannot As mentioned in the second section of this
eliminate it completely, paper, vibration data of major interest occurs
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only during certain portions of the flight of a test would be obtained. Unexpected, high vibration
vehicle. These periods are fairly predictable, levels occurring during tape playback would not
and occupy only a small percentage of the total be observed. The complete package consisting
flight time. This suggests the possibility of in- of a tape recorder, a spectrum analyzer, and a
cluding a tape recorder on board the vehicle, programmer for the record-playback operations
This would record the broadband data during would be larger, heavier, and more complex than
periods of Interest, and reproduce It through an an airborne analyzer alone. For these reasons,
airborne analyzer during quiet periods. (This playback airborne analysis is probably the least
approach would not be practical for periods of advisable technique of any considered here.
intense vibration which occur very close to the
end of a flight).

CONCLUSIONS
The use of an airborne tape recorder in this

fashion would circumvent one of the fundamental The selection of an airborne vibration spec-
limitations of current airborne spectrum anal- trum analysis technique requires compromises
ysis techniques - the necessity of processing between various conflicting criteria. Because
the data in real time. The available analysis it is necessary, or at least, advisable to per-
time could be increased by several orders of form the airborne analysis in real time, it is not
magnitude. This would provide a spectrum with practical to obtain spectra as accurate as those
statistical accuracy and bandwidth resolution produced by laboratory analysis. However, air-
approaching that of a laboratory analysis, borne spectrum analysis is quite useful when

combined with telemetered wideband data and
On the other hand, if a failure were to occur with other information about the properties of

in flight prior to tape playback, no data at all the original vibration signals, or both.
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DISCUSSION

R. Mustain (Douglas AC): Your paper was just ordinary telemetering, which we are used
pretty complex and it took me quite a while to to. This brings up a lot of problems, for in-
realize you were using PCM, I thought it was stance when you are recording, how many bits
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can you park and this sort of thing; also the a point on the spectrum. Because you're ana-
sampling rate that you sample individual signals; lyzing in real time you never examine that point
the type of equipment you use to go from analog again and this I think came out about 0.06 sec-
to digital and from that into the IBM system or ond.
whatever type of computer you use; also whose
system were you using, is this a BB&N system Mr. Kroeger: In a paper [12] prepared for
or is this something that Martin has bought this meeting, I point out one error which is
themselves and developed? There are a mil- normally overlooked in connection with spec-
lion questions that I would like to find out more trum analysis of this type, wherein a linear de-
about. tector is used. I believe you use a linear de-

tector rather than a square-law detector.

Mr. Keast: We tried not to complicate the
paper too much by a detailed discussion of the Mr. Keast: Yes, as a matter of fact, this
digital telemetry system because it isn't of is a linear detector, an average detector oper-
course the basic point of the paper. The telem- ating on a square root of the input.
etry system is the Martin Company's system.
It is a pcm telemetry system that handles 202 Mr. Kroeger: In setting up such an ana-
channels, of these 196 are data channels, there lyzer, normally, sinusoidal excitation is used to
are 8 bit samples, the bit rate I think is 316 provide a scaling factor for the dc output; it
mean bit rates, 316 kilabits per second or turns out there is about a 13-percent error in
something like that. The data are transmitted setting it up on a sinusoidal basis and then pro-
PCM FM, received on the ground and recorded viding it with gaussian random inputs. I notice
on a serial tape. The serial tape is put into a that your overall error, however, was something
special purpose computer that is called a format like 2 db or you are 95 percent sure there was
converter. The format converter recognizes bit, less than 2 db, so I doubt that 13 percent then
word, and frame sync., and recomptles the data would concern you.
frame-by-frame, 20 frames coming along a
second, and this is the rate at which the air- Mr. Keast: That was a 95-percent confi-
borne encoder recycles and puts it on a digital dence that I quoted. Actually this analyzer is
magnetic tape. This digital magnetic tape can not calibrated with a sine wave. It is calibrated
then be used by anyone who has a computer and by putting in a known power spectral density to
programs to play it back. The play-back pro- the analyzer which gives you, in effect, a dc
grams we showed here are our own. The rest output.
of the system, the airborne system is Martin's,
the format converter is Boeing's - this is a A. Westneat (Gulton Industries): We of
Minuteman format converter, course are the company that developed these

analyzers, though it was paid for by Martin. I
R. Kroeger (GE): I have some notes here have two comments: one on this gentleman's

that I took, I believe you said you had 27 de- note on square-root detecting. The reason we
grees of freedom in your analysis. went to this particular maneuver was that the

dynamic range of the telemetering system did
Mr. Keast: Right. not equal the dynamic range required of the data

itself and of the spectral analysis. Therefore,
Mr. Kroeger: Originally you remarked Lhat we had to go to the step of taking the square

this particular quantity was proportional to the root of the data before going to pcm telemetry.
bandwidth and the sample duration. Otherwise it would have very much extended the

dynamic range of the system. On another prob-
Mr. Keast: Proportional to this product, lem we saw, between two slides, a very rapid

yes. change in the process; in other words, there
was a spectrum on one sweep and then the next

Mr. Kroeger: The bandwidth, I believe, was sweep it was well out of hand - way off scale.
150 cps, and the sample duration was 1.2 sec- This is a basic problem with airborne spec-
onds. trum analysis, but I might add it is a basic

problem with any spectrum analysis. If your
Mr. Keast: No, in our case, the sample data has changed so rapidly in 1.2 seconds that

duration is the time required to sweep a spec- it went from a process which was very much
trum with a 75-cycle, wide filter from 100 to one scale, to one that is very much off, you've
2100 cycles. The T in the formula can be the got problems, and I don't know really how you
minimum of 3 values depending upon the way in do it. It is too much of a job for a tape loop
which you are doing it. In this case it happens analyzer also.
to be the time that the scanning filter dwells at
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INSTRUMENTATION AND ITS ROLE IN THE

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW VEHICLE

John F. Elsenheimer
Detroit Arsenal

Center Line, Michigan

The instrumentation and testing of a vehicle from concept to production
is described in detail. The results of the testing are related to the es-
tablishment of overall vehicle reliability.

INTRODUCTION the short track and road contact. Also, prob-
lems were anticipated with hull stiffness and

The role of instrumentation in the develop- component performance because of the neces-
ment of a military vehicle is especially vital sity of designing to minimum weight snecifica-
todpy. The Army has established the firm re- tions. Maximum use was made of ATAC (Army
quirement that a new vehicle concept be taken Tank Automotive Command) computer facilities
through the development and testing stage and during the preliminary design stage. Also,
be ready for production within 4 years. This maximum use was made of the laboratories'
requires that the Arsenal's development pro- test facilities and instrumentation during the
gram be improved so that the first pilot model development and testing phases to monitor
becomes, substantially, the final vehicle. This critical vehicle component performance.
can be done only if the design criteria are more
realistic than in the past and if the development Two test rigs were fabricated at ATAC:
phase is more efficient, one for vehicle performance tests, the other for

firing tests. This paper is mainly concerned
This paper deals with the role of instru- with the test rig used to determine vehicular

mentation in the development of a new vehicle performance. This test rig was used to deter-
from conception to production, and in the estab- mine the adequacy of the power train during
lishment of component, system, and overall cross-country mobility and slope operation;
vehicle reliability. performance of the suspension components such

as track, road arms, road wheels, bearings,
There was an urgent requirement for a fast, and so on; and stability and performance of the

lightweight, unarmored, 105-mm, self-propelled composite vehicle. Figure 3 shows the evolution
howitzer. It had to have adequate cross- of the XM-104.
country mobility for use as direct support ar-
tillery for both infantry and airborne divisions. Tests were planned to evaluate normal per-
It was further required that it be suitable for formance as well as to provide extreme loads
transporting byand dropping from aircraft, with which to establish design limits. Details
These specifications prescribed a stable firing of the test program will not be discussed in
platform and a locomotion system with a total this paper.
weight of approximately the same as a standard,
towed, 105-mm fieldpiece and with rigid length Instrumentation was planned to obtain maxi-
and width requirements. In Figs. 1 and 2 a mum data on components without having an un-
comparison is made of the towed 105-mm gun manageable system. The instrumentation was
with the XM-104 vehicle tested, to serve a twofold purpose: first to measure

loads, stresses, and motions which would allow
Major problems were expected in vehicle improvement of the vehicle; and second, to es-

stability because the heavy gun was carried tablish criteria for the design of future vehicles
rather high on the vehicle and also because of of this type.
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Fig. I - Towed gun carriage

Fig. 2 Test rig no. 2

INSTRUMENTATION measure acceleration of the three mutually
perpendicular planes.

Twenty-five channels of information were Acceleration in Pitch, Roll and Yaw
recorded (Figs. 4 and 5). A detailed discussion Planes
of the instrumentation used is given in the fol-
lowing sections. The output signals from two accelerom-

eters were electrically connected so that like-
Acceleration of Vehicle Center of direction accelerations would subtract and

Gravity opposite-direction accelerations add. The two
accelerometers were mounted side-by-side on

Three accelerometers were calibrated by the electromechanical shaker table and vibrated
vibrating them at * 5 g over the frequency range at ± 5 g through the frequency range of 5 to 200
of 5 to 500 cps on an electromechanical shaker. cps. They were then mounted on the vehicle a
The resultant signals were passed through a known distance apart to provide a method for
carrier amplifier into a light-beam, recording measuring angular acceleration. Figure 6 shows
oscillograph. The amplitude of the recorded the theory and calculations for making this
trace was plotted versus frequency, and later measurement. Three of these systems were
compared to the measured test values. The ac- mounted on the test vehicle: one to measure
celerometers were mounted on a steel bock pitch, another to measure roll, and the third to
above the center of gravity of the vehicle to measure yaw.
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Fig. 3 - Evolution of the XM-104
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Fig. 4 - Transducer locations
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Fig. 5 - Instrumentation block diagram
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Fig. 6 - Theory of measurement of angular acceleration using
two linear accelerometers
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Drawbar Pull 11" E e

A 10,000-pound load cell was mounted be-
tween the test vehicle and the loading device to and
measure drawbar pull. A 5000-pound load cell
was mounted between the test vehicle and a tow 1e T (1 +u) = 16T (1.285)
truck to measure rolling resistance. 7D

3 E 77(1.51)3 30(t06) 3

Drive Shaft Torque *e, = 4e

Strain gages were applied to each sprocket
drive shaft in a four-arm bridge configuration and
to measure vehicle drive-shaft torque (Fig. 7). R
A slip-ring assembly was fabricated and at- e = 4 (Rc + Is)G
tached to each drive shaft to transmit strain
signals from the rotating shafts to the recording Then
instruments. A mechanical calibration was per-
formed by applying torque up to 600 ft-lb to each R-
drive shaft and recording the resultant strain. 6.35 (10"S)T - 4 (R€ + R3 )G
An electrical calibration was performed by
using a calibrate resistor in the following 120 (108) 2.36 10s
manner: Rý + 120 8 --T

Fig. 7 - Suspension system test on rig no. I (strain gage attached)

Given, for, T = 12,000 lb-in.
R f= 20,000 ohms

Shaft diameter D = 1.51 inches
e, = Apparent strain Vehicle Drive Shaft Speed

u = Poisson's ratio
e = Actual strain To obtain this measurement, two voltage
E = Tensile modulus pulses were recorded per shaft revolution
T = Torque (Fig. 7).
G = Gage factor

N' = Bridge resistance
R= Calibrate resistor

*There are four individual gages in the bridge
then, which add to read four times the actual strain.
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Bump Stop Load With a 50-pound force assumed, the strain
is calculated as follows:

The front and rear bump stops on the right
side of the vehicle were replaced with strain- M 4 x 0 (0.8
gaged bump stops (Figs. 8 and 9). Calibration T
was performed by applying known loads with a b
Tinlus Olsen test machine and a calibrate re- 200 0.87)
sistor. 712 psi.

- "'~ / // / /'RUBBER BONDED •0

// / / / / ////,ALUMINUM 
BLOCK

, I . ALUMINUM
II I

I' it DRILLED AND TAPED.... TO PIT VEHICLE

MOUNTING BRACKET

Fig. 8 - Fabricated bump stop
(front and rear)

Fig. 9 - Suspension system test on rig no. I (front and rear bump
stops replaced with strain-gaged bump stops)

Shock Absorber Load Also,

Strain gages were applied to the arm of the S = Re 30 x 106 x e
rear shock absorber on the right side of the
vehicle to measure force (Fig. 9). Parameters = 71 2
for this measurement system are shown in
Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 - Measurement of shock absorber load

where e.
S = E e, where e 1.285

S = Stress,
H = Bending moment, therefore,
I = Moment of inertia,
e = Actual strain, and S es 750 x 10-6 x 10 x 106
E = Modulus = 30 x 106 psi. S 1.285 1.285 5750 psi.

The gage factor was 2.6. The total bridge output = Thus, an 80,000-ohm resistor placed
2.6 x 23.7 - 61.7 microinches. The actual test across one arm of the bridge represents 5750
with 50 pounds hanging from the arm gave an psi.
output of 61 microinches.

For any value of stress, a calibrate resis-
This calculation was used to extend the tor can be calculated as follows:

calibration by using a calibrate resistor as
follows: R_ 120

IL. = (-e WRz = - _ +10)
A 40,000-ohm resistor placed across one (Re +R6 )G (Re + r20)U

arm of the bridge gave 1525-microinches out-
put. or, for small R.,

1525 60
Sx 50 = 1250 pounds represented by the e. Re

40,000-ohm resistor. Then

Gun Mount Plate Stress 60 a0
I TC 1.8 CR

Strain gages were applied to the left and
right sides of the gun-mount plate to measure Therefore,
bending stresses due to gun and hull motion
(Fig. 11). Calculations for this measurement 60 x 10 x 10= 467 x 106
system are as follows: Re = S (1.285) = S

Notation:
Acceleration of Front-End of

S = Stress, Vehicie
E = Modulus of aluminum = 10 x 10 6,
e = Actual strain, One accelerometer was calibrated on an

e. = Apparent strain, electromechanical shaker and mounted on the
u = Poisson's ratio = 0.285, extreme front of the vehicle to measure ac-
0 - Gage factor, celeration in the vertical plane.

R- a Gage resistance, and
Re = Calibrate resistance. Idler-Arm Bending and Torsion

An apparent strain of 750 microinches was Strain gages were applied to the idler arm
measured when an 80,000-ohm resistor was to measure vertical bending, crosswise bending,
placed across one arm of the bridge. Stress and torsion, Fig. 12. Sketches for these systems
was calculated from this strain measurement are shown in Fig. 13. Calculations are as
as follows: follows:
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Fig. II - Suspension system test on rig no. I (strain
gages on gun mount)

Fig. 12 - Suspension system test on rig no. I (strain gages
on left idler wheel arm)
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BENDING

BRIDGE

CROSSWISE IDLER
MEASUREMENT

L

(HORIZONTAL PORCE)

F (VERTICAL FORC*S . BSENDING
BR IDGE

VERTICAL IDLER I/ 9.3 in.
MEASUREMENT

(TORSIONAL FORCE)
6.8

TORSION
BRIDGE

Fig. 13 - Forces on idler arm, measurement diagrams

Vertical Bending - The relationship between Notation:
stress and applied load was calculated in the
following manner: e = Actual strain

e. = Apparent strain
S = Stress

S - M d0 /2 = Bending moment
T - (do 4 

- d 1
4 ) I = Moment of inertia

= (D
4 

- D11
M 64(2.7.)764

S 2 1 (57.5-_8._9) do = Outside diameter of Idler arm :

2.75 inches
S = 8 = .5 74 M. d = Inside diameter of idler arm :

1.72 inches
C = d,/2

M - FL where F is assumed to be 300 pounds = distance of applied force from gage
and L = 9.3 inches, area - 9.3 inches

F - Force applied
then E = Modulus = 30 x 10 6 psi

S a 0.574 (300) x (9.3), When a 300-pound force was applied 9.3
inches from the gage area, a strain of 135

or, microinches was measured. The stress rep-
resented by this strain was calculated as

S - 1600 psi, calculated. follows:
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S = E • Then, for a 300-pound vertical load and with T =
2040 in-lb, S. a 0.287 (2040) z 585 psi, calculated

where Notation:

e. S, Shear stress
e = •E • =EModulus a 30 x 10 6 psi

T a Torque
or L • Length of torque arm a 6.8 inches

D, = Outside diameter of idler arm
e. 30 x 106 (13S) 2.75 inches

S - 2.47 D Inside diameter of idler arm =
1.72 inches

= 1630 psi, actual. e = Actual strain
e. = Apparent strain

This comparison was the basis for extend- u z Poisson's ratio - 0.285.
ing the calibration through use of a calibrate
resistor as follows: Actual Calibration - When a 300-pound load

was applied vertically on the idler wheel, a
A 40,000-ohm resistor placed across one strain of 100 microinches was measured. The

arm of the bridge gave 1530-microinch output. stress represented by this strain was calculated
as follows:

1530 x 1630 = 18,500 psi, represented by
Si, e = 23.34e

the 40,000-ohm resistor.
e ea/4

18,500 psi is equivalent to 3400-pounds
applied force. es 23.34 (100)Ss 23.34 = 4

Crosswise Bending - The relationship be-
tween load stress was determined in the S,1 584 psi, actual.
following manner: Calibration was performed
by subjecting the idler arm to a 915-pound The foregoing comparison was the basis for
lengthwise load. The output of the bridge was extending the calibration through use of a call-
measured in terms of galvanometer deflection brate resistor as follows:
on a light-beam oscillograph. This deflection
was 0.15 inch. Then, a 40,000-ohm resistor A 40,000-ohm resistor placed across one
was placed across one arm of the bridge; the arm of bridge gave 1506-microinch output.
galvanometer deflected 1 inch. Therefore, the
40,000-ohm resistor represents the following 1506 x 584 = 8800 psi represented by the
load: 100

1.00 40,000-ohm resistor. The equivalent to a 4500-
0.15 . 915 =pound applied force is 8800 psi.

By use of the same calculations as for ver- Drive Sprocket Hub Stress
tical idler arm bending, it was established that
a 6100-pound load is equivalent to 17,340 psi. Strain gages were applied to the left drive

sprocket hub to measure bending stresses in
Torsion - The relationship between stress the vertical and lengthwise directions (Fig. 14).

and appUedload was calculated as follows: Calculations for this measuremnent system are
as follows:

So 16T
7r D3(1- D 4/,4)Notation:

1'' 8.T 0.287T S = Stress
S(20.9)1 - 57.S Modulus = 30 x 106 psi

e = Apparent strain
T = 6.8 inches x vertical load. e z Actual strain
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AI

Fig. 14 - Suspension system test on rig no. I (strain
gages on drive sprocket hub)

When a 40,000-ohm resistor was placed The relationship between angular displace-

across one arm of each bridge, the apparent ment and strain was calculated as follows:
measured strain was 1605 microinches in the
vertical plane and 1477 microinches in the A torque (T) of 12,000 in-lb was assumed.
lengthwise plane.

- =~ ~ /Effective lengthof

The equivalent stress was calculated as D, - and S, =- \ torsion bar 30.8

follows:
16 (12,000)

S = E e, where e = e Ss (1.041)3 = 53,400 psi.

E e 30 x 104 (e)
Vertical Plane S = 37,500 psi 53,400 psi I + u = 1.285

Lengthwise Plane S = 34,500 psi Therefore,

53,400 (1.285) 2290 microinches,

Torsion Bar Angular Motion e = 30 . 10i - for 12,000 in.-lb.

Strain gages were applied to the torsion 0 (unit twist) 2S,
bar of the left-front road wheel in a four-arm G D

bridge configuration to measure torsional 2 (53,400)
strain. The strain was related to angular 12 (1.041)x 100
motion of the torsion bar by calculation as
follows: 8.5 x lO 3rad/in.,

360
Notation: or TT (8.5 x 10-3) = 0.48 deg/in.

S, - Shear stress -p (total twist)= 0.48 deg/in. (30.8)
D = Diameter = 1.041 inches 14.7 degrees for 12,000 in. -lb.
u = Poisson's ratio = 0.285 Therefore, 14.7-degree twist will result in
e = Actual strain

E - Tensile modulus = 30 x 106 psi 2290-microinch actual strain.

T z Torque The calibrate resistor which represents
G = Shear modulus = 12 x 106 psi. 2290 microinches is 6700 ohms.
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Engine Speed that both suspension concepts were satisfactory

and showed agreement with computer simulation

A contact was mounted on a fan belt pulley results.
shaft and a magnetic pickup was mounted nearby
to detect its passage. This system provided one
voltage pulse per engine revolution. Drawbar Load and Rolling Resis-

tance

Vehicle Speed The drawbar measurements showed that

the vehicle had the necessary power. The

A fifth wheel was mounted on the test ye- rolling resistance measurements helped to
hicle to measure vehicle speed, determine the best combination of sprockets,

track guides, and track tension.

Mat-Type Bump
Drive Shaft Torque

Two load cells were mounted between two
hinged steel plates to measure the impact of This measurement was used to evaluate
each track as the vehicle negotiated the bump, engine power train performance. Together with
Fig. 15. A sketch of this system is shown in sprocket speed, this measurement gave con-
Fig. 16. tinuous readings of power available at the

Fig. 15 - Evaluation of suspension system
on test rig no. 1. second wheel about to go
over steel obstacle

DISCUSSION OF MEASUREMENT sprockets. In addition, this measurement was

SYSTEMS a good indicator of instantaneous track tension
during the tests. During high-speed runs the

The following is a discussion of the use of information helped evaluate sprockets and track

each measurement system in terms of vehicle guides. That is, visual examination of oscillo-

development, grams showed the pattern of t9rque transfer
from sprocket to track on each side of the vehi-

Accelerations About the Center of cle.
Gravity

Vertical, lengthwise, and crosswise pitch, Drive Shaft Speed
roll, and yaw accelerations were measured to
evaluate vehicle stability during the sine-wave This measurement was used, in conjunction

and obstacle tests. These measurements showed with drive shaft torque, to monitor power at the
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BOTTOM PLATE RRCESSAD TO PIT
LOAD CALL

Fig. 16 - Impact loads recorded on consolidated
osc-llograph (Mat-type bump)

sprocket. It was also used to evaluate the to monitor twisting of the hull. Stress on this
steering system by providing a continuous plate was much lower than expected. As a re-
reading of sprocket speed on each side of the sult of data obtained, plate dimensions were
vehicle. reduced and a large hull stiffening member was

eliminated with a considerable savings in weight.

Bump Stop Load
Idler Arm Bending and Torsion

This measurement was used to monitor

force transmitted to the hull through the sus- These measurements were used to monitor
pension system. The bump stop mounting was stress encountered during the sine-wave and
broken while negotiating the 8-inch bump. The obstacle tests, and also during the track-
data obtained showed that the force necessary throwing test in which side-loading was severe.
to cause this part to fall was greater than any
we had expected to encounter. The results ob-
tained with this particular measurement sys- Torsion Bar
tem were instrumental in changing the suspen-
sion and increasing the design limits by 50 This measurement was used to monitor
percent. road-wheel loading and displacement. It is of

interest to the instrument engineer that the

Shock Absorber Load total windup of the torsion bar caused an actual
strain of approximately 6000 microinches. It

This measurement was used to determine was expected that the strain gage installation
the suitability of this particular shock absorber would not withstand many cycles of this high
and to tie-in with suspension reaction results strain, but no difficulties arose during the 3
obtained from other components, months of testing.

Gun Mount Plate Stress Vehicle Speed

This plate is a major supporting member There was a requirement that the vehicle

of the gun and is so located that it can be used must attain a speed of 35 mph. We were not
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able to reach this speed during our initial high- All magnetic tape data were played back onto
speed runs. Data showed that the horsepower a light-beam oscillograph for analysis. Also,
at the final drives was low and that the engine the tapes were available for further reduction
speed necessary to provide the required vehi- by computer people% In addition, copies of per-
cle speed was well beyond the peak of the en- tinent portions of oscillograms, marked as
gine power curve, shown in Figs. 19 through 21, were presented

for use by interested engineers.
A mockup of the engine power train was

being used in the power plant laboratory to de-
termine engine cooling characteristics. This Further Development
mockup was used to analyze horsepower con-
sumed by the various engine power-train ac- After sine-wave and obstacle tests, the ve-
cessories. By making changes which had little hicle was subjected to a run (approximately 2000
effect on power-train performance, eight addio miles) over secondary roads and cross-country
tional horsepower were made available at the terrain, during which there were only minor
final drives. Also, the engine-to-track gear breakdowns. The reliability of the vehicle during
ratio was changed so that a lower engine speed these endurance tests demonstrated the value of
would result in a higher vehicle speed. As a the instrumentation in finding weak points in de-
result of these changes, a vehicle speed of 38 sign, which could be corrected in the early
mph was attained. stages of development.

Recording and Analysis The first test rig was followed by a second
which was used to determine the stability of the

Vertical, crosswise, and lengthwise center- XM-104 as a firing platform. This rig also was
of-gravity accelerations, and pitch, roll, and instrumented extensively. Instrument results,
yaw accelerations were recorded on magnetic together with high-speed photographs, proved
tape. All other measurements were recorded that the XM-104 provided a suitable firing plat-
on two light-beam type oscillograph systems. form for the 105-mm gun. The next phase was
Recording instruments were mounted on another to build a pilot model incorporating all engi-
vehicle to protect personnel and instruments neering results of the test rigs.
from the violent maneuvering of the test vehi-
cle (Fig. 17). The excellent performance of the opera-

tional pilot model was the measure of instru-
Recording instruments were mounted on mentation efficiency in a program requiring the

test vehicles during high-speed runs and slope cooperation of the various segments of re-
climbing (Fig. 18). search, design, testing, and instrumentation.

Test data were analyzed immediately after
each test run so that the maximum values en- This first vehicle produced in the acceler-
countered could be determined and transmitted ated development cycle was approximately 2
to the vehicle design engineers. years ahead of schedule.

Fig. 17 - Suspension system test with XM-104 test rig no. 1
and instrument vehicle
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Fig. 18 - Test rig no. I going up a slope
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Fig. 19 - Representative opcillograrn
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ACCELEROMETER SENSITIVITY TO

DYNAMIC PRESSURE PULSES

John R. Fowler and William S. Tierney

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
Redondo Beach, California

It is necessary to know the response to a dynamic pressure input when
using accelerometers in pressure fields. In order to evaluate this ef-
fect. several diffe-ent manufacturers' accelerometers were subjected
to pressurepuls-!s varying from 20 to 150 psi, approximately. This
paper shows the experimental equipment used, presents the data ob-
tained, and compares various accelerometers.

INTRODUCTION equivalent to a 45-cps sinusoid, with peaks up
to 120 psi. The case-compression, or isolated

During the MINUTEMAN flight and ground compression type, crystal accelerometers were
staging it was suspected that the crystal ac- found to have an external pressure sensitivity

celerometers mounted in the interstage area ranging from 0.012 to 0.1 g/psi. The shear
were responding to the buildup from engine ig- and bender type crystal accelerometers and

nition prior to separating the stages. Most of strain gauge type accelerometers were essen-

the information available in current literature tially insensitive to these pressure pulses (less

was concerned with acoustic response involving than 0.004 g/psi), which was near the accuracy
a high-frequency, very low-pressure environ- of the experimental test setup used.
ment, and therefore was not very useful (Refs.
1 and 2). The results of this study show that crystal

accelerometers must be used with extreme care

Accordingly, to check this suspected pres- in a dynamic pressure environment. Any one
sure response it was decided that the subject of the following approaches is recommended
transducer should be tested with pressure pulses under these conditions:
similar to those encountered during the staging
pressure transient; in addition, other manu- * Select a shear or bender mode crystal
facturers' models and types of accelerometers accelerometer or a strain gauge type acceler-
were included to provide additional data for ometer.
future test programs. f Protect the accelerometer from the pres-

This paper presents experimental data ob- sure pulse*.
tained by subjecting different types of accelero-
meters to pressure pulses having rise times e Know the pressure response in g per psi

and, having measured the pressure pulse, sub-

lWilson Bradley, Jr., "Effects of High Intensity tract the pressure response from the accelera-
Acoustic Fields on Crystal Vibration Pickups ," tion response. This has been done on some
prepared for the 26th Shock and Vibration Sym- MINUTEMAN flight data.
posium, Endevco Corporation (revised February
6, 1959). e Choose accelerometer-amplifier com-

ZJack Fromkin, "A Study of Methods of Testing binations which will not respond to the frequencies
Vibration Transducers in an Acoustic Noise
Environment," Report No. 1813, Rototest *This was done very successfully by Mr. J.
Laboratories, Inc., Lynwood, California (Octo- Parker of Aerojet General Corporation, Sacra-
ber 1959). mento, on several MINUTEMAN staging tests.
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present in the pressure pulse. This Is applicable pressure transducer in the base plate and wires
for cases in which the pressure variations are at for the accelerometer were potted into place,
a low frequency compared with the acceleration while still maintaining the pressure tight seal.
frequency of interest.

Operation of the pulse generator consisted
Tabulated results are shown in Table 1. of pressurizing the volume above the piston while

TABLE 1

Test Results, Accelerometers Ranked in Order of Pressure Sensitivity

Serialod
Rank Manufacturer Model Number g/psi Mode

1 Statham A5-5-350 11147 0.000 Strain Gauge

2 Endevco 2221 AA18 0.00 Shear

3 Endevco 2226 DE09 0.002 Shear

4 Electra ES6505 114 0.003 Shear
Scientific

5 Clevite 5C1 3151 0.004 Shear

6 Glennite AC 1090 154 0.004 Bender

7 Endevco 2229 DA24 0.008 Shear

8 Endevco 2242M5Aa E-36 0.012 Isolated
Compression

9 Endevco 2213-C DD06 0.024 Single Ended
Compression

10 Columbia 302-5 1433 0.052 (Compression)

11 Endevco 2242 M-5 BA15 0.100 Isolated
Compression

12 Statham AK105 33 & 39 1.8 Compression

13 Kistler 810 392 4.6 Compression
(Exposed Top)

aThis unit has superseded the 2242M5 and incorporated the modifications developed as a result of this
test program.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP holding the thrust rod, then closing valves to
each chamber and releasing the thrust rod. The

The pressure pulse generator consisted of device thus becomes a spring mass system
a 3-inch diameter cylinder fitted with a double whose motion could be controlled by varying
acting piston and thrust rod, as shown in Figs. the initial position of the piston, the length of
1 and 2. The thrust rod protruded through one the chambers, the mass of the piston and thrust
end, where it was held by a quick release hook, rod, and the initial pressure in the upper chamber.
as shown in Fig. 1. Sealing of the thrust rod, In the configuration used for the test, the length
piston, and end caps was effected by O-rings. of the upper chamber was about 1 inch and the
The base of the cylinder was rigidly attached lower chamber (above the mounting block) 4
to the reinforced concrete floor. Provisions inches, and the piston and thrust rod weighed
were made for mounting a flush diaphragm 2 pounds. With the upper chamber pressurized
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Fig. I - Pressure pulse generator

to 150 psi prior to releasing the piston, a pres- struck and a 1/8-inch neoprene pad was glued
sure pulse of 0.022-second duration and 130-psi to the top of the block to cushion any impact
amplitude was produced in the lower chamber which might occur between the piston and block.
followed by several smaller pulses. Only the
first pulse was used as a basis for collecting A block diagram of the instrumentation used
data. Because it was feared that vibration due in this study is shown in Fig. 4. The outputs of
to the release of the thrust rod would mechani- the test accelerometer, reference accelerom-
cally excite the transducer, the test accelerom- eter, and the pressure transducer were re-
eter was mounted on a large brass block (Fig. corded on an oscillograph after amplification.
3) and isolated from the base by a 1/8-inch All sensitivities were based on the manufac-
thick neoprene pad. A reference accelerometer turers' calibration information supplied with
was mounted directly behind the test accelerom- the accelerometers. As indicated in Table 2,
eter in a sealed cavity in the block. A further the same equipment was not used for all of the
effort to reduce the mechanical transmission tests. Various combinations were used as dic-
was instituted by orienting the test specimens tated by equipment availability. Prior to each
transversely to the expected direction of motion test, the sensitivities of the amplifier and gal-
of the block. To prevent mechanical damage to vanometer were calibrated by inserting a known
the accelerometers, should the piston overshoot, voltage at the input of the amplifier. The pres-
the mounting block was made high enough to pre- sure calibration was performed with a Helicoid
vent any part of the accelerometer from being 150-psi gage.
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F g. 2 - Test fixture

Certain test results led to the desirability PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION
of measuring the side load sensitivity of acceler- OF DATA
ometers (this will be discussed later). These
side load tests were performed by placing a Test on Standard Accelerometers
loop of string around the accelerometer being
tested and applying a dynamic load with a spring Initially it was planned to apply several dif-
scale. The spring scale had a mechanical stop ferent length pressure pulses to each accelerom-
such that the peak force could be read. Figures eter to determine the nature of the pressure
5a and 5b show the procedure used. The ac- sensitivity. After several accelerometers had
celerometer being tested is the ENDEVCO 2242M5 been tested, an inspection of the data indicated
with the Autonetics proposed protective cap. This that in the frequency range tested (which had a
test technique was used to get qualitative data rise time corresponding to approximately 45
only. cps) no natural frequencies of the accelerometers
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Fig. 3 -Disassembled test fixture
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TABLE 2

Equipment List

Test Equipment

Pressure Transducer Statham Type PA- 130TC-150-350

Reference Accelerometer Endevco 2229 or 2221

Carrier Amplifier Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation
1-127

Amplifier Endevco 2702-B
Endevco 2702-C
Kistler 568

Recorders C. E. C. 5-124
C. E. C. 5-119
Midwestern 616

Galvanometers C. E. C. 7-361
Midwestern 120B-3.5K

(A Midwestern 102-1000 Galvanometer was
used with the Kistler Amplifier)

Calibration Equipment

Oscillator Krohn-Hite MOD420-A

Voltmeter J. F. Fuke MOD803

Pressure Gauge Helicoid, 150 psi ± 1/2 percent

were being encountered. The response was es- acceleration of the mounting block was small
sentially a static response which was probably as indicated by the reference accelerometer.
due to straining the case and then the crystal,
producing it charge output. For these reasons, As previously mentioned, the shear and
the basic pressure-time history 'was not modi- bender models have the lowest sensitivity.
fled during the test program. Slight timing Next in order are two Endevco compression
variations were obtained due to the nature of models, 2242M5A and 2213C, the former being
the experimental setup caused by changing an improved 2242M5. Next is a Columbia
volume, friction, and pressure amplitude. Model 302-5 whose mode of operation is thought

to be single ended compression. The last
Since the pressure sensititivy is essentially ranked accelerometer is the Kistler Model 810.

a static response, it is possible to compute This is a special model which can be converted
sensitivities as a function of pressure. These to a load cell by exposing the crystal element.
results are shown in Table 1. Only one strain This no doubt accounts for its very high pres-
gauge accelerometer was tested since it was sure sensitivity.
felt that such accelerometers would be insensi-
tive and also because they could easily be During the test program the Endevce
tested should doubt arise. For each test condi- 2242M5 was tested with elastic potting com-
tion, the outputs of the test accelerometer, the pound applied, Fig. 10(b). This configuratio,
reference accelerometer, and the pressure gave surprisingly high results until it was
transducer were recorded on the oscillograph. suspected that the accelerometer mounting
Examples of the resulting data are shown in block moved down under the pressure, side
Figs. 6 through 9. It can be noted that the loading the accelerometer and producing an
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T 1l29 psi

150pi Pa RESR

30 g REFERENCE
1.2 g ACCELEROMETER

TEST
30 g 8ACCELEROMETER

•0.01 SECý

TJME

DESCRIPTION

MANUFACTURER - ENDEVCO
MODEL NUMBER - 2242M5
SERIAL NUMBER - BAI5

CALIBRATION INFORMATION

8.70 RMSMV/PEAK g
WITH 100 pf CABLE CAPACITY
AND III pf ACCELEROMETER CAPACITY
130.2 RMSMV/30 PEAK g's
WITH 297 pf CABLE + 15 pf
AMPLIFIER INPUT CAPACITY

0
PRESSURE. PEAK - 129 psi
TEST ACCELEROMETER - 11. 8 ges
REFERENCE ACCELEROMETER - -1. 2 g's
DIFFERENCE - 13.0 g'a
PRESSURE RESPONSE - 0.101 g/psi

Fig. 6 - Typical data (ENDEVCO 2242MS)

output. This was confirmed by testing the con- CRYSTAL ACCELEROMETERS
figuration shown in Fig. 10(c) which yielded data
similar to that obtained when testing the original Low-Frequency Cutoff of Crystal
configuration, Fig. 10(a). Accelerometers

These data led to tests for side load sensi- An inspection of certain bits of data reveals

tivity by the application of a dynamic transverse the presence of a slight, low-frequency dis-
load to the accelerometer. Figure 11 shows the charge (undershoot) of the accelerometer during
data for the two accelerometers so tested, the pressure pulse. This is unfortunate and, in
There is considerable scatter in the data and it retrospect, a slightly faster pressure pulse
was not intended that it be quantitative. From would have eliminated most of this problem. In
this limited data, however, it is clear that care an attempt to eliminate this undershoot without
must be taken with potted accelerometers which altering the basic test setup, a Kistler charge
may be subjected to side dynamic acceleration, amplifier was used for some of the tests.
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T us PRESSURE
150 psi

T REFERENCE
30g ACCELEROMETERI 0.9 g

TEST
30 g ACCELEROMETER

TIME

DESCRIPTION

MANUFACTURER - ENDEVCO
MODEL NUMBER - ZZ13C
SERIAL NUMBER - DD06

0
CALIBRATION INFORMATION

33.5 RMSMV/PEAK g
WITH 100 pf CABLE CAPACITY
AND 804 pf ACCELEROMETER CAPACITY
814 RMSMV/30 PEAK g's
WITH 297 pf CABLE + 15 pf
AMPLIFIER INPUT CAPACITY

0
PRESSURE, PEAK - 115 psi
TEST ACCELEROMETER - 4.05 gas

REFERENCE ACCELEROMETER - +0.9 g's
DIFFERENCE - 3.15 s's
PRESSURE RESPONSE - 0.027 g/psi

Fig. 7 - Typical data (ENDEVCO ZZ1 3C)

While the low-frequency cutoff point of the Effect of Sideload on Accelerometers
Endevco accelerometer-amplifier combination
made testing more difficult, it may be advan- During the test program, it was suggested

tageous in some instances to tailor the low- that a test accel .rometer be potted to see if

frequency characteristics of a system such that this had any effect on the response. The ac-

a pressure pulse is below the system frequency celerometer was inadvertently potted on the

response. Depending upon the severity of the mounting block and against the base plate, such

pulse, several octaves of separation may be that when the mounting block moved the ac-

required. The input resistance of the amplifier celerometer was sideloaded. The response re-

offers a convenient point for this adjustment by suits with the potted accelerometer were con-

eliminating the low-frequency components before fusing until it was suspected that the major

they reach the amplifier where they might cause problem was the sideload on the accelerometer:

overload. This method obviously is not satis- The Autonetics capped, and the uncapped
factory when the acceleration being measured is Endevco Model 2242M5 accelerometers were

produced by the pressure pulse and has similar sideloaded using a spring scale and a light strap

frequency characteristics, near the accelerometer's outer end. The
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T 12-I2 psi

T REFERENCE
30 g 0.012 g ACCELEROMETER

T TEST
30g0.009 g ACCELEROMETER

0.01 SEC-]

TIME -

DESCRIPTION
MANUFACTURER - ENDEVCO
MODEL NUMBER - 2221
SERIAL NUMBER - AAI8

0
CALIBRATION INFORMATION

6.40 RMSMV/PEAK g
WITH 100 pf CABLE CAPACITY
AND Z87 pf ACCELEROMETER CAPACITY
IZ4 RMSMV/30 PEAK s's
WITH 297 pf CABLE + 15 pf
AMPLIFIER INPUT CAPACITY

0
PRESSURE, PEAK - 122 psi
TEST ACCELEROMETER - 0. 009 g's
REFERENCE ACCELEROMETER - 0.012 g's
DIFFERENCE - 0.003 g'-
PRESSURE RESPONSE - 0.00 g/psi

Fig. 8 - Typical data (ENDEVCO ZZZI)

resulting data are shown in Fig. 11 for these two • Pressure environment on a potted accel-
accelerometers and are generally very scattered erometer mounted near a restriction and
and inconsistent. However, the results do indi- either the unsymmetrical stress distribution
cate the importance of avoiding sideloads on or relative deflection of components near the
atcelerometers. Sideloading conditionswhich mounting surface.
might be encountered in practice are as follows: In general, to be absolutely certain that there

is no sideload effect on accelerometers, it is
* Axial missile acceleration on a potted recommended that the accelerometer not be

lateral accelerometer which would produce side- potted, but enclosed in a small protective box.

loading. Staging transients contain dynamic Additional work in this area may be helpful.
loads to which the accelerometer-amplifier Shock tests of potted accelerometers in the
system will respond, lateral direction would also be interesting.
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150 psi PRESSURE

T
30 g REFERENCE

0 .9 g ACCELEROMETER

T TEST

30 •ACCELEROMETER

TIME -

DESCRIPT ION

MANUFACTURER - COLUMBIA RESEARCH LABORATORIES
MODEL NUMBER- 302-5
SERIAL NUMBER - 1433

CALIBRATION INFORMATION

158 RMSMV/PEAK g
WITH 0 pf CABLE CAPACITY
AND 380 pf ACCELEROMETER CAPACITY
1840 RMSMV/30 PEAK g's
WITH 297 pf CABLE + 15 pf
AMPLIFIER INPUT CAPACITY

0
PRESSURE, PEAK - 126 psi
TEST ACCELEROMETER - 5.8 g's
REFERENCE ACCELEROMETER - -0.9 g's
DIFFERENCE - 6.7 g's
PRESSURE RESPONSE - 0.053 g/psi

Fig. 9 - Typical data (COLUMBIA 302-5)

Endevco Fixes and Tests Endevco Corporation then instituted a pro-
gram to outline certain fixes which would re-

The 2242 M-5 accelerometer was tested duce the pressure sensitivity response for the
and proved to be sensitive to the pressure 2242 M-5.
pulses used, having a sensitivity of approxi-
mately 0.09 g/psi. To fix the accelerometer,
Autonetics suggested enclosing it with an alu- The second fix tried, which reduced the
minum cap and applying Epon adhesive, as a pressure response to 0.012 g/psi, was felt to be
sealant, near the intersection of cylindrical and acceptable for our purposes. It is being incor-
hexagonal portions. This fix provided a great porated by rework on those flight accelerom-
deal of improvement, but could degrade the eters subjected to pressure environment, as
frequency response and the cross-axis sensi- well as any new 2242 M-5 accelerometers sup-
tivity performance below the specification re- plied by Endevco. These new accelerometers
quirements. will have the Model Number 2242M5A.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS

USING STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES*

A. G. Piersol and L. D. Enochson
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc.

R W Division
Canoga Park, California

This paper discusses the application of statistical techniques to the
analysis and interpretation of vibration data. Emphasis is placed on
application of vibration measurements as estimators for future vibra-
tion environments. Theoretical considerations are presented which
are supported by actual experimental results.

INTRODUCTION If the measurements are to be of value for pre-
dicting the vibration environment during future

When flight vehicle vibration data is gath- missions of that and other similar vehicles, cer-
ered and analyzed, the usual objective is to ob- tain fundamental characteristics of the vibration
tain information concerning the vibration envi- environment must be considered. Three such
ronment to be expected during future missions characteristics, to be discussed here, are ran-
for that and all similar vehicles. Given a sam- domness, normality, and stationarity.
ple vibration response amplitudet time history
record obtained during the flight of a given ve-
hicle, one may readily measure various descrip- IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS
tive properties of the recorded vibration re- OF VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS
sponse, such as amplitude probability density
functions, correlation functions, power spectral Given the task of analyzing a flight vehicle
density functions, and so on. These measure- vibration environment, the first question which
ments, however, describe only the vibration re- should be answered is: Is the vibration response
sponse in that vehicle for that interval of time in being measured random in nature as opposed to
the past when the sample record was obtained, periodic ? Perhaps both random and periodic

components are present. The desired proce-
dures for analyzing and describing the vibration
environment may be quite different for each

*The material presented in this paper is based case. The techniques for applying the end data
in large part upon studies performed for the to design problems are also affected. Periodic
Dynamics Branch, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, vibrations can be described by explicit analytic
Aeronautical Systems Division, USAF, under
contract nos. AF33(616)-7434 and AF33(657)- functions while random vibrations must be de-
7459. scribed by statistical functions. As a result,

tVibration response amplitudes are usually the length of sample records to be gathered for
obtained in the form of voltage signals from analysis is more critical for random vibrations
transd~ucers, and may be a measure of any due to inherent statistical uncertainties or sam-
physical response parameter (acceleration, pling errors in the resulting measurements.
velocity, displacement, stress, and so on.)
depending upon the nature of the transducer
employed. The particular response param- The next fundamental characteristic to be
eter being measured is of no direct importance considered is normality. For a random vibra-
to the analysis procedures discussed herein. tion, do the instantaneous vibration amplitudes
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have a Gaussian probability density function? If It is important that fundamental assumptions
the amplitude distribution for a random vibration such as randomness, normality, and stationarity
environment is found to be sufficiently Gaussian be confirmed, when possible, by investigation
to justify the normality assumption the applica- of the sample vibration response records gath-
tion of the resulting data to design problems is ered for analysis. The detection of these char-
greatly simplified. Furthermore, the existence acteristics from sample records has been con-
of normality will greatly increase the power of sidered theoretically in Ref. I. Explicit analytical
conclusions concerning the stationary character- procedures for testing sample records for ran-
istics of the vibration environment. dom, Gaussian, and stationary characteristics

have been confirmed by laboratory experiments

If a vibration environment is random in for a wide range of practical cases in Ref. 2.If avibatio enironentis rndo inThis paper summarizes some of the more ira-

nature, the third fundamental characteristic of portant conclusions of those two mrences.
interest is stationarity. Is there reason to be-
lieve that the vibration response being measured
will exist in the future under conditions identical
to those which existed when a sample record
was obtained for analysis? Clearly, the problem LIST OF SYMBOLS
of predicting future events is directly dependent
upon the stationary characteristics of the vibra- B equivalent ideal frequency bandwidth
tion environment being measured and analyzed. in cps

During the measurement and analysis of a G(f) power spectral density function in units
flight vehicle vibration environment, the charac- of amplitude squared per cps
teristics of randomness, normality, or station-
arity, or all three, are often assumed without H(f) frequency response function
quantitative justification. In many cases, strong
qualitative arguments can be developed which Ho null hypothesis
tend to justify any or all of the assumptions.
For example, if one can substantiate that the K time constant in seconds
exciting forces to be expected during a mission
are basically stochastic processes, such as me mean square value in units of amplitude
aerodynamic boundary layer turbulence and jet squared
exhaust gas mixing, it appears appropriate to
assume that the vibration responses will be N number of records; sample size
primarily random in nature. If the vibration
environment is random, the practical implica- p(x) amplitude probability density function
tions of the Central Limit Theorem in statistics
tend to support an assumption that the instan- R(7) autocorrelation function in units of
taneous vibration amplitudes will be distributed amplitude squared
in a Gaussian manner. If it is known that at
least certain phases of a mission will occur sample variance
under reasonably constant conditions (airspeed,
altitude, thrust, and so on), there appears to be T record length in seconds
no reason to question that the vibration re-
sponses will be stationary during such phases. T. averaging time in seconds

On the other hand, unknown or overlooked 1J. S. Bendat, L. D. Enochson, 0. H. Klein, and
factors may destroy the validity of these as- A. G. Piersol, "The Application of Statistics

to the Flight Vehicle Vibration Problems,"sumpttons. For example, a flight vehicle may ASD TR 61-123, Aeronautical Systems Divi-
carry equipments which generate intense pe- sion, Air Force Systems Command, USAF,
riodic vibrations in local areas. Lack of nor- Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (December
mality in the exciting forces or nonlinear char- 1961). (ASTIA AD 271 913).
acteristics of the structure, or both, may result ZJ. S. Bendat, L. D. Enochson, G. H. Kleirt, and
in vibration response amplitude distributions A. G. Piersol, "Advanced Concepts of Stochas-
which deviate significantly from the ideal Gaus- tic Processes and Statistics for Flight Vehicle
sian form. Unexpected events, which produce Estimation and Measurement," Unpublished '

Technical Report, Aeronautical Systems. Divi-
extreme vibration levels for short intervals sion, Air Force Systems Command, USAF,
during a period of assumed stationary conditions, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (Expected pub-
may occur during a mission. lication 1962).
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Var( ) variance of ( ) Here, IA is the mean value for the response,
and Y,2 is the mean square value about the mean

x(t) amplitude time history (variance) for the response. Random vibration
responses which are described by any other

sample mean value probability density function will be called
non-Gaussian.

.2 sample mean square value

a level of significance; probability of a Stationary Random Vibration
Type I error

The term stationary is often applied to
probability of a Type II error random vibration data in a context that is

slightly different from its classical statistical
,'2 mean square value (,z = 0) meaning. Because the concept of stationarity

is so vitally important to vibration environment
ax root mean square value (Gx = 0) prediction problems, some general discussion

of its meaning is included here.•z mean value
Any particular random vibration response,

A estimate of whose amplitude time history has been recorded
for analysis, represents a unique set of circum-
stances that are not likely to ever be repeated

DEFINITIONS OF FUNDAMENTAL exactly. A single random vibration record, in
CHARACTERISTICS actual practice, is merely a special example

out of a large set of possible records that might
It is appropriate here to define the terms have occurred. This collection (ensemble) of

random, normal, and stationary as they are records may be thought of as a random process,
used in this paper. The definitions presented as illustrated in Fig. 1.
are limited and not necessarily exact. More de-
tailed discussions and defintions of these funda- Hypothetically, the number of records in a
mental characteristics are available in Ref 1. random process would be infinitely large and

each record would exist over all time. The
properties of the random process may be com-

Random Vibration puted by taking averages over the collection of

Random vibration is that type of time-varying records at any given time t. Such averages,
motion which consists of randomly varying amp- called ensemble averages, will be a function of
litudes and frequencies such that its behavior time. For example, at time t, the mean value
can be described only in statistical terms. No A1(t), the mean-square value ms,(t), and the
analytical representation for the motion is pos- autocorrelation function by(t,,r would be
sible. The motion does not repeat itself in finite given by
time periods. In this paper, a vibration re- 1
sponse will be considered as random unless j (t) = lir .i xk(t), (2a)
vibratory motion with a periodic form is pres- k -,co
ent. There are, of course, other types of vi- k
bratory motions that are neither random nor msX(t) = rim 1 . 2(t), (2b)
periodic. Included would be those motions which k 0-
can be represented by nonperiodic analytic func-
tions, such as an exponential-sine function. I
However, it is usually more suitable to consider Ri(t,mr) = li / xk(t)xk(t + r (2c)
and analyze these motions as shock phenomena k.
rather than as vibration.

For the general case where the properties
defined in Eq. (2) vary with time, the randomNormal (Gaussian) Random Vibration process is said to be nonstationary. For the
special case where the properties defined inA random vibration response X(t) is Gaus- Eq. (2) do not vary with time (u,, ms., and Rl('r)

sian if it has a specific instantaneous amplitude are time invariant), the random process is said
probability density function given by to be weakly stationary. If all possible moments

I -(x-•x)/2w: of the random process determined by ensemble
p0 (x) = e • /(1) averaging are time invariant, the random proc-

Ox V7 ess is said to be strongly stationary. In its
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0k(t) Let these time-averaged properties be deter-
mined for all possible records of a random
process which is at leust weakly stationary. If
each property is the same for all records and
equal to the corresponding property determined

S- by ensemble averaging, the stationary random
tj tZ process is said to be weakly ergodic. If the

random process is strongly stationary, and the
previously mentioned requirements are met for
all possible moments, the stationary random

,c3(t) process is said to be strongly ergodic. Thus,
ergodicity is a characteristic of time averaged
properties for a stationary random process.

I For the flight vehicle vibration problem, a
tZ single record could represent the vibration re-

sponse at some point on the structure of a given
XZM flight vehicle. The collection of records (en-

semble) would then represent the vibration re-
.J! ,sponses at that point occurring during simul-

"�taneous flights of all vehicles of that type. The
(J%. procedure of measuring descriptive properties
i of the vibration response by ensemble-averaging

is clearly undesirable. In order to minimize
the statistical uncertainty (sampling error) in

YOt the resulting measurements, a relatively large
number of simultaneous flights of different ve-
hicles (or repeated flights of the same vehicle)

JII/W' would be required. If data are reduced by
, analog instruments, the instrumentation required

.t to ensemble-average a large number of samplet•tz records simultaneously is far more complex

than is required to time-average the individual
Fig. 1- Vibration amplitude time sample records. It is for these reasons, and

history records others, that the vast majority of vibration data
analysis, in actual practice, is accomplished by
time-averaging individual sample records rather

than by ensemble-averaging a collection of sam-
oesmeaning, stationarity is a characteris- ple records. A slightly different concept forof e average properties. stationarity is required when one deals with vi-

bration response data by time-averaging indi-
The properties of individual records within vidual sample records.

the random process can also be computed by
averaging over time. These time averages will An individual vibration response is often
be a function of the specific record in the col- referred to as being stationary or nonstationary.
lection. For the ith record, the mean value In this case, the term is used to mean that the
;,.(i), the mean square value ms1(i ), and the properties of the vibration response, determined
autocorrelation function Re,r. i), would be by time-averaging sample records of finite
given by length, do not change significantly for samples

T covering different time intervals. The word
urn lir x1(t) dt, (3a) significantly means that variations in the sam-

3aT)• pie values are greater than would be expected
"T"cv f T from sampling errors. This concept of station-

T arity will, for the moment, be referred to as

Ms"(i) rlin f 2
(t )dt, (3b) self-stationarity to avoid confusion with the'

T-, 2 .T definition presented previously.

To clarify the idea of self-stationarity,Tc

rn 1 Xj(t)xi(t +7) dt. (3c) consider an individual vibration response x(t).
xRx(•i) =r) lira Assume a sample record of length T is ob-

T-, wf'T tained at some starting time To. In general, the
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properties determined by time averaging over will be used in the context defined here as
the sample will be a function of the starting self-stationarity.
time to. That is, for time to, the sample mean
value 1((to) the sample mean square value Mean Square Vibration Response
x-"(to), and the sample autocorrelation function

(,rt 0 ) would be given by For any random signal, the mean square
to0 + T value, ms,, and the mean square value about

(to) x(t) , (4a) the mean (variance), a , are related by a.2

msx -AL . Thus, if the mean value ux is zero,
the two quantities are equal, and cx defines_? t o + T the mean square value of the signal. The

x 2 (to) _ x
2 (t) dt, (4b) positive square root, arx, is the root mean

It will be assumed in all discussions to

A( ) f r (4c) follow that the mean value, ;,, for the vibra-
( ) (t)x(t *7,) dt. tion response, is zero. The mean value of a

t 0 vibration response is a measure of the steady-

For the general case where the sample prop- state magnitude for the physical parameter
erties defined in Eq. (4) vary significantly with being measured (such as steady-state accel-
the time to that the sample was obtained, the eration), and would appear as a dc voltage in

individual vibration response is said to be self- the output of the vibration transducer. Be-

nonstationary. For the special case where the cause of the limited low-frequency response

properties defined in Eq. (4) do not vary signif- of most vibration data acquisition and analysis

icantly with time to, the vibration response is equipment, the mean value of the vibration
said to be weakly self-stationary. If this re- response is usually rendered zero whether
quirement is met for all possible moments, the the mean value of the actual physical param-
vibration response is said to be strongly self- eter being measured is zero or not. Hence,stationary, the term ax2 will be used in this paper to de-note the mean square value of a vibration re-

It should be noted that if a vibration response sponse, as is done in Refs. 1, 2, where it is
is normally distributed, the first two moments understood that the mean value of the vibration
(mean value and mean square value) will define response is assumed to be zero.
all higher moments. Thus, if it can be shown
that the vibration response is weakly self- BANDWIDTH AND AVERAGING
stationary, this fact plus the existence of nor- TIME CONSIDERATIONS
mality makes the response strongly self-stationary. Assume a sample record is obtained from

a stationary random vibration response, x(t).

There are many possible associations be- The properties determined from that sample
tween the self-stationarity of individual vibra- record will be estimators for the true prop-
tion responses, and the stationarity and ergodi- ertiesAof x(t). For example, the mean square
city of a collect of vibration responses. These value x2 measured from the sample record
are discussed in some detail in section 6 of Ref. will be an estimate for c,2. The uncertainty
1. The most important of these associations is of this estimate is a function of the frequency
as follows: Assume the vibration responses in bandwidth, B, for the response x(t), and the
many different vehicles of the same type are averaging time, T., for the analysis.
each found to be self-stationary, at least during The statistical procedures to be discussed
some phase of a common mission. Also assume This p rowedge o te us-
the properties of the vibration responses de- in this paper require a knowledge of the un-
termined by time-averaging sample records certainty of sample record estimates. These
obtained during a self-stationary phase are uncertainties will be presented in terms of
equivalent from vehicle to vehicle. Then, the ideal bandwidths B and ideal averaging times
vibration response during that phase is sta- T,. Thus, the application of these ideal pa-
tionary and ergodic. The properties determined rameters to real data should be mentioned.
by time-averaging a short sample record from
one vehicle, will be estimators for the vibration Bandwidth Considerations
response to be expected in all vehicles of that If a random signal with a uniform power
type during that entire phase. spectrum (white noise) is filtered with infi-

For simplicity in this paper and consist- nitely sharp cutoffs between two frequencies
ency with general usage, the word stationary f. and fb, the bandwidth of the signal
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B fb-f is ideally defined. Given a constant continuous rms level indication which, at any
parameter real filter with a linear frequency instant, represents a time-weighted average of
response function H(f), an equivalent ideal the entire past history of the signal from the
bandwidth for the filter is given by time it was first applied. For this case, after

the signal has been applied for a time of XK or

12 df. 4x, the rms indication at any instant will repre-
2ii I J (f) . (5) sent an rms measurement based on an equiva-

El .- lent averaging time of Ta = X.

Furthermore, if the random signal is stationary, Note that no additional information can be
the power spectral density function for the re- obtained by having an averaging time Ta that
sponse, 0,(f), is associated with the power is longer than the available sample record
spectral density function for the excitation, length T. Then, for RC averaging,
Ge(f), as follows.

Ta 21 for K < (T/2)
G3(f) = tH(f)l 2Ge(f). (6) (8)

Ta = T for (T/2) < K.
For most practical purposes, the power spec-
trum for a vibration response may be considered
the result of linear filtering of an excitation with TESTS FOR DETECTING FUNDA-
a uniform power spectrum of G (f) : constant. MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Then, upon substitution of Eq. (i) into Eq. (5),
the following result is obtained. The analysis and prediction of a flight ve-

hicle vibration environment starts, of course,
u (7) with the gathering of sample records. These

B G..(f) df = 0GX sample records may be a continuous record of
Go .xi 6  an entire flight, a group of short sample records

selected randomly throughout a flight, or a group
In words, the equivalent ideal bandwith for a of short sample records selected at predeter-
vibration response x(t), is given by the mean mined times during a flight. Sample records
square value divided by the peak value of the may be available for one or more flights of one
power spectrum. or more vehicles of the same type. These gen-

eral matters are discussed in Refs. I and 2.

Record-Length and Averaging- The techniques to be discussed here for de-
Time Considerations tecting random, Gaussian, and stationary char-

acteristics of sampled vibration responses are
If the information available from a sample applicable to individual sample records. They

amplitude time history record is to be fully are not directly dependent upon the number of
utilized, the properties of the sample record sample records available or the sampling
should be measured by averaging over the en- method employed. It should be mentioned that
tire available record length of T seconds. When techniques for detecting stationary characteris-
a sample record is analyzed by digital tech- tics of a vibration environment can be greatly
niques or by analog instruments which average expanded if sample records are available from
by true linear integration, no problems arise. repeated flights of the same vehicle, or better
The averaging time for the analysis, Ta sec- yet, from different vehicles of the same type.
onds, is set equal to T, and a one number meas- The similarity of vibration responses from
urement of the desired property is obtained. flight to flight can then be analyzed. These

techniques for analyzing multiple flightdataare,
However, many analog instruments average however, beyond the scope of this paper.

by continuous smoothing with a low-pass RC
filter having some time constant K. For exam-
ple, various types of true rms voltmeters (not Test for Randomness
to be confused with conventional ac voltmeters)
are widely used to measure the rms (or a) Consider the problem of detecting perio-
level of random signals, including vibration re- dicities in an otherwise random vibration re-
sponse data. These instruments effectively sponse. The first btep is to take a close look at
square the input signal and then average the the properties of the vibration which would be
instantaneous squared amplitudes by RC filter- measured from sample records as a normal
ing. The square root is obtained by an appro- part of the data analyses. These properties
priate scale calibration. The result is a would probably include a power spectrum (or
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an autocorrelation function, or both) and an am- a narrow band random vibration response will
plitude probability density function. continually decay towards zero as the time dis-

placement T becomes large. However, if a
The moat common property employed to sine wave is present, the autocorrelation func-

describe a random vibration response is the tion will approach a steady-state oscillation as
power spectrum, 0(f). A periodic vibration the time displacement becomes large, as illus-
response would appear in a properly resolved trated in Fig. 3.
power spectral density measurement as one or
more sharp peaks. However, a sharp peak in Autocorrelation analysis presents a near
the power spectrum may also represent the nar- foolproof method of detecting sinusoids in an
row band random response of a lightly damped otherwise random vibration response. How-
structural resonance. A narrow band random ever, autocorrelation functions are rarely
response would always have a finite bandwidth measured when vibration data is analyzed using
while a sinusoidal response would theoretically analog instruments. On the other hand, when
appear as a delta function with no bandwidth. vibration data is analyzed by digital techniques,
Unfortunately, the resolution of actual measure- autocorrelation functions are often computed as
ment procedures is usually not sufficient to dis- an intermediate step to obtain power spectra
tinguish between these two cases, as illustrated (0(f) is the Fourier Transform of R(i') for
in Fig. 2. stationary random signals). In this case, an

autocorrelation function can be made available
If an autocorrelation measurement is for detection of periodicities.

available, the problem of distinguishing between
a sinusoidal vibration response and a narrow The presence of periodic components in a
band random vibration response is greatly sim- vibration response will also be revealed by the
plified. The autocorrelation function, R(-r), for amplitude probability density function for the

. - -RESOLUTION OF ANALYSIS
G(f I

SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION

/(f)fr NARROW BAND
RANDOM VIBRATION

G(M)

SINUSOIDAL COMPONENT

|[| IN BROAD BAND RANDOM

VIBRATION

Fig. Z - Power spectral density functions
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Fig. 3 - Autocorrelation functions

response. A random vibration response will, in is often required. These matters are discussed
most cases, have a probability density function in section 15 of Ref. 2. One statistical test for
which at least resembles the familiar bell- randomness studied in that reference will now
shaped Gaussian characteristic. This is par- be described.
ticularly true for a narrow band random re-
sponse (assuming the structural characteristics Consider a sample record of length T ob-
are reasonably linear), because linear narrow tained from a vibration response x(t) with an
band filtering of random signals tends to sup- equivalent ideal bandwidth B. Assume x(t) is
press deviations from normality in the ampli- stationary over the sample record length T (to
tude distribution characteristics. On the other be verified by other procedures discussed later
hand, a sinusoidal vibration response will have under Test for Stationarity, and that x(t) has
a dish-shaped probability density function which an approximately Gaussian amplitude probability
is truncated at + A = ,/2-a, as illustrated in density function with a true mean square value
Fig. 4. of a,2. If the vibration response is actually ran-

dom, a measured mean square value x obtained
The above discussions illustrate how perio- from the sample record will have a sampling

dicities in an otherwise random vibration re- distribution with a variance given in normalized
sponse may often be detected by simple obser- terms as follows:
vations from commonly analyzed data. However,
these interpretations are fully effective only E2 Varx- , - T T. (9)
when sampling errors are small. If the avail- 2)2 B T,
able sample records (or analyses averaging -
times) are short, the uncertainty in the result- If a periodic component is present in the other-
ing measurements may mask the desired de- wise random vibration response, the normal-
scriptive details in the various measured prop- ized variance for a mean square measurement
perties. For such cases, a statistical decision becomes
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Fig. 4 - Amplitude probability density functions

Vr (-2) ( variance of the mean square measurements can
(10) be estimated from the sample variance 92 for

Whee ( 22)2 ( +) the measured values X as follows:
Where

p = mean square value for periodic N 2 1 N (X_ 2
portion, (11)*

r = mean square value for random por- 2--_ \ _

tion,('' Px) N(A-] 2

aX2 = p+ r. N- I N1- I

From Eq. (10), the variance of a mean square *The sample variance v2 in Eq. (11) is an un-
measurement will be reduced as the level of the biased variance estimate and the statistical
periodicity is increased relative to the random relationships to follow are consistent for an
background (as p/r increases). This relation- unbiased g2. An unbiased S2 is used in this
ship lays the groundwork for a statistical hy- paper so that OC curves in Ref. 3, which are

developed for unbiased variance estimates,
pothesis test for randomness. may be referred to directly. In Refs. 1, 2, a

Assume a collection of N independent mean biased expression for @2 is used where the
s a (i- = 1.2,3,...,N), are meas- denominator of Eq. (11) is N instead of N-i,

a ano all statistical relationships in those ref-
ured from a stationary vibration response. This erences are consistent for this biased s2.
collection may be obtained from a single sample 3A. H. Bowker and G. J. Lieberman, Engineer-
record by averaging over each of N equally long ing Statistics, (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
segments with an averaging time T, = T/N. The Cliffs, New Jersey, 1959).
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where tested by computing 22 from a collection of
mean square measurements, computing c,2 from
the BT, product for the measurements, and
comparing the ratio of 22/g 2 to the X 2 limit in
Eq. (16) at any desired level of significance a.

Here, x is the mean square value averaged The region of acceptance for H. is
over the collection length T = N T.. The ex- ;2 2
pected values for th~e sample variance 92 and -2 )- 1);(l -a)- (18).
the sample mean x are as follows: "2 N-1

E [*2: Var -If ;2/e2 is greater than the above noted limit,

(12) H, is accepted and vibration response is con-
K Ix-i] sidered random. If 2/%' is less than the noted

limit, H, is rejected and there is reason to sus-
Then, the normalized variance for a mean square pect that a periodic component is present in the
measurement may be estimated by vibration response. The appropriate values in

22 Eq. (18), for any desired level of significance,
;2 = (13) can be obtained from most statistics books. A

(F)F plot of Eq. (18) for a = 0.01 and 0.05 is pre-
sented in Fig. 5.

In Eq. (13), both $2 and x2 are random vari-
ables. However it is shown in Ref. 2 that the The level of significance a is the probabil-
variability of • is negligible compared to the ity of a Type I error for the test (the risk of
variability of 92, if the quantity 2 BT > 40N or rejecting H. when in fact it is true). The risk
2 B T, > 40. If this requirement is met, it may of a Type I error may be reduced by testing
be assumed that P = a. 2 for the problem at with a smaller value of a. Now consider the
hand. probability of a Type 11 error denoted by A (the

risk of accepting H, when in fact it is false).
The sample variance s 2 from Eq. (11) will A is a function of a, N, and the deviation of 12

have a distribution associated with the chi- from e2, which one wishes to detect. In gen-
squared distribution as follows: eral, both a and 8 can be reduced only by in-

creasing the number of measurements N. The
2 () number N required for any value of a and 83 Is

I( N - 1) (14) given by the Operating Characteristic (OC)
Ve"() N-1 'curve for Eq. (18). The OC curves for a = 0.05

where - means distributed as, and x2N 1) is a and 0.01 are available in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20 of
chi-squared distribution with (N - 1) degrees of Ref. 3.
freedom. From the relationships in Eqs. (10)and (13), it follows that In summary, the procedure for applying the

test for randomness (detection of periodicities)

22 .,N-1) (15) is as follows:
2. (N-i')

1. Determine the magnitude of a periodic
From Eq. (15), the following probability state- component in terms of a p/r ratio which you
ment may be made: wish to detect with high probability.

[. X(N-;1-.)] (-)a)(16) 2. Determine the ratio 0/,2for that. p/r
Prob > N-1 ratio from Eq. (11).

where a is the level of significance. 3. Determine the desired values for a and
A, the risk of making a Type I and Type IU

Let it be hypothesized that a sampled vibra- error.
tion response is random. If this is true e2 = Co2,
and the hypothesis H, is 4. Determine the number of meumreqepnts

H. : ;2 = C. (17) N2 required from an OC curve for a one-sided
(lower tail) X 2 test.

If a periodic com3onent is present, C2 will be
equivalent to some e2 less than c, 2 as defined 5. Obtain the required number of mean
in Eq. (10), which is why a one-sided probability square measurements, --l, and compute ;2
statement is used in Eq. (16). Then, H0 may be from Eq. (13).
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Example 11Thu following example is based 2.25

uponsv experimental data obtained in the 2.2
laboratory and presented in Ref. 2. 2.0m

1.91
Assume that a sample record of length 2.85

T z 7 seconds, is obtained from a vibration re- 2.00
sponse which is believed to be stationary. A 2.04

frequency range of the response with a band- 2.19

width B a 56 cps is to be tested for the presence 3.20

of a periodic component. It is desired that a .2.0

periodic component producing a p/f ratio of 2.86

six be detected with arisk of making aType 1 2.68
or Type UI error of am a - 0.05. Then, the 26
deviation to be detected with a 95 percent prob- The required computations produce the follow-
ability in ing data:
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82 = 0.176 U a probability density function is measured
from a sample record using an analog instru-

.2 = 2.369 ment, other direct procedures for testing the
vibration response for normality are available,

;2 = - 0.031 as discussed in section 17 of Ref. 2. One sta-
(-) I tistical test studied in that reference will now

be described.02= I ;0.033
Consider a sample records of length T ob-

;2 tained from a stationary vibration response
C2 0.94 x( t) with an amplitude probability density func-

tion p(%). Assume that a probability density
2(N- 1);(1 - a) ):12. 0.2 5 function ý(x) is measured from the sample rec-N- 1 ( 12 -- 0.436 ord. The measurement ý(x) for any givenvalue of x will have a sampling distribution

;2 with a normalized variance as follows:
T2 0.94 a 0.436

02 - Var [$(x)l 0.06 (19)P

Thus, the hypothesis, H. : ;2 = E"2, is accepted [p(x)] 2  rMp(x) (ax)"

and there is no reason to suspect that a periodic Here, (A x) is the width of the amplitude win-
component producing a (p/r) ratio of six or dow used by the instrument to accomplish the
greater is present. analysis.

If it is desired that the test be performed It is shown in Ref. 2 that ý(x) may be con-with a more stringent Type II error limitation,Itishwinef2tat(x ybeo-
more measurements will be required. For ex- sidered normally distributed for most practicalmore, massume a pn ratio of two is to be de- cases. Then, the measurement ý for a specificample, wsth a probabio of tw = to b e value of x will have a distribution associatedtected with a probability of ,3 = 0.05. From the with a normal distribution as follows:
OC curve, the number of measurements re-
quired is N - 70 for a test at the a = 0.05 level
of significance. On the other hand, if the analyst (P- ) " Nomal (cj). (20)
is prepared to take a greater risk of making a where Normal (c p) is a normal distribution with
Type U error, the required number of measure- w st is a norma dsribn otments will be reduced, a standard deviation of e p, or a variance o£b( p) 2. From Eq. (20), the following probability

statement may be made

Tests for Normality Prob [- C PZ/ 2 - (6-p) < = (1-e). (21)

Now consider the problem of determining H
whether or not a random vibration response has ere, z is the cumulative normal deviate for
a Gaussian amplitude probability density func- in/2. A table of normal deviates will be found
tion, as given by Eq. (1). The procedures for in any statistics book.
testing a sample record for normality are Let it be hypothesized that a sample random
straightforward if a sufficiently long sample vibration response record has a Gaussian am-
record is available. plitude probability density function, po(x). If

The simplest test for normality is the clas- this is true, p(x) = po(x), and the hypothesis
sical chi-squared goodness-of-fit test. The Ho is
goodness-of-fit test is applicable to amplitude pO p. for any value of x. (22)
values from the sample record and, thus, re-
quires no special measurements or instruments. If the vibration response is not Gaussian, ý may
It is necessary only to reduce the amplitude
time history from the sample record to a digital be greater or less than p, as defined in Eq. (1),
form. The procedures for applying the goodness- which is why a two-sided probability statement
of-fit test will not be discussed here since they is used in Eq. (21). Then, H, is tested by com-
are available from most statistics books. A de- puting e in Eq. (19) using p., and comparing
tailed illustration of the test, for applications to *This equation assumes the lower cutoff of B i-e
vibration data, is presented in section 5.3.2 of near zero. See section 14 of Ref. 2 for more
Ref. 1. general expressions.
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the difference (A - pe) to the normal limits in test. Thus, the probability of a single Type I
Eq. (21). The region of acceptance for HN is error occurring in N number of repeated ap-

plications of the procedure is high. There are
- gps'/2 (:9-p) I 'posi./2. (23) methods for pooling the risk of Type I errors

for repeated tests into a single a value as dis-
f (U - p,) is within the noted limits, H, is ac- cussed in Ref. 2. However, for most applica-

cepted and the vibration response is considered tions where only a few amplitudes are checked
to have a Gaussian probability density for the and a N ? 1, the problem is minimized. Second,
specific amplitude x tested. If (; - p,) is out- if extreme amplitudes (x ? 3 a,) are of inter-
side the noted limits, H, is rejected and there est, as is often the case, very long sample rec-
is reason to suspect that the vibration response ords are required to test for normality at these
probability density is not Gaussian for that am- amplitudes. This point is illustrated by the
plitude x. The hypothesis Ho may be tested for following example:
as many different amplitudes x as desired.

. Example 2-Assume a vibration response is
As for the statistical test for randomness to bes-amipledIso that a test for normality may

discussed earlier under Tests for Randomness, be performed for amplitudes out to 1 3 times the
the risk of a Type I and Type U error, a and 8, root mean square level of the response (± 3 ax).
can be applied to the test for normality. For The expected equivalent bandwidth for the re-
this test, however, the length of the sample sponse is B = 500 cps and the amplitude window
record available fixes the values of a and A. If of the instrument to be employed for the analy-
the test for normality is to be applied to sample sis is 0.1 volt for an input rms level of 1 volt.
records with a predetermined a and 8 risk, It is desired that a * 10-percent deviation from
these matters must be considered to arrive at normality be detected with a 3 0.5 probability
the necessary record length T to be obtained, of a Type II error and an a = 0.05 probability
Unfortunately, conventional OC curves are not of a Type I error.
applicable to this problem because the normal-
ized variance e2 is a function of the property From a table of normal ordinates, P, =
p(x) being measured. For a normal sampling 0.0044 for ± 3a,. For a ± 10-percent duration,
distribution, however, the risk of a Type IU (P - P.) = ± 0.10 P. = ±0.00044. From a table

error for detecting a difference (p - po) 6f cumulative normal deviates, z./2 = 2.0 for

t C pZ-/ 2 is always 8 = 0.5. a = 0.05. The following results are obtained:

In summary, the procedure for applying the =p - pa) 0.00044
test for normality is as follows: (± Z&/2) Po = = 0.05

1. Determine the difference (p - p.) which T 0.06
you wish to detect with a probability of 3 = 0.5. C -2 po(AX

2. Determine the desired value for a, the 0.06
risk of making a Type I error, and establish (0.0025)(500)(o.0044)(0.1) 110 seconds.

Z./2 from a table of cumulative normal deviates. Thus, a record length of at least T = 110 sec-

3. Determine the maximum amplitude which onds is required.

you wish to test, and establish the Gaussian To actually perform the test for normality,
probability density P, for that amplitude from one must now measure (± st3a) with T. = 110
a table of normal ordinate values, seconds, and calculate (6 - po) where p. =

0.0044. The region of acceptance will be the
4. Determine the required value for e2 by interval ± I poZA/ 2 = ± 0.00044. Hence, if

letting (p - Pd) : e p,Z 2. (0 - p,) falls inside this interval, the hypothesis
of normality is accepted for x = t 3 ax. Other-

5. Solve for T. in Eq. (19) using p(x) = P, wise, the hypothesis of normality is rejected.
and an estimated equivalent bandwidth B. The
sample record to be obtained must fiave a length If the analyst is prepared to take a greater
of T 2 T,. risk of making a Type 1f error or relax his de-

tection requirements, the record length can be
This test for normality poses two problems. greatly reduced. For example, if it Is accept-

First, if the test is applied repeatedly at N dif- able that a ± 50-percent deviation from normal-
ferent amplitudes as part of a general test for ity be detected with a a a 0.5 probability, the
normality of one sample record, a N Type I required record length is reduced to about 22
errors would be expected during the general seconds.
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Tests for Stationarity than c.2, which is why a one-sided (upper tall)
probability statement is used in Eq. (24). Then,

Finally, consider the problem of determin- H, may be tested by computing ,2 from a col-
ing whether or not a vibration response is mta- lection of mean square measuremen, comput-
tionary in the context defined earlier sWdew intg C2 from the DT, product for the measure-
Stationary Random Vibration, as weakly self- ments, and comparing the ratio of 1

2/c 2 to the
stationary. In general, the requirement for sta- x 2 limit in Eq. (24) at any desired leve! of sig-
tionarity is that the values for the mean level j, nificance a. The region of acceptance for H, is
the mean square level x-, and the autocorrela-
tion function 2(-r), measured from a sample 22 X2 (N- ); . (26)
record coveringthe interval (t,, t, +T) do -S(2N-i
not change significantly for different starting 2 N

times to. In this paper, the vibration responses
to be analyzed are considered to have a mean If 22 e 2 is less than this noted limit, N* is ac-
value u, = 0, so sample record mean values cepted and the vibration response is considered
f are of no interst. Furthermore, if the mean stationary. If 22/o2 is greater than the noted
square level measurements from sample records limit, HO is rejected and there is reason to sus-
are equivalent, it is unlikely that the autocor- pect that the vibration response is nonstationary.
relation functions would be significantly differ- A plot of Eq. (26) for a a 0.05 and 0.01 is pre-
ent. Thus, the procedures for establishing sia- sented in Fig. 6.
tionarity may be limited in most cases to a study
of mean square measurements. Several proce- The application of the test for any given
dures for testing a collection of sample records risk of making a Type I or Type ]a error is
for stationarity are discussed in section 16 of exactly as outlined earlier under Tests for Ran-
Ref. 2. One statistical test studied in that ref- domness. The OC curves for a = 0.05 and 0.01
erence will now be described. The procedure are available in Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 of Ref. 3.
is identical in concept to the statistical test for It should be noted that the definition of a Type UI
randomness already described, error for this test Is fictitious because there is

no way to associate a nonstationary condition
Assume that a collection of N independent with a deviation of e2 from e 2.

mean square values, x ?(i = 1, 2, 3 ...... N),
are measured from a random vibration re- It is clear that this test can be combined
sponse. This collection may be obtained from with the test for randomness already discussed,
a single sample record by averaging over each by using a two-sided x 2 test. If it is hypothe-
of N equally long segments with an averaging sized that the vibration response is random and
time T, = (T/N). If the vibration response is stationary, the region of acceptance for the
stationary with a mean square value of a2, each double hypothesis H, is
measurement 0 will be an estimate of • and
will have a sampling distribution with a normal- X 2 (N -1); a/2 (27)
ized variance of e,2, as defined in Eq. (9). For _(C(- 1); (1 -2/2) s (2
a collection of N mean square measurements, N- 1 Eo N - 1
the actual normalized variance e2 may be es-
timated by 22, as defined in Eqs. (11) and (13). The OC curves for a = 0.05 and a = 0.01 are
The ratio of 22/C 2 will be distributed as shown available in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 of Ref. 3.
in Eq. (15).

It should be noted in Eq. (27) that since
The following probability statement may be (a/2) replaces a, the lower limit in Eq. (27) is
made: less than the limit for the randomness test

alone, as given in Eq. (18). Similarly, the upper
; 2 X2 (N. I); 2 1 limit in Eq. (27)is higher than the limit for the

Prob N-i (I -a). (24) stationarlty test alone, as given in Eq. (26).Thus, a test for the double hypothesis for any
probability a will involve a wider region of ac-

Let it be hypothesized that a sampled ran- ceptance. This is to be expected since the prob-
dom vibration response is stationary. If this is abilities of Type I errors for the individual
true, C2 =a ,2 and the hypothesis e.2 is tests are effectively pooled into a single Type I

error probability for the combined test. The
Ho . 22 =a g2 (25) net result Is that more measurements are re-

quired for the combined test than for each indi-
If the vibration response is nonstationary, 22 vidual test if the same Type U1 error limitations
will be equivalent to some undefined C2 greater are to be maintained.
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Fig. 6 Acceptance regions for stationary hypothesis test

Example 3-Assume that a sample record
OfleISMIP"I seconds is obtained from a vl
bration response which is believed to be ran-
dom. A frequency range of the response with a
bandwidth of -a 56 cps isto be tested for sta- Thus, the hypothesis, ii 2 = 2 e,2 ,is accepted
tionarity. It is desired that a condition of non- andi there is no reason to suspect that the vibra-
stationarity producing a deviation of c2/c 02 =4 tion response is nonstationary over the length
be detected with arisk of makiga Type lor of the 7-second long sample record.
Type 11error of a -8 w.0.05. From Table 6.17
of Ref. 3, for e2/e,2 - 4 (ec,'e 2, the required Now consider the case where the hypothesis
number of measurements is N -13. of randomness and stationarity are to be tested

simultaneously. Assume the combined test is
The 13 mean square measurements are ob- to be performed with a risk of making a'Type I

tained from the sample record by averaging or Type IM error of a = 8 0.05 for detecting
over 13 consecutive'intervals of T - 0.54 sec- (e2/e.2) a 0.25 at one limit or 4.00 at the other
onds, as was done in Example 1. Assme the limit. These are the same limitations for each
results obtained are those presented in Exam- of the two individual tests where N - 13 were
ple 1. Then, required. From Fig. 6. 15 of Ref. 3, the number

of measurements required for the combined
22=0. 031 test is now N a 16. Of course the test could be
6,2= 003 performed using the N z 13 measurements, in

which case the risk of a Type UI error would be

22 ~30.09linstead of 8 =0.05.

02 = 0. 94

CONCLUMONS
XIN 1) - 2.,0.05

* =1. 75 Statistical procedures for analyzing the
fundamental characteristics of randomness,

22 normality, and stationarity in flight vehicle vi-
£ 2 -0.94 s i1.75. bration response data have been discussed. One

o ~test for each of theme characteristics is presented.



The teats outlined are applicable to many prac- broader than the material presented in this pa-
tical situations. The scope of the general vibra- per, and is considered in greater depth in Refs.
tion analysis and measurement problem is far 1 and 2.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Kennard (ASD): Is the equipment nec- two sinusoids which were present and separated
essary for making these tests for stationarity by only a few cycles?
and so on, readily available to anyone, on the
commerical market? Mr. Piersol: The autocorrelation functions

Mr. Piersol: Its a mean square estimating for anything other than a simple sine wave, of
device which is, effectively, any commercial course, take on different characteristics. I am
true rms voltmeter, so its readily available. It considering here only a simple sine wave which
is also the squaring circuit available in your can always be obtained by tuning the filter over
power spectral density analyzer. a peak in the power spectra; the other cases I

Mr. Galef (NESCO): Can you tell us what can discuss with you later.

the autocorrelation function would look like for
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TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS OF RANDOM AND COMBINED
RANDOM-SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION"

Ivan J. Sandier
Autonetic s

Downey. California

This paper discusses the conversion from a voltage-frequency to a
power spectral density curve; the determination of composite random
acceleration level from a voltage-frequency curve; and determination
of total rms acceleration of a sine + random-vibration test from a
voltage-frequency curve.

INTRODUCTION voltage represents the center frequency of the
bandpass filter. When the center frequency is

The parameters required to determine the varied through the spectrum of the vibration
input level of a random-vibration test are nu- test, the output voltage at each frequency is
merous. The test specification for a desired recorded onto an x-y plotter.
test will contain a power spectral density (PSD),
which may vary with frequency, a bandwidth, The conversion of a voltage-frequency curve
and a vibration spectrum. The specification to a power spectral density curve is presented
might also include a sinusoidal vibration to be in this report. Once the conversion has been
superimposed upon the random vibration, established, analyses that require a power spec-

tral density curve will be performed using a
During the vibration test, the voltage out- voltage-frequency curve. The analyses that are

put of an accelerometer, mounted on the test presented will include methods of determining
specimen, is recorded on a tape recorder. acceleration of a random-vibration test of con-

stant PSD, or a PSD that varies with fre-
The test data, which are used to analyze quency. An example of each method follows

the vibration level, are obtained by feeding the its presentation.
recorded output voltage into an analyzer. If the
analyzer inherently contains a squaring circuit, The final method of analysis of a voltage-
a PSD-frequency curve can be produced. How- frequency curve to be discussed will be to deter-
ever, if no squaring circuit is included, the ana- mine the acceleration of a random-vibration
lyzer will produce a voltage-frequency curve. test upon which a sinusoidal vibration has been

imposed. The sinusoidal and random compo-
A voltage-frequency curve used to analyze nents will be computed separately, then combined

random-vibration tests will be defined as the to produce the composite acceleration level of
output voltage of an accelerometer at every the test.
frequency of the vibration spectrum.

The accelerometer signal is fed into aband- CONVERSION FROM VOLTAGE-FREQUENCY
pass filter of narrow passband and a variable CURVE TO A PSD CURVE
center frequency. Only components of the ac-
celerometer signal that are within the pasuband Discussion
are passed through the filter; thus, the output
voltage is the voltage that is passed through the A method used to determine the composite
bandpass filter. The frequency of the output vibration acceleration of a random test is to

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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indicate the vibration energy which exists at (3) produces the relationship between voltage
each frequency (POD). The PSD is integrated output and PMD:
over all frequencies in the spectrum to dater-
mine the composite vibration energy from which (My) 2
the composite rms acceleration of the vibration g (Af. (4)

test can be calculated. The calculation of ac-

celeration is simplified when the composite vi- The conversion from voltage to PSD can
bration energy Is expressed in terms of mean now be made on the voltage-frequency curve by
squared acceleration. The voltage-frequency applying Eq. (4) to the voltage scale of the curve
curve presents the putput voltage of an accel- (Fig. 1).
erometer after it has passed through a bandpass
filter. Therefore only the components of vibra-
tion at frequencies within the pasaband are in- Example
cluded. The output voltage (usually measured
in millivolts) Is proportional to the magnitude N an analyzer is calibrated from 0-1.0 volt,
of vibration contained in the incremental pass- what is the maximum PSD that can be analyzed?
band of the analyzing filter. The vibration
magnitude can be determined by: Note: The maximum PSD that can be ana-

lyzed is dependent upon the sensitivity of the
, (1 accelerometer system and the bandwidth of the

S fliter used for the analysis.

Where: Assume an effective bandwidth of 50 cycles.

a- a magnitude of root-mean-squared ac-
celeration (g,,,) contained in the in- G(1.0 volt) = (100)2 ( 2/cp.'
cremental bandwidth (1o)2 (SO)

uv - output of the bandpass filter 0(1.0 volt) = 200 g2/cps.

S - sensitivity of the accelerometer sys- By increasing the effective bandwidth of the

tem (mv/g roe) filter to 100 cycles,

The incremental value of mean-squared accel- 0(1.0 volt) = (1000)2

eration, contained in the passband of the filter (10)2 (100)
is:

G(1.0 volt) = 100 02/cps.
P k)(,2 . (2)

To determine the incremental-mean- DETERMINING THE COMPOSITE RANDOM
squared acceleration per cycle at the center ACCELERATION LEVEL FROM A
frequency of the bandpass, the mean-squared VOLTAGE-FREQUENCY CURVE
acceleration contained in the passband is divided
by the effective bandwidth: Discussion

0 (a,)2 The composite mean-squared accelerktion
ME (3) of a random-vibration test is obtained by inte-

grating the PSD. through the spectrum of the
Where: Aibration test:

0 - power spectral density (mean- / s," f\
squared acceleration per cycle) a2 = G df) (5)

Afo - effective bandwidth of the pasnband
Where:

Note: The effective bandwidth of the filter
assumes a flat response through the paseband fh = high frequency of the vibration
and zero responpe at all other frequencies, spectrum,
Therefore, to determine the effective bandwidth,
a preliminary calibration of the analyzing filter 0 a PSD of the vibration spectrum, and

which compares a known PSD to an output volt- fe w low frequency of the vibration
age, might be required. Combining Eqs. (1) and spectrum.
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The composite rms acceleration is obtained by Where:
extracting the square root of the mean-squired
acceleration: N = number of'constant levels that PSD

a G h
1 /

2  ()assumes in the vibration spectrum.

* (-Odf 6)

PSD

If the PSD is constant throughout the spectrum
of the vibration test, the equation to determine
the composite rms acceleration becomes:

a (G x BW) 1/ 2 . (7)

Where: (aj2

BW = bandwidth of the vibration spectrum Frequency
(fh-ft).

The composite mean-squared acceleration of a Fig. 2 - Step function

vibration test of constant PSD can be obtained
directly from the output voltage of a voltage-
frequency curve. Variation (db) (Fig. 3)-The PSD varies r

db with a frequency increase of one octave.
By applying the relationship of Eq. (4) to

Eq. (7), To determine the mean-squared accelera-
tion of a vibration spectrum containing a db

2 2m variation of PSD, the integration of Eq. (5) is
=.) (BW/Afm). (8a) required. The PSD, as a function of frequency,

is integrated through the limits of the spectrum
The composite rms acceleration is obtained by of variable PSD.
extracting the square root of the mean-squared
acceleration.

PSD which is constant throughout the fre- PSD
quency spectrum rarely occurs in a natural
environment. Therefore, natural environments
are more closely simulated if the PSD of vibra-
tion tests varies in the vibration spectrum. In
general, the PSD can be varied in any way which
simulates the environment, however, there are
two methods of varying the PSD that are usedmost frequently for vibration tists. These in-
clude the following: Frequency

Step Function (Fig. 2)-The PSD is at one
magnitude over a givenbindwidth of the spec- Fig. 3 - Variation (db)
trum. It is then changed to assume a new mag-
nitude over an adjacent bandwidth.

The derivation of the PSD as a function of
The composite mean-squared acceleration frequency and the required integration to deter-

of the test is computed, using Eq. (7), by deter- mine mean-squared acceleration is presented
mining the components of mean-squared accel- in the appendixes of this report. The derivation
eration contained in each bandwidth of constant and integration for a PSD that increases with
PSD, then summing all components. In general, frequency (roll-up) is presented in Appendix A.

For the PSD that decreases with an increase of
2 frequency (roll-off) the derivation and integra-

e2 = 2 e. . (8b) tion is presented in Appendix B.

nel
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The mean-squared acceleration of a vibra- Example
tion test of db variationcanbe obtained directly
from a voltage-frequency curve. The rate of The voltage-frequency curve of a random
variation (i/oct) of the POD canbe determined vibration test reveals the following Information:
from the parameters of the voltage-frequency The output voltage at 5 cps in 25 mv. The volt-
curve. The method of deriving the rate of POD age then increases at a exponential rate from 5
variation from these parameters Is presented to 80 cpa at which point the voltage level reaches
in Appendix C. 100 mv. The voltage level is constant from 80

to 500 cps. At 500 cps the voltage rolls off at

Once the PSD variation rate (r) has been an exponential rate until It reaches a minimum
determined, a general expresaionwhich derives level of 12.5 mv at 2000 cps (Fig. 5).

mean-squared acceleration directly from the If the accelerometer system has a sensi-
parameters of a voltage-frequency curve, can
be used. The general expression for the in- tivity of 10 mv/grms and the analyzing filter

creasing PSD is presented as Eq. (10A) of Ap- ha4 an effective bandwidth of 100 cps, determine:
pendix A. The general expression for decreas- 1. The roll-up rate from 5-80 cps.
ing PSD is presented as Eq. (9B) of Appendix B.
Using these equations, the need to convert volt- 2. The roll-off rate from 500-2000 cps.
age output to PSD and the Integration procedure
is not required to compute the mean-squared 3. The composite mean-squared accel-
acceleration, but can be derived directly from eration.
a voltage-frequency curve.

4. The rms acceleration of the vibration
Combination of PSD Variations (Fig. 4)-A test.

vibration test is not limited to one type oSD
variation, but can include combinations of these Roll-Up Rate-The general equation to de-
in the vibration spectrum. When computing the termineeroH_-up rate is presented as Eq.
composite mean-squared acceleration of the (4C) in Appendix C:
vibration test, the mean-squared acceleration
of each segment of variable PSD is computed 6 lo v
separately, then summed. In general, r, = log f 2

Mf 1

a2 2 a .. By substituting the specific values of the ex-
ample into Eq. (4C),(step) (variable)

The composite rms acceleration of the vi- 6 log LOP
bration test is determined by extracting the rU lO5
square root of the mean-squared acceleration. 5

Frequency

Fig. 4 - PSD curve
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Fig. 5 - Voltage-frequency curve

ru (roll-up) = 3 db/oct. The mean-squared acceleration of a segment
that contains a constant PSD is determined by

Roll-Off Rate-The general equation to de- Eq. (8a):
termine the roll-off rate is presented as Eq.
(8C) in Appendix C: BW ~ 2 n

6 log-

_o 'W2 Substituting the values of the example into
lgf2 Eq. 8,

lo -

By substituting the specific values of the ex- -W 160--00(lps) =( .
ample into Eq. (8C), 12(80-SO cps) = 420 g2.

100 ( r l -o f =8 - 0 12 .542r (roll-off) 2000 The mean-squared acceleration of the roll-off
lo-6 segment of the vibration spectrum is obtained

from the general expression derived in Appen-
ro (roll-off) db/oct .dix B:

Composite Mean-Squared Acceleration- (2 roll-off - 3 ( s)2 (fa)r /3

The composite mean-squared acceleration is (r.- 3) (AfM) (S) 2

determined by computing the mean-squared
acceleration of each segment, then summing. ____

The mean-squared acceleration of the roll-up ,ro- - "segment of the vibration spectrum is derived :3by using the general expression Eq. (10A),

22 (roll-up) = 3(mv.) 2

2 (roll-up) )- r,/3 By substituting known values into the general
(ru+( ÷ fexpression,

[,(r ) trr +3q 3102(O)
3 (4 .(-2 (roll-off) = 3) (100) (10)2

By substituting the values of the example anItcd C ] 1jjk) 1
roll-up rate determined earlier, (200) '

r2 (roll-off) = 235 g 2 .
22 (roll-up) = 3(2S)2

(6) (100) (10)2 (S) The composite mean squared acceleration is

. [(8)2 - (5)2]. obtained by summing the mean-squared values,

a2 (roll-up) . 40 g2. a 22 = 2 (roLl-up)+M 12 (80-500 cps) + 82 (roll-off).
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By substituting determined values, of sine + random present at the frequency of the
peak. The sinusoidal component of vibration is

02 = 4o g2 + 420 g2 + 235 g2, obtained by subtracting the random component
present in the peak voltage output,

s2=695 .I2.

(mv)
2 

sine (my)
2 

pk - (my) 2 
rand. (10)

Composite rms Acceleration-The compos-
ite rms acceleration is determined by extract- Where:
ing the square root of the mean-squared
acceleration, my (sine) = output voltage of sinusoidal

component,

a : arms, mv (pk) = output voltage at the discrete
peak frequency, and

a-= 26.4 grmns.

my (rand) - output voltage in the continuous-
vibration spectrum.

DETERMINING THE TOTAL RMS ACCEL-
ERATION OF A SINE + RANDOM The rms sinusoidal acceleration is propor-
VIBRATION TEST FROM A VOLTAGE- tional to the sinusoidal output voltage; the con-
FREQUENCY CURVE stant of proportionality is the sensitivity of the

acceleration system:
Discussion

The total mean-squared acceleration of a S s = (1s)
random . sine vibration test is obtained by add-
ing the composite random-mean-squared accel- The composite random- mean-squared ac-
eration to the square of the rms sinusoidal celeration is obtained by methods presented
acceleration, earlier in this report.

02 (total) = S2 (sine) + a 2 
(random). (9) The rms sinusoidal acceleration and the

composite random-mean-squared acceleration
Where: are combined, in accordance with Eq. (9), to

determine the total mean-squared acceleration
22 (total) - total mean-squared acceler- of the random + sine vibration test.

ation,

a2 
(sine) a sinusoidal rms acceleration Example

squared, and A voltage-frequency curve of a random +
82 (random) = composite mean-squared ac- sine vibration test reveals the following infor-

celeration of random vibra- mation: An output voltage of 50 my from 5-500
tion. cps except for a peak voltage of 100 my at 400

cps. The voltage then rolls off at 6 db/oct from
The total rms acceleration is determined 500-2000 cps.

by extracting the square root of the total mean-
squared acceleration. The analyzing filter has an effective band-

width of 50 cps, and the sensitivity of the accel-
The total mean-squared acceleration of a erometer system was 10 mv/grms. Determine:

random + sine vibration test can be determined
lirectly from a voltage-frequency curve. The 1. The sinusoidal rms acceleration.
output voltage will present a continuous-vibration
spectrum except one discrete frequepcy which 2. The composite random-mean-squared
will be represented by a peak voltage. The band- acceleration.
width of the peak will have the same bandwidth
as the bandpass filter used to make the voltage- 3. The total rms acceleration.
frequency curve (Fig. 6).

Sinusoidal rms Acceleration-The sinus-
The discrete frequency of the peak is the oidal component is obtained by subtracting

frequency of the sinusoidal vibration present. the random component at 400 cps. From
The output voltage level contains the components Eq. (10):
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(my) 2 -ine = (uv) 2 pk - (W)) 2 rnd. 82 rad = 435 (rea)2.

By substituting known values, Total rms Acceleration-The total mean-
squared acceleration is obtaned by adding the

(mv) 2 sine (100) 2 
- (50)2. square of the rms sinusoidal acceleration to the

composite random- mean-squared acceleration,
.v (aine) - 86.6v 2 2 .

(a) total = (a)2 sine + (a)2 rmndom.

To determine the sinusoidal rms acceleration,
the sinusoidal voltage is divided by the sensi- By substituting in determined values,
tivity: S - 10 mv/grms, 2(a)2 total = 75 + 435,

a (sine) = 8.66 gras.
(a)l total :510 (g).

Compsite Random-Mean-Squared Accel-
eration-The composite random-mean-squared The total rms acceleration level of the test is
accelration is determined by computing the derived by extracting the square root of the
mean-squared acceleration of each segment, mean-squared acceleration,
then summing.

• tot.l = 22.6 gres
The mean-squared acceleration contained

in the constant-voltage bandwidth from 5 to 500 Optional Method of Analysis-An optional
cps is determined by Eq. (8): analysis that could be performed would be to

determine the peak voltage that would occur in
22 (SSo) (S ( B! the roll-off bandwidth if the sinusoidal compo-

.S( AN" nent is swept through the vibration spectrum.
For example, if the sinusoidal component of

By substituting known values, vibration in the preceding example is swept
through the vibration spectrum, what would be

2 (SS0 (SO) (= the peak voltage that would be expected at 1500
(10/ so cps?

a2 (5-S00) = 247.5 (g) 2 
2 The general expression which relates PSD

to frequency in the roll-off spectrum was
The mean-squared acceleration contained derived in Eq. (7B) in Appendix B:

in the roll-off bandwidth from 500-2000 is
determined by Eq. (9B): Gx = Ga .

3(mv,) 2  (o(3)
32 (ro ll-of)) Thus the PSD at a frequency (f in the roll-off

22(rllof) 3 ) (Lf") (S 2) spectrum is:

"F{rz- 3) o3) 0G Ga(La )./

I £ £ j The PSD at a different frequency (f2) in the
roll-off spectrum is:

By substituting known values,

a2 roll-off = 3 () (S10) 02)

I 1 Dividing 01 by 02 gives the proportionality of
C50-0 (200-0)] the PSD' s and frequencies in the roll-off spectrum:

a2 roll-off = 187.5 (g)
2  s 01 -s

The composite mean-squared acceleration 
02 \f1 )

is- obt&ined by summing the mean-squared The relationship between voltage output and
valueM, PSD is given by Eq. (4):
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sv2 The initial conditions of the example were
S = n -- ,that the output voltage was 50 my at 500 cps

and the roil-off ratW was 6 db/oct. There-

Substituting the voltage equivalent into the PSD fore, the output voltage of the random compo-

ratio: nent at 1500 cps is:

2 i/3 so 1isoo

1V 2 = 16.7 .v

(v 2 r'°/ To determine the peak output voltage, the si-

7 = (- ' nusoidal and random components are combined,
2 2 2

To determine the peak voltage that would ( 2v)Pk = (My)rand + in*
occur if the sinusoidal component was at 1500
cps, the random component is computed, then
added to the sinusoidal component.

The output voltage of the random component
is derived from the expression: 2

=6(M 
)k 278 + 7S500.

W2 f M vk :8 .

Appendix A

ROLL-UP

The PSD that increases at the rate of Gc-

ru db/oct is represented by the straight line of
Fig. A-l1. a b Gx f-)

The slope of the line of Fig. A-1 can be ,
expressed as: 0

Ga I
fa Zfa fc

loga (1A) Log Frequency

Fig. A-I - Roll-up

where:

* M slope of line in Fig. A- 1, M PSDafter one octaveof roll-up, thus:
Ob = 2 " .-

Ga = PSD at the beginning of roll-up, 2o (3A)

fa = frequency where roll-up begins, The number of db that the PSD has increased
after one octave:

ox a variable PSD in the spectrum of
roll-up, and r.= I0 log ' G (4A)

fx - variable frequency on roll-up rate of roil-up (db/oct):
spectrum.

If we consider only one octave in the roll-up By substituting Eq. (3A) into Eq. (4A),
spectrum, the slope becomes: r.=10 log ?". (SA)

1 Gb By approximating 3 db as the half-power level

l= og 2 " (ZA) and solving fora,
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m - r,/3. (GA) The composite mean-squared acceleration can
be expressed in terms of output voltage of a

By equating (IA) and (2A), voltage-frequency curve:

logG log 2b ,(m)!e(A) a2 (roll-ti) = - (
l(ru + 3)(Afm)(S 2)(f-)

fa fa

By making the appropriate substitutions and + F ru - (r. + 3)] (10A)

solving for Ox,

" fX 'r /3

Gx Goa ( ) (8A) where:

To obtain the composite mean-squared accel- = voltage output at the start of
eration contained in the roll-up spectrum, the r voll-up
PSD is integrated through the limits of the
spectrum.

Af.N = effective bandwidth of the analyz-
S2 (roll-up) Gx df, ing filter, and

- sensitivity of the accelerometer
system (mv/grins).

Ga
= 77i3 I(rua/3)df (Afr /a7 (gA) The composite rms acceleration is extracted

r +from the square root of the mean-squared

30a. /3 ( 3) acceleration.

(r.,+3) (f.) u T

Appendix B

ROLL-OFF

The PSD that decreases at the rate of r, The slope of the line of Fig. B-I can be
db/oct is represented by the straight line of expressed as
Fig. B-1. Ga

-. - (1B)log T;f

fa
-* where,

Gb - * I slope,

Log PSD (Cx, ix)
GI G - PD at the beginning of roil-off,

fa * frequency where roll-off begins,

Ox a variable PSD in the spectrum of
F& Nb rc roll-off, and

Log Frequency

fx w variable frequency on roil-off
Fig. B-I - Roll-off spectrum.
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U we consider one octave in the roll-off spec- To obtain the composite mean-squared acceler-

trum the slope becomes, ation contained in the roll-off spectrum, the
PSD is integrated through the limits of the

og spectrum:lob (2B)
-m : log 2 I t

Gb =PSD after one octave of roll-off. @2 roll-off = IOt

The number of d) that the PSD has decreased [~
after one octave, = Go (fa)r./3

Ga a (8B)
ro 10 Log , (3B) 3G(fe)

r= rate of roll-off db/oct. (ro- 3)

By substituting (2B) into (3B), [ "

-10 lo g 2 ". 
(4B)

By approximating 3 db an the half power level The composite mean-squared acceleration of

and solving fo, a, the roll-off spectrum can be obtained directly
from the output voltage of the voltage-frequency

--/3. (5B) curve:

By equating (IB) and (2B), 2=3(V,)2 i(to/3)

a2 (toll-off) - 4.
log & lotg ( ro - 3)(Arm) (S2)

l~g lg 2 (SB)_____lot •-f= f (B

By making the appropriate substitutions and
solving for Gx,

The composite acceleration is obtained by
s Go (faL extracting the square root of the mean-

)\1 (7B) squared acceleration.

Appendix C

RATE OF PSD VARIATION

A voltage-frequency curve of a vibration Mv i -

test containing a spectrum of PSD roll-up might (.
appear similar to Fig. C-1. (rU>6db/oct!

The number of db roll-up contained in the I
spectrum is determined by, Mv v

uv= (1C)

d~b = 20 lot 1vi ,C

where, FI Z

db - number of db roll-up, Frequency

-v, a voltage output at start of roll-up, and Fig. C-1 Voltage-frequency

,v2 a voltage output at end of roll-up. roll-up curve
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The number of octaves required to accomplish The number of db roll-off contained in
the roll-up, the spectrum is determined by:

flog2
n z f, y(2C) ' 1,

lo .2 db = 20 1og-•-2 (5C)

where,

n = number of octaves, db - number of db roll-off mv,

fafrequency beginning of roil-up, =d voltage level at start of roll-off,

f2 = frequency at end of roll-up. and

Dividing Eq. (IC) by Eq. (2C) produces the
roll-up rate: WV2 = voltage level at end of roil-off.

mv 2log yI The number of octaves required to accom-
r= (20) (log 2) l , (3C) plish the roll-off:

f 2- rate of roll-up (i)/oct). lOf (6C)

By approximating log 2- 0.3, log 2

"lo mywhere,

r. =6 6 y-1 - (4C)log f2 C n - number of octaves,

A voltage-frequency curve of a vibration fI = frequency at beginning of roll-off,

test containing a spectrum of PSD roll-off, and
might appear similar to Fig. C-2.

f2 - frequency at end of roll-off.

Dividing Eq. (5C) by Eq. (6C) produces the roll-
Mv1  .-- off rate,

I, :log-

r = (20) (log 2)--- (7C)
MY, m •, log 'I2

IMVZ
I By approximating log 2- 0.3

FI FZ
Frequency lOg 'Ih._•

r.= 6- lo-2- (8C)

Fig. C-2- Voltage-frequency log
roll-off curve log (I
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THE APPLICATION OF DIGITAL ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES
,TO THE ANALYSIS OF SHOCK AND VIBRATION DATA*

John W. Yerkes
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

The analysis of shock and vibration data is becoming more and more
difficult as tests become complex and space payloads require lighter
and more cfficient structures. This paper describes the evolution of a
new, inexpensive, digital data system to help automate the laboratory
and solve the more difficult problems. A unique multiplexing technique
allows the sampling of many channels of 2000-cps data.

PURPOSE THE DESIGN PROBLEM

The purpose of this paper is to describe a The major systems design problem involved
convenient, inexpensive, high-speed digital sys- in the digital acquisition of dynamic data follows
tem for shock and vibration data acquisition, directly from communication theory on the de-
and to discuss some of its design considerations. tection of a signal in the presence of noise for

discrete data. 1-4 From the instrumentation
The paper will outline some problems in- standpoint this reduces to the problems of band-

volved in the digital sampling of 2000-cps data width, of channels, sampling rate, and time
with a brief reference to some elements of corn- duration. In the design of any such system the
munication theory. The parts of the data sys- solution to the design problem must encompass
tem will also be described with special emphasis the whole problem; that is, not only should the
on the programming variations possible with the data gathered be an accurate representation of
unusual multiplexing techniques employed, the physical events being measured, but it should

be gathered in such a way that the basic assump-
This digital invasion of a traditionally ana- tions of subsequent analysis are satisfied. In

log area is justified by the speed and quality of this case, the amplifier linearity, drift, and
the analysis possible and because of the ease of bandwidth, the sample and hold aperture time,
implementing new and different digital data and the analog-to-digital converter accuracy
analysis techniques. This data system is quite are all concerned with the adequacy of meas-
general-purpose in its abilities. It can be, and urement. The questions of sampling rate, time
is, used on a wide variety of typical laboratory duration, and conversion resolution are concerned
data problems which require an above average
amount of analysis. Most of the examples in I A.
this paper refer to shock and vibration uses, A. Samulon, "Spectrum Analysis of Transient

but the discussion applies to any data problem Response Curves," Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs.,
m39:175-186 (1951).

meeting certain theoretical qualifications and 2 "Computer Controlled Systems," Scientific Data
within the limits of 50 channels and 4-kc band- Systems Inc., Santa Monica, California (1962),
width, which meet the sampling of the following pp. 3-1 to 3-6.
section. 3 Blackman and Tukey, The Measurement of

Power S§ectrum From the Point of View of the
Communications Engineer (Dover Publications
Inc., New York, N.Y., 1958) pp. 84-117.4 J. B. Scarborough, Numerical Mathematical

*This paper was not presented at the symposium. Anylsis (Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore,

22, 1958).
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with the adequacy of the analysis. Since the the data system sufficiently to take into account
purpose of the data system is to produce ana- the following parameters:
lyzable data, analysis considerations will be
discussed first. e The highest frequency of interest in the

data.

ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS e The energy content of the Information in
the data spectrum above the highest frequency

The quality of the digital analysis techniques of interest. (This energy must be filtered out.)
for dynamic data are intimately determined by
how well the raw data represents what it is e The shape or slop characteristics of the
supposed to represent, and by the assumptions actual filters to be used in the data system.
of the Fourier transform. The analysis tech-
niques are based on the assumption that the in- e The stability of the data, or the rate of
put is an ensemble of sinusoids; therefore, the change of information in the data with time.
first design question is related to the sampling
rate required to rresent all of the relevant e The type of analysis to be performed on
frequencies in the data. The ratio of the sam- the data.
piing rate to the highest frequencies of data that
can be sampled legitimately is defined in a basic It must be remembered that too high a sampling
theorem evolved by Nyquist. I The highest input rate, with respect to the frequency content of
data frequency that can be uniquely defined by the data, will not improve accuracy and will
the digital system is commonly called the fold- cause excessive computer time to be used.
ing frequency or Nyquist frequency. This fre-
quency limit is defined by the following equation:

I TYPICAL SOLUTIONS

The highest frequency of interest in most
vibration or environmental laboratories is 2000

Where, cps. This frequency is a common analysis cut-

off point and is becoming a tradition in most
f. - the folding or Nyquist frequency, and labs. In the past, vibration testing stopped at

6t = the fixed time between digital samples 500 cps, then it crept up to 1000 cpe, and now
in seconds. with most equipment the limit is 2000 cps.

Whatever the particular circumstances behind
this limit, we doubled it in order to be sage; we

If the sampling rate is in samples per second said that our maximum possible analysis limit
and the frequency in cycles per second, it can wudb 00ce

be seen that this equation can also be expressed would be 4000 cps.

as follows: Usually in lab tests there is not much
energy left in the spectrum at 2000 cps. The

fD = 2 f,, (2) most common reason for this is the low-pass
filtering systems usually found in front of the

Where, vibration power amplifier. Not much energy
can be present in real structures at 2000 cpe

fv = the digital sampling rate. because the wavelength at this frequency in
metal is getting relatively short compared to

More simply, the folding frequency occurs at specimen dimensions. At any rate, if there is
one-half the digital sampling rate. If informa- any energy this high in the spectrum, it must
tion is digitized of a higher frequency than this be filtered to prevent ambiguity.
limit, it could be analyzed incorrectly and no
longer have a unique identity. Theoretically, if The best kinds of filters to use are those
a filter with an infinitely sharp cutoff could be that can be described mathematically and those
applied to the data before it was digitized, and that exhibit little change in phase lag with chang-
that filter could be set just above the highest lng frequency. Filters of the Bessel family are
frequency of interest, the data system sampling probably most commonly usedZ because they
rate would only have to sample the data 4000 are easy to make and exhibit sharp rolloff.
times per second to be able to distinguish or Blackman and Tukey, 3 in their book on the
extract any information from 0 to 1999 cps. measurement of power spectrum recommend
Real-World filters are not infinitely sharp, that (as a general rule) if a sharp cut-off Bessel
therefore, we must raise the sampling rate of filter is used, the folding frequency can be set at
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fn - (3/2)fo 3. (3) The actualm mpling rates chosen for our data
system were three in number-13,900, 6950, and

Where, 2500 samples per second. Why these particular
numbers were picked is explained in the follow-

*mx, maximum frequency of interest and ing section which describes the data system.

f, a Nyquist or folding frequency. DATA SYSTEM OUTLINE

In our particular case, by assuming that The digital data system purchased to meet
the requirements outlined in the previous sec-

f 4000 cps and fn = (3/2) (4000) tions is similar to many systems now being used
6000 cps, the results of using Eq. (2) in the field to measure low-frequency data (less
to find fD would be than 100 cps). The major contribution of this

particular system involves the multiplexer. In
fo Z 2f, = (2)(6000) f 12,000 samples per sec- order to spend more time on this item, the rest

ond, of the system will only be covered briefly.

or, the required digital sampling rate is 12,000 The data system is an all solid-state sys-
samples per second. By using similar logic, tem using the latest types of silicon transistors
6000 samples per second would be sufficient to and diodes, exclusively. A block diagram,
define 2000-cps data if a sharp filter is used, Fig. 2, illustrates the general connection of
starting right at the cutoff point. (Average slope the subsystems. The system. is highly portable
of a sixth order Bessel filter is about 35 db per and contained in two standard 10-inch racks; it

octave. See Figure 1 for typical curves.) requires no air conditioning.

At this point a word of caution must be ap-
pended: each case should be examined carefully Transducers
to see what errors will occur and how important
they are. Avoid buying a system which will not Piezoelectric accelerometers are used
meet the necessary requirements. almost exclusively in high-frequency shock

0
R0 FQUENCY RESP
OF BESSEL FILTERS

20 BY OROER

30 --

1 1F
0-

10 * 100 1000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. I - Frequency response of Bessel filters by order
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r- DIGITAL DAITA SYSTEM

EXTERAL SIE OSCLLATOCTNOR

Fig.2 - loc dIagra f hihseddgta aasse

L.ISYSTEM RECORDE

EXTEROMMqAL SIN OSCILLATOR INPUT

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of high-speed digital data system

and vibration work, mainly because of their the analog voltage to an equivalent binary num-
light weight, high signai output, and resistance ber. The ADC contains sample-and-hold cir-
to damage at high g levels. cuitry in its input stage; this performs the func-

tion of freezing the rapidly moving AC voltages.
The sample-and-holf is basically a capacitor

Buffer Amplifiers charging process with electronic switches to
expose the capacitor circuit to the slewing volt-

The system is provided with 20 piezoelec- age for a precise amount of time. In this sys-
tric buffer amplifiers. They are all solid state tem, the charging circuitry is only exposed to
and are mounted on plug-in cards, one to a card. the input for 4 microseconds, during which time
The basic amplifier circuitry is that of an AC- it matches and tracks the moving voltage. When
amplifier; minimum input impedance is 300 the input gate disconnects the sample-and-hold
megohms when connected to the transducer. from the input signal, it stops changing and
This is sufficient impedance to give a maximum holds the voltage at the time the gate closes.
of ±1/2-percent error from 5 to 5000 cps due to The variance in gate closing times causes the
all sources. There are two amplifier gains major portion of the error here, which can be a
available (I and 10). maximum of 500 nanoseconds, total and can con-

tribute as much as 0.3 percent of full-scale
error when the signal is moving 2000.cps. After

Multiplexer the sample-and-hold is operated, the analog-
to-digital converter measures the voltage value

The output of each buffer amplifier is fed frozen on the capacitor circuit. This process
into the analog multiplexer. The job of the takes about 30 microseconds; at the end of this
multiplexer is to connect one channel at a time time, a 14-bit'binary number with its plus or
to the analog-to-digital converter, upon com- minus sign is gated into the format generator.
mand from the system control. The multiplexer In this particular system, the binary number is
(or scanner) in this system is again all solid arranged so that each individual bit is equal to
state. It will switch the 0- to 10-volt outputs of either I millivolt or 100 microvolts, depending
the 20 buffer amplifiers with a maximum error on the settings of the buffer amplifiers.
of 0.01 percent of full scale at rates up to 20,000
channels per second. This particular multiplexer
can be randomly programmed and it operates in Format Generator
a unique manner which will be explained later.

The format generator (also often called

Analog-to-Digital Converter digital multiplexer) must arrange the binary
values in the correct format for digital record-

After the multiplexer connects a particular ing. IBM format is used in this system. The
channel, the analog-to-digital converter changes format generator also counts the number of bits
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(ones or zeros) being gated out onto the tape and in rechecked to make sure the recording proc-
generates a parity bit which is added to the re- ess is proceeding properly. If parity errors
cording. This parity bit assures that the num- are detected (some columns have an odd num-
ber of binary ones across the tape will always her of ones instead of an even number), a signal
be even, that is either zero, two, four, or six is sent back to the data system to tell the op-
ones. In this manner, the tape can be rechecked erator something is wrong. Tapes recorded
when it is read into the computer to make sure can be analyzed directly on an IBM 7090 without
the data is being read back properly. prior editing, if desired. The format of the data

recorded is shown in Fig. 3 with an explanation
of the synch-bit information. The recorder used

Digital Recorder in this system operates at 75 and 37-1/2 ips.
The recorder uses standard IBM packing densi-

The recorder is a high-density, dual-speed ties of either 200 or 556 characters per inch of
transport equipped with read-after-write heads 1/2 tape. As explained in Fig. 3, it takes three
and electronics. All data recorded is immedi- character slots on the tape to describe one data
ately read back on a second head, and the parity word. Multiplying the tape speed by the standard

IBM TRACK
DESIGNATION

A Parity Parity Parity Parity Parity Parity Parity
B A* 2048 32
C B* 1024 16
8 C* 512 8
4 + or - 256 4
2 8192 128 2
1 4096 64 1

\--ONE DATA WORD, THREE
CHARACTER SLOTS.

- DIRECTION OF MOTION OF
MAGNETIC TAPE

EXPLANATION OF CODES ON TAPE:

A* = WORD SYNCH. PULSE ....... BINARY ONE IN SLOT WITH MOST SIGNIFICANT
DIGITS OR BITS.

B* = CHANNEL SYNCH. PULSE .... BINARY ONE WHENEVER ANALOG MULTI-
PLEXER CHANGES CHANNELS, BINARY ZERO
REST OF TIME.

C* = SCAN SYNCH PULSE ........ BINARY ONE WHENEVER ANALOG MULTI-
PLEXER RETURNS TO CHANNEL ONE, BINARY
ZERO REST OF TIME.

(WHEN "A" AND "B" ARE BOTH ONE'S YOU ARE READING THE FIRST DATA WORK
ON A NEW CHANNEL. WHEN A, B, AND C ARE ALL ONES YOU ARE READING THE
FIRST DATA WORD ON CHANNEL ONE.)

Fig. 3 - IBM tape format of high-speed digital data system
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densities and dividing by three, produces the We sample the 20 channels by cheating,
three sampling rates mentioned earlier (2500, legitimately. That is to say, we know something
6950, and 13,900 samples per second). It can about the data we are supposed to be independ-
thus be seen that the recorder limitations are ently measuring. We know the sinusoidal input
one of the first things to be looked Into. IBM or driving frequency of the testing vibrator, and
now has a higher density in operation: 800 we know that the vibration is almost stationary
characters per inch. This can be incorporated in nature, or at least we know its rate of change
into the system later to give an ultimate speed from a true stationary process. Stationary
of 20,000 samples per second. means that successive, statistically correct

samples of data, when analyzed, will not show
any change in a given period of time.

DWELL MULTIPLEXING CONTROL
In most flight telemetry systems and other

As mentioned previously, the problem con- digital systems recording field phenomena, very
fronting the designer of a digital system for little is known about the frequency content of the
high-frequency vibration data is primarily one data at any given time (except possibly the high-
of bandwidth and number of channels. As shown est frequency to expect). Under these conditions
in the review of sampling theorem, 4000 sam-s one has no choice but to sample sequentially,
ples per second would be, theoretically, the and as frequency goes up, the number of chan-
lowest sampling rate per channel, for 2000-cps nels must come down. The basic processes of
data. We know that this rate, because of filter flight are not stationary as is a vibration lab-
limitations, must be about 7000 to 10,000 sam- oratory test. Knowing this fact alone requires
ples per second. The method normally used to more frequent sampling.
control a multiplexer can be described by the
word sequential. The usual control involves The multiplexer in this system can function
digitizing channel one, then channel two, then in the normal sequential manner is desired and
three, four, five, and so on, until all channels provided the frequencies are low enough. This
in the system have been read once. The multi- type of sampling will be called DC. A second
plexer then returns to channel one and starts mode of operation of this multiplexer will be
through again. This type of multiplexer control called AC to signify its adaptability for sam-
is common to most digital data systems includ- pling high frequencies. In the AC mode, the
ing missile and satellite telemetry systems. multiplexer starts on channel one as in the DC
The preferential sampling of certain channels mode. Multiple readings are made on channel
containing higher frequency information involves one, instead of just a single reading. When the
about the only variation of this technique. multiplexer has dwelled long enough to gather a

sufficient number of readings to define that
If this technique were used to sample 2000- channel completely, it switches to the next, and

cps data, and we were to use the criteria de- so on, until all channels have been measured.
veloped earlier, we could only sample two The multiplexer then returns to channel one and
channels. (The system tape recorder is limited starts through again. As long as the sampling
to about 14,000 three-character words per sec- rate is fast enough to sample the highest fre-
ond in IBM format.) The fastest digital recorder quency of interst in one channel and enough
available, which records IBM forinat directly, samples are taken before switching to the next,
runs at a tape speed of 150 ips. This is still all the criteria are satisfied. The number of
only twice as fast as the recorder in our system. samples required on a given channel before
When this machine is used, 4 channels, or pos- switching depends on the degree of confidence
sibly 5 if the criteria is squeezed, can be required and the type of analysis made on the
multiplexed. data. The correlation between channels meas-

ured in this manner depends on two factors-
Clearly, two channels are better than none, (1) The time required to sample all channels

but they are not very handy for recording 20 or connected to the input, and (2) The rate of change
30 accelerometers in real time during routine of the almost stationary process.
tests.

The controls of this system allow three dif-
A new system or method of multiplexing ferent analog to digital converter rates. 'These

has been developed which allows the simultane- are set according to the highest frequency of
ous, real time, recording of 20 or more chan- interest desired. Additional controls allow the
nels of 2000-cpe sinusoidal vibration data. This counting of zero crossings of the fundamental
method is applicable to any system which has sinusoid in the vibration system and cause the
sufficient speed to digitize one channel within changing of multiplexer channels every 1, 5, or
the previously developed criteria. 10 vibration cycles.
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Any known analysis can be performed on of data include crystal balls, hokus-pokus, vis-
sinusoldal data If it is sampled at a rate 5 times ual inspection, black magic, and guesswork. All
the highest frequency of interest, and if 10 se- of these methods are in the same boat.
quential waves are sampled. At 1000 cps, if set
on 10 waves, the multiplexer can scan 20 chan- A digital data gathering system for this
nels in 200 milliseconds, or define each channel type of dynamic test and analysis encourages
5 times per second. At 2000 cps it will read the engineer to think about the type of analysis
every channel 10 times per second. If it is de- he wants before the money is spent on the test.
sired to sweep from low to high frequencies A system such as this can turn out labeled
without changing any controls, this can be done, graphs or compute the most complex correla-
but an excessive number of samples will be tion factors, draw pictures of node lines, or
taken at the lower frequencies. In our system look for failures automatically. Dynamic sys-
the computer program will throw out the extra tems are very difficult systems to understand,
readings and only compute on the required which is all the more reason to get analytical
number, thus making the system completely when analyzing them.
automatic.

One additional factor Is very important in
this day of competition-more personnel in the

SUMMARY laboratory cannot solve the problems of in-
creased complexity and sophistication in tests

The major contribution made by the digital and testing systems. Our system was designed
system described here is that both the labora- In conjunction with a four-thruster vibration
tory and the customers are now required to system. One trained man can operate the entire
think about the test before it happens. Automa- system while testing very large specimens with
tion in the data gathering processes for shock many instrumentation points. The complete
and vibration has been slow in coming. The data system, including digital recorder, costs
most popular analysis techniques for this type less than $50,000 delivered.
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REAL-TIME ANALYSIS OF RANDOM VIBRATION
POWER DENSITY SPECTRA"

P. T. Schoenemann
Sandia Corporation

Albuquerque, New Mexico

This paper describes an analysis method which, using a multiple-filter
spectrum analyzer operating in real time, is capable of providing power
density spectra, Fourier analysis, and a bandpass filter analysis.

INTRODUCTION is, in general, nonstationary, requiring simul-
taneous analysis in both frequency and time.

The large quantities of random vibration
data that Sandia Corporation Livermore Labo-
ratory (SCLL) has handled required finding a ANALYZER

means of obtaining power density spectra that
was considerably faster than the usual swept- The analysis method adopted uses a multi-

filter techniques. An acceptable system would pie-filter spectrum analyzer, operating in real

have to be able to analyze both stationary sig- time, that is capable of providing power density

nals from laboratory tests and nonstationary spectra, Fourier analysis, or bandpass filter
signals from missile flight environments, analysis. Figure 1 shows a functional block

diagram of one channel of the analyzer. This
Swept-filter techniques have the advantages analyzer was built to SCLL specifications by

of selectable filter bandwidths and only one Technical Products Company.
channel to calibrate; however, analysis time Is
too long for practical purposes when the amount For power density spectrum analysis, the
and type of data are considered. For example, signal is filtered, squared, averaged, and nor-
30 or more accelerometers are not uncommon malized for the bandwidth of the filter. The
on a vibration table test; missile flight vibration averaging and normalizing functions areprovided

Squarer Integrator
Bypass Bypass

Integrator Commutator

Ampoirer Magnrto rlctve Detector Amplifier Output

Oscillator Reference 97 KC for 15-2050 cps analysis
Oscillator
Frequency 99 KC for 2015-4050 cpa analysis

Fig. I - Functional block diagram of one channel of analyzer

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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by the integrator amplifier. For the Fourier with 97 kc for 15- to 2050-cps analysis and with
analysis, the squaring circuit is bypassed (Fig. 99 kc for 2015- to 4050-cps analysis. The lower
2). For bandpass filter analysis, each channel sideband is applied to the filter set.
acts as a real-time filter (Fig. 3).

The nominal filter characteristics for anal-
The actual filters are magnetostrictive rod ysis of data in the 15- to 2050-cps frequency

filters with center frequencies set from 96,980 range are given in Table 1. For the analysis of
to 95,000 cps. The input signal is heterodyned 2015- to 4050-cps data, 2000 cps is added to the

Input

Modulator Power FitrDtctrOtu
Amplifier FCtrDtr ertromutputo

LReerencre
Oscillator

Fig. Z - Functional block diagrarm of one channel of analyzer for Fourier analysis

Sign&al
Input

Power

Modulator Amplifier Filter Detector -- *Amplifier Eor~

Referfence]

Oscillator

Fig. 3 - Functional block diagram of one channel of analyzer for bandpass filter analysis

TABLE I
Random Vibration Analyzer Channels for 15- to 2050-cps Analysis

Channel Center Bandwidth Channel Center Bandwidth
No. Frequency (cps) No. Frequency (cps)

1 20 10 12 130 10
2 30 10 13 140 10
3 40 10 14 150 10
4 50 10 15 160 10
5 60 10 16 175 25
6 70 10 17 200 25
7 80 10 18 225 25
8 90 10 19 250 25
9 100 10 20 275 25

10 110 10 21 300 25
11 120 10 22 325 25
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TABLE I (Cont.)
Random Vibration Analyzer Channels for 15- to 2050-cpa Analysis

n Center I Bftndwldti Channel FeCenter
No. Frequency J - (cps) No. Frequency (cps)

23 350 25 37 900 50
24 375 25 38 950 50
25 400 25 39 1000 50
26 425 25 40 1050 50
27 450 25 41 1100 100
28 475 25 42 1200 100
29 500 50 43 1300 100
30 550 50 44 1400 100
31 600 50 45 1500 100
32 650 50 46 1600 100
33 700 50 47 1700 100
34 750 50 48 1800 100
35 800 50 49 1900 100
36 850 50 50 2000 100

center frequencies. This is accomplished merely The analyzer can be operated in various
by changing the heterodyne reference frequency modes, depending upon the type of data to be
by 2000 cps. Provisions are included for use of treated. For signals of long duration, the ana-
an external oscillator so that other 2-kc fre- lyzer is operated in a continuous mode in which
quency bands of interest may be analyzed. the system sequentially samples the spectrum

for the number of seconds chosen (1 to 10, as
The integration time for power density mentioned previously) and reads out the data

spectra analysis or Fourier analysis is varia- through a commutator. The readout operation
ble in unif Iteps from 1 to 10 seconds. It can takes 1 second. This sequence repeats continu-
be shown", that, for stationary random sig- ously. In this mode, samples of the spectrum
nals, the variance of an estimate of the power are obtained throughout the duration of the sig-
density spectrum about the true spectrum de- nal being analyzed.
creases with increase in sampling time. That
is, for a phenomenon with unchanging statistical For short duration data (but not less than 1
characteristics, an estimate is more reliable If second), the system is capable of sampling and
it is obtained from a large sample. For such reading out once. Initiation of this mode is con-
phenomena, long averaging times are desirable. trolled either by a pushbutton on the front panel
For nonstationary phenomena, such as are en- or by an externally applied signal triggered
countered in many missile flight environments, from the actual flight data tape.
the statistical properties change in time, and
long samples are relatively meaningless. In
such cases, shorter samples that are contiguous Data Output
in time, yield more meaningful data.3

The outputs of the individual channels are
commutated at the end of each sampling period.

1C. T. Morrow, "Averaging Time and Data Re- An output proportional to the center frequencies
duction Time for Random Vibration Spectra," of the filters is provided coincidentally to yield
J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 30, Nos. 5 and 6 semilog x-y plots on oscilloscopes. A Hughes
(June 1958). model 104 memoscope is used for monitoring

2 R. B. Blackman and J. W. Tukey, "The Meas- and system alignment. A Tektronix model 536
urement of Power Spectra from the Point of
View of Communications Engineering." Bell oscilloscope is available for photographic data
System Technical Journal, Part I, Vol. 37 recording using either a Beattle-Coleman 35-
(January 1958) and Part 1U, Vol. 37 (March mm camera controlled by the analyzer, or a
1958). Polaroid camera.3P. T. Schoenemann, "Measurement of Power
Spectra for Nonstationary Random Signals," The commutated output of the power density
Sandia Corporation Livermore Laboratory, spectrum analyzer is displayed on oscillograph
SCTM 311-6Z-81 (April 196Z). (Available from
the Office of Technical Services, Department recordings along with the time record of the
of Commerce, Washington Z5, D. C., Price signal being analyzed (Fig. 4). The sequence of
$.50. ) data frames is usually in the following order:
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Dispi.., of data, boing azja1sod

Pulaoi tidicaUng MWd of samnple

DLPIA)la of X axis output (used for
channel identification in data reduction)

fli:p1Gy of commutsted MSD
analyzer output

Fig. 4 -Oscillograph presentation of analyzer output for flight data

1. At least three 10-second samples of obtained by averaging at least 3 of the lO-sec-
white-noise calibration. ond calibration values for the channel. For ex-

ample, the calibration for Channel 50 of any

2. Analysis of the data for the 15- to 2050- data frame is obtained by averaging the values
cps fequecy rnge.of Channel 50 for three separate calibration
cpu fequecy rnge.frames. This method ol calibration removes

the necessity of having all 50 channel gains set
3. Analysis of the data for the 2016- to for the same output for white-noise input.

4050-cps frequency range (if needed).
Figure 5 shows osciliograph records of

The calibration frames apply to both the calibration, input spectra, and response spectra
15- to 2050-cpu and 2015. to 4050-cpu data. produced by the analyzer for a vibration table
The calibration for one channel of data Is test.
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)
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Speftrem Sample @ Unit Accee.rometer

Fig. 5 - Examples of oscillograph outputs for
shaker random vibration data

Accuracy nature of the nonstatlonary characteristics of
the signal.

The analyzer yields data that is accurate
to within 10 percent. This means that a given
signal sample repeatedly analyzed will yield DATA ANALYSIS
spectrum samples within 10 percent of the actual
spectrum of the sample. The output of the analyzer is converted to

suitable form for analysis on an IBM 1401 dig-
The statistical reliability of the sample is ital computer. The following finished data is

an additional consideration. The spectrum of a obtained:
stationary signal is defined as the average over-
all time of the (signal) 2/cps. A finite sample r Power density spectra plots.
will, in general, yield only an estimate of this
true spectrum. As is shown in Ref. 2, the esti- * RMS values corresponding to the spectral
mate for stationary signals becomes more reli- plots.
able as the product of filter bandwidth times
the sampling time, increases. s Estimates of transmissibility functions

(for vibration table tests).
For nonstationary phenomena, such as most

missile flight environments, the above argument The power density spectra plots are ob-
is not true. Thd analyzer then yields spectral tained merely by comparing the raw data to the
samples that are accurate to within 10 percent. calibration. The rms values are determined by
Determination of the statistical reliability of the taking the square root of the area under the
samples necessitates a knowledge of the detailed power density plots. This provides a check
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when compared with true rms meter readings be nonstatlonary is Ignored, sometimes with
taken during the actual tests. Estimates of unfortunate consequences. A succession of
transmissibility functions are obtained using spectrum samples adjacent In time Is needed to
the following formula: completely describe the power density spectrum

of a nonstationary signal. For an item that frac-
r-f) -V t tures on a shaker, the gpectrum samples beforeF fracture yield Informaton concerning reso-

where nances of the item, and the transition of the
spectrum after fracture indicates at what fre-

H(f) is the transmissibility function, quencies and at what time the trouble occurred.
Complex situations abound where the changes

P(f) out is the power density spectrum In the spectrum are continuous. One such con-
of the response signal, and dition Is the vibration environment experienced

by a missile in flight. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show
P( f) in is the power density spectrum successive spectrum samples, each averaged

of the input signal. for I second, taken from telemetered missile
vibration data. Figure 9 shows the same phe-

In this calculation, the raw data may be nomenon, but averaged over the total interval
used because the calibration applies to both the of Figs. 6, 7, and 8. The time-varying charac-
numerator and the denominator in the expres- teristics of the spectrum are lost when too long
sion and, therefore, is cancelled out. an averaging time is used.

APPLICATIONS TO NONSTATION- An analyzer suitable for the spectral analy-
ARY PHENOMENA sis of nonstationary random signals must meas-

ure all the spectrum all of the time. The amount
In many practical engineering applica- of reduced data is necessarily more voluminous

tions, the fact that the process measured may than for stationary processes because a function

1. 000 44

_ I" *ý 4  I ý-,j 7 4;
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.600 4
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Fig. 6 - Missile vibration power spectrum (sample 1)
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of two variables, frequency and time, is being vibration data. Because all of the spectrum is
measured and another order of complexity is observed for all of the time, the analysis of
introduced. nonstatlonary phenomena is also facilitated.

CONCLUSION

The use of a multiple-filter spectrum ana-

lyzer allows real-time reduction of random
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TWO NEW SYSTEMS FOR MEASURING
VIBRATION DATA IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN*

Earl Channell and Robert Clautice
Minneapolis -Honeywell

Two analysis systems-a 1/3-octave-band true-rms spectral analyzer
and a narrow-band heterodyne true-rms spectral analyzer-have been
developed. These systems were developed for the Aeronautical System
Division's new sonic test facility.

INTRODUCTION GENERAL

Despite recent interest in statistical and To simplify the description and better
time domain analysis of random vibration and illustrate the design objectives of the subject
noise phenomena, frequency or spectral analy- spectrum analyzers, a brief r :view of basic
sis continues to provide the structural design techniques and absumptions is in order. First,
and test engineer with meaningful answers in it is assumed that there is available a finite data
usable form. Unfortunately, the answers have sample of a stationary process and that this is
often been inadequate because the available made repetitive by recording it on a loop of
analysis equipment lacked the required dynamic magnetic tape. The analysis tecbniques dis-
range and accuracy, or excessively compro- cussed here are also applicable to continuous
mised the underlying mathematical principles, samples of an ergodic statio.ary process or, in
This was the situation which existed when de- some cases, to real time or on-line analysis.
sign specifications were written by Bolt, Bera- However, the tape loop input is most common
nek, and Newman for the new sonic test facility and best serves to illustrate the principle.
at Wright Air Development Division (WADD).
Because this facility would provide new meas- Analog spectral analysis of this type of
urement capabilities, it became necessary to data usually takes one of two forms. For a
specify new analysis equipment commensurate quick-look, parallel octave-band analysis is
with those capabilities. In response to those often employed through the use of a device
specifications, Minneapolis-Honeywell under- similar to the 1/3-octave system to be de-
took development of two analysis systems, for scribed later. For detailed analysis, a narrow-
the WADD facility, which would provide sub- band approach is employed, through the use of a
stantial improvement over commercially avail- heterodyne analyzer. In either case, the basic
able equipment. The result of this development techniques are rather straightforward and do
is a 1/3-octave-band, true-rms spectral ana- not require detailed explanation. But, a quick
lyzer and a narrow-band heterodyne, true-rms review of these basic devices will serve to
spectral analyzer. Both of these systems pro- illustrate the problems which had to be solved
vide high accuracy and range, as well as design in order to provide the sonic facility with the
techniques which substantially decrease the needed spectral analysis capability.
compromise often necessary when electronic
devices are used to implement mathematical In the parallel filter device, each filter has
relationships, a different center frequency passing only a

*This paper was not presented at the Symposium.
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restricted frequency band. The output of the The typical heterodyne device employs a vari-
filters is usually commutated so that only one able LC or voltage controlled type oscillator
measuring circuit is required. The amplifier which sweeps through a range of 10 or 20 kc.
and detector must handle the full frequency Even under the best conditions, the oscillators
range of the system as well as the full dynamic usually provide an accuracy that is perhaps no
range. better than 1 percent of full scale. Conse-

quently, it is usual to provide several full-scale
In the heterodyne device (Fig. 1), a single frequency ranges so that with several sequen-

narrow filter with a fixed center frequency is tial analyses, the full spectrum can be obtained
employed, the data frequency being translated with a frequency accuracy that is a reasonable
into an intermediate frequency by the hetero- percentage of the reading. Thus, capability and
dyne action. Here, only the input amplifier and accuracy are further limited. To overcome
modulator must accommodate the full frequency such problems and provide needed accuracy
range; the detector operates only on the i-f. All and capability in the spectral analysis section
circuits, however, must handle the full dynamic of the test facility, the subject equipment was
range desired for the system. Furthermore, if developed.
the power spectrum or the true rms is re-
quired, the dynamic range at the detector
(squarer) output is twice that of its input. Since
power or true rms is usually the desired quan- NARROW-BAND ANALYZER
tity, and since with the present state-of-the-art TECHNIQUES
squaring devices are generally limited to 30 db
or less at the input, it follows that most spec- The narrow-band system developed for
tral analyses are limited to a 30-db (referred WADD uses the basic heterodyne principle, but
to the input) range. But, magnetic tape can radically improves the method of adapting, that
provide a 50-db signal-to-noise ratio on a principle to spectral analysis. For example, a
wide-band basis. On a narrow-band basis, stepped, rather than swept, frequency scan is
which is what one achieves with spectral analy- combined with a true integration (in the RMS
sis, a tape system is capable of 70 db or more. Computer) to provide improved accuracy and
Also transducers are capable of far more than resolution while reducing analysis time. Fur-
30 db. Consequently, with typical techniques ther, a unique method of dynamic range exten-
the spectrum analyzer severely limits the in- sion allows true-rms measurements over 70 db
herent dynamic range whenever power spectral referred to system input. In keeping with these
or true-rms readings are required. advanced techniques, complete system automa-

tion is accomplished with digital logic program-
In addition to the problem of dynamic range, ming. Finally, these features are realized with

there is usually a problem of frequency accu- modular packaging of solid-state circuitry
racy, particularly with the heterodyne analyzer. (Fig. 2).

S . I-- - " I

OSCILLATOR~r COTOLO

PROGAMME GENEATO MOS-E1LEYTI r

Fig. 1 - Block diagram' of narrow-band spectrum analyzer
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Fig. 2 - Rack layout of narrow-band spectrum analyzer

Graphic results of this design are illus- 5-cps square wave have been plotted with a
trated in the sample plots of Figs. 3 and 4. 1-cps bandwidth by x-axis linear expansion,
Figure 3 displays the high resolution and dy- thereby providing the necessary horizontal
namic range capabilities by analysis of a 5-cps spread of points for readability.
square wave. Analysis of a perfect square
wave should reveal no even harmonics, and odd It should be noted that the spectrum mode
harmonics should fall off at a rate of 20 db per (sine-wave filter weighting) was used on this
decade. The plot represents a 1.414-v rms plot. Connecting lines were added to this graph
square wave so that the 5-cps component is I v to eliminate confusion due to losses in repro-
rms (0 db). The imperfection of the square duction techniques.
wave is shown by the even harmonics which
may be seen in the region of -60 db. The am- Figure 4 is a plot of the white random
plitudes of the odd harmonics closely follow the noise output of a GR Model 1390-A random
ideal 20 db per decade rolloff. The partial loss noise generator whose output is low-pass fil-
of resolution is immediately evident when the tered at approximately 10 kc. The filtered
system switches to 5-cps bandwidth as pro- noise is adjusted to 1 v rms. The analyzer is
grammed. An additional feature of the system in spectral density mode such that all points
is scale expansion which allows close investi- represent rms, or (energy/cps).
gation at high frequencies. In this mode of op-
eration, the frequency axis is changed to linear If the input were precisely 10-kc bandwidth
and the x voltage is expanded. By use of this at the system input, the plot should be flat at
mode, the 49th, 50th, and 51st harmonics of a -40 db. This assumes equal energy per cycle
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and a bandwidth reduction of 10,000 to 1 where requires considerably more data reduction time
the voltage ratio should be b or 100 to 1 than integrating for 2-percent accuracy (re-
(-40 db). ferred to the integrated value) even when the

method of frequency scitn is not considered.
That the plot appears at about -43 db bears

out the fact that the input bandwidth is greater The stepped scan approach permits deter-
than 10 kc. The input low-pass filter is down 3 mination of the precise summation of energy in
db at 15 kc. a filter band because the analysis window (fre-

The plotted curve of Fig. 4 follows the GR quency band) remains stationary over the total
Model's plnshed resof Fug. in that i sample while the energy in that band is inte-
gisModespublished response curve, oin tabt 20 grated (true Miller integrator method). Then
gins to depart from a straight line at about during the loop dead time (when the tape splice
cps. The results, however, show a slightly is passing over the head) the oscillator is
faster fall-off below 10 cps for this particular stepped one bandwidth and a new integration is
unit. begun.

All four bandwidths are presented in Fig. 4,
demonstrating bandwidth normalization by the Not only does this method give the best
flat response. Further, one can quickly discern possible energy estimate with maximum fre-
the range of each bandwidth by the spread of the quency resolution, but optimum analysis time
plotted points. Integration time is 5 seconds in is also achieved because the maximum sweep
every case. In one-cycle bandwidth, point speed of one bandwidth per data sample time is
spread may be as great as ±2.5 db due to the always accomplished.
statistical uncertainty of the narrow band and
relatively short integration time. In the 5-cps
mode uncertainty is reduced to about ±1.5 db, Dynamic Range
in the 10-cps mode to *1 db, and in the 100-cps
bandwidth to about ±0.5 db. The actual figures Most available automatic laboratory ana-
are biased due to the ±1-db frequency response lyzers offer a dynamic range of 60 db for
of the GR noise generator, but it is quickly ap- straight amplitude measurements and a dy-
parent that wider bandwidth provides greator namic range of 30 db true-rms or power when
statistical certainty just as longer integration referred to the system input. With such a de-
time would have done. vice, the power spectrum in Fig. 4 could not

have been obtained in a single analysis since it
The techniques which allow plots of this is 40 db below the wide-band noise input level.

detail are discussed in the following paragraphs. This is of more than academic interest because
it is common to find components of a typical

Stepped Frequency Scan data sample which at least are this far below
the wide-band level. Consequently, the subject

The most widely used method of automatic narrow-band analyzer was designed for 70 db
spectral analysis is that of the continuously true-rms at the system input.
swept frequency scan. A basic requirement of
the swept frequency scan analysis system is The basic problem in achieving a wide
that the sweep speed must be adjusted so that, range true-rms measurement is finding a wide
the analyzer scans less than one filtei" band- range method of squaring. The squaring-
width for each loop time. This allows the ap- dynamic-range requirement for random signals
proximate coverage of an entire data sample is discussed in some detail later in the section
for each center frequency of analysis. The on the RMS Computer. Suffice it here to state
normal method of integration for this approach that the necessary squaring accuracy (approxi-
is an approximate integration or averaging net- mately ±0.3 db or ±3 percent of reading re-
work. As a result of these approximations, the ferred to system input) was achieved over a
analyzed result at a particular point is not truly dynamic range greater than 15 db rms plus
the sum of the total energy in a frequency band peak factor. Thus, a method was required to
over the total sample, but is a recent-past- place the rms of each component within this
history weighted estimate of the energy con- range. This was accomplished by breaking the
tained in the band over some portion of the data range into seven 10-db increments with six
sample. Bendatl has shown that averaging threshold sensing circuits. The threshold sen-

sors select the 10-db increment in which the
particular component falls and place this com-

1Bendat, et al., "The Application of Statistics ponent in the acceptable squaring input range.
to the Flight Vehicle Vibration Problem," ASD Because the threshold sensor accuracy is bet-
Technical Report 61-123 (1961), section 6. ter than ±2.5 db, the total rms input dynamic
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range that must be handled by the squaring cir- ONE-THIRD-OCTAVE-BAND ANALYZER
cult is held to 15 db; the 10-db increment plus TECHNIQUES
2.5-db worst case threshold-sensor error at
either end. This system (Figs. 5 and 6) was provided

to measure random data accurately and quickly
Now that a method of accommodating dy- for relatively wide (octave or 1/3 octave) band-

namic range has been determined, it merely widths. Tried and proved B & K filters were
remains to find a way of making the increment used for the parallel filter bank. Because of
selection prior to application of the data to the the unique method of dynamic range enlarge-
squaring device. This was acco.nplished by ment already described, it was necessary to
stepping a gain sensing spectral window, one provide a second filter outpuL which could be
bandwidth ahead of the window providing fil- programmed one filter ahead of the normally
tered data for the squaring amplifier. In every selected data filter for the purpose of gain
respect, except center frequency, this gain sensing.
sensing filter is identical to the data filter.
Referring to the discussion of stepped fre- The selected data and gain sensing outputs
quency scan, if the gain sensing operation is are fed to the remaining circuits (Fig. 6) for
performed on the gain sensing filter output for true-rms computation and plotting on an X-Y
one data sample time and the proper attenua- Recorder. The output is presented as a hori-
tion is placed in series with the data filter when zontal bar graph of true-rms amplitude in db
the system is stepped by one bandwidth, then versus a log-frequency scale. Sample plots
the data filter output has been shifted to the dy- are included which show a plot of white noise
namic range of the squaring circuit. To re- (Fig. 7) and a plot of 12.5-cps sine wave
store the level removed by attenuation, a level (Fig. 8).
proportional to its rms is reapplied at the sys-
tem output. Gain sensing is performed in par- Figure 7 is included to illustrate system
allel with the data filter channel with separate operation with random noise input. Once again
circuitry so that no analysis time is lost. the GR 1390-A white noise generator was the

source. The use of octave filters provides a
System Automation linear ramp through the filter center frequen-

c:es on the log-amplitude scale. The reason
The automatic operations of frequency for this is the increasing bandwidth (logarith-

stepping and gain sensing are discussed in mic) and therefore increasing rms output, as
other portions of this paper. To provide full these filters are not normalized for bandwidth.
system usability, automatic features were also Again the relative certainty is displayed in that
incorporated to program selection of start and the higher bandwidths provide a more linear
stop limits and bandwidth switch points prior to ramp. The plot is in octave-I/3 octave overlay
the actual analysis. mode.

When it is not necessary to scan the entire Figure 8 displays operation with a sine-
range of 2 cps to 10 kc, it Is highly advanta- wave (12.5 cps) input. In this case the plot is
geous to employ start and stop limit programs in 1/3 octave only mode.
(front panel selected). When the system re-
ceives a start command, from a remote or The 1/3-octave-band analyzer has a fre-
front panel source, the system fast-scans to the quency range of 10 cps to 10 kc. The system
start frequency at a 5 kc/sec rate. At this may be programmed by front panel control to
point normal analysis procedure is employed plot in octave band, in 1/3-octave band, or both
until the system stops at the preset upper limit. (overlaying plots). System operation is accom-

plished by selection of appropriate integration
It is often advantageous to sacrifice unnec- time (front panel), selection of the desired pro-

essary frequency resolution to reduce analysis gram, and by pushing the start button.
time at the higher data frequencies. For this
reason 1, 5, 10, and 100-cps bandwidths are The RMS Computer section of the 1/3-
available for use almost anywhere in the range. octave-band analyzer is identical to that em-
Change of bandwidth is automatically accom- pioyed on the narrow-band system. Further,
plished by comparison of frequency in use with operation and capabilities of the 1/3-octave-
a front panel programmed bandwidth change type analyzer are widely understood on a man-
frequency. As soon as the bandwidth change ual basis and one merely needs to consider the
takes place, the frequency count is increased to automation and the rms measurement to com-
the new value increasing system scan rate the pare the system to a manual parallel filter type
same amount. system. For these reasons, the bulk of this
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Fig. 5 - Rack layout of 1/3-octave-band analyzer

paper has been devoted to a discussion of the Frequency Synthesizer and Programmer
heterodyne analyzer.

In order that the frequency stability and
-... accuracy requirements of the heterodyne sys-

NARROW-BAND ANALYZER CIRCUIT tern could be met, a highly sophisticated fre-
DESCRIPTION quency synthesizer was designed. This device

generates an automatically stepped frequency
The heterodyne system is composed of scan from 60 to 70 kc (0 to 10 kc referred to

three basic parts-Frequency Synthesizer and system input). Frequency accuracy, including
Programmer, Basic Analyzer, and RMS Com- stability is better than +1 cps between 60 and
puter. The Frequency Synthesizer and Pro- 61 kc, and better than *2 cps between 61 and 70
grammer combination provides an accurately kc. The oscillator frequency is generated by a
controlled, stepped, oscillator signal to the series of suppressed carrier, modulators and
Basic Analyzer. The precise frequency is precise frequency sources (Fig. 9).
mixed with the input function in the Basic Ana-
lyzer and the resultant signal is filtered. This One- and 10-cps steps from a voltage con-
filtered output is fed to the RMS Computer trolled oscillator are first added to 1 of 10 00-
which performs an rms calculation and pro- cps steps from a bank of crystal oscillators.
vides the output to the plotter. Operation of This sum, which may be anywhere between 0
each of these sectibns is discussed below, and 1 kc, is then added to 1 of 10 1-kc steps
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from a second bank of crystal oscillators. In noise bandwidth of a filter represents the width
this manner, any desired frequency between 0 of a rectangle whose top passes through the
and 10 kc (referred to system input) is auto- square of the peak of the actual filter curve and
matically selected, whose area is equal to the area under the

squared filter curve. For example, the 3-db
bandwidth of the 1-cycle filter in Fig. 11 is 1.01

Basic Analyzer cps while its effective noise bandwidth is 0.99
cps. Effective noise bandwidth may be written

The heart of the heterodyne analyzer is as:
that portion called the Basic Analyzer (Fig. 10).
This group of modules accepts the frequency BW. a e f e2(f) df

scan of 60 to 70 kc and uses it to move a spec- max

tral window through the 2-cps to 10-kc data
frequency range. This is done by first select- where e - output voltage to a fixed load.
ing the frequency band to be analyzed and
translating it to an intermediate frequency and The usual method of filter normalization is
then filtering the i-W. to provide equal outputs from all filters for

equal sine-wave inputs. This mode (spectrum)
A dual modulator scheme allows minimum is provided on the heterodyne system for the

spurious interference while also providing opti- case where it is desired to measure data con-
mum center frequency for crystal filter appli- saisting of pure sinusoids. However, a second
cation. The first i-f of 60 kc is used to elimi- mode of operation (spectral density) is provided
nate the possibility of data signals and their such that with white noise into all filters, the
harmonics feeding directly through the first output levels will be equal. In this mode the
modulator at the i-f frequency. The second i-f effective noise bandwidth is normalized to a
of 10-kc is selected for crystal filtering. 1-cps bandwidth so that the filter output is a

density (energy/cps).
The filters employed in the Basic Analyzer

are of an extremely stable crystal type. A
sample filter curve (1-cps bandwidth) is given RMS Computer
in Fig. 11. All filters have 70-db ultimate re-
jection in the stop band. Other than ultimate The root-mean-square amplitude of a data
rejection and a requirement for ±0.5-db pass- sample is the measure of the energy contained
band ripple, the primary design parameter for in that sample:
the filter is that the effective noise bandwidth
be within 10 percent of the bandwidth as deter- e2dt
mined by the half power points. The effective 4
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Fig. 10 - Block diagram of Basic Analyzer
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where as the data waveform becomes less predictable,
it is necessary to determine rms in a more

t = the sample length, and rigorous manner. The requirements of accu-
racy placed on these analyzers made it neces-

e = the instantaneous data amplitude. sary to perform the actual squ~aring and inte-
gration functions. Further, the circuitry was

For the case of sine wave data required to operate compatibly with the statis-
tical properties of random data of Gaussian

• edtdistribution.

or the average of the sample, conveys the same The RMS Computer is composed of an auto-
amount of information as the rms because there matic attenuator, a squarer, an integrator, and
is a constant relation between the two. However, a log summer (Fig. 12). Its output is
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Fig. 12 - Block diagram of RMS Computer

1/2 log e 2 dt The method of integration employed is that
1 of a high-gain chopper-stabilized amplifier witl

a precise capacitance feedback component. Two
The plot then may be considered the log of the integrators are commutated in such a way that
rms. while one integrator is charging (with open out-

put), the other integrator is storing previously
The critical element in the design of the read data (with open input) for plotting. The two

RMS Computer was that of the squaring ampli- circuits alternate so that no analysis time is
fier where dynamic range requirements are wasted. As each integrator cycles from the
quite severe. As mentioned previously, the readout position to the charging position, it is
input rms dynamic range of 15 db must be clamped to zero so that the new integration may
squared with an accuracy of 40.3 db rms. The start with negligible residual error.
instantaneous dynamic range of the input ex-
tends 15 db on either side of the 15-db rms In order that analyzer output will be inde-
range so that instantaneous peaks up to and in- pendent of sample length, normalization of the
cluding 99.9 percent of the peaks occurring in a integration time is performed. The integrator
Gaussian or Rayleigh probability distribution output is in volt- seconds rather than volts.
are considered in the energy estimate. Thus, Therefore, a 1-volt input for 1 second provides
the instantaneous input dynamic range was 45 the same output as 0.1-volt input for 10 sec-
db requiring an instantaneous squared output onds. This approach makes it possible to com-
dynamic range of 90 db. Squaring accuracy is pare directly two analyses of different sample
discussed in the appendix, length without introducing proportionality con-

stants.
The squaring method used was the straight-

forward diode function generator. The input to The log-converter portion of the log sum-
the function generator is electronically recti- mer is a unique analog device with a thermionic
fled so that it may be operated in one polarity log diode in the feedback loop of an operational
only. The rectified signal is amplified to the amplifier. The output of the log converter pro-
point wvhere the required dynamic range may be vides one of the inputs to the summer. Another
realized. input to the summer is a gain code from the

automatic attenuator. This input restores the
In normal automatic operation, it is impor- db output by precisely the amount that was re-

tant that no averaging take place prior to the moved prior to the squaring input. The sum-
integrator so that integration time is well de- mer output to the X-Y plotter is 0 to 10 volts
fined. In manual mode, however, true integra- dc, where 10 volts corresponds to 0 db, or full
tion is impractical so averaging is provided for scale, and 0 volt corresponds to -70 db. An-
manual analysis and system calibration, other log summer, operating on the analog
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voltage (volts/cps) from the Frequency Synthe- method of dynamic range extension provides
sizer, provides a log-frequency axis. the ability to measure true-rms over a 70-db

dynamic range referred to system input. The
use of spectral density filter weighting, and in-

SUMMARY tegration time normalization, allows an analy-
sis result to be presented in the standard form

Design and development of two spectral of energy/cps.
analysis systems was recently completed for
the Sonic Test Facility at Wright Air Develop-
ment Division. These systems, a one-third- The automatic features of the systems per-
octave, parallel-filter type and a narrow-band mit a minimum amount of operator time and
heterodyne type, provide extended measure- provide flexibility not previously obtainable in
ment capability to the vibration test and design commercial equipment.
engineer.

Finally, the system designs include allow-
In the case of the heterodyne analyzer, ance for the proper handling of the instantane-

several valuable features are incorporated. ous amplitude characteristics of random sig-
The use of stepped frequency scan and a true nals, as well as eliminating unnecessary
Miller Integrator provides optimum accuracy, approximations of the mathematical principles
resolution, and data reduction time. A unique involved in spectral analysis.

Appendix

DYNAMIC RANGE VERSUS INSTANTANEOUS SQUARING ACCURACY IN
THE CASE OF OPERATION ON A NARROW-BAND RANDOM SIGNAL

If it is assumed that the analysis system are located at multiples of the input band. 3 If
input is a wide-band random noise with Gaus- the output circuit selects all of one band, the
sian distribution, it is represented by: distribution may be shown to be exponential,

P(x) I e-2/20_, (2) P(x) = I e.x2/2 (2)

where for the particular case of squaring circuit with
a low-pass filter output (integrator).

0 a mean
To arrive at Eq. (2), assume the narrow-

=• standard deviation, band noise is of the form

This wide-band noise is then modulated V1 = x cos (Viat + €)•
and filtered such that the signal of interest is
the envelope of the carrier, and the modulating where x and 0 are functions of time, but vary
frequency bandwidth is small With respect to at a slow rate compared with Wm. Utilizing the
the carrier frequency. The distribution of the zero frequency multiple of the output:
envelope may be shown to be Rayleigh,Z KX2

~ z2/0,2 ~~ Aox) = . (3
P(X) -I-e-'X 2/2& 2 R > 0

,.2 where K is the gain of the squaring circuit.

0, R < 0, Rice4 has shown that the probability dis-

where 1/2 a 2 a the mean square value of x. tribution of the output envelope An(x) Is of the
form:

The noise modulated carrier is now passed
through a nonlinear device such that the output
consists of a number of frequency bands which 3Bell, Electrical Noise (Van Nostrand, 1960),

Chap. Z.
ZDavenport and Root, Random Signals and Noise 4 Rice, "Mathematical Analysis of Random
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, Noise," Bell System Technical Journal 23, 282,
1958), Chap. 8. and 24 (1946).
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* ~P(xz)PlAn(x)] ; PA(x)] 4 TABLE I
-[AAnxx] (4) Area Contribution to Squaring Inaccuracy

where P(x) - the probability distribution of the Interval Sum
input envelope. Input Level db) (in % of total sum)

By assuming -40 db
An(x) Ao(x) = K2 0.03%

x -35

P[(Ao(o)= Px) -30 0.05

S-0.06 -25
x -2,32,2 0.3
2 e -20
dri x2] -15 1.0

dx 2.7
1 e. 2/2-2 . or Eq. (2). -10

ka,2  
6.9

Now from the theoretically determined -5
distilbution of the squared output, we may eval- 15.5
uate instantaneous amplitude accuracy require- 0
ments in the squaring operation on a graphical 26.5
basis. This was done by dividing the dynamic +5
range into subsections and determining the area 29.5
contributions of each interval for the ideal +10
case. From these values, accuracy figures 15.0
were assigned to each interval in'the most ad- +15
vantageous way for the electronic squaring de- 2.4
vice employed, with the restriction that the +20
sum of the errors (areas) must be less than 0.5
3.5 percent of the total when referred to the +25
analysis system input.

+30

The area contribution of each 5-db interval +35
of instantaneous variation is shown in Table 1.
These values assume a stationary rms signal +40
whose rms value referred to squaring input is 99.99
0 db.
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ACOUSTIC AND VIBRATION STANDARD

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURES*

Richard W. Peverley
Martin Company

Denver. Colorado

This paper dis, ies requirements necessary for obtaining good quality
acoustic and vih Aion data. Included are frequency response,dynamic
range, linearl",, rnter-channel phase shift, response to environments,
calibration, and accuracy. Techniques are not discussed, only those
factors which can be controlled by the person requesting data.

INTRODUCTION complicated, however, because remote systems
are required. Also, the very nature of the ran-

Acoustic and vibration test specifications dom phenomenon and the requirement for plac-
are extensively derived from measured data. ing measurement system components in the
Early in the development of a missile or space presence of adverse environments, places fur-
vehicle system, preliminary test specifications ther burdens upon the measurement system. 1

are generally a product of analytical and labo- Perhaps the most serious burden arises from
ratory studies combined with data acquired the complexity of integrating the data acquisi-
from other programs. Such data must be ex- tion system into the total missile and space ve-
trapolated to the existing situation considering hicle program. In most military and civilian
both rocket engine noise parameters and struc- organizations many different departments share
tural transfer functions. Measured data from a function between the initial request and final
scale models may also be included. Final test presentation, providing many opportunities for
specifications are then derived from measured error. The data user is then dependent upon
data which may be acquired from static firings measurement system specifications and proce-
or test flights or both. Thus, the quality of the dures to insure data accuracy.
test specification and, subsequently, the relia-
bility of the flight system become, in part, The following discussion Is concerned with
functions of data quality. In the past, it has those requirements that are necessary for good
been possible to obtain large samples of data acoustical and vibrational data quality. These
through extensive research and development requirements include frequency response, dy-
programs. The future employment of multi- namic range, linearity, inter-channel phase
million-pound boosters will probably preclude shift, response to environments, calibration,
the use of extensive static firing programs, and accuracy. The discussion does not include
however, and statistical evaluation of large techniques, but islimited to those factors which
amounts of data will not be possible. Thus, test can be controlled by the data requester.
specifications will become dependent, in part,
upon a few accurately measured data points.
The importance of accurate and reliable data FREQUENCY RESPONSE
acquisition is therefore obvious.

It is most desirable that the frequency re-
It would appear that the measurement of sponse within the measurement spectrum be as

acoustical and vibrational data would be a rela- flat as possible. Often, however, this is not
tively simple process. Data acquisition is often economically feasible because of equipment

1 D. N. Keast, *Measurement of Rocket Engine
*This paper was not presented at the Symposium. Noise," Noise Control, 7:Z5-36 (March 1961).
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limitations. For this case, the frequency re- noise floor has a minimum effect on the meas-
sponse must be well defined and within reason- ured data. For the purpose of specifying sys-
able limits. An example of measured frequency tern requirements, the following guide can be
response for four different types of landline used:
channels is shown in Fig. 1. Curve A shows a A noise floor 10 db (voltage ratio)
highly undesirable situation which was cor- below the data would result in a total
rected as shown in Curve B. Obviously common level 0.4 db in error. This 10-db
source data acquired by these four channels spread must therefore be considered a
would exhibit different results, if frequency re- minimum. Since acoustic and vibra-
sponse were not considered. End-to-end meas- tion spectrum levels may range through
urements of the overall system response should 30 db in amplitude, this spread must
be presented with the data. It is most desirable also be specified. In addition, a 10-db
that stimulation be supplied through the trans- spread must be provided between the
ducer. If such a requirement places a burden total band rms level and the maximum
on the measurement program, the transducer recording level to prevent clipping.
and the system may undergo frequency response Thus, a dynamic range of 50 db in
verification, separately. Frequency calibration 1/3-octave bands or 45 db in octave
of microphones to be used near, or flush with, bands is recommended.
a rigid surface such as the vehicle skin should Dynamic range must be verified by meas-
include a frequency calibration in their mount- Dynamic e must beqvered by me-ing configuration. An example of the effect of urement. Noise floor data acquired during pe-
mounting configuration upon frequency response riods before a firing will not always be indica-is shown in Fig. 2. tive of the electrical noise on a channel duringa firing. Often the noise floor level is reduced

as the vehicle gantry is moved away prior to
DYNAMIC RANGE the firing. The noise floor levels, however,

are often increased after ignition because of the
Dynamic range can be described as a meas- presence of higher excitation levels and because

ure of the distance between the electrical noise vehicle electrical systems are operating at
floor and the maximum recording level. Each maximum capacity. One satisfactory procedure
data channel, therefore, must possess a suffi- for analyzing electrical noise problem areas is
cient dynamic range to insure that the electrical to record electrical noise only, on a data channel

: A.......... Crystal Transducer, LOw Frequency

e * Carrier, Transistoriged Amplifier.

5, -4- - Cr " ru iver.

o Crier ub Q •Ampliier

0-

-5- - 205010

Fig. I -oarative req- en Crysty l Tro nsducer, H h Frequency

W -costni data miccrohieon ch Low Frq"m __ : : • :Carrier, Tube Typo Amplifier. •

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. I - Comparative frequency response of four different
acoustic data acquitrition channels
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Fig. 2 - Frequency response curves for a high-intensity crystal microphone

before and during a firing, with shorted leads INTER-CHANNEL PHASE SHIFT
in place of the transducer. By observing levels
immediately preceding and following ignition, The increased demand for cross-correlation
one can ascertain the change in the noise floor and cross-spectrum analyses has made it nec-
that has been induced by the vehicle electrical essary to impose a requirement on inter-channel
systems during engine operation. Estimates of phase shift. Phase differences generally result
electrical noise levels on data channels can from a misalignment of tape recorder heads,
then be made by observation of the noise floor which produces a time delay between tracks.
just prior to ignition. An example of the elec- Thus, any phase shift between tracks will pro-
trical noise obtained in this manner is shown in duce a time error in the correlation function.2

Fig. 3. The noise levels of Fig. 3 measurement
A are sufficiently lower than the data, while a
definite effect is observed in Fig. 3 measure- 2 The cross-correlation and cross spectrum
ment B. Although the data ar still useful, cor- functions may be expressed as follows:
rective action would be required before addi-
tional data could be recorded on these channels. Cross-Correlation: 3

_T/2

R,,(t) I,=im x(T) y(T- t) dT
LINEARITY T -.a T .T/2

Cross -Spectrum:
4

Each data channel must exhibit amplitude

linearity throughout its dynamic range. The (" .t)'T
high quality of available components generally s=•(c) R 21(t) e dt.
provides easy compliance with this requirement.
Amplitude linearity and linearity tests must be rhus, any time delay in the recording systemSpecified, however, to assure correct mating of will result in an error in t in these equations.components within the system and correct in 3K. Eldred, et al., "Structural Vibration in

Space Vehicles," WADD TR 61-6i: (December
settings. Linearity measurements should be 1961).
made through the entire system, including the 4 j. Bendat, Principles and Applications of
transducer, with the system pin set at the Random Noise Theory, (John Wiley k Sons,
measurement level. Inc., 1958).
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The amount of phase shift which can be tolerated large amounts of steam are normally generated.
is dependent upon the analysis system used. It All system components nay therefore be re-
is important, therefore, that the allowable inter- quired to function in an atmosphere that contains
channel phase shift be specified and test data large amounts of water vapor. Perhaps the most
presented for verification, serious environmental problem results from

acoustical and vibratory excitation of compo-
nents. Amplifiers, preamplifiers, cables, and

RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTS so on, can generate spurious signals in the
presence of both high-amplitude acoustic and

Because many of the measurement system vibration environments. Microphones and ac-
components must be located on the vehicle, be celerometers are sensitive to vibrational and
careful that changes in system pin and unwanted acoustical environments,. In that order. An
signals are not introduced by environmental example of microphone sensitivity to vibrationP
effects. Those environments of greatest con- is shown in Fig. 4A. The effect of this sensi-
cern are temperature, ignition transients, hu- tivity upon measured data is shown in Fig. 4B
midity, and acoustic and vibration excitation, for microphone A.
Large changes in temperature can induce
changes in sensitivity of accelerometers and The excitation levels have not caused deg-
microphones, particularly those employing radation of the data. It should be obvious, how-
crystal sensing elements. Amplifier gain can ever, that increases in the excitation environ-
also be affected. Thus, components near cryo- ment or frequency changes in excitation
genic fuel tanks or in the thermal radiation path sensitivity, could result in masking of data.
of the jet exhaust must be tested to assure min- Prevention of environmental problems is rela-
imum degradation of performance. Ignition tively simple and generally requires proper
transients have the effect of inducing transient
overloads into the system. The ability to re-
cover rapidly and without noticeable drift must 5 R. Peverley, "Vibration Problems with Micro-
be specified and proven by laboratory test. Be- phones for Rocket Engine Noise Measurements,"
cause of the wide use of deflector cooling water, Sound 1-6, (December 1962) (to be published).

Acoustic 0o0 Eilectrical Noise
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UREMENT A MEASUREMENT 5

Fig. 3 - Measured acoustic spectra and electrical noise floor
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Figure 4

consideration early in the program to assure ACCURACY
selection of good equipment and the use of opti-
mum locations and proper bracketry. Require- It is a general practice for a data user to
ments should be explicit and specify allowable specify accuracy requirements in his initial re-
response as a function of environmental level, quest. This accuracy establishes the required

quality of the equipment, the standard of cali-
bration, and so on. In the case of missile and

CALIBRATION space vehicle acoustic and vibration measure-
ments, the best available equipment must al-
ways be used, and the greatest care exercised

System gain calibration should occur pre- in calibrating. Requiring extreme accuracies,
ceding and immediately following the firing or however, will not yield large benefits because
flight, or both, if possible. The requirements of the severe measurement boundary conditions.
should establish the maximum allowable time An accuracy of *2 d) has been found to be prac-
before recalibration, in the event delays in a tical.
firing schedule occur. In addition, accurate
logs and data sheets should be required. These
items help to insure compliance with procedures, EXAPLE
and will also be valuable in the evaluation of An example of missile landline acoustic
what appears to be bad data. measurement requirements is offered in Table 1:
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TABLE 1
Example of Requirements for Missile

Landline Acoustic Measurements

Item Requirements

System Parameters:

Amplitude Range 105 to 165 db

Frequency Responses +1, -3 db from 2 to 20 cps,
*1 db from 20 to 10,000 cps

Dynamic Range 50 db in 1/3-octave bands

Linearity *5%

Interchannel Phase Shift Maximum 10 degrees at any frequency

Accuracy *2 db

Environmental:

Temperature 10-percent drift from -100* to +1200F

Ignition Pulse Less than 10-percent drift due to
transient overload

Humidity Operation for 30 minutes in a
relative humidity of 95 percent

Acoustic Less than 10 mv at a random
excitation' level of 165 db

Vibration Less than 10 mv at a random
excitation level of 8 gZ/cps

Verification: All system parameters will be
verified by tests of final
system, and data sheets will
be forwarded to requester.

Calibration:

Time Precalibration - system gain will
be re-established every 24 hours.
Post calibration - system gain
will be re-established as soon
after the firing as safety permits.

Logs Copies of calibration logs will be
forwarded to the requester.
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CONCLUSION that these requirements and specifications be
written in such a manner as to assure good data

Those persons who are assigned the respon- quality, and to providq enough information to
sibility for the specification accuracy are, un- evaluate the data intelligently. The preceding
fortunately, seldom aseigned a parallel respon- requirements have been found to satisfy this
uibility for the measurement of these data. objective. None of the factors presented herein
Generally, the data user may exercise control are technically new, but are, instead, laboratory
of the data acquisition system only through his methods that have been adapted for field use.
initial requirements. Thus, it is imperative
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Section 4
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

CONDUCTED BY U.S. NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY

CORONA, CALIFORNIA*

S. Pollock
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory

Corona, California

The purpose of this paper is to describe four separate and distinct Re-
liability Data Exchange Programs being conducted by the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory (NOL), Corona, California, under the sponsorship of the Bu-
reau of Naval Weapons (BUWEPS) and the Special Projects Office
(SPO).t These are: The Fleet Ballistic Missile Weapon System
(FBMWS) (POLARIS) Component Reliability History Survey (CRHS); the
Interservice Data Exchange Program (IDEP); the Bureau of Naval Weap-
ons Guided Missile Data Exchange Program (GMDEP); and the Failure
Rate Data Exchange Program (FARADA).

OBJECTIVE The problem would not be paramount if the
designer had ample time to base his selection

One of the major problems in achieving the on sufficient quantities of test data derived from
reliability of a missile subsystem, or of a corn- statistically significant quantities of parts and
plete weapon system, expressed as a goal or an components. While the parts are in themselves
objective, or stipulated quantitatively, lies in costly, the testing is many times more costly.
the selection of sufficiently reliable parts and Often, because of work priorities, a testing
components. The design engineer, working on laboratory does not have sufficient time to per-
a new missile program, is greatly in need of form a complete or exhaustive test, and, more
part2 information that is as complete and up-to- often, the limited quantities of parts furnished
date as possible. Such information may be pro- for testing are insufficient to provide decisive
duced by a test program, running concurrently data.
with the development of a new missile. How-
ever, the selection of parts and components is Therefore, the selection of a part from a
a function of time, money, quantity, and priority reliability standpoint, is often a compromise
of effort, because of the limitation of known and available

reliability daft that the designer has at his dis-
*This paper was not presented at the Symposium. poal, despite the representations made by the
ISpecial Projects Office (SPO) established within manufacturer of parts and components attesting
BUORD (now BUWEPS) for the development of to the reliability of his products.
the Fleet Ballistic Missile (POLARIS) Weapon
System (FBMWS).

!For the purposes of this paper, the word "part Often, the designer may use information
or parts" means "part of component, or both." dtat he personally acquired in other programs,
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but it Is almost impossible for him to keep Incoming receiving inspection level, from vai-
abreast of the latest reliability information on ous stages of the manufacturing process, and
either old or new parts. from final acceptance tests. Figure 1 illustrates

the flow of data from originating source to NOL,
Corona, and to the prime and major subcontrac-

DISCUSSION tore in the FBMWS Program.

FBMWS (POLARIS) Componmt In acquiring data for this survey, every
Reliability History Survey effort was made to include only the reliability

information on similar parts experiencing sim-

In the early part of 1958, NOL, Corona was ilar conditions of shock, vibration, acceleration,
assigned a component reliability task by the temperature, pressure, and humidity as are
SPO of the Bureau of Ordnance (BUORD), De- specified for the FBMWS.
partment of the Navy. The purpose of this task
was to provide assistance to the prime contrac- The total amount of information desired
tor's designers in the selection of reliable parts includes:
for the POLARIS missile. The actual implemen-
tation was to be accomplished by the acquisition Total quantity of a particular part for which
of applicable part reliability information that data are available,
had been, or was being, generated in other mis-
sile programs, and the condensation of such Number of failures of this part over a
data into a quick and useful form for presenta- specified period of time,
tion and utilization by design engineers.

Time to failure (operating time),
It was recognized that a large number of

corporations, Involved in research and develop- Mode of failure (electrical, mechanical,
ment programs as well as in the production thermal), and
phase of various missile programs, had acquired
a considerable amount of data pertaining to the Stress on the part at the time of failure
reliability of various parts. Further, it was (the load conditions at the time of failure, i.e.,
known that this information rarely went further voltage, pressure, temperature, vibration, and
and was ultimately filed after use by the activity so on).
which generated or collected it.

It is to be emphasized that the reliability
It was therefore bejieved that both time history survey program being conducted by

and money could be saved in the POLARIS pro- NOL, Corona, is not intended to replace any
gram if all available information could be ob- evaluation testing normally performed by the
tained, analyzed, evaluated, summarized, and prime contractor; however, it is intended to
made available to the design engineer to assist augment his testing information and to identify
him in the selection of reliable parts and corn- peculiar or critical characteristics to aid in
ponents. In particular, reliability information test planning and to minimize actual testing of
was desired on parts and components catego- parts and components for certification or qual-
rized as electronic, electrical, mechanical, Ification. However, the material in the reports
electromechanical, hydraulic, electrohydraulic, may be used to serve as the primary basis for
and pyrotechnic, selecting the most reliable parts for the intended

application.
In order to obtain as complete and valid

reliability information as possible on the parts Further, reporfe may also be used to sub-
tentatively selected, it was decided to solicit stantiate the initial selection of parts which are
information from many varied sources. These often chosen with limited reliability background
included missile manufacturers under contract data. They may be used to indicate or predict
to the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force; miscel- possible causes of failure that might be experi-
laneous testing laboratories and similar facili- enced, either during the research and develop-
ties both private and government; field testing ment phase, the production phase, or the in-use
and firing facilities; and vendor or part manu- or service phase. In addition, they provide a'
facturers. reference for steps that could be taken to mini-

mize failures by employing the principles of
The type of information sought included not derating, substitution circuits, or redundance.

only engineering and evaluation tests performed
on the part or components, but also additional Without this information, reliability all too
information that coul4 be obtained from the frequently becomes a post-mortem process
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

INDUSTRY
MISSILE - AIRCRAFT - GROUND SUPPORT EGUIPMENT

UANUFACTURER,

TESTING LABORATORIES GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES

ELECTRICAL
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If-

*DATA
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NOL /COROINA
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LAUNCHING AND HAN•LING NAVIGATION PORI | IS USILE SUBMARINES
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Fig. I - FBMWS Program; sources of information and flow of data to and from NOL, Corona

whereby a great amount of effort and money are the FBMWS and including the normal stresses
required to correct unsatisfactory weapon per- that might be experienced by these parts.
formance in tactical use. However, it is desired
to stress the fact that the reports prepared by At present, the majority of the reliability
NOL, Corona, do not include any recommenda- reports are submitted in the card form illus-
tion or endorsement pertaining to the use of any trated in Fig. 2. This report form was devel-
particular part or component by brand or trade- oped to replace the informal or letter type of
mark name. reliability report which also was employed at

the beginning of the survey. Information is
In the beginning of the survey, NOL, Corona, presented in two ways. In the upper part of the

prepared formal reliability reports for. the form, data is placed in such a manner as to
more critical parts. These were intended to identify quickly the part or component that is
present a brief history of the development of the being investigated according to the following
part being investigated, the causes of unreliabil- items:
ity as discovered from the experience of other
users, preventive measures recommended to Name,
minimize or eliminate deficiencies, and a state-
ment covering the intended use of the part within Digital generic code,
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Fig. 2 FBMWS Program, card form for reliability reports
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Part number, program and a Bibliography of Reports is pub-
lished at periodic intervals to aid the design

Manufacturer model and type, engineer in utilizing these reports. As of
June 30, 1962, a total of 824 reports have been

Test activity that performed the tests, disseminated to FBMWS prime contractors en-
gaged in developing and producing the Missile,

The quantity tested, Fire Control, Guidance, Navigation, and
Launcher Subsystems.

For what programs,

Type of tests performed, Interservice Data Exchange
Program (IDEP)

Results of the tests performed,
Because of the favorable reaction resulting

Any unusual or mitigating circumstances from an informal survey conducted among vari-
(such as being tested above or beyond the yen- ous ballistic missile contractors during the
dor's specifications), and latter part of 1958, and because of the encour-

aging results being obtained and manifested in
Special instructions or specifications re- the Navy's FBMWS (POLARIS) CRHS and the

quired in order to fully interpret the method of Air Force's TITAN Reliability Exchange Pro-
testing and results. gram, representatives of the three Services

proposed that a similar program be initiated
At the lower edge of the card form, a for the free interchange of parts data among the

microfilm strip is added. This contains the Department of Defense ballistic missile activi-
complete test report, or significant portions of ties. This proposal was accepted by the three
the report, reduced at the approximate ratio of Services and has resulted in the establishment
22-to-1. The design engineer, if interested in of what is known as IDEP which is the Inter-
more detailed data than briefly stated in the service Data Exchange Program for ballistic
upper and center portion, may then view the missiles and space systems. Figure 3 shows
microfilmed data for the complete test results, the sources of information and flow of data in
By utilizing an appropriate viewer, the data on this exchange program.
the microfilm is presented for easy reading on
a large ground-glass screen. A special feature During the calendar year 1959, and the
of the viewer employed at NOL, Corona, is an early part of 1960, much effort was exerted by
integral printer which enables the operator, or representatives of the three Services, including
design engineer, to acquire immediately a letter NOLC, toward establishing the administrative
size print of the data on the screen. This print details of this program, which included the for-
then provides a ready reference for the design mat to be used by the participating contractors,
engineer to use at his convenience, and by the Data Distribution Centers (DDC) for

the purpose of transmitting and receiving test
NOL, Corona, has employed this form for reports information in order to result in the

approximately 2-1/2 years and has found it to maximum utilization thereof by the recipients;
be extremely effective. It permits the acquisi- also, a comprehensive Part/Component Digital
tion, processing, and dissemination of data in a Generic Code, acceptable to all three Services,
comparatively short period of time. Further, was agreed upon, which was similar to that em-
it permits the design engineer, who ultimately ployed in the Component Reliability History
receives the report, to have as complete a rec- Survey Program. This work was documented
ord as possible of the tests actually performed, as IDEP I, "Procedures for Participants," and
and eliminates the possibility that someone, in IDEP I, "Codes for Establishing Index Num-
the process of screening, analyzing, and eval- ber" (Figs. 4 and 5). In October and November
uating the data, has either omitted important 1959, representatives of the Services agreed to
details or has permitted an interpolation or in- the principles of IDEP, and the approval to im-
terpretation of data which may influence the re- plement it in the respective commands was ob-
suits. For ready reference by engineers, many tained early in 1960.
microfilmed reports can be kept in loose-leaf
notebook binders and, when no longer pertinent Because of the participation of NOLC in the
to a current study, they require a minimum of FBMWS CRHS Program, it was designated to be
storage space, one of the three Data Distribution Centers. The

Army has designated Huntsville, Alabama, as its
In addition, a Generic Part and Component center; the Air Force is utilizing Aerospace, Inc.,

Classification Code was prepared for the CRHS located at Los Angeles, California, as its center.
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BALLISTIC MISSILES AND SPACE SYSTEMS
PRIME AND MAJOR SUBCONTRACTORS
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Fig. 3 - Interservice Data Exchange Program
(IDEP); sources of information and flow of data
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Fig. 4 - Cover for document IDEP-1;
procedures for participants
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process, the information on the Standard Report
Summary Sheet is transferred to an. 8 x 10-1/2-nterservice inch Report Summary Card; the test data itself
is microfilmed at a reduction ratio of approxi-
mately 22 to I and attached to the card (Fig. 6).
The cards are also color coded, by date, to

pata facilitate purging obsolete data from the files.
One set of cards with microfilm attached is
transmitted to each of the other two DDCs toc establish a complete library of cards for test
reports at each center and for their further du-
plication and transmittal to cognizant contrac-
tors.

C rogram This exchange program was actually im-

Fig. 5 - Cover plemented at NOL, Corona, for Navy contrac-
for document tors engaged in the FBMWS program and cer-
IDEP-Il; codes tain Government agencies during July 1960. At
for establishing the present time the number of contractors and
index number Government agencies that participate in this

program are Navy - 29; Army - 26; and Air
Force - 49.

A few of the objectives of this program are: As the program developed, it appeared de-

To reduce duplicate expenditures for parts sirable to exchange other types of intelligence,
testing, such as specifications and information on tests

planned or in-process by the contractor. These
To avoid repetition of tests already accom- proposals were approved and today such infor-

plished and provide prompt indication of failure mation is also being interchanged through the
modes, thereby speeding up new projects, medium of the IDEP Offices. The specifications

are of two kinds: those pertaining to the tests
To encourage standardization of test meth- to be performed and necessary for a complete

ods, levels, reports, and specifications as an understanding of the tests, and those referred
incidental result of widespread observation of to as Hi-Rel (High-Reliability) and prepared by
varied techniques, contractors for the purpose of obtaining high-

reliability parts and components.
To lead eventually into a voluntary inter-

contractor preplanning of complementary test The information pertaining to tests planned
programs. The data required include, but are or in-process are placed on cards and identified
not limited to, test results such as: Qualifica- as PIDEP, which means Pre-IDEP. In other
tion or Certification Tests; Production Accept- words, information on tests planned is dissem-
ance Tests (if particularly significant); Diag- inated. The actual results of these tests, when
nostic or Design and Development Tests; completed, are then formally documented and
General or Comparative Evaluation Tests; and distributed through IDEP at a later date.
Reliability, Exaggerated Stress, and Life Tests.

An Index of Reports is published on a quar-
Each Service has stated that reports of terly basis, but kept up-to-date on a monthly

tests conducted on parts by their contractors basis. This report is illustrated by Fig. 7.
engaged in the development and production
phases of ballistic missiles and space systems
shall be transmitted to the DDC specified by the BUWEPS Guided Missile Data
cognizant service. For example, those Navy Exchange Program
contractors engaged in the development of the
ballistic missile weapon system which have A program similar in purpose and intent to
been selected to participate in this program both the FBMWS CRHS and the IDEP is also
forward their data to NOL, Corona. being conducted at NOL, Corona, for the Navy's

guided missile programs. The significant dif-
Each participating contractor summarizes fer'ence in this program is that its purpose is to

the results of his test on a Standard Report exchange data generated by those Navy contrac-
Summary Sheet which is forwarded, with the tors engaged in the research, development, and
complete test results, to the DDC. By multilith production of guided missiles, whereas-IDEP is
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_VOLUI II, NUMBER 2

1 AUGUST 1962

A

Intoreorvlo. Date

3 Exchange Program
REPORT LIUTING

EFFECTIVITY: This is a cumulative listing, covering the period from

the cumulative index dated 1 January 1962 (Vol. I).

This plus Volume I comprise a total listing&.

For copies of reports listed Mr.

herein, or further information Building

concerning IDEP, contact your Dep't. and Group

IDEP Contractor Data Coordinator: Mail Station

Fig. 7 - Cover for IDEP Index of Reports

to cover the interchange of ballistic missile and developing a method and means by which design
space system information. In addition to test engineers might have readily available to them
reports on and specifications for parts, appli- current information on the reliability and per-
cation data sheets are also exchanged. formance experience of certain parts and com-

ponents proposed for use in BUORD (now
The development of this program was as BUWEPS) guided missiles.

follows:
To accomplish this task, a feasibility stud)

In June 1959, NOL, Corona, because of its was made which took Into consideration several
experience in the previously mentioned data factors: types and kinds of data desired by re-
exchange programs was assigned the task of liability groups and design engineers, types and
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kinds of data that are presently being generated Provide IDEP data generated by Air Force,
within each prime contractor's establishment, Army, and Navy contractors to the Navy prime
method and format to be employed by each of contractors and cognizant Navy (Government)
the prime contractors participating m this pro- offices engaged in producing Navy guided mis-
gram in the transmittal of data, and method and siles.
format to be used by a center, designated as the
Data Collection and Distribution Center, (DC In addition, certain types of information
and DC) in transmitting data to each of the other generated in GMDEP will be transmitted by the
participating contractors. GMDEP Office at NOL, Corona, to the Air Force

and Army IDEP Office for their distribution to
As a result of the study, it was decided that Air Force and Army contractors engaged in the

the design engineer would gain the greatest production of ballistic missiles and space
amount of information from three principal systems.
sources. These are: the specification data
sheets, the application data sheets, and the re-
sults and reports of tests performed on parts BUWEPS Failure Rate Data
and components. All this information is to be (FARADA) Program
transmitted by each prime contractor to NOL,
Corona (DC and DC) for processing and dissem- The Bureau of Naval Weapons' Failure Rate
ination. If this procedure is followed, the Data (FARADA) Program is a Navy sponsored
method of presentation would be more nearly service effort to provide reliability design data
uniform and standard. It is thus possible to to prime contractors and major subcontractors
place each type of data in the same kind of binder engaged in the design, development, and pro-
at each of the participating contractor establish- duction of hardware for various submarine,
ments. Figure 8 is a sample of the Part/ ship, aircraft, guided and ballistic missile, sat-
Component Test Report Summary Card with ellite, and ground support equipment programs.
microfilm. This card is similar in appearance,
purpose, and intent to the Summary Report Card The formation of the FARADA Program
employed by NOL, Corona, in the FBMWS (PO- was fostered by BUWEPS and is based primarily
LARIS) CRHS and to the IDEP Summary Report. on the findings and recommendations of the De-

partment of Defense Ad Hoc Study Group on
In the early part of June 1960, a meeting Parts Specification Management for Reliability.

was held between representatives of BUWEPS, That study group was established by a memo-
NOL, Corona, and four prime contractors en- randum of agreement dated July 14, 1958 under
gaged in producing guided missiles for BUWEPS, the joint sponsorship of the Office of the Assist-
in accordance with the provisions of Task As- ant Secretary of Defense (Research and Engi-
signment Qca-1-60. At that time, the proce- neering) and the Office of the Assistant Secre-
dures for this data exchange program were dis- tary of Defense (Supply and Logistics). The
cussed and agreed upon. The implementation study group (commonly known as the Darnell
of the program was authorized and effected by Committee) issued a report (PSMR-1, Volumes
Task Assignment FQ-1-61 of June 30, 1960. I and II in May 1960) which contains their find-

ings and recommendations.
Under the provisions of this program, data

and test results pertaining to certiin parts and One of the Department of Defense problems
components shall be made readily available to evaluated by the Study Group is stated in PSMR- 1
design engineers to enhance the selection of as follows:
items having high reliability and performance
for use in the BUWEPS guided missile programs. "To enable designers to develop equipments

which will meet quantitative specification
Figure 9 shows the present prime sources of reliability for equipments and systems,

of information in this program and the i It Is essential, that -desigm guidance and ap-
data interchanged through the Navy GMDEP of- plication data such as component failure
fice at NOL, Corona. rates as a function of time and environment

be made available to engineering groups.
As a result of discussions between person- There is a great need to obtain and dissem-

nel of BUWEPS, the Special Projects Office, and inate these technical characteristics of
NOL, Corona, arrangements were made to: components as quickly as possible."

Provide GMDEP data to those Navy prime The report also contains detailed rec~om-
contractors and cognizant Navy (Government) of- mendations and supporting data for (1) the col-
fices engaged in producing the FBMWS (POLARIS). lection of test data (including failure rate data)
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Fig. 9 - BUWEPS GMDEP; information sources and data flow

from all military service contractors and sub- subcontractor use in the prediction of electronic
contractors, (2) the use of such data for pre- systems reliability."
paring revised and new military specifications,
and (3) the establishment of a program to obtain The PSMR-1 report indicated that the time
and publish failure rate data for designers of schedule was critical and that maximum bene-
electronic equipment. Specifically, it was rec- fits could be obtained only if the recommenda-
ommended that: tions were to be carried out immediately.

"1. New and controlled programs, manned BUWEPS, being aware of the existing prob-
by expert technicians whose sole responsibility lem and recognizing the need for such data,
is to obtain and analyze failure rate data, be early in 1960, assigned to NOL, Corona, a sub-
established to obtain observed failure rates for task to the Guided Missile Data Exchange Pro-
typical air, shipboard, and ground applications, gram (GMDEP) to conduct a study pertaining to

the collection, summarization, analyses, com-
"2. Observed failure rates obtained from pilatlon, and distribution of failure rate data.

the programs recommended in paragraph (1) be In July 1961, after its feasibility was established,
compared with failure rates obtained from an a Task Assignment (RREN-08/004/211/FOOS.O/
improved Electronic Equipment Field Data Re- 013) was provided NOL, Corona, by BUWEPS
porting System to determine whether a correla- for the collection, analysis, compilation, and
tion exists. distribution of failure rate data on mechanical,

electrical, and electronic component parts.
"3. The military services establish a more T Program became known as FARADA, i.e.,

comprehensive program to evaluate electronic Failure Rate Data.
parts to obtain data on failure rate as a function BUWEPS then formally queried contractors
of circuit and environmental stress, (both in Navy programs and in other service

sponsored programs) as to their willingness to
"4. Failure rate data be analyzed and pub- participate in a failure rate data collection and

lished In a suitable form, such as Department analysis program. The response was over-
of Defense handbooks, for contractor and whelmingly favorable, indicating an urgent need
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for such information. It was also recognized Performance degradation to provide data
that the benefits to be gained by participating on stability or degradation of component part
organizations'would be many times more than operating parameters or characteristics as a
their original contribution to the program. In function of time and stress,
addition, the integration and analysis of data by
the FARADA Office would also result in the Observance of test data presently being
availability of more realistic failure rate data circulated in the current data exchange pro-
pertaining to laboratory, ground, submarine, grams (IDEP and GMDEP) indicated a need for
shipboard, aircraft, missile, and satellite envi- more sophisticated methods of data analysis
ronments. and summarization to facilitate the extraction

of failure rates in respect to time and environ-
Plans were then formulated to include as ment. It was determined from the previously

many organizations as were willing to forward mentioned study that modified or new forms and
a resume of their failure rate experiences in procedures would be required to obtain this in-
their various in-house programs to the FARADA formation and to present it uniformly. As a
Office established at NOL, Corona. result, a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)

has been developed by the FARADA Office at
The increase in system complexity, result- NOL, Corona, for the collection of the failure

ing from the evolution of shipboard, aircraft, rate data. This will enable better correlation
missile, and satellite weapon systems, has em- of the data obtained from the various programs
phasized the need for increased reliability of (Fig. 10).
parts and their use in circuits. Consequently,
the parameters and tolerances to which parts Program output is to be published in the
and circuits are manufactured must be changed form of a component part "Failure Rate Data
as often as necessary to meet the rigid require- Handbook" (Fig. 11), which will be available to
ments of specific weapon systems. The FARADA each program participant. The handbook will
Program provides failure rate data which should be kept current with newly generated'failure
aid in the design and development of more reli- rate data. This failure rate data (to be distrib-
able military equipment. Without these basic uted by the FARADA Office at NOL, Corona)
failure rate data, which provide background will provide an up-dating of MIL-HDBK-217,
knowledge of the probabilities of the proper "Reliability Stress Analysis for Electronic
functioning of individual component parts, it is Equipment." These data will also be used as a
impossible to estimate the reliability potential basis for reliability prediction as outlined in
of a complex system design. MIL-STD 756(Wep) of October 3, 1961, "Reli-

ability of Weapons Systems, Procedures for
In detail, the program covers: Prediction and Reporting Prediction Of."

Stress Analysis to assist designers in per- The purpose of this handbook is to provide
forming quantitative reliability stress analyses design engineers with failure rate information
by providing operational stress data on compo- in convenient form for use during the design
nent parts, phase. If properly applied, the information

should provide a means of numerically assess-
Specifications to provide failure rate data ing the probability of survival (reliability) of a

for use in developing reliability requirements subsystem or equipment prior to, or simulta-
for component part specifications, standards, neously with, the construction of hardware.
and drawings. After sufficient hardware has been manufactured

and a designated number of systems have been
Reliability estimation and growth predic- operated for a specified length of time, the ac-

tion to provide accurate failure rate informa- curacy of survival estimates made on the basis
tion, so that realistic quantitative estimates of of failure history can be checked. As experi-
product reliability can be made as soon as suffi- ence in the use of this method is gained, refine-
cient design specifications exist. ments can be made and improvements in design

should result.
Environmental factors to provide data on

various operating modes influencinglfailure It must be emphasized that these failure
rates and highlighting the critical functional en- rates are obtained from specific engineering data
vironmental stresses of each mode. and test results. These data are compiled from

long histories of component part failures based
Application factors to provide data which upon material gathered by the FARADA Office at

modify the basic failure rate in order to allow NOL, Corona. The validity of these data has been
for different applications for the component part. and will continue to be carefully examined.
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As of August 15, 1962, a total of 75 organi- beginning in September 1962, revislons/additions
zations and activities have documented their in- are to be made on a quarterly basis.
tention (by letter) to participate in the FARADA
Program and, in keeping therewith, FARADA By recent correspondence to BUWEPS, the
Coordinators have been designated at each. Headquuaters, United States Air Force, Wash-

ington, D. C., indicated that the Air Force will
Failure rate data received at NOL, Corona, participate Jointly with the Navy in the operation

from these participants, representing an initial of the FARADA Program, and has designated
contribution to this program was compiled and Rome Air Development Center (RADC) to be the
included in the Failure Rate Data Handbook, Air Force Coordinator on FARADA; it is hoped
SP 63-470, which was distributed early in June that a similar expression may be received from
1962. The first revisions/additions to this the Department of the Army and the National
Handbook were issued on August 1, 1962; Aeronautical and Space Administration.
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INFORMATION ON DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM-ENVANAL

R. E. Engelhardt
Southwest Research Institute

The word ENVANAL stems from the two The third benefit of the ENVANAL system
words ENVironment and ANALysis. It describes is to aid the environmental or research and de-
a program which has been ictive since about velopment activities through analysis. The
1950. It began actually as an Army-wide pro- ENVANAL system will indicate the degree of
gram, but only that portion which concerns ord- success with which a particular item meets its
nance materiel will be dealt with in this paper. military requirements. It can also be used to
Therefore, the title of this paper might more show generalized trends where research is re-
accurately read Ordnance ENVANAL. As im- quired. As an example, the ENVANAL system
plied by its name, the program deals exclu- can be used to indicate how many of the ord-
sively with the environment and is in actuality nance vehicles have deficient cooling systems.
restricted to engineering tests which have been If a majority of the vehicles have sub-par cool-
conducted by the former U.S. Army Ordnance ing systems, the basis for additional research
Corps in both the arctic and the desert. and development in this area has thus been

established.
In brief, the concept of ordnance ENVANAL

is to develop a system which summarizes the The mechanics of the ENVANAL system
extent of available data pertaining to the per- are rather complex, but basically,they involve
formance of ordnance equipment under arctic the following steps: First, a review of the
and desert conditions, technical report; secondly, an analysis of this

report and the item performance; thirdly, a
As can be easily realized, there are a conference between the ENVANAL staff and the

number of customers for such data and it is project engineer to establish that the ENVANAL
necessary that the date be presented in a for- analysis accurately represents the item per-
mat suitable to each class or type of customer. formance; and fourth, publication of the ENV-
First of all, the Army staff desires guidance in ANAL data in chart form. The heart of the
order to select the best available equipment for system is the rating scale running from 1-5.
use in the various potential theaters of war. This, in essence, describes the degree to which
Staff personnel have no time to review great the item successfully meets its military
masses of detail data. Consequently, the ENV- requirements.
ANAL system must present, in a concise form,
the expected capabilities of the equipment These ratings are then listed on a chart
under severe environmental stresses. Sec- known as the Record of System Performance.
ondly, environmental program planners must The chart is rather complex and contains a
have a method which will enable them to for- great deal of information, all of which is prob-
mulate the most effective environmental pro- ably of interest to only a few people; however,
gram for the amount of funds available. The each of what we consider the ENVANAL cus-
numerous items within the cognizance of the tomers is interested in some portion of the
former Army Ordnance Corps creates an ap- chart. The top portion of the chart describes
preciable problem when one is attempting to the test item along with the associated compo-
establish some priority as to which items nents which are used to support the test item.
should be tested immediately. Naturally, there The chart also contains a summary of perform-
are never enough funds to test everything. ance which is a short generalized description
Consequently, effective program planning can of the current performance capability of the
be and is assisted by the ENVANAL system item when operating in the environment indi-
which gives the program planner the ability for cated on the chart. The remainder of the chiart
a quick review of what has gone on before, and consists of performance factors asociated with
which can also quickly establish those items the environmental factor under which the per-
which require additional testing. formance was measured. Insofar as possible,
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every element of the performance is separated punched cards.2 Such a technique has been
and an associated evaluation is made of each of perfected and its effect will be to improve the
the many combinations. Any rating which is rapid assimilation of the information contained
less than satisfactory is explained by means of on the performance charts. This system is
notes contained on the bottom of the sheet, such that'practically any combination of events

recorded on the charts can be simply and

These charts ate published periodically quickly analyzed.

and at the moment or at least by January 1963, ENVANAL data is believed to be extremely
there will be four volumes covering Arms and indicative of the efficiency of the Ordnance Corps
Ammunition in the Arctic and Desert, and Auto- in meeting its environmental obligations. The
motive Equipment in the Arctic and Desert. areas which need further development or empha-
Some 1500 items are currently on the charts sis can be quickly ascertained. While the ENV-
and, in the future, more will be added as they ANAL system does not do as much as we would
are tested. like and does have limitations, it does fulfill the

need for a rapid review of what has gone on be-
fore, and It does have an ability to forecast en-

Certainly the system is not perfect. It has vironmental performance of equipment.
been undergoing changes since Its concept and
will continue to do so. At the present the charts As mentioned earlier, the system presently
are probably misleading in that rarely does a contains only information pertaining to engi-
single environment Influence a single perform- neering tests on ordnance items in the Arctic
ance factor. In reality, the environment is a and the Desert. As an addition to the program,
complex of many factors, each of which influ- another publication entitled, "Ordnance Techni-
ence the intermediate performance of an item cal Index of Environmental Factors" is also
which in turn influences the end performance of published as a part of the ENVANAL Program.
the item. Techniques have been developed The index by and large consists of abstracts of
which will probably help the situation, but it is reports and other technical data pertaining to
doubted that a chart will ever accurately rep- the terrestrial environments of cold, hot, tropi-
resent the combined environmental effect. When cal, and altitude. This is a three volume publi-
you consider, for instance, that some seven en- cation which is periodically supplemented and
vironmental factors are pertinent to the per- which serves as a source of reference Informa-
formance of a gun when an accuracy test is tion. It is not intended in any way to replace
being conducted, and that probably never again the ENVANAL system but more or less to sup-
will these seven conditions occur with the same plement the ENVANAL data with generalized
precise limits, it may be seen that extreme types of information on the terrestrial environ-
care must be exercised In the interpretation ments. By and large, this index is also re-
and prediction of the weapon performance. We stricted to equipment performance in an envi-
are currently attempting to categorize those ronment; the equipment considered is that which
conditions. I It is believed that, if the environ- is of interest to the former U.S. Army Ord-
mental factors can be properly grouped as to nance Corps.
their probability of occurrence in combination,
then the ENVANAL chart capacity to predict This program is under the technical super-
performance will be improved, vision of the Field Liaison Office, Development

and Proof Services, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland. Further information on the activi-

The system has also been investigated re- ties and publications pertaining to the ordnance
garding the feasibility of converting it to ENVANAL system is available through this

office.

, Information and Coding Handbook for Arms and
Ammunition Field-Type ENVANAL Charts," ?C. G. Robinson. "An Exploratory Mathemati-
Report No. AR-468, Southwest Research Insti- cal Analysis of the ENVANAL Rating System,"
tute (July 1962). Southwest Research Institute (October 1960).
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THE ARMY QUARTERMASTER CORPS* PROJECTS COVERING THE

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

William B. Brierly
Quartermaster Research and Evaluation Center

Natick, Massachusetts

The Earth Sciences Program of the Army Quartermaster Corps pro-
vides data on the natural environments which are of primary impor-
tance to design, development, testing, and storage of military equipment
and materiel. Research findings of this program are presented here
together with some of the problems inherent in their establishment and
use.

INTRODUCTION The primary objectives of the Earth Sci-
ence Research Program at Natick is to discover

In keeping with the theme of the Sympo- the true nature of physical environments and to
slum - the application of environmental data to assist in the development of materiel that pro-
specifications and design criteria - this paper vide proper protection to the soldier under all
discusses (I) the type of environmental data stresses of the environment.
being made available at the U.S. Army Quarter-
master R&E Laboratory at Natick, Mass.; (2) At the Quartermaster Laboratory this as-
some of the results obtained from these studies signment refers principally to projects in the
over the past few years; and (3) some of the fields of climatology and geography, although
technical difficulties involved in interpreting research is also conducted in related fields.
the data for use in developing environmental The research is carried out within the Earth
criteria for design and testing of Army mate- Sciences Division (Fig. 1).
riel. Specific examples will be drawn from re-
ports published by the agency. The Earth Sciences Division is composed

of two branches - Regional Environments and
For the past decade, the Quartermaster General Environments- which are further di-

Corps has been responsible for reporting the vided into the Polar and Mountain, Tropic and
Applied Environmental Research Program to Desert, Global Environments, and Logistics
the Department of the Army. Applications Sections. These sections, or labo-

ratories, are supported by a Cartographic
Applied Environmental Research as defined Branch and a library data bank. There are

by the Army refers to the collation of statistical, about 40 people in the Division, of whom two-
meteorological, climatic, and geographic data; thirds are professional.
the interpretation of these data; and the presen-
tation of evaluated information in suitable form
for application to logistics problems of equip- TYPE OF STUDIES AVAILABLE
ment, personnel, and operational functions. The (Fig. 2)
QMC also has a specific assignment from the
General Staff for recommending environmental For purposes of simplification, the subjects
criteria for design and testing and coordinates covered by the Earth Sciences Research Pro-
-the regulatory documents within the Department gram can be grouped into the following cAtego-
of the Army. ries (Table 1):

*On August 1, 1962, the Quartermaster Corps was dissolved and the QM R and E Center became the
U. S. Army Quartermaster R and E Laboratory, a part of the Army Materiel Command.
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i Systematic or Topical Studies which are 9 Army Support to Non-Government Scien-
concerned with basic concepts and principles tific Expeditions which provides for granting
governing the measurement, occurrence, per- funds or lending equipment and materiel to pri-
sistence, and distribution of specific terrain, vate expeditions that will agree to provide data
climatic and biogeographic elements of the nat- of value to science.
ural environment, and the variable processes
which govern their interrelationships.

EXAMPLES OF THE TYPE OF
i Regional Environmental Studies which STUDIES PRODUCED

cover analyses of environmental complexes and
their characteristic patterns. Many of the studies completed to date qual-

ify for inclusion into one or more of the catego-
* Testing Site Studies which provide geo- ries listed. For the sake of simplicity, they

graphical information on Army testing sites and are shown within the category which more nearly
analogous areas in the world where correspond- covers'the original intent of the study.
ing environmental conditions exist.

* Applied Research Studies and Applica- Systematic or Topical Research
tions of research findings which include the
preparation of environmental criteria for de- Terrain - Despite the advances made in
sign and testing, contributions to the Department science since the turn of the century, the sur-
of the Army Envanal System, preparation of face landforms and associated terrain elements
logistics aids and guides for food, clothing, and the erosional and gradational processes
shelter, fuel, and the coordination of regulatory which have developed them, still escape defini-
documents covering the environmental field tion by quantitative means. Surfaces continue
within the Department of the Army. to be defined qualitatively by such terms as

in$Olf'Ofn 
Win

I Climatology

Hydrology
HydrologyBiogeography 

Al

GEOGRAPHIC
Plains Geomorphology COMPLEX Economic

0 \eogrophy Settlement Forms

Geognosy
Pedology

Fig. I - The fields of science covered by the earth sciences program
at the U. S. Army Natick Laboratories. The size of the circles are
roughly indicative of the emphasis being placed on the subjects.
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Fig. 2 - The maximum radial thickness of glaze on utility wires
in the United States (1928-29 and 1936-37)

youthful, mature, old age, steep, rough, rolling, Central Europe delineating these 25 regions was
and flat, which are frequently subject to misin- prepared, and it was found to compare favorably
terpretation owing to the individual interpreter's with physiographic maps of the same area based
background. Since the military primarily oper- upon field studies.
ates on and in intimate contact with the surface
of the earth, there is a pressing need for ter- Another aspect of the quantified terrain re-
rain information expressed in quantitative search is the application of line-of-sight re-
terms. This is one of the problems that has search to nap-of-the earth flying. The amount
occupied the attention of several U.S. Army of protection that the terrain offers to light air-
Laboratories. Research advances to date have craft operating in an environment of high-
been quite fruitful. A landform classification performance short-range missiles, can be pre-
system based on quantified terrain data has dicted by utilizing a mathematical model for
been devised and tests of the system utilizing predicting the availability of unobstructed lines-
topographic maps of Central Europe have been of-sight from high points out into valleys as far
made with gratifying results. Measurements as 20 miles from the viewing point. A by-product
for six terrain factors - grain, relief, average of this research has produced a mathematical
elevation, elevation-relief ratio, average slope, model for evaluating vegetation and terrain di-
and slope direction changes- were taken from mensions in terms of aerial observer efficiency
topographic maps for 413 sample areas within and on the vulnerability of light aircraft to fire
an area of over 100,000 square miles. Individ- from short and medium range weapons located
ual samples were grouped into 25 homogeneous on the ground. From these projects, recom-
regions in accordance with the similarity of the mendations can be made on tactical doctrine,
six terrain factor measurements. A map of systems for protecting the pilot and aircraft,
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and design specifications for new aircraft em- which ice thickness was 1/2 inch or more.
bodying protective devices. Thicknesses greater than 1 inch have been ex-

perienced in almost all parts of the belt, and
Climate - The interpretation of world cli- also in Louisiana. Thicknesses close to 2 inches

matolo•ic-arecords for application to Depart- have been experienced in New England, Northern
ment of the Army research and development Texas, the Dakotas, and Michigan. Thicknesses
activities is of vital concern to the Earth Sci- of 3 inches have been observed in Montana. The
ences research. Many countries of the world area affected by one glaze storm varies in size
do not report their data in sufficient detail to be from a few square miles to distances that ex-
used for environmental design criteria. Fre- tend from the central part of Texas to southern
quently there is need for interpolating or pre- New England. The average storm of more than
dicting the environmental conditions that occur local size probably deposits ice on an area 200
in areas for which data is meager or just not to 600 miles in length. Locations exposed to
available. Research has indicated that by knowl- strong winds and in which temperatures are apt
edge of certain basic data, such as, mean daily to be low during storms are most likely to re-
or monthly temperatures, the absolute temper- ceive heavy deposits. Wind data available dur-
ature extremes, and the length of the record, a ing the period of glaze suggests that moderate
reasonable approximation of the existing hourly velocities prevail. However, speeds of 25 mph
temperatures at a given station may be achieved, or more are not unusual and there have been
Techniques or methods have been developed for cases of winds in excess of 40 mph occurring
assessing the frequency of daily minimum tem- with ice deposits of 1/2 inch or more in thick-
peratures, the longest period (duration) during ness. Strong winds with glaze appear to be
any one month when the temperature will lie at, more common in the United States than in other
or above, a given level, and the probabilities of parts of the world.
extreme rain storms.

Glaze can occur in Europe from the British
Terrain and Climate - Studies of mountain Isles to the Urals (and beyond into Central Asia),

environments involving non-instrumental photo- from as far North as Scandinavia and Murmansk,
interpretive climatology, based largely on U.S.S.R., to as far south as Greece and Italy,
clima-geomorphic features and processes, are and at least one case has been reported from
being carried out in North American mid-latitude Algiers in North Africa. South of the Cantabrian
mountains, with a view toward world application. Mountains (Spain), the Pyrenees, the French,
Inter-regional climatic and environmental corn- Swiss, Austrian, and Dinaric Alps to the Balkan
parisons and the determination of regional envi- Mountains (Bulgaria), cases of glaze formation
ronmental and climatic analogy permit transfer are rare in the lowlands and only slightly less
of military and related experience from well- uncommon in the mountains. The reason for
known to little-known mountain areas. Correla- this low frequency in the Mediterranean region
tion of site environment with site climate, as is the rare appearance, at the surface, of con-
determined by instruments, is expected to per- tinental air masses with sub-freezing tempera-
mit eventual quantitative study of mountain cli- tures. Though glaze is fairly common in west-
mates over extensive regions. ern Europe, frequencies are probably nowhere

as high as in the major portion of the glaze belt
Glaze - The amount of ice that forms on of the central Pt! .,.atern United States. Figure

radomes, antennas, and utility wires, under 3 shows the maximum radial thickness of ice on
winds of certain high velocities, are questions utility wires in the European part of the U.S.S.R.
that have plagued equipment designers and Data show at least one storm per year during a
specification writers for some time. Repeated 10-year period in the area extending from
requests for information of this type have oc- Leningrad to the southern Ukraine, eastward
casioned the inclusion of Figs. 2 and 3, which past Stalingrad, and as far north as Moscow.
were taken from a glaze report and showing the Frequencies of two to three storms per year
radial thickness of ice on utility wires in the are common north of the Black Sea and Sea of
United States and in the European part of the Azov. It should be pointed out that only one sta-
U.S.S.R. The glaze belt of the United States in- tion (north of the Sea of Azov) reports 2 inches
cludes almost all of the nation east of the Rocky of glaze.
Mountains, with the exception of the northern
and southern sections of the High Plain, the South Pole Data - Results of research car-
Gulf Coast, the Atlantic Coast south of Virginia, ried out in extreme cold areas are provided by
and Northern Maine. Many areas within the the South Pole Micrometeorology Program con-
glaze belt have received as many an two storms ducted by a member of the Division in conjunc-
in 3 years in which Ice reached 1/4 inch or tion with the IGY. On this coldest of all conti-
more in thickness, and one storm in 3 years in nents where temperatures as low as -127 F
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Fig. 3 -The maximum radial thickness of glaze on utility wires
in the European part of the U.S.S.R. (1923-24 and 193Z-33)

have been recorded, high velocity winds have direction of the highest elevation in East Ant-
been observed in conjunction with very cold arctica, and warmest temperatures are associ-
temperatures. Table 2 shows the mean tern- ated with up-slope winds blowing from West
perature for various Beaufort wind forces for Antarctica. The frequency of winds are shown
the sunless period at the South Pole Station in by the cross lined pattern about the pole. Ninety
1958. The last Beaufort category represents percent of the winds come from the 00 to 900
wind speeds of from 32 to 38 mph at a mean East Longitude Quadrant.
temperature of -4.7 0F. The table also showsee
that wind speeds of from 13 to 18 mph were ob- Fgr hw oeo h eetdsm
served at -75.7 0 F (-59.800 C) for 54 percent of mer wind speed profiles measured at the South

the.time duringthemsunless period. Pole in 1958. These profiles are logarithmic
thitmedri h th to the top of the 8 meter mast, and are repre-

temitures. T showstmean temperature and sentative of midsummer wind profiles at the
wind direction frequency for the same sunless South The.
period at the South Pole. Coldest temperatures Rapid changes in temperature also take
are experienced with winds blowing from the place at the South Pole. Figure 6 shows an
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Fig. 4 - Mean temperature (-0°C) and wind direction fre-
quency (%) for the sunless period at the South Pole Station
(Mar.-Sept. 1958)
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Fig. 5 - Selected summer wind speed profiles measured
at the South Pole in 1958
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TABLE 2 given part of the earth's surface. The studies
Mean Temperatures and Beaufort Wind are made for the purpose of Improving our un-
Forces for the Sunless Period at the derstanding of the geographic complexes in
South Pole Station, 1958 which Army men and materiel must be able to

operate. These areas may be either homogene-

Wind Speed Frequency Mean Temp. ous or heterogeneous in composition. They
Fig. (No. of Hourly Exm) may re established on the basis of a political

(m/s) Observations) (°)entity such as Thailand, Alaska, or Korea; a
portion of a continent such as Southeast Asia;

0.0 to 0.2 20 -59.0 or, on the basis of ateas possessing some de-
0.S3 to 1.5 28 -61.7 gree of homogeneity, such as aridity, wetoess,
1.6 to 3.3 133 -62.2 or coldness.

3.4 to 5.4 733 -62.3
5.5 to 7.9 2355 -59.8 Deserts-gOne of the extreme environments
8.0 to 10. ( 807 -55.1 whmch beceived a considerable amount of in-

10.8 to 13.8 230 -54.2 terest is hot desert environments. These are
13.9 to 17.1 9 -43.7 environments in which both men and equipment

are subjected to extreme heat stress coupled
with the absence of moisture in all its forms.

outstanding example of rapid temperature change Some of our problems are: What constitutes a
due to subsidence of warm air on May 8, 1958. desert? Where are they found? What are their
A rapid warming of approximately 10°F oc- characteristics ? In attempting to answer these
curred between 50 centimeters and 2 meters in questions, the following figures which were
a 3-minute interval. This rapid temperature taken from reports prepared on various aspects
change was not accompanied by any perceptible of desert geography, are pertinent.
change in pressure, wind speed, wind direction,
or in sky conditions, and is typical of cases of Approximately 19 percent of the land sur-
subsidence which occur when warm air from face of the earth is desert or marginal desert-
aloft is brought to the surface. like land; these deserts are arranged on the

continents in a definite pattern related to the
earth's wind systems. Major world hot-deserts

Regional Environmental Studies are associated with the warming descending
winds of the subtropical high-pressure ridges.

This category includes studies of the ele- Figure 7 shows the highest shade temperatures
ments of terrain, climate, and biogeography. recorded in Stevenson shelters from 4 to 6 feet
The studies consider the character, distribution, above the ground. Your attention is directed to
and interrelationships of the elements within a El Azizia, Libya where the world's highest
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temperature 136.2 0F was reached in 1922 and corner, Yuma, the lower left corner and Mt.
to Death Valley, U.S.A. where 134°F was reached Whitney at 14,495 feet in the upper left corner.
in 1913. It should be explained at this point that Surface features covered include desert flits,
the temperature on the ground surface or sur- playas, alluvial fans and bajadas, dunes, bed-
face of equipment exposed to direct sunlight rock fields, bad lands, volcanic cones, desert
reaches much higher figures and that records mountains distinguished as to origin, dry
are available of soil temperatures as high as washes, and features bordering thru-flowing
148° to 171°F and equipment surface tempera- rivers. Basic studies such as this are essen-
tures from 1520 to 2500F taken under variable tial to field studies of equipment performance,
circumstances, and when quantified, will permit valid evalua-

tion of field performance.
Desert Surface Features - One element of

desert environment that is important to equip- Desert Storage Temperatures- Specific
ment operation is relief. Owing to the domi- micro-environments within the desert have oc-
nance of mechanical decomposition processes, cupied the attention of Quartermaster research-
the surface features of deserts present their ers, particularly those environmental conditions
own distinctiveness. Figure 8 shows an empir- experienced during shipping and storage. Pre-
ical classification of desert terrain surface liminary investigations have shown that steel
features of this very area prepared by a Quar- box cars and tarpaulin covered boxes provide
termaster Corps Contractor. Phoenix is located conditions favoring maximum heat accumulation
at the lower right, Tucson in the lower right in stored items. A steel box car (Fig. 9) loaded

Ll-J

Ir'•

Fig. 8 - Classification of desert surface features
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to a depth of 5 feet with fiberboard cartons con- Each stack was composed of 96 cartons of
taining canned string beans and test cans of Army C-rations in approximately a 5-foot cube.
Army C-rations spaced strategically throughout The ambient temperature, relative humidity,
the load, were thermocoupled (Figs. 10 and 11). windcpeed, wind direction, and solar radiation

were recorded. Results of this study show the
top-center maximum food temperature reached
118OF in the tarpaulin-bound stack, 107 0 F in the
open stack, 104°F in the stack with raised fly,
and only 98°F in the stack with raised fly and
foil. The highest temperature recorded was
1710F on the inside top surface of the tarpaulin.
Maximum ambient temperature was 112 0 F.

Site Studies and their Analogs

Within the western hemisphere, stations
have been established to carry out engineering
or field tests of military materiel prior to adop-
tion of the materiel by the Army. In order to
enable test planners to select optimal areas and
conditions for scheduling performance tests, a
series of studies designed to provide pertinent
background information concerning environ-
mental conditions at each site has been under-
taken. The location and status of thesd studies
are indicated in Fig. 12. In order to determine
how representative these test stations are, of
the type of environment that can be expected to
be encountered in other parts of the world and

Fig. I I - Therrnocouples in C-rations
within the boxcar at Yuma, Arizona
site

CAMP CENT

With an ambient temperature at 1120F, the
highest temperature recorded on the outside
surface of the door of the steel box car was Poll
172°F. Box car free-air temperature taken at POST oSEILY-5T

the inside top-center of the car was 152¥F, air -TTIe
in the top-center carton was 119°F, and food
temperature within this carton was 113'F. In Poll CHURCHILL

the buried load, the maximum food temperature
recorded was 1050F. Inside roof-air tempera- FT LeI DVLS LA KE.

ture and air and food temperatures of the top- 0 /Uu A X. U NOTO

center carton were lowered to 1470, 1020, and *j- 0NATICK

101 0F, respectively, by use of a layer of foil jaUWAy P 1 "
laid on top of the center carton. polT O• A & CAMP HALE FOT LIe

CAMP IRWIN POST NM0O0AA PONORT Si FT BEAGO

High temperatures were also recorded in AYUMA aONT SILL P T SINNING

four differently protected open-dump storage FORT HOOo° CAPM CANAVERAL

stacks at Yuma during a 43-day test period.POS'"
Carton air temperatures and food temperatures 

&M

were recorded by thermocouples at critical lo- A PUBLISNED

cations in cartons in the stacks which were ex- P M
posed as follows: open and unprotected, pro- P NoeN-11so

tected by a tarpaulin tightly lashed about the [0 LITICIPAT•D o
stack, protected by a raised tarpaulin fly, and
protected by a raised tarpaulin fly with the addi-
tion of reflective foil laid on the stack surface. Fig. 12 - Location and status of the site studies
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to provide a basis for estimating regional suit- ranging in temperature between -25° and 1150F)*
ability of end items based upon performance and that essential Army combat and combat
trials, a companion series of studies known as support materiel is capable of satisfactory per-
analogs has been established. The analogs con- formance under extreme operating conditions
tain comparisons of environmental conditions (temperature from -65 0 F to 125 0F).*
existing at the test station with environmental
conditions prevailing on this and other conti- To meet these requirements, the environ-
nents. Terrain data are provided by the U.S. mental conditions must be carefully analyzed
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station and evaluated so that costly over-design or
at Vicksburg, Mississippi. The climatic ana- under-design may be avoided and adequate per-
logs, which include data on temperature, wind- formance assured. As an example of some of
chill, cloudiness, snow, depth, precipitation, the work covered in analyzing just one of the
humidity, days with fog, and other pertinent data, elements of the natural physical environment, I
are prepared by the Quartermaster Corps. would like to demonstrate some of the steps
The content of these studies varies with the area taken to assure optimum temperature criteria.
under consideratipn. Figure 13 shows a com-
parison of one of the elements, the mean daily Temperature values from official stations
minimum temperature of the coldest month as always refer to free-air temperatures taken
found at Fort Greely, Alaska and Fort Churchill, within the shaded interior of a slatted Stevenson
Manitoba, compared with that of Siberia. It will shelter from 4 to 6 feet above a grassy ground
be noticed that the field testing temperatures surface. We know from experience in some
encountered at the test stations in North Amer- parts of the world that the temperature at the
ica are not cold enough to provide field tests for ground surface may be far in excess of that ex-
equipment that will assure operation in much of perienced within the shelter. At Yuma, Arizona,
Siberia. in July, ground surface temperatures as high

as 153°F have been observed directly under a
shelter recording an ambient temperature of

Other Applied Research 115 0 F. The temperature that a given component
and Applications or system may be exposed to in areas of cloud-

less skies, is one of the conditions a design
This category of studies is primarily de- engineer has to worry about and rightfully so,

voted to finding solutions to specific problems for temperatures of between 1710 and 250°F
facing the military. These studies are concerned have been observed on the surface or in com-
with research on the elements of terrain, cli- partments of equipment exposed to the direct
mate, or biogeography that contribute to a solu- rays of the sun.
tion of a given problem or to the modification of
its more critical characteristics. The category Variation in type of soil, soil moisture
includes such important items as the prepara- conditions, vegetative cover, relief, and other
tion of environmental design criteria for the related environmental characteristics of the
Department of the Army, responsibility for pre- environment cause significant variations in
paring an annual report on applied environmen- temperature from place to place. Consequently,
tal research for the Army Research Office, and the air shade temperature of a Stevenson shel-
preparation of windchill reports for protection ter may not be typical of a given area even
of troops. The preparation of logistics guides though it be located in the most suitable site
designed to reduce complex logistical problems from a meteorological viewpoint. For example,
to their simplest form by graphic and tabular in the Fort Greely Test Area, Alaska, temper-
presentation, has been undertaken for each ature departures in t7 shelters within a 9-mile
major mission of the Quartermaster Corps - radius of the FAA station at the Big Delta Air-
food, clothing, shelter, POL (petroleum, oil and port showed variations of from 15 degrees
lubrication) supplies, and aerial delivery. Ex- colder to 20 degrees warmer during the nor-
amples of some of the studies will be discussed. mally cold period. At the temperatures expe-

rienced in this area during the. cold season,
Environmental Design Criteria - In order such departures may be quite critical to equip-

to attain the capability of conducting military ment performance. Further analysis of station
operations in any area of the world, the Depart-
ment of the Army policy is to insure that all
Army combat and combat support materiel is
capable of satisfactory performance at all times *These temperature limits are preseatly under
under the basic operating conditions (areas review.
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data reveals that in some areas of the world, discipline that should obtain the maximum use-
temperatures considered critical to certain ful storage life from each subsistence item and
materials may occur only once in 5 or 10 years. reduce spoilage from thermal degradation to a
Such occurrences may require some means of minimum.
assessing the risk of operation and establish
this risk factor for application to design of Equipment Performance Maps - There is a
equipment. In making an assessment of the great need for more and more precise informa-
conditions experienced not only is an appraisal tion relating to the performance of materials
needed of the frequency with which these condi- and materiel to environmental conditions. Some
tions prevail, but how long do these conditions equipment may fail when it operates above or
last and how often do they recur. By studying below a critical temperature, but be completely
temperature patterns of frequency, duration, effective when the temperature returns to ac-
and areal distribution, much more realistic ceptable levels. For such equipment, a map
criteria can be established for use in design. showing frequency of occurrence of critical

temperatures becomes an indicator of proba-
Some of the weather extremes that are con- bility of equipment difficulty. Figure 17 shows

sidered in the establishment of environmental the percentage of time during January that the
design criteria are shown in Fig. 14. bazooka can be expected to perform satisfacto-

rily in Northern North America. The distribu-
Application to Clothing Requirements - One tional pattern indicates that this weapon should

of the-more successful applications of environ- not be relied upon in Arctic winters when low
mental research has been toward the prepara- temperatures cause the double base propellant
tion of a world guide to field clothing require- to break up into many burning surfaces provid-
ments (Fig. 15). Data from field installations ing conditions for a buildup of high pressures
throughout the world and environmental data which cannot be contained within the 3.5 inch
provided by the researchers are combined to rocket launcher. The black areas on the ac-
produce a nine-zone map of the world to which companying map indicate that this weapon can-
all pertinent clothing requirements have been not be used 75 percent of the time during Janu-
keyed. By reference to the map and to a few ary.
tables, the staff planner or field commander can
receive In a few moments: (1) a brief descrip- Gasoline Storage Life - Gasoline deterio-
tion of the environment in which he expects to rates through formation of gum which causes
operate; (2) the clothing ensemble prescribed filter clogging and lowering of octane number.
for this area; (3) the constituents of this ensem- Although the initial gum content and the rate of
ble; (4) the time to change the issue with season; gum formation differ widely, the effect of vary-
and, (5) the camouflage color requirement for ing temperature on this rate is quite similar
each area of the world, for all gasolines. The rate approximately quad-

ruples for each 20OF rise in temperature. For
Food Storage Guides - Based upon the ther- a typical gasoline with inhibitors added, 5 mg of

mal degradation rates established by the storage gum per 100 ml of gasoline might form in 12
dump study at Yuma, Arizona and other re- months at 1000F gasoline temperature. Since
search which has shown that under constant this amount is enough gum to cause rejection
temperature conditions the detertoration rate for vehicle use, its storage life is estimated to
doubles for each 18 0F-increase in food temper- be 12 months for this particular gasoline. Fig-
ature, it is possible by use of a weighted mean ure 18 shows effective gasoline storage temper-
temperature to show on a map the relative food atures in the Near East. The map has been
storage severity of different areas. Figure 16, prepared by weighting the effective storage
showing long-:term food storage life areas in the temperatures so that they represent in gum
Near East, represents an application of this degradation effect, the whole series of cycling
data to a specific analogous area. This guide temperatures experienced in a field storage
consists of 16 pages of tables and 2 maps - one season in 55-gallon drums at various places,
for short-term and the other for long-term which have been converted to storage life in
(over 6 months) - on which is indicated the safe months.
keeping time In months by area for every sub-
sistence item handled by an Army Quartermas- Atlases - A considerable variety of qseful
ter. For example, canned pea soup lasts 7 atlases are produced by the Quartermaster
months in Area I, 8 months in Area I1, 12 months Corps - Atlas of Arctic Environment, Atlas of
in Area IMI, and 16 months in Area IV. A device daily minimum temperatures, Atlas of surface
such as this permits more effective shipment temperature frequencies for North America and
logistics at a time when shipping space may be Eurasia, and so on. Figure 19, depicting the
at a premium and more realistic storage Glaciers of the U.S.S.R. Pamir, is a page out of
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the Atlas cL Glaciers of the Northern Hemi- already yielded an abundance of valuable infor-

sphere produced by the American Geographical mation for the Army from every continent, coy-

Society under contract to the Quartermaster ering the subjects of glaciology, geology, geo-

Corps. morphology, entomology, transportation,

meteorology, botany, and geography. Some of
the groups which received or are receiving this

Army Support to Scientific support include: The Kon-tiki Expedition, The

Expeditions . o-American Geographical Society, Arctic Institute

of North America, and the following educational

In order to obtain technical information not institutions - Duke, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and

otherwise available, the Army provides finan- Washington.

cial or logistical support, or both, to scientific
expeditions sponsored by agencies, institutions,
or groups outside of the Department of the SUMMARY

Army. The Quartermaster Corps, acting as the
responsible agent for the Army has provided This paper has attempted to describe, in a

both financial and logistical support to a consid- general way, the comprehensive program in en-
erable number of expeditions. This support has vironmental research being carried out at the
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U.S. Army Quartermaster Research and Engi- adoption, it is requested that you (the readers)
neering Laboratories at Natick, Mass. let your immediate or future needs for environ-

mental design criteria be known to this labora-
Since the Quartermaster laboratories has tory in order that closer coordination between

the responsibility for recommending environ- the three military services and industry can be
mental design criteria to the U.S. Army for carried out more effectively.
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Section 5

PANEL SESSIONS I AND IV

The discussions which took place during The Centralizing Activity would welcome
Panel Sessions I and IV of the 31st Symposium suggestions regarding sessions of this type, par-
are printed in this section. These discussions ticularly concerning subjects to be covered, the
have been edited for clarity. A few remarks number of panel discussions that should be held
have been omitted usually because they re- at each Symposium, and organizational tech-
peated points already brought out earlier in niques that will permit the mostuseful exchange
the discussion. For the most part the corn- of information. All comments or suggestions
ments appear in the order in which they were should be addressed to Code 4021, U. S. Naval
made. Research Laboratory, Washington 25, D. C.

PANEL SESSION I

THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING THE SHOCK AND VIBRATION
ENVIRONMENT IN VEHICLES

Moderator: Professor C. E. Crede
California Institute of Technology

Panelists: M. Gertel, MITRON
R. W. Hager, Boeing
E. R. Mullen, NADC
C. S. O'Hearne, Martin
C. Thomas, ASD

OPENING REMARKS BY "We did ask ourselves a question - in our
PROFESSOR CREDE context of the words 'determine' and 'environ-

ment,' why would we want to determine an en-
"The panelists, in a preliminary meeting vironment? There seemed to be two answers

last evening on the problem of determining the to that question which are more or less obvious.
shock and vibration environment in vehicles, First, if we were able to determine the envi-
were able, essentially, to agree on only one ronment well, we should be in a better position
thing, that there are problems. We were not to design equipment that would ultimately be
sure that we could even agree on what the words used in such an environment. The other reason
'environment' and 'determining' mean in the for wishing to know the environment is con-
context of the panel topic. If you have different cerned with the problem of laboratory testing.
notions of the meaning of these words, you are It's said widely, and conceded by essentially
perfectly at liberty to correct the panelists' in- everyone, that the purpose of a laboratory test
terpretation of them. We're not sure whether is to simulate 'the actual environment' so that
'determining' is intended to mean measuring the test can be used to disqualify equipment that
the environment or whether it is intended to would otherwise fail to meet the required serv-
mean the application of some interpretation to ice conditions.
the results of the measurements so that the re-
sults could then be used for further work of one "Those of us who have been in this busi-
kind or another. ness of shock and vibration for a number of
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years recall one of the earliest efforts to de- problem, we might be able to find ways of col-
vise a test to aid in the design of equipment to lecting the damaged equipment. This still
meet certain environmental conditions. This might be cheaper than some of the other things
concerns the experience of the British Navy in that are being done.
the early days of World War II. It was charac-
teristic of British ships, and perhaps other "This was one of the problems that the
ships at that time, that large quantities of cast panel discussed; we found that both viewpoints
iron machinery were used in them. This was had some support. Mr. Gertel is a supporter
done without a very deep knowledge of the effect of the empirical approach and he will tell you
of shock upon cast iron. We think we are a his views."
little more sophisticated in this respect now,
but back in the late 30's this degree of sophis-
tication had not developed, at least insofar as EMPIRICAL VERSUS MEASUREMENT
cast iron was concerned. TECHNIQUES

"The Germans had, very extensively, mined Mr. Gertel said, "We have to look at the
the waters in the vicinity of the British Isles shock and vibration environment in vehicles as
with noncontact mines which turned out to be one aspect of a three-phase problem. The total
extremely effective in wrecking the cast iron problem involves, first, defining the environ-
machinery, but not doing much visible damage ment which, in a sense, defines goals for de-
to the ship as a whole. The Navy ended up with signing the equipment; second, understanding
a large quantity of ships that would float, but the mechanism of failure or damage to the
which had equally large quantities of inoperative equipment that will be exposed to this environ-
machinery in them. This was an emergency ment; and third, some analytical technique for
that required a very drastic effort in order to predicting the damage, which will occur in
solve the problem. equipment, from a knowledge of the environ-

mental design goal and the equipment itself.
"So they set out to develop a shock testing The empirical approach, in a sense, lumps to-

machine that could be used for the purpose of gether the first two, namely, defining the envi-
qualifying redesigned and newly designed items ronment and defining the damage.
of equipment for use in this environment of a
ship subjected to underwater explosions. They "The rather classic example that Charlie
did it in a very practical way by purely empiri- gave ol the empirical approach, wherein dam-
cal methods and succeeded in building a shock aged equipments were available from the field
testing machine which, when used to test a for correlation with equipment damaged in the
piece of equipment similar to that which had laboratory, represents an ideal and unusual
been damaged in service, would break it up into situation. The empirical approach involves
the same number of pieces of the same size as synthesizing the laboratory conditions which
resulted from the underwater explosion. This will produce the same damage as experienced
empirical method was actually the only method by equipment under actual service conditions.
available to the British at that time. They had The resulting synthesis of the environment may
not the instruments that are available today nor or may not look anything like the real environ-
did they have the time to use such instruments ment. Nevertheless, once it has been estab-
if the instruments had been available. lished in the form of a laboratory test, and

usually a specification and a machine, it then
"Today many of us would not approach a represents the design goal for people designing

similar problem in the same way. We would equipment.
gather up a few hundred channels of recording
equipment and a few hundred accelerometers, "There are still examples of the empirical
strain gages, and so on, and set out to measure approach very much prevalent in today's testing
the environment so we would know how to de- and environmental determination. I think the
sign our equipment and to devise a test. There most spectacular application of this approach
is something to be said on both sides of the involves some of these full scale field tests that
question. The British were unique in that they the Navy undertakes on almost a regular basis.
had large quantities of damaged equipment, but They subject actual vessels to nearby under-
few instruments, whereas we have large quan- water explosions so as to observe the effects of
titles of instruments but small accumulations these real environments on equipments and, if
of damaged equiptnent in the same sense that it damage results, they compare this with what
was available at that time. However, it is not can be produced in the laboratory. In a less
difficult to envision that, if the empirical method spectacular sense, the requirements that we
were considered to be a good approach to the have in MIL SPECS define the environment for
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us and these are all rather empirical. There "The empirical approach, as it has been
aren't too many of them that look exactly like called, is that you find a failure in a piece of
the environment. In a sense the sweep fre- equipment and try to duplicate it in the labora-
quency test is a rather empirical test. There tory. Let's say that you have some criterion
is no exact environmental condition that this for saying what is a duplication of the failure.
represents, yet the principal virtue of a test of You duplicate the failure and then you have
this nature is that it can successfully screen something with which you can test your fix for
out equipment in the laboratory and insure that this failure. You modify the particular piece of
if it passes this test, its likelihood of surviving equipment so that it doesn't fail under these
in natural service is very good. I think I will circumstances and then you test it again and, if
hold on that point and wait for some rebuttal it doesn't fail, you have the fix. But, you may
before I throw in some more." have tested it with one hammer blow and now

you test it with two, three, or four and it does
Professor Crede remarked, 'Ve, on the fail, only it fails some place else. Now you

.anel, want to follow the practice of one busi- don't know whether it would have failed under
ness reporting service that attempts to size up four blows of the original environment if it
the condition of the economy each week by re- failed under four blows of this laboratory envi-
porting favorable factors and unfavorable fac- ronment. Saying there is no variance in your
tors. They are always very careful to have damage from the four blows is oversimplifying
three favorable factors and three unfavorable the question, a simple example of another goose
factors so that no one will get the impression that can come walking in or another question
that the economy is either on the way up or the that can be raised for which these simple ap-
way down. In order to keep our panel equally proaches have no answer.
bala-iced, I think it is time that we hear from
the other side of the picture and Mr. O'Hearne." "I have lately come to believe that we have

to get more sophisticated in our approaches,
Mr. O'Hearne said, 'When I was asked to and we have to do this in a more rigorous way.

take one position or another on this question it The thing that brought me to this belief is that
was very easy for me to take this so-called I've been thoroughly confused by the literature.
measurement approach as opposed to the em- Practically everything I read leads me to ask
pirical approach. In fact, until dinner time last more questions than the author has answered,
night I was ignorant of the existence of a so- or else I'm asking questions to which he hasn't
called empirical approach, at least by that des- directed himself at all. I think the reason for
ignation, though some of the other members of this is that we don't have, as one does in math-
the panel seemed to have heard of it as a con- ematics, an axiomatic structure to which every-
cept. So in taking the side of the measurement thing can be referred. We are flying by the
approach I'm particularly going to attack the seat of the pants and I think that is something
empirical approach because, in this difficult that has to be improved."
work we are doing, it is so much easier to
criticize than to be creat~ve. Mr. P. Marnell of Technik, Inc. asked Mr.

Gertel, "Is the empirical approach - trial and
"When the empirical approach was first error procedure to develop a method of break-

described to me I fe!t a natural antipathy to it, ing up the equipment in a manner directly anal-
primarily because it struck me as one of these ogous to, the equipment breakup under the actual
simplistic ideas which some people tend to grab environments? If this is so, how can one be
for. Iii their own terms these people are striv- sure that there is a uniqueness between what
ing for the simple, practical, unsophisticated, you have been able to derive as a, equivalent
and direct method. Now, superficially, you laboratory test? How do you know for sure that
can't criticize that, yet we are really dealing your laboratory test will always be in direct
with complicated situations. These people have correspondence with the environment ?"
very simple guidelines. They say, 'If it waddles
like a duck, has feathers like a duck, and quacks Mr. Gertel responded, 'In a sense the em-
like a duck, it is a duck!' What could be sire- pirical approach is a cut and try method. It's
pler than that? That is a very excellent guide- really a synthesis of some potentially arbitrary
line until someone comes in with a goose or condition which will produce a certain damage.
some other water fowl. In the problems that There are semianalytical techniques that go
I've seen, these geese keep flocking in; there along with this approach such as considering the
are always other quiestions coming up which the response of systems to the empirical test. The
simple approach isn't prepared to answer, empirical test, after it has been defined or
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resolved, then represents our environment. We environment. There is no such thing as a
can now subject this empirical test environ- single environment for which we are striving to
ment to all kinds of sophisticated analyses and design. Equipment, in general, probably has to
attempt to design our equipments to this envi- withstand environments of several different
ronment. We could subject many single degree kinds. The same equipment potentially can be
of freedom systems of different naturalI-re- used on many different aircraft, in missiles, in
quencies to the input defined by the test envi- ground vehicles, or even in ships. Conse-
ronment and the resulting spectrum will give quently, we can't get this optimum of having
us some indication of the damaging character- equipment which will exactly meet an environ-
istics in the sense thatwe will get the maximum ment but not be overdesigned.
responses of these individual systems. If we also
had the corresponding shock spectrum of the 'Insofar as the combined environments are
real environment, we would have a really good concerned, this is a difficult question to answer.
technique for comparing the two environments. It is easier to answer in retrospect than when

you are looking ahead into a combined environ-
"We spoke about having damaged equip- ment. After you've been through a combined

ment, but we have to visualize the damaged environmental program and have seen the re-
equipment in terms of a shock spectrum which suits of it, you can distinguish which combina-
might have produced that damage. In the more tions of environments really mattered. For
common cases that we run across today, we example, did the temperature in combination
don't really have the damaged equipment for with vibration really make the failure occur
correlation in the laboratory. That circum- sooner or later? We don't have enough infor-
stance, the derivation of the Navy high-impact mation on the effects of combined environments
shock machine test, was rather unusual. We do really to speak with much authority on this. I
attempt to correlate effects of environments in think this is a perfect setup for the empirical
the field with effects of environments in the approach in that we have to approach this thing
laboratory." in the laboratory, see what happens when we

combine different types of environments, and
Mr. Mullen cast his vote as being strongly then make decisions as to which combinations

in favor of the empirical approach. He cited as are important."
his reasons the fact that, in measuring the en-
vironment, we frequently do not know what we Professor Crede remarked, "Perhaps the
have measured and, even if the measurement most significant thing that has been said so far
were perfect, it could not be duplicated in the this morning is a comment by Mr. O'Hearne
laboratory. In attempting to duplicate a long that there seem to be many more questions than
term environment with a short term laboratory answers. In this last exchange of information
test, he said that the damage produced in one there were two complicating problems referred
case must be correlated with that produced in to. One was the matter of the combined envi-
the other. This is what the Navy has been try- ronments; the other was Mr. Gertel's state-
ing to do at Johnsville. ment that very often an equipment has to oper-

ate in several different vehicles and it is
Mr. R. Volin of NOL asked Mr. Gertel necessary to design it so it will withstand each

whether the empirical approach was not a nega- vehicle's environment, which means that it
tive approach, since testing is to assure that must be designed so that it withstands all of
equipment will survive the environment, not to them together. In my mind these are some sort
produce damage. He also asked how we would of higher order problems. If we had to design
know the equivalent damage under combined one equipment to withstand only one environ-
environments. ment in one vehicle, I'm afraid the state of the

art still falls far short of telling us how to do
Mr. Gertel answered, "In a sense, the that. I think that the discussion will remain

damage approach is a negative approach. more to the point if we stick to the type of ques-
Ideally, we would like to have a laboratory tions that we know a little bit about rather than
environment which would produce the same drift off to those about which -we know practi-
kinds of damage and malfunctions that would cally nothing, such as the effect of combined
occur in service, but at the same time not be environments."
so severe that we have to overdesign our equip-
ment. This makes the process of design ex- Mr. C. Colaluca of Republic commented, "I
tremely difficult. It's impossible to achieve certainly agree that there are two approaches
the ideal of having the one horse shay that to the problem, one mentioned by Mr. Gertel
lasted one hundred years, the perfect test that and one by Mr. O'Hearne. In both of these in-
will exactly qualify an equipment for an stances you assume that you have the actual
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vehicle to run field trials and you know what total system will operate and then, by analysis,
failures have occurred, even in the measure- break it down into the local environments that,
ment aspect. In order to make measurements each component will see."
you must have the actual hardware vehicle. I
think there is a third problem, when you don't Mr. Schwabe of Lockheed asked Mr. Gertel,
yet have the actual vehicle; you just have scat- 'Does not the empirical method, which you pro-
tered components that you want to qualify to a pose, have the tendency of overdesigning any
specific environment. What do you do in this missile components in weight and size? Doesn't
case when you can't take measurements or you this method tend to cause the designer to de-
can't duplicate field failures? You are in the sign any package or system to pass a test
R&D stage now and you don't have hardware. rather than to comply with the design criteria

or requirement ?"
"In defense of Mr. Gertel, at Republic Avi-

ation we have used both approaches. When we Mr. Gertel answered, "The empirical ap-
have used the approach propounded by Mr. proach; as applied to your particular types of
O'Hearne, we have simulated the actual envi- problems in missiles, is perhaps a little more
ronment, but we have not caused the failure difficult to apply than in other instances where
that has taken place in the field. Invariably the the vehicle comes back. There is a tendency
designer has come to us and said that the item for overdesign, and I don't know of any way
didn't fail as it did in the field, therefore we around it other than to say that, with that over-
have run our test incorrectly. Even when we design, if the system performs successfully we
have had actual measurements, we have been at least have something on the plus side of the
criticized for not creating the actual field fail- ledger.
ure. I don't know what the solution is, but I
think both solutions should be considered, that 'I think your second question pertained to
is, trying to duplicate the failure and using the specifications. It is very difficult to tell any-
actual recorded inputs or maybe modifying the body to design a piece of equipment to withstand
recorded inputs slightly to create the field a flight to the moon, or something of that na-
failure." ture. We have to provide the equipment de-

signer with something tangible which means
Professor Crede said, "The first point that giving him amplitudes, frequencies, or some

the speaker made concerning the prediction of quantitative definition of the projected environ-
the environment in vehicles that have not yet ment. The easy way to do this is to give the
been built seems to be a very important point environment in terms of a laboratory test spec-
in this entire discussion. Perhaps Mr. Hager ification because this gives some substance to
has some thoughts on that point he would like to the flight to the moon, or whatever the ultimate
present." mission is. True enough, once it's in a labora-

tory specification, the problems become very
Mr. Hager commented, "I think we are all legalistic as to whether the system withstands

probably faced with this requirement with the the test spec input or not. Sometimes we get
tremendous advances that are made from one carried away in meeting test specifications,
system to another. I know that, particularly losing sight of the real, overall objective and of
with the aerospace companies, we seem to hop the fact that there are certain empiricisms in-
from one program to another, and there are volved in some of these specification test
some intermediate steps that are missing, procedures."
However, the knowledge that has been gained
from measurements, and I'm a very strong ad- Professor Crede said, "It seems appropri-
vocate of this approach, can best be used when ate at this point to get straight what we mean
you also know the changes that are going to be when we talk about empiricism. I think we are
made in your system relative to the original all aware that the empirical approach to the
system or some other comparable system. The design of equipment to withstand laboratory
only way that you can use this approach is by tests is widely used. I'm sure that you've all
having the measurements and by having suffi- had the experience of hauling your pet equip-
cient analytical capability to predict the changes ment into the laboratory and seeing it busted up
that will occur from one system environment to on a vibration or shock machine; and then,
the other. The problem is not one of a bunch of largely by cut and try, of remedying the defects
independent components that you have for a sys- so that the equipment ultimately passes the lab-
tem from the R&D standpoint. You still have a oratory test. This begs the issue in a very fun-
system which has an Immediate mission or an damental way, because it only raises the ques-
immediate eaivironment. Our problem here is tion of what is the relationship of laboratory
to establish the environment under which the test to the actual field environment. This is
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what is so difficult to determine. As Mike troubles is that designers don't have any feed-
says, the missile doesn't come back and thereby back from the laboratory nor from the services
we lose what might be a very vital piece of in- as to what constitutes rough handling in trans-
formation in evaluating the performance of the port, manufacturing, storage, or even testing.
equipment. We can only infer what happened We have seen a number of cases of testing which
from what we can determine from tele.tnetered destroyed material in advance of its use or
data, which so:netimes it not what we would caused damages which resulted in eventual
like to know." failure in operational phases. Somewhere out of

the searching that we are doing we've got to
Mr. T. Connare of Erie Army Depot asked, come to a set of numbers for handling phases.

"Aren't we really talking about two different Until that time the designer is just going it
types of fundamental testing here? Probably blind and he's got to overspecify. When he
empirical testing would be all very well for overspecifies, as a general rule, he will take
something in production, but if we've only got a us into expensive areas of testing which are
pilot model we certainly can't stand to break it complicated further by the fact that the manu-
to the extent inferred by the empirical ap- facturer, in designing, is going to have to find
proach. Once we get into production I think it ways of overbuilding products so that they will
might be the better of the two methods, but meet the test. So that what our plea would be
while we're still in the R&D phase I don't see, to testing engineers is to give us general num-
in our own case, that we could ever adapt to it." bers. It doesn't matter whether the numbers

that we get are too big; we can always back off
Dr. J. Bogdonoff of Midwest Applied Sci- from them if we have to. We are faced every

ence commented, "It seems to me we are con- day with the fact that a designer doesn't know
fusing two points here. I don't think there is an what numbers constitute a set of criteria that
argument. We have a problem which is to de- should be given for any given phase of the life
sign a piece of gear which will survive a cer- of any given product. I wonder if the panel
tain kind of environment. It's rather obvious could help to direct the thought toward getting
that the environment is built up largely of some general numbers rather than methods of
chance occurrences. It doesn't happen to be testing?"
something we can be sure is going to occur this
time or the next time. One of the panel mem- Mr. Thomas said, "Mr. Lynn has covered
bers spoke of subjecting a piece of equipment two points here that are a bit touchy as far as
to a specific environment. There is no specific I'm concerned. In particular, he says that the
environment; there is a whole class of environ- designer doesn't get the feedback from the
ments. You don't know what the next one will services which he needs to establish these con-
be. We have two approaches, but isn't it really ditions in the laboratory. I would like to re-
the point that we have to use one in one situa- mind him and everyone else that this is a prob-
tion and one in another? They apply in differ- lem which cannot be met in its entirety by the
ent sets of circumstances. If I have to come up services. In particular, we are trying to ac-
with an answer very quickly to a rather specific complish something in this general area and
question, I would be inclined to use the empiri- giving general guidance as he has indicated
cal method right off. I would not fool around here. One of the latest attempts in this area is
and try to develop a class of information about the U.S. Air Force Document MIL STD 810.
a stochastic process. It is known that this is The general purpose in this case is to give de-
going to cost a fortune. On the nther hard, if I sign criteria which we feel are goals for this
were interested in a fairly long range point of sort of operation. This particular t-'pe of effort
view, had the time and money to accumulate is only as good as the inputs to it, and we need
data, and would like to make statistical predic- a great deal more input from people such as
tions, then I think I would favor the other point you to make this, or any similar document, ful-
of view. I don't think there is any argument. fill the purpose for which it was intended.
They apply in different circumstances. We
should accept this and merely discuss the ad- "I feel, as a couple of these fellows have
vantages of one versus the other, rather than indicated, that there are two sides to this, an,
one's no good and one's good." we can't get along with only one of them. So,

before you take cuch violent exceptions to some
Mr. Lynn of Lockheed commented, "I'm of the specification requirements, you might go

completely in agreement with the empirical ap- back to the guy who is trying to come up with
proach and we are more or less forced to oper- this requirement. What he is really trying to
ate in that manner. We don't get the things do is give general guidance in designing equip-
back and sometimes the measurements that are ment. We feel that some general requirement
sent back are not so complete. One of the is better than none at all."
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Professor Crede said, "The last two constitutes a set of numbers for transportation
speakers inferred that if they had some kind of phases. They were a little better and gave us
general numbers available to assist them, it the, number of miles per hour, but that wab
would be useful for design purposes and they about the end of it. We found that if we made
would then have the situation well in hand. I've measurements we didn't get any numbers be-
been in this business for a long time and I'm cause there were too many variables. We got
still looking for the right parameters to use, little more from package manufacturers and
that would serve as these general numbers, that others who were supposed to know about those
could be the basis for design and testing proce- things.
dures. I wonder if either of the last two speak-
ers from the floor would be willing to amplify "We went then to the services. I think your
their comments in that respect. I think the dis- air people have gone as far as they possibly can
cussion might become a little more pointed and and have sincerely and seriously for the last 8
perhaps the panel could make some com.ments or 9 years tried to find some answers to this
that might be a little more useful." question. I also think that, in spots, they don't

even know what their instruments are doing and
Mr. A. Paladino of BUSHIPS spoke for the are trying to find a means of righting the in-

Navy pertaining to standards and specifications. strument so that it will give some repeated
Against the arguments that specifications were readings in the same types of environment. We
not realistic and it was too expensive to break are now in a reliability phase of this missile
up equipment, he said that it was too late to find business. Customers are pressing us for a
out that the equipment did not work after it was year of life in the air in an environment that we
installed on a ship. Referring to vibration don't know very much about. We have to as-
specs and MIL-STD-167 in particular, he stated semble millions of components into these mis-
that equipment resonances were primarily the suies and they've got to be 100 percent reliable.
cause of failure. For example, for 167, any We've got to build these systems and we've got
equipment with no resonance below 25 cps to have numbers. We haven't been able to get
would pass the test, but with a resonance in them by any route that we've taken so far, so
this range it would likely nct pass. what I'm asking for is some advice, really,

about the route to go. I don't know what route
Referring to the statement that the govern- to advise my people to take without building up

ment did not give forth data, Mr. Paladino said a lot of expense. We don't want to do that if it
that in the specification they had attempted ti. is possible to get the answers at s.me one
give levels representative of shipboard envi- place. Of all the places I could think of, this
ronment. This did not mean that these levels would be the best."
were representative of any special location on
the ship since they could not specify location. Professor Crede asked Dr. Bogdonoff, "Do
He concluded that a missile designed mainly to you have any words of wisdom as to where we
survive a flight, for example, was likely to run might get some numbers and what kind of num-
into difficulty while waiting on a ship for the bers we are looking for ?"
time of launch.

In answering Professor Crede's request Dr. Bogdonoff said, "To answer each and
for amplifitiong Pofesisor remarks, Mr.qevery one of your questions, the answer is no.for amplification of his remarks, Mr. LynnLemepitothaannewosksau-

spoke as follows: 'In one particular incident Let me point out that anyone who seeks a num-
we went to at least 25 different manufacturers ber in a situation which is governed largely by
of test equipment which we use a great deal and chance is looking for something which he isn't
asked them for numbers that they would con- going to find. This just happens to be a view
sider would surely destroy the material that which is shared by a few of us who have been
they were delivering to us. No one would give working rather seriously in this area for the
us the numbers that would damage the equip- past few years.

ment; not in terms of g, or cycles per second,
or anything else. We went to the vehicle manu- "I am reminded of a meeting in New York
facturers and asked them if they would give us City, the annual ASME meeting last November.
some numbers which we could use as a satis- A gentleman gave a long and learned paper on
factory range for transport vehicles, those the response of beams to random excitations of
which we could expect in the course of trans- various kinds. He arrived at variances for
port phases. We got no results at all. They hosts of beams, models such as the Bernoulli,
said that they knew lots of ways of measuring it Timoshenko, the modified Timoshenko, and so
but they couldn't give us any numbers. We've on. He ended up with variances for maximum
also gone to the railroads and asked them what stress. The problem is trivial since what he
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was talking about wasn't what anyone was in- certainly there is a great deal more to be done,
terested in - thts is the difficulty, but in the words of our illustrious President

I say, let us begin."
"What is the criteria by which you can de-

scribe a failure ? As far as I know, under no Mr. S. Grabowski of Detroit Arsenal corn-
condition in a beam case, except for one rather mented about the two approaches. "With the
simple situation, fatigue, which unfortunately empirical approach we can probably describe
happens very rarely, is this practical. Variance damage qualitatively, whereas, with the labora-
is a description of one statistic. If the material tory approach we can very readily describe the
only knew that it had to fail according to that damage quantitatively. Going further in labora-
statistic, we would be in, but it doesn't. We tory work we can probably determine not only
haven't found a single statistic yet, and I doubt how good or how bad something is, but we can
there is one in this particular case. I do feel start putting in upper and lower limits by using
that by a fairly long range program such as we the statistical approach."
are endeavoring to carry out at a center we
have established at Purdue, we may be able to Mr. Galef of NESCO said, "I would like to
guess those statistical aspects of a random take mild issue with some of the remarks of
process or function which contribute to failure. Professor Crede, who said that bringing in
Again, there is no number that we know of and I combined environments is just complicating
doubt we'll find one." things hopelessly. Actually we always have a

combined environment. We have vibration in
Dr. J. Bendat, an independent consulting the y direction combined with vibration in the

mathematician, spoke. "The problem of deter- x direction and in the z direction. Sometimes
mining the shock and vibration environment in there are certain correlations among them;
vehicles, which is the subject of this panel, lists sometimes there's no correlation. I don't think
a number of questions that they are supposed to you're ever going to reproduce these on a ma-
be discussing, all involving the problems of chine even if you knew them. Therefore, we're
measurement and analysis. I disagree rather necessarily reduced to the problem of defining
strongly with one of the panel members, I think some kind of a test which will do something
it was Mr. Mullen, about the fact that we do not like this combined environment. We can never
know what we are measuring. I also disagree, reproduce it."
not so strongly, with one of the speakers from
the floor about the expens.E that's involved in Mr. M. Stansbury of Mare Island Naval
carrying out a rather extensive analysis of ran- Shipyard commented, "'r. Lynn of Lockheed
dom processes. What is required, of course, is did indicate one phase of my particular problem.
a great deal of thought in advance on the design The Navy has MIL-S-901B and very shortly
of the experimental program that is to be sar- there will be a C modification which will 'up'
ried out so that there is proper weighting given shipboard environment for shock. However,
to all of the different measurements that might before the machinery gets on the ship, in our
be conducted. Power spectra is not given any case submarines, we are getting delivery of
special elevated role but takes its place as only equipment in a damaged condition. We have put
one of several conditions. One should be con- Vidot indicators on equipment for transport
cerned about the location of the varioUs trans- from wherever the vendor may be. We can set
ducers and the correlation of information from this for a given g value and, if the little balls
point to point so as to come up with an under- are upset, we know that the input has exceeded
standing of the environment over an extended this. I have several questions, all integrated.
structure as opposed to what is merely going on Do we have any packaging criteria? Do we
at a single point. One must be concerned about have any transport iniputs whether by truck or
measurement uncertainties as a function of the by train? How can we assure ourselves as timc
various parameters that are available in the goes on that we do not receive damaged equip-
data. One must be concerned about trying to ment, have to retest it, and perhaps return it to
verify, if possible, any assumptions that one the vendor ? I would appreciate some inputs
makes which are necessary for later predic- there because it is a very real problem to us."
tions. If these considerations are borne in mind,
then it is possible to make a great deal of sense Mr. Hager answered both Mr. Lynn and
out of measurements and it is possible to be Mr. Stansbury. "We have been subject to the
able to predict the shock and vibration environ- same problems in the design of the MINUTE-
ment in a proper scientific way where you put MAN Program. I would like to restrict my
some confidence limits on the measurements. comments, not to ships, but to the road and rail
These are steps that are being taken today by transportation. We asked the same questions
many enlightened groups throughout the country, that Mr. Lynn asked. We got the same answers.
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We had to solve the problem with our particular the best from the standpoint of the particular
transport requirement, so we started where component or portion of the system for which
these people left off. They could tell us the we are interested in rolving the load problem.
speed of impact, say for rail car. At this point If it requires a distribution, say in a beam, we
we had an input with which to start; however can do this. If a lumped parameter approach ts
this requires, as one other speaker mentioned, adequate we will use this approach."
a very complex analytical approach to resolve
the loading problems. In most cases your prob- Professor Crede asked, "How many degrees
lems are the result of load or force which is of freedom do you find that it takes to accom-
what damages your equipment, not necessarily plish this purpose ?"
frequency alone. I only know of a few instances
where the frequency content alone is responsi- Mr. Hager said, "Our approach so far has
ble for the failure. It's the response of the sys- been to use the CEA analog, wherein, we can
tern to the input and the force which it develops, duplicate various portions of the system; vari-

ous mechanical and structural elements can be
"What we have done is to produce an ana- replaced by analogous electrical elements. In

lytical model comparable to our complete sys- this system, the number of degrees of freedom
tern including rail car, coupling mechanism, could approach as many as 40. Of the range
cargo, and right down to the important compo- that we're most concerned with, something on
nent with which we are concerned. After we the order of 6 to 8 modes is sufficient to de-
have modeled the system adequately, we conduct scribe our main structural loadings, say In our
an analysis whereby we effectively impact the missile or in our support structure."
system into what is a realistic set of rail cars
that you might find on a siding. From this we Mr. A. Cohen of Sylvania, referring to the
can adjust the isolation characteristics to keep discussion on empiriczal versus measurement
our loads within limitations. We have gone techniques, felt that both were used. In some
through our program far enough in this respect cases the test method was determined by an
tha: we've actually conducted coupling tests and analytical technique, then the testing was done
verified our analytical approach. In regard to to empirical criteria.
rail travel, we are using what we consider a
basic input environment which, in this case, is Mr. Cohen reminded designers who ex-
the axle motion. In this particular instance we pected to have a set of conditioits handed to
then have to duplicate the rail car characteris- them on a silver platter that there were several
tics from the axle on up to the particular corn- useful documents available. He mentioned the
ponent with which we are concerned. Today we Handbook of Environmental Engineering and
have both the digital ar.d analog computer facil- MIL-STD-810 as examples and suggested that
ities with which to conduct this type of analysis 90 percent of the problems did not involve ex-
and it is high time that we did so. treme or unusual environments, therefore the

information in these documents could be used
"In road transport the problem becomes as guidelines.

even more complex. Here we can't use the axle
environment since the axles are free to bounce Mr. Cohen also suggested that the panel
from the ground. What we can do is to go to the return to the stated purpose of the session, and
basic input environment which, in our opinion, said, "I would like to get some answers to some
is the road roughness. There are, of course, questions on impedance measurements and on
problems in determining road roughness, but I determining the number of measurements on,
think our efforts should be directed toward de- let's say, a tracked vehicle which will give us
termining more of these basic environments reasonable inputs to the equipment on this ye-
and making better use of the analytical capabil- hicle. We should go into the problem of selec-
itles that we have today." tion of transducers and where we should place

these transducers, in particular on a tracked
Professor Crede asked, "That's an inter- vehicle to find out what excitation electronic

esting comment, Mr. Hager. I wonder if I could equipment will see in a tracked vehicle applica-
ask you if your mathematical model is a lumped tion."
parameter system ?" Mr. O'Hearne said, "This gentleman just

Mr. Hager replied, "Our mathematical pointed out that there are sources of data to
model is, in general, a lumped parameter sys- these packaging and transport environments:
tern; however, for certain beams we are able to the Handbook of Environmental Engineering,
use a distributed characteristic. We attempt to the Shock and Vibration Handbook, and all the
lump our problem in a manner which would be reports available through the ASTIA library,
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for example. The difficulty with this data is the and I'm an electrical engineer. I rather suspect
definition of it. This goes back to what I was I'm in the wrong pew, but I'm not sure. With
pointing out earlier. We haven't got a rigorous respect to impedance, going back to the elec-
system of definitions and relations for defining trical theory, we are very much interested in
our environment. I think that what we have to power generators and in transmission lines.
do is to understand the foundations of our phys- We're interested in the characteristics of the
ical phenomena in probability theory. It seems equipment that we want to operate. Now, if I
to me it is going to be the only way we're really understand what we are after, we'd like to know
going to know what we are talking about. The the impedance characteristics of our transmis-
environment is a random process and we have sion lines. In other words, by means of a shock
to think in probabilistic terms. Even when or vibration generator, at some point in our
we're limited by economic considerations, we equipment we set up a train of events which are
have to have an idea of what we are doing when transmitted through the transmission lines to a
we simplify and how much information we've particular component or subassembly that we
lost in the process of analysis." are interested in. I think this presents a very

difficult problem because these transmission
Professor Crede asked Mr. Cohen, "Did lines are not as easily defined as they are in

you wish to pursue the subject of mechanical elecftrical theory; they also are nonlinear. This
impedance? You included that among many makes it quite a problem in measuring imped-
things that you said. Could you be a little more ance between the source of the pulse or power
specific since it's a broad subject ?" and the place where you are interested in see-

ing what happens. I would be interested in any
Mr. Cohen said, "No, I simply included it comments on how you define these transmis-

as one of the items which was listed on the sion lines and their characteristics."
agenda. In a discussion such as this, or any
discussion at a symposium, we cannot hope to Professor Crede asked, "Would anybody
cover all problems in detail. We must gener- like to define a transmission line or its charac-
alize, naturally. But I think at this point we are teristics in the context of a mechanical system?"
generalizing on a particular subject. We should
be generalizing more on instrumentation and on Mr. Gertel said that impedance is a very
determination of the environmental conditions convenient technique for taking into account the
in vehicles, rather than determining the princi- interaction effect between equipment and its
ples of how we should approach this instrumen- supporting structure. At the present time, im-
tation in the first place. I think we've agreed, pedance canno, be measured properly on very
as I said, that we do require instrumentation light structures. such as missiles and aircraft,
and that we do require analysis of data. I now but several people are actively studying tech-
propose that we investigate the methods of de- niques of doing this.
termining how to acquire this data and perhaps
what we do with the data when we get it." Mr. Burgwin said, "I think the difficulty in

trying to define impedance is that when you talk
Professor Crede said, "Presumably you about iml)edance you assume that it is linear

must make a distinction between the words and this allows us to use the principle of super-
measurement and determination. I would infer position. The impedances we are talking about,
that the end result of a measurement is perhaps mechanical impedances, are not linear. You
a plot of acceleration as a function of time -t can't use the time-honored schemes of super-
some particular point in the vehicle. Whether position and thus are thrown into something en-
that constitutes a determination of the environ- tirely new. I think this may be the reason that
ment or whether that constitutes only the first you are having difficulty in dealing with me-
step in determining the environment I think de- chanical impedances."
pends upon the interpretation which you give the
words. I don't want to drop the subject of im- Professor Crede commented, "It may be of
pedance. Does any member of the panel or any ifterest to this group to hear about the scheme
member of the audience have some comments that has been devired by Dr. Belsheim of the
along those lines that might be relevant in the Navw1 Research Laboratory. As a member of
present context ?" the Committee on Shock and Vibration of the

Acoustical Society, he is attempting to deter-
mine whether it is possible to measure mechan-

MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE ical impedance and obtain consistent results.
Dr. Belsheim proposes to build a typical stand-

Mr. S. Burgwin of Minneapolis- Honeywell ard structure and to ship i. around the country
commented, "I'm interested in inertial guidance from one laboratory to another. Any laboratory
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that thinks it has capabilities for measuring reduction in frequency that's involved as the
mechanical impedance can request that this weight of the specimen goes up. In addition to
structure be routed through it. After the struc- this, we have done some more work on basic
ture has made its route around the laboratories aircraft structure to measure the effects of
there will be a conference at which the results loading it. This is again a rough attempt to get
of the various attempts to measure mechanical at a problem which we all know to exist. Know-
impedance will be compared. This is a very ing no easier approach to it, we simply took
interesting experiment because some of the re- dead-weight specimens and loaded them on
sults that have been received from a less or- structures to determine the effects that this
derly attempt to reproduce impedance measure- would have on the inputs to them. We are think-
ments indicate, as Mike says, that there is a lot ing very strongly of incorporating such a re-
more to it than meets the eye. A lot of us are quirement, a reduction in frequency limits and
eagerly awaiting the results of this experiment amplitudes, in MIL-STD-810, the document I
to see how good the reproduction is. I see that mentioned before. If any of you have better
Mr. Blake wants to make a comment. I think methods of doing this, we would certainly be
he may know more about this program than I open to suggestion. In lieu of anything different,
do." we have adopted the approach of making actual

in-flight measurements to determine what these
Mr. R. Blake, Lockheed said, "No, I don't effects of weight are and simply going at this

know about that particular program. I would by the rule of thumb approach. You may or
like to suggest that the program might be sup- may not agree with this, but at this stage of the
plemented by shipping around sets of blueprints game we think it at least represents a starting
and have different laboratories, themselves, point."
make the structure that is going to be measured.
This is an experiment that was run for us at Mr. Paladino remarked on the question of
Burbank in which the impedance of several so- mechanical impedance. "We have done quite a
called typical aircraft structures, all made to bit of work in the ship silencing area. In the
the same drawings, were measured, and the early days we thought that mass loading and
impedances differed very widely. So that even damping were the answer to the maiden's
though you may measure the impedance of a prayer, but it doesn't work out that way in all
given structure, you have not made a prediction cases. One of the biggest things that plagued
of what the structures in the field are going to us was the structure that the equipment was
be like." mounted on. If you have one or more resonances

within the mounting structure, this can really
Mr. Gertel added something from the em- kill you. I think, if you want to treat the area

pirical point of view. "The subject of impedance of impedance, you should try to eliminate all
gets into the act when we are concerned with the the resonances in this structure that you can
interaction effect of heavy equipments mounted and then eliminate these frequencies in the op-
on structures and the effect that these have in erating equipment, such as motors, turbines,
modifying the so-called input environment to and so on. Also, if you make measurements at
the equipment. There have been empirical ap- the point of attachment, this is not the whole
proaches which attempted to take into account story because, if you remove yourself from the
how heavy equipments would modify the input point of attachment, particularly in submarines,
environment by decreasing it. For example, in you get into other types of excitation like lobar,
some of the Navy specifications the-re is a chart radial, and so on. This has been our experi-
which calls out some correction factor for input ence. We haven't got all the answers but this is
amplitude as a function of the mass of equip- what we're working on."
ment under consideration. I think this is an
empirical approach based on the realization that Mr. R. Mustain of Douglas Aircraft said,
there are such things as impedance interaction "I'd like to put in my two cents on mechanical
effects which cause heavy equipments to lower impedance because for several years it has
the inputs." been fairly dear to the hearts of the SAE G5

Committee from Los Angeles. Dr. Sheldon
Mr. Thomas commented, "At ASD we have Robin is here and he has been one of the hardest

done some work in the past in a rough cut ap- workers on this. My impression from the last
proach to determining these effects of weight. few people who spoke on this subject was that
I think those of you who are familiar with MIL- maybe we ought to give it up and forget making
E-4970 will remember that there is a curve in impedance measurements. I'd say that you can
that particular specification which takes into take even a vibration measurement, which we
account the weight ol the item which you are feel we know quite a lot about, and send the
testing. It gives a great deal of emphasis to the same piece of magnetic tape around to several
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places and you would get different answers engineers' bookand describe impedance functions
from your analysts. So let's not give up on this in terms of transfer functions as they do with
mechanical impedance. I think it is just getting electrical quantities. I'm sure you've done this
to the point where people are getting interested, with your analog. I don't propose any quick an-
and possibly we can begin to make something swers, but weight is something we don't like to
out of it. Certainly you have complexities, such add to anything if we don't have to. Sometimes
as a phase measurement between the velocity a clever application of some fairly simple piece
and the force, but these are things that can all of material can help your shock problem quite
be worked out. One beautiful thing about it is a bit. I think it is possible to measure imped-
that you can make measurements on a structure ance in nonlinear elements such as fiberglass
before the thing is fired, before it is loaded insulation or a piece of polyethylene insulation.
down. Maybe you have a piece of structure You can measure spring rate; you can make a
around that is not going to be fired and you can guess at distributed mass and things like this.
use this continuously to make many measure- It would seem to me that the electrical engineer
ments at various points so that maybe, in years .- " ha&dealt with -hroughputs and impedances
to come, you may load the same structure, down• siace around 1932 and has done some real fine
with a different type of mass and you will have work in nonlinear analysis. Certainly the peo-
some idea what is going on. Certainly you have ple who are trying to determine the cleverest
resonances at the various local inputs, but this way to hang a piece of equipment on a wall or
is what mechanical impedance tries to help you what have you could use the same techniques.
do. It tries to tell you what your structure is Maybe this is done and I'm just being naive."
doing. It gives you some idea of what will hap-
pen when you have more information, such as Dr. R. Bouche of Endevco commented on
fragility levels of your black boxes and vibra- the subject of mechanical impedance. "The di-
tions measurements that are made in flight. rection that we're going in at this time is the
You can combine all these things together and laboratory experimental measurement of me-
make a better analysis of what your box will chanical impedance of actual structures. Work
see in the future. I'm particularly interested with the analogy, analytical methods of predict-
in the SATURN project. It runs through some- ing mechanical impedance, using electrical con-
thing like 10 years or so, and I know for sure cepts or using mechanical concepts directly, is
we'll be changing our black box, brackets, and being done and has been done. In starting into
local structures from time to time. I think in the field of laboratory measurement of mechan-
our case it would be very good for us to be able ical impedance on structures, I think we are in
to predict what will happen in the future." a rather ideal situation right now because the

instrumentation for doing this has just been de-
Mr. Stansbury, Mare Island Naval Shipyard veloped to the stage where we can start to hope

commented, "In answer to Mr. Paladino's com- to get some correlation in laboratory measure-
ment about mass loading and damping, don't ments from laboratory to laboratory. So I look
forget the other half of the problem is stiffness. with favor upon this program that Bob Belsheim
We did do some preliminary work on one ship is starting with the Acoustical Society. One of
that was in overhaul. You can follow a mass the advantages of having the same structure
line; you can follow a stiffness line. Though being routed to several laboratories is that it
I'm not familiar with missile work, it is quite will be more a procedure of proving that the in-
obvious that you cannot tolerate excessive struments are accurately measuring the me-
weight. As a consequence, I think research chanical impedance. I like Ralph Blake's sug-
should be directed more towards stiffness be- gestion also of each laboratory, from blueprints,
cause, in all fields of endeavor, we want to re- constructing its own structure. Maybe they
duce weight. On this particular ship, after both should be done simultaneously. The reason
analysis of the "as is" conditions of resonance for this is that, in round-robin programs that
and with due respect to the forcing frequencies I've been aware of in the past, they never seem
in the machinery, we did a combination of stiff- to get completed. If all laboratories start at
ening as well as damping and moved the fre- the same time, they at least will measure the
quencies away from the forcing ones. Insofar -impedance of the same structure. Then when
as our evaluation was concerned, we had some the round-robin one catches up they'll see if
success. I'm sure many of you are aware of they get the same impedance with their own in-
this, but we consider the stiffness approach as strumentation on the second structure made
well as the mass approach." from the same blueprint."

Mr. J. Barrett of Watervliet Arsenal said, Mr. W. DuBois of Boeing offered, "There
"It seems to me that mechanical engineers cer- is one valuable use of this mechanical imped-
tainly can borrow a page out of the electrical ance concept and that is separating coupled
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flutter modes of structures, especially closely concerned about which method I'm using. All I
spaced flutter modes. This is written up in the would like to do is try to answer a question for
February, 1959, Product Engineering Magazine, somebody if they have one. If they come and
if anyone is interested." ask me I'll do my darndest to answer it. I think

instrumentation people in general will try to do
this."

DETERMINING THE ENVIRONMENT
Professor Crede further asked, "Would you

Mr. DuBois said, "I'm going to be real infer that, if you haul this missile in a box
brazen and disagree with Dr. Bendat very across country in a truck and have several ac-
slightly. I feel that we often don't know what celerometers mounted some place, you have
our measurements mean. Take, for example, some means of determining from the accelera-
accelerometers that are sensitive to pressure tion records, in the absence of further data re-
and sensitive to transient heat pulses. Every duction, a time history of acceleration? Does
test is an environmental test. The only real this define the environment well enough that you
choice that the test engineer has is whether or can use it for designing the missile or perhaps
not to measure these other environments." testing the missile in some way other than haul-

big it across country on a truck ?"
Mr. Thomas commented, "In any measure-

ment program you are faced with variables Mr. Barrett replied, "I think it does a bet-
such as these but, by and large, if you make a ter job than sitting in my chair at a desk and
judicious choice of the instrumentation available trying to guess what happens. I'm not propos-
to you and use accepted principles in accom- ing that you turn thib thing on for 6 months and
phshing a program such as this, taking into ac- drive the truck all over and that would be it.
count such things as temperature transients and You drive the truck for a while on a good four-
things of this type, generally they can be handled lane concrete throughway for 15 minutes or 1/2
to an extent that they don't completely negate hour and take data. Then the truck goes off of
the data which you are acquiring. We've had this road onto some kind of a secondary county
for a long, long time the effect of acoustics, for road which might be a two-lane tar road. You
example, on the accelerometers with which we turn the thing on for another 1/2 hour and see
were trying to measure structural vibration, what happens, then you drive it on a dirt road
We at ASD just finished an evaluation program and do the same thing. Finally, you measure
on a large number of accelerometers and, in cross country conditions for the same period.
varying degrees, this is still a problem. How- At least you have 2 hours worth of data to show
ever, by proper choice of instrumentation, by you what's going on. You can argue with it if
evaluating the instrumentation which you are you want to, but there it is."
using in any of these programs, and by just using
a bit of common sense the difficulties are eased. Mr. Hager said, "I think I would say that
Generally, temperature measurements are be- the statistical sample that you generate by this
ing made and you have some indication of the technique is not adequate for the design pur-
acoustic levels you're going to be facing. A poses that most of us will have for equipment
great deal of good data can be gleaned from vi- with a long life."
bration measurements of this type."

Mr. Barrett asked if he had something
Mr. JX Barrett made a plea for the instru- better.

mentation engineer. He suggested that, if more
people would come to the instrumentation groups Mr. Hager said, "No, that's what I'm hoping
and state their problem, they just might get to find out here if I can get some answers to my
some answers. As an example, he stated that questions."
the careful instrumentation of a missile con-
tainer in a truck over selected routes might Mr. Gertel objected to Mr. Barrett's corn-
produce some of the answers to the transporta- ment that more progress can be made by putting
tin environmental problem for that particular an accelerometer in a box and shipping it around
missile, the country than by the man who sits behind his

Professor Crede asked Mr. Barrett, "I'd desk and thinks about It. "I object because we
be interested in knowing whether you consider mustn't confuse action with progress. I believe
that last account to be an example of an analyt- the man who sits intelligently behind a desk,ical method or an empirical method?" and thinks carefully about the problem, and un-derstands it can possibly make more progress

Mr. Barrett answered, "I don't propose than the man who runs around ma'ing measure-
to make it either one. I'm not particularly ments. Having the measurements, he may not
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necessarily know what to do with them. It would of one kind or another, shipping them around
be much simpler to make measurements if, be- the country, and collecting appropriate data on
forehand, we had some knowledge of what it is a statistical basis. In this particular case we
about the environment that produces the damage consider that the velocity change involved in
in the equipments that we are so concerned the drop handling shock of packages appears to
about. If we approach our problem from the be the most significant parameter for the ship-
point of view of what it is in the environment ping condition. We will be collecting e'ta of this
that produces the damage, I think the measure- drop shock on a statistical basis and perhaps a
ments made might then be a lot more meaning- year from now there'll be more information
ful than merely sticking accelerometers on and available on this subject."
collecting data."

Mr. J. Elsenheimer of the Army Tank-
Mr. Barrett said he was not proposing just Automotive Command offered these comments.

a buckshot approach to answering a problem. "I think everyone agrees here that great prog-
"1 would expect a certain amount of analytical ress in vibration and environmental work has
thought to go into this thing before you go ahead come since the missile. I'm still in land vehi-
and do it. I'm certainly not proposing that you cles, tracked and wheeled, and this problem has
do this with the complete absence of sitting at a been brought up about not having numbers. What
desk and thinking about it. It certainly will take has really happened, as far as I'm concerned,
a great deal of analysis to do a good job." is that the concentration of effort has been on

the sophisticated systems. The ground vehicles
Professor Crede added, "I think a reason- have always been considered a minor problem;

able summary of the recent exchange is that we add more weight, make it stiffer. Recently we
need both action and thinking to solve this prob- have begun to realize the fact that this is not
lem." true. You have to consider vibration and shock.

I think it is just a problem of concentrating a
Mr. Paladino mentioned earlier symposia little more money, time, and brains on the land

on shock and vibration at which the theme was vehicles and you will get the information that
transportation and said that there was good in- you need.
formation in the proceedings (Symposia Nos.
15, 16, and 21). "With regard to the empirical approach, it

seems to me that too much has been done along
Mr. Hollings of the Centralizing Activity this line already with land vehicles. I don't

added that the very last Symposium (No. 30) want to get in a fight with anybody but, in the
was devoted partially to the subject of transpor- packaging field, packaging recorders are, in my
tation environments. A lot more information is opinion, not reliable at all. In those that I have
contained in the proceedings of that meeting. looked at it is very, very difficult to define ex-

actly what you have when you look at the record.
Mr. A. Cohen of Sylvania said that in the It comes down to the fact that you'll have to

Environmental Handbook there was a summary spend time and money if you want to come up
of a test in which a box was shipped to all the with these answers."
major cities by air. The results were of value
to his group because they had a piece of equip- Mr. O'Hearne responded to Mr. Elsen-
ment which was to be airborne. It turned out heimer's remarks. "I think that I appreciate
that the environments which would fail this very much his remarks about measurements on
equipment were not at all in the airborne envi- land vehicles. It strikes me that land vehicles
ronment, but in the handling of the box from the represent a great opportunity to establish valid
airplane to the truck and from the truck to a techniques because we have such large popula-
shipping platform and then back onto a truck. tions of standard vehicles and they are relatively
The worst case of this handling was actually in inexpensive to operate. So if we can find the
Boston. Mr. Cohen suggested that it was not statistic we want to get, this would really be an
entirely a fallacy to suggest such a proposition opportunity to validate our methods - an oppor-
as shipping a box around the country. In answer tunity that we don't have with the missile. If
to Professor Crede's question he felt that this we're just going to gather data and reduce it to
was both an analytical and an empirical solution the g frequency scatter plots or density plots,
to a problem. we may as well not bother."

Mr. Gertel said, "I happen to be participat- Mr. T. Soo-Hoo of CNO commented, "I was
ing now in a program sponsored by the Quarter- present at the first Symposium and it looks as
master Corps which will involve, essentially, if we haven't licked the problems that we had
disguising appropriate instrumentation in boxes then. It seems to me that a lot of people who
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have different interests, are dealing with an in- "Perhaps somebody drew this diagram at
formation system. We are interested in a large an earlier symposium. Perhaps we had a corn-
number of different vehicles. The shocks that mittee or something looking at this diagram and
would be significant on all of these different putting in all of these various pertinent com-
vehicles are not particularly comparable. Some ments to see what effect they had on the infor-
of these vehicles probably have to worry less mation system, this loop that we have. It seems
about shocks than other vehicles. For example, to me that we have to cross off certain of these
in a ship or in an-aircraft we have to worry things and conclude that we just can't do it; it's
about shocks from all directions, too expensive. Then assess the value of doing

other things. If this particular method of accu-
"It seems pretty easy for the people who mulating our experience and our opinions hasn't

criticize to say the services won't furnish data. been done, and therefore isn't in the process of
I was with Russ Oliver on the NIAGARA when continuing, it probably should be done."
they were trying to measure shock on boiler
foundations. Not being an expert in this field, I Mr. O'Hearne observed, "I think that some
was greatly amazed at the tremendous difficulty of the difficulties we've had this morning in
of taking measurements at one point. At that trying to keep to a point demonstrate how diffi-
one point the measurement was in one direction cult it is to articulate our subject. I simply
and, as you all know, shocks on ships are not in wanted to point out that there is a section in the
one direction. This Js an information system Handbook of Environmental Engineering which I
that we are looking into. Each of us, perhaps, consider rather excellent. It was written by
is trying to reach into this information system Dr. G. Chernowitz of American Power Jet on
and get a read-out that is particularly of inter- applying operational analysis techniques to the
est to him in his business. problem."

"If we had a blackboard we could draw some Mr. Shackson of NY Central RR commented
white boxes, not black boxes, and then write the as a member of the transportation industry. "I
names of these boxes. Suppose we start at any believe that the past use of the empirical method
part of this closed loop. Maybe you are in R&D without coupling it with suitable analysis has
and you don't have a piece of hardware so you been, to a great extent, responsible for Mr.
have to make predictions. Well, let's start Hager's and Mr. Lynn's inability to receive
there, in the left-hand white box. Let's call it valid data from our industry. We used to take
'hardware design and fabrication.' In the box great pains to make up a load of 100,000 pounds
to the right of it, say 'test.' In the box to the of water, canned in No. 10 cans, and packaged
right of that, say 'after you test the hardware in cartons. After a great many impacts and the
in the laboratory, install and test in your vehi- production of a significant amount of data, we
cle.' To the right of that have another box that realized that nobody was interested in shipping
says 'start a war and lose a lot of these vehicles water in No. 10 cans. The data was, of course,
by various attacks from all directions.' All of invalid for loads of different impedances. The
these stages are necessary. Some of them, as second point, a more serious one, is the fact
you will recognize, are much more costly than that we somehow don't communicate. The gen-
others and some of them are not particularly tlemen who have attempted to obtain information
practicable, on the rail transport environment have gone to

an industry group which is apparently still think-
"Let's look at all of these boxes. In testing, ing in terms of miles per hour as being signifi-

look at the problems that we have; define fail- cant. There are railroads, ourselves, and sev-
ure. In the question of installation and test, let's eral others, who have done, I believe, significant
think about the meaning of measurement. In the work in translating the environment into terms
question of hardware design and fabrication, of significance to the packaging engineer. I
let's look at the problem of what do you have to hope to have more to say about that tomorrow."
give tp the poor old engineer who has to design
this thing, particularly the small parts. In other Mr. F. Kozin of Midwest Applied Science
words, what form do these criteria have ? Are said, "I think a number of us are perhaps will-
they just static design criteria? Do we give ing to accept the fact that a stochastic approach
them the strength of the holding down bolts only, may yield answers to this problem of the sys-
or what do we do? You can see in looking at tems in the field. However, my gripe is that
this whole system with all these loops that each we've actually had very little support from the
one feeds back to the one to its left and you have so-called theoreticians who are working in
all of this stuff circulating around, these areas and who are apparently saying they
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are giving. us the answers to such problems as black box for any type of environment, particu-
the response of nonlinear systems to random larly shock and vibration?"
inputs and things of that nature. There are
many problems that still exist. People are Mr. Hager answered from the Boeing stand-
proposing things like linearization techniques point. "The locations that we have for our pick-
and stability of systems under random inputs, ups are not on what we could consider basic
but, as of now, they've not said anything with reference structure by which, I assume, you
respect to what we can do with these relative to mean the shell of the missile. Our approach
the problems that we're here to try to answer, has been to put the pickups where they are
I would like to say, however, that we are now meaningful to the hardware that are developing
trying to do these things at the Center of Applied our major problems, or that we suspect will
Stochastics at Purdue University. We are doing develop major problems. This, means that we
this at a theoretical level, an analytical level, are generally locating our pickups, and we're
and also an experimental level in our Stochas- quite limited in the number that we can have, on,
tics Environments Laboratories. We had a the responsive structure close to our equip-
symposium on the Applications of Stochastic ment. Then we take the major sections, as
Processes to the Engineering Sciences. The large a section as we can handle, into the labo-
proceedings, which will come out shortly, are ratory and reproduce these responses as best
being published by Wyle." we can on the shaker facility. We then go into

a more detailed program of evaluating local
Professor Credo requested, "I wonder if responses for hardware. In other words, it is

you could elaborate a little bit, at least for my not an analytical, but actually more of an em-
benefit and perhaps for the benefit of some of pirical, approach to evaluating the response
the others here, on what your experimental levels at the various critical points. This tech-
program consists of. I think we can envision nique is also good for locating the most mean-
what the theoretical program consists of but we ingful positions for measuring vibration envi-
are interested in the experimental part." ronment during the flight."

Mr. Kozin replied, "We are just instituting Mr. O'Hearne suggested that the cross-
experiments using a large shaker with which correlation techniques which Dr. Bendat had
we are going to be studying the stability of sys- mentioned were applicable to this and that per-
tems under random vibrations. It will be the haps he would comment further.
first part. The next project we are going to
tackle will be the response of brittle systems Mr. K. Johnson of K. W. Johnson & Co.
to various shocks and vibrations, earthquake stated, "The many comments that are being
type inputs." made from the floor imply that there has been

no activity over the last 15 years in the field of
Professor Crede suggested, "The idea is, I shock and vibration. There has been activity

and there has been progress. If you'll stopgather, that you want to eliminate as many non- long enough to go back home and read the Shock
essential variables as possible so you can re- and Vibration Bulletins for the past 15 years,
late response to damage." you will find many of these subjects have been

Mr. Kozin said that he wanted to find out covered; they've been talked about; they have
what the essential factors are that ire causing been worked on and there has been progress
all these things. made. There have been things shipped over the

country. Measurements have been made on air-
Professor Credo continued, "Right, and craft. The Air Force has a report some 5 or 6

then eliminate those that aren't essential." years old covering possibly 7000 test points
having to do with shock and vibration measure-

Mr. Kozin agreed. ments in aircraft. The Navy has been busy for
the past 20 years in evaluating many ships un-
der many circumstances. That data is avail-Mr. Schwabe of Lockheed addressed theabeIthsenpulhdinhemyrpos

audience or the panel. "Since, for missiles, we able. It has been published in the many reports
have a very limited number of channels avail- the Navy has put out. The Signal Corps has
able to measure shock and vibration, generally likewise run a great deal of data upon many land

ableto easre sockandvibatio, gnerlly vehicles. They have shipped things over the
I think it's a practice to place these pickups at cohitry. Many hate stipredures that are
a basic reference structure of the missile. country. Many of the test procedures that are
Now, the problem Is how to predict transmissi- presently in military specifications are the re-
bility to any black box? Has anybody found any suIt of many of those tests.
approach for predicting transmissibility from '"rhe thing that is lacking is the conversion
any point of basic reference structure to any of a lot of this data and information so that it is
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reflected in actual specifications that are up- tests. There was a lack of understanding about
to-date and which continue to be kept up-to-date the fundamental concepts of random processes,
all the time. We speak of empirical tests first concepts of stationarity versus nonstationarity
and a more analytical method later. There and concepts of randomness. All of these mat-
were empirical tests established, and much data ters w6re covered quite thoroughly in this first
has been gathered since that time to establish report. We looked at the response of various
and to build those tests up to a better point than types of systems, both linear and nonlinear, to
they are today. I think I can name many people random excitation and made certain predictions
who are in this room that had a lot to do with about what would be encountered under various
establishing a lot of tests that are in military operating conditions. There was a survey made
specifications, yet, with all of our data, we are of practical instrumentation equipments that
still using many of the original tests that were are available in the field and some of their lim-
established a good 15 or 20 years ago. That itations. A complete experimental program
does not make them right, but the point is that was outlined in this report for actually carrying
a lot of the data that we have gathered has not out some of these desired measurements.
been converted into workable specifications so
that we have something better to design to today "Tomorrow Mr. Alan Piersol is going to
than we had yesterday. I think our biggest give a paper here which is devoted to some of
problem is to put our minds together and start the experimental work that was carried out in a
converting a lot of the data that we have avail- continuation contract where various measure-
able into up-to-date specifications that tell the ment uncertainties, amplitude probability den-
stories a little better than they have in the past." sity measurements, zero crossing measure-

ments, as well as power spectrum measurements,
Dr. Bendat make the following remarks: were subjected to a wide range of operating

"I would like to tell you about two pieces of work conditions. We considered many different fre-
that have been done in the last couple of years, quencies of interest to vibration and acoustic
sponsored by the Aeronautical Systems Division engineers, many different bandwidths, many
at Wright Field. This work was accomplished different sample record lengths, and, in all
by four men at Ramo-Wooldridge, including my- cases, determined what the appropriate meas-
self, and it will answer one of the questions that urement uncertainty would be in making certain
was raised a short time ago about what theore- desired measurements. From these measure-
ticians are trying to do to handle some of the ment uncertainties it was possible actually to
problems of making random process theory ap- develop some appropriate practical tests for
plicable to the shock and vibration field. This randomness, stationarity, and normality, so that
particular work was called the 'Application of with a limited amount of data one could come up
Statistics to Flight Vehicle Vibration Problems' with rather significant conclusions about what
and it concerned not only classical statistical was actually contained in that data. This is as
techniques, but also current ideas in random opposed to waving one's hand blindly in the air
process theory. At the conclusion of this con- and saying that he doesn't understand these be-
tract, a second contract was given which deals cause he doesn't understand the appropriate
with the advanced concepts of the stochastic background. This particular work represented
process for random signal estimation and an experimental verification of many of the
measurement. analytical results that were published in the first

report.
"The first report which was published at

the beginning of this year is No. ASD 61-123 "In this second report, which, incidentally,
and contains a very comprehensive review of is now being written up for final submission to
the state of the art on various measurement Wright Field, we also went deeply into certain
techniques and on analytical techniques that peo- theoretical matters. The first report was con-
ple were using to analyze response vibration fined largely to the analysis of stationary data,
data from arbitrary struztures at arbitrary but a major unsolved problem which still has
points. In this particular study we looked at lots of openings is the problem of trying to de-
various types of flight vehicles from aircraft to velop appropriate techniques for analyzing non-
high flying missiles and space probes. We in- stationary data where the statistics of the data
vestigated the types of expected vibration envi- definitely change with time. Therefqre, when
ronments. We looked at the fundamental as- you analyze a single record you get a lot of in-
sumptions that people were making in trying to formation about that one record, but it doesn't
predict environments from their measured data rbpresent anything about the overall environ-
and found there were many holes in the analyti- ment that you are interested in. So, new tech-
cal techniques. There were many assumptions niques were explored for analyzing appropriate
being made which weren't subjected to proper properties of nonstationary data, and, in the
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panel discussion which I'm participating in on Mr. Cohen of Sylvania put in a plug for
Thursday, we may have occasion to go into MIL-STD-810 as a document that covered
some of those matters. The fact remains that everything in the way of experience and testing
there has been a great deal of significant work procedures in the environmental field to date.
done, not only by our group, but also by other He also raised the question as to whether any-
groups. We have a problem here that goes one had a better way to write a design specifi-
throughout the industry to find somebody that cation than referring to a series of definite en-
wants to see this work done. We have the prob- vironmental tests to be performed on an object.
lem of doing the work, then we have the problem
letting the people know it has been done."

CONCLUDING REMARKS BY
Mr. R. Johnson of Atomics International THE PANEL

addressed either Mr. O'Hearne or Mr. Hager.
"We are designing a satellite or a payload which, Mr. Thomas: "At ASD for several years
I hope, does not come back, so we won't be able now we've been faced with the problem of com-
to find out what the environment did to it. The ing up with some input to specifications like
trouble we're having is a lack of adequate instru- MIL-STD-810 and others. We've been accused
mentation. From the earlier discussion, I'm of using the shotgun approach, and I prefer it
wondering if I could get some comments on the that way. We feel it has worked out rather well.
benefit of measuring shock and vibration on the With regard to points of measurement, we have
basic structure as opposed to measuring the long ago found that by taking measurements on
response of various weight components. The the basic structure we were pretty well able to
acoustic nature of the input has probably more define the inputs to items of equipment which
effect on these components and maybe we should will come down the road a little bit later on.
be measuring the response of a series of com- We were not always limited by the number of
ponents having different weights rather than the pickups and usually we had an entire vehicle at
basic structure." our disposal. I'm talking about aircraft in par-

ticular here now. We had an almost unlimited
Mr. Hager answered, "I think about all I number of channels available to us if we wished

can do is to repeat my original statement. I to use them.
feel that, with the decided lack of instrumenta-
tion that is usually the case with missile flights, "I feel that one of the real problems we are
you have to be very judicious where you place facing is that of communication. In particular,
the pickups. You should not be looking for the we have a capability for gathering large quan-
generalized environment as such, but you should titles of data and we are actually faced with the
be looking for the response in the key critical problem of having too much as opposed to hay-
locations. My recommendation would be that, if ing too little. We're not able to get, in detail,
you know from previous laboratory tests where the information out of these great quantities of
your particular problem lies, you should instru- data that are required to give them the fullest
ment for your flight in that area." meaning. Because of this, a great deal of coop-

eration is required between ourselves and other
Mr. O'Hearne's views differed somewhat, governmental agencies and industry in coming

"In line with the question that the geptleman up with some generalized requirements. Dr.
from Lockheed raised on the uses of transmis- Bendat has pointed out that a good deal of work
sibility, you are going to have a lot of compo- has been done to define the things that we need
nents in there. If you only have a few points to come up with in any measurement program.
you can instrument, you don'twant just to choose In thepast 5 or 6 years we've gathered some-
one or two components. The idea usually is to thing over a million data points from about 30
try to instrument basic structure on the theory different aircraft through rather comprehensive
that the basic structure is driving the compo- tests, yet we still feel that we have fallen short
nents. If you can find out what the basic struc- of the goal that we initially set out to reach.
ture is doing and know the transmissibility, you We're able to define, in a shotgun approach, the
can design a component test or perhaps you can overall levels, the frequencies, the time dura-
test entire assemblies. A real difficulty arises tions and things of this type, but we still feel
in these space structures because finding a there is a great deal to be done in this area., I
point that you can say represents what's driving think it comes down to a cooperative approach,
the secondary structure, is rather difficult. This using data that has been acquired by somebody
is one reason I had 'hoped Dr. Bendat would say else to fulfill your needs."
something about cross correlation because it
has been suggested to me that it would be appli- Mr. O'Hearne: "1 think that we have to make
cable in answering some of these questions, a greater effort to understand the probabilistic
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and theoretical basis of what we are doing and ranges. It does not allow the designer any ca-
have more engineers who are working in this pability to utilize the basic vehicle structure as
field understand it in a rigorous way. One of a device to protect his equipment."
the biggest problems we come up against is
trying to hold discourse when we don't know Professor Crede: "In closing I'd merely
what we are talking about. In making this state- like to say that I've been to many symposia and
ment, I don't put myself in any better category have heard many discussions of this type. For
than anyone else, perhaps worse. We have also the first time I think I can truly say that I feel
to find formal ideas in our management of the encouraged, not at what has been done, but what
problem along the lines of operations analy- is being done or what will be done if the present
sis as suggested by Dr. Chernowitz in the Hand- programs that have been described here are
book of Environmental Engineering and in the carried through to completion. It's quite obvi-
paper that Ralph Blake is going to present at ous that we as a whole have an enormous ca-
this meeting on decision theory." pacity to make measurements. We can put

hundreds of channels of acceleration measure-
Mr. Gertel: "I would like to emphasize in ments, strain measurements, and many other

closing that, whether we are talking about em- types of measurements into any project where
pirical approaches to determining environments it looks important. But most of these measure-
or the measurement approach to determining ments in the past have been limited in their
environments, the objective of both approaches usefulness, either for the design of equipment
is the same. Both approaches have the objec- or for the testing of equipment in the laboratory.
tive of establishing design goals for equipment The simple reason is that there have never been
which must withstand these environments." anything more than a few simple hypotheses

that could be used to relate the measured quan-
Mr. Mullen: "I strongly feel that we should titles to the damage that might occur to equip-

know a little bit more about damage criteria. ment.
What causes things to fail? If we know this then
we can better determine what stress levels or "The things that encourage me are two or
what type of environmental test we should sub- three projects. One of them is the work that
ject equipment or components to. This is a Dr. Bendat described essentially in the areas
rather empirical type of approach. It is, I think, of data analysis or data reduction which will
the best way to establish new test techniques. I weed out, from what otherwise might look like
had an experience recently involving a failure a mass of incomprehensible data, some param-
of a piece of micro electronics equipment. The eters that might be significant. A second thing
failure was a rather odd one, produced by many is the work that the people from Purdue have
environments, but basically the fault was dis- referred to on a couple of occasions in which
closed by inspection to determine what the me- they are actually making physical tests in an
chanics of the failure were. After this was es- attempt to determine the characteristics of an
tablished then we were able to devise tests which environment, whether it be a vibration of some
would cause these failures. These were failures kind or a shock of some kind, that are signifi-
that had been occurring in equipment and by cant in determining whether failure of the equip-
adding a rather severe test we were able to un- ment will occur or not. We at Cal Tech are
cover weaknesses and actually get into the me- getting underway on a program that has some-
chanics of the failure. I think we should do a thing in common with that described by the
little more thinking about the mechanics of fail- people at Purdue.
ure because, although I do think the stresses or
the knowledge of stresses are important, the "It seems to me that a start is being made
mechanics of the failure are also important." now toward opening up this blind alley so that

sooner or later we will be able to determine
Mr. Hager: "I think that I would like to what are the significant parameters. Everyone

leave one statement with you in regard to meas- talks about wanting some numbers but the dis-
urements. There are many of them made. A cussion becomes vague at that point, for what
lot of people have talked about all the data that are the parameters in which these numbers are
has been measured in the past and when you expressed? This is what has to come out of
attempt to use this you find that there is insuffi- this practical type of research. We must find
cient information on where it was obtained, out what kind of numbers, not numerical values,
frequency content in many cases and things like but what are the dimensions of these numbers
this. What you find then is that the specification that can be related to the design of equipment.
people will tend to draw an envelope over all Then, we must have data reduction procedures
this measured data so that it loses entirely its for extracting these numbers from the raw data
dynamic significance at various frequency that come from the measurement system. So,
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I feel encouraged that we are on the right track think it is headed in the right direction and I
and I hope that this work, which is going to take hope that a great deal more of it will be done in
alongtime, I assure you, carries on to the point various places as the years go by."
where it will be useful in a practical sense. I

PANEL SESSION IV

THE ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA FOR DESIGN PURPOSES

Moderator: Mr. W. A. Gardner, Sandia Corporation

Panelists: Dr. Julius Bendat, Ramo-Wooldridge
Dr. R. B. Muchmore, Space Technology Laboratories
Mr. G. L. Getline, General Dynamics/Convair
Dr. A. J. Curtis, Hughes Aircraft Company
Mr. J. T. Foley, Jr., Sandia Corporation

Mr. Gardner opened the session by asking person is to do a proper job on his particular
each of the panelists to tell something of his problem.
background and interests.

"My own background and interests are in
mathematical analysis. I specialize to a great

OPENING REMARKS BY THE PANEL extent in the area of .3tochastic processes, both
in the theory and the applications. The applica-

Dr. J. Bendat: "Two years ago I attended tions have been not only in the vibration fie'd,
my first Shock and Vibration Symposium and, at but also in the general area of prediction and
that time, i sat in the audience as you are doing filtering, using different types of electrical net-
and listened to a panel discussion. The panel works, and in the analysis of ocean waves. I'm
members were Dr. Curtis, who is on this panel, getting involved now in some biomedical data
Mike Gertel, Professor Crede as Chairman, and analysis. There is an underlying and common
others. I listened very patiently and tried to thread in :,!I of these problems where some of
learn as much as I could from the discussion, the same ideas go across the board. In many
At the end of the session I finally got the micro- cases you must, at great length, spend time
phone and asked a very detailed question to each formulating the problem, seeing what the funda-
and every member of the panel. Some of you mental considerations are, and trying to define
may have been present at that time and you will as precisely as you can exactly what you should
recall that the first point that I raised was the d(. before you go out avid do anything. I feel that
fact that they hadn't been talking on the session there is a great deal of data being gathered in
topic and, where they were, they were frequently this field, for design purposes or for testing
skirting the main issues. Most of the panel purposes, where the people who are involved
members were very amused and receptive to have not taken into account all of the factors
what I had to say and they answered my ques- that they should in order to do a proper job.
tions in a straightforward manner. There was They frequently go out and gather a lot of data,
one exception, however, which is one of the rea- thinking that they are gohng to analyze it later
sons why I think we have the present panel dis- in some mysterious way yet to be developed.
cussion. There is a need, I feel, to update the This creates all kinds of difficulties. The dis-
fundamental understanding of exactly what kind cussion today, I'm sure, will go into many facets
of data and presentation is important for vibra- of this area.
tion analysis and, actually, for analysis of many
other physical problems as well. The interre- "As I said, my main interests are in the
lationship between proper mathematical con- theoretical aspects, although, because I work
cepts, statistical techniques, computer tech- with engineers all ihe time, I try to understand
niques, the role of different types of engineering their needs. I try to have them frame their
talents, all that must be brought to bear if a questions in proper ways so that we can see
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whether or not they are really asking all the "In the area of the panel discussion topic -
questions that they should. I think that in many the analysis and presentation of environmental
cases we have more advanced mathematical and data - my interests lie in what may be called
statistical techniques available than are being past history data. I'm concerned with the means
utilized properly. I feel that there are many by which it may be recovered and presented to
opportunities today for people who want to take satisfy the questions of designers concerning
the time and trouble to understand these mat- environmental levels, and how this data may be
ters, to make some contributions." employed as one of the bases for the derivation

of standard test levels. This can encompass
Dr. R. Muchmore: "My interests have been many problems. I might mention two on which

rather wide. At the present time, as Director I have been working quite recently. One is a
of Physical Research at STL, I have no direct slightly different method of using environmental
connection with vibration and shock problems, envelopes to come up with a standard test.
so I think you have to count me today as an in- Another is associated with uniform formats for
terested amateur. In the past I've had the re- presenting environmental data for storage and
sponsibility for data analysis and vibration for use by designers. I think I will j:ust leave it
problems and have been interested in the field there and see what we can generate."
for a long time. My interests, rather close to
those of Dr. Bendat, lie primarily in the theory Mr. G. Getline: "I am with the technical
of stochastic processes and their applications groups at Convair, consisting of dynamics,
in this field. thermo, hydro, aero, and so on. Included in

these technical groups is the predesign group.
"The chairman told me that I had 5 minutes All design work starts in predesign, and we pro-

and, since he told a joke, I can tell a joke too. vide the parametric inputs to the predesign
This is one that I think has some application to effort. At the same time, I prepare vibration
the subject of shock and vibration and loading in and acoustic test specifications for vendors
general. It concerns a man who was driving a use; I monitor vendors' work in regard to test-
truck down the road. Every once in a while he ing; I set up flight test programs, stipulate the
would stop the truck, get out, run around behind way the data is supposed to be reduced, and in-
and beat on the sides of it with a baseball bat. terpret the data to the design groups. I'm a
Thea he would get back in and drive the truck sort of human filter. I might point out that the
down the road a little further, again stop, get relationship which I, and our groups as a whole,
out and beat on the sides with the bat. As he have with the design groups is a common law
repeated this procedure, naturally his progress marriage. They are not required to take any
wasn't too rapid and pretty soon he had a long advice that we give; they have ultimate design
line of traffic behind him. A policeman finally responsibility. Yet, over aperiodof years which
took notice of this, ran up to the head of the line began before I came to Convair, the relationship
and asked, 'Well, what in the world are you do- has become more closely knit, especially since
ing?' The man replied, 'Well, I have a two-ton I've been there. The design groups rely heavily
truck and I've got fcur tons of pigeons in it. I on the technical groups for help. This help may
have to keep half of them in the air at all times.' reach the point where you will stand over the
Actually, that's rather poor physics but perhaps drafting board of a man who is laying down
some of us can think of a way to apply this to a lines on paper and suggest to him that a 2-pound
missile system." transformer on a piece of 0.016-inch skin in the

middle of a 1-sq ft panel is not quite the right
Mr. J. Foley: "I will just state my position way to do something. I think this will give you

at Sandia and what I am concerned with, then an idea of my work."
leave it up to the a:adience, should they be inter-
ested in similar things. At the present time Dr. A. Curtis: "At Hughes, I've been asso-
I'm a member of the Environmental Analysis ciated with the environmental laboratory in
Group. This Gr.oup is also known as the Envi- Culver City and primarily with the missile end
ronmental Data Bank. It is administratively of the Hughes efforts. We have tried to obtain
attached to the Dynamics Section of the Struc- data in the field regarding the dynamic environ-
tural Analysis Division and has three basic ments of the missiles and to reduce this data
functions. We screen and analyze field data for by various and sundry means. I guess primarily
storage in the data bank. Upon request, we fur- I've been interesied in translating the data to
nish this data to designers for use in their de- adequate laboratory tests, but we have also had
sign programs. Finally, we use this collected * hand in trying to establish design criteria for
data ourselves to establish standard test levels, the design groups. I think that, probably, this
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is where people such as ourselves have not wonder if we are providing the right analysis,
done as good a Job as perhaps is necessary. I if the reduced information can be used by the
say this not so much with respect to the large designer. Not only do we have to turn out an
pieces, the structural problems, so much as the end product that is reliable, but we have to turn
black box problems. I wonder, if I tell a -de- it out in a short-time period. Because of this,
signer that his black box is going to have to we sometimes use techniques we know are not
withstand a given power spectral density for so the best, but if we could improve other tech-
many hours or minutes whether he really knows niques we would use them. I will ask one ques-
how to use that data. We convince him some- tion: What working relationship should exist
times that he doesn't when he brings it down to between the vibration engineer and the design
the lab and we shake it apart for him, but this engineer?"
is somewhat late. I think we need to get to the
designer earlier and provide him data that will
improve his chances of coming up with a satis- DISCUSSION
factory design the first time. If there are peo-
ple in the audience who are more intimately Dr. Soechting of Picatinny Arsenal, expand-
connected with the design area than I, I would ing on Mr. Gardner's question, asked whatcould
like them to tell me in what form they want this be done to improve the line of communication
data; what is wrong with the way we present the between the mathematician, the test engineer,
data at this point? My other area of interest Is and the designer, so that each would give the
in establishing adequate means of evaluating other what he needed.
system performance under environmental test.
In other words, how good is our laboratory Mr. Getline said, "When we talk about con-
simulation ?" tributing to design we have to look at the time

scale. You can start providing input into design
Mr. W. Gardner: "A panel is somewhat in the predesign stage when you know the final

like a committee and you will remember the product is still a long way off. Then, you can
old story about the committee which designed a go along with Dr. Bendat and analyze everything
horse and it came out looking like a camel. If that you have in great detail, generate numbers
you expect to get precise information on the as precisely and accurately as you can, and feed
right way to go about design, then you are wast- them ultimately into the design groups or into
ing your time attending this session. We are, the test areas, wherever they are needed. How-
and have been for quite a few years, in a period ever, there is often a very short time scale for
of very rapid change. Many things are being design input; I expect a lot of you have met with
done around the country in which each of you has this when you have decided to prepare a pro-
a part. If we can generate discussion and ideas, posal for some government requirement. There
then what we should expect from the session is is a due date on it which causes a tremendous
that, over the years, our efforts will help to flurry of activity in predesign. About 2 days
establish and confirm design methods, before this proposal has to be in the mail, pre-

design comes up with half a dozen different
"Let us look at design in a hypothetical, but configurations and these are up for grabs. They

ideal, situation. We would have a handbook giv- will send them around to the technical groups
ing data on the complete physical properties of who will be in there en masse to criticize them.
all materials; we would know their responses This will be a last minute critique. In this case
under any environmental condition. We could it isn't a question of sophisticated techniques,
then easily lay out a complete model of the en- rather, you use the accumulated knowledge and
vironments and the expected reactions, put this experience that you have, as little or as great
information all in a computer and come up with as it may be. Because you have specialized in
"a design. Perhaps the computer would produce a particular area, you have a better feel for the
"a tape that went directly to tape controlled ma- problem than these other people and will rec-
chines thus eliminating the possibility of human ommend on that basis. I think these are the two
error in the drafting room and so on. extremes and the questions have to be asked in

that context.,"
"We are making steps in this direction.

Better understanding of materials and more Dr. Bendat commented, "I agree ihat one
handbook data are improving our techniques for should not become overly sophisticated when a
setting up mathematical models, but we are still simple procedure will give substantially the
a long way from the ideal. Here, we are not same desired results. There are too many
going to cover all facets of the problem. We people, and mathematicians are among them,
know that in the area of data analysis and pres- who hide behind mathematical symbolism. It
entation we have made some gains but we isn't enough to set down a very rigorous and
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abstract point of view and then say that this Mr. E. Mogil of Rocketdyne asked, "When
particular wiggly line in this integration proves you have a power spectra in terms of so many
whatever we want it to prove. There have been g squared per cps, how do you take this data
many people who have made careers out of hid- and tell a designer how to design a package ? If
ing behind mathematical symbols, and there are you have a predominate sinusoid, it is fairly
many people today who are making careers out easy to determine what deflections you may
of hiding behind computers. have or to calculate resonances of the system

and see if you are in trouble. In the case of a
"The problem that a mathematician faces power spectral density, how do you tell a de-

in this kind of an environment is to guide the signer what to do? He is completely confused
engineers, with whom he is working, into the and we usually tell him, 'We shall see whether
fundamental areas of concern. If they are ana- your package will live when we get it on the
lyzing certain data and trying to predict future shake table.' This doesn't help him in his orig-
propertieq of the data because they want to de- inal design. I'd like to hear what some people
sign to some future environment, then it is im- here do with power spectral data to assist a de-
portant for them to take steps in their analysis sign engineer in designing his prototype pack-
to try to verify that the data they are analyzing ages ?"

is likely to be the data that they will encounter
in the future. This is the concept of stationarity Mr. Gertel of MITRON posed a similar
as many of you know, but many of you don't know problem. "The problem in analyzing and pre-
it and, therefore, should be spending some time senting data for design purposes is that, as yet,
trying to understand. we have no really solid criteria on what consti-

tutes failure. In designing something it is im-
"Also, there are a number of terms that plied that we're putting on paper something that

are loosely used in this field which refer to will withstand an environment. In the analysis
very idealized mathematical models. One ex- and presentation of the data we've got to know
ample would be the concept of a transfer func- what it is that causes failure in the thing that
tion. There was a paper given here that talked we are trying to make so that we can intelli-
about measuring amplitude and phase charac- gently present the data, at least to the designer.
teristics of transfer functions in which the As this gentleman just said, g squared per cps
overriding assumption in the whole procedure doesn't really tell him anything. It defines the
was that the system was linear. If the system environment in a way, but in this g squared per
is not linear then one is not measuring a trans- cps, or other numbers that might quantitatively
fer function. He is measuring something which be used to specify the environment, what param-
he is calling a transfer function. The mathcma- eters create the failure ? Until we know that we
tician's role is to say, 'Let us determine, as just keep on going around in circles."
precisely as we can, whether or not the system
under consideration is linear and let us devise Mr. Bort of DTMB commented, "I think
proper procedures and tests for the linearity this boils down partly to the fact that the de-
before you go through the measurement of what signer wants a design formula. He wants some-
you call the transfer function.' thing which he can work out with pencil and

paper and may be a slide rule and a desk com-
"The fundamental assumption of linearity puter. He is not particularly interested in where

is frequently overlooked. There is equipment the data came from or what was the general
on the market today with which it is claimed background of the data analyst. He has to know
that by twisting a dial you can measure a trans- when the formula is applicable, what its errors
fer function. I would assert that probably 80 are likely to be, and where its limits of appli-
percent of the time the people who are using cability fall. It is, I think, one of the responsi-
this equipment are not measuring transfer func- bilities of the analysts and the data reduction
tions. Not only does the system have to be lin- people to connect up their data, not with general
ear, it has to be a constant lumped parameter theoretical concepts, but with some kind of a
system where the output is not dependent on the design formula that the designer can use imme-
time at which the input occurs. If you have a diately."
linear time bearing system, you get a different
type of transfer characteristic. If you have a Dr. Muchmore said, "I don't pretend to be
nonlinear system the whole area is still wide able to answer all of it, but I'd like to say a few
open. There are many such fundamental con- words about the fundamentals and then maybe
siderations of which one must be aware in order wd can work from the fundamentals on to the
to do a more competent job in presenting the final answer of the problem. It appears tb me
right kind of information to the design person." that there is some question as to why we use
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power spectra at all and I think that this is a in it. You don't know for -ure what its response
-- question that does need answering. It goes is going to be, especially %.ring design stages.

back to the fact that almost all data reduction You can't tell the design engineer 'This will see
methods are founded upon what is needed in 0.25 g squared per cps,' r-nd expect him to
analytic treatment of problems. Now, why a know what to do with his black box. People have
power spectrum? The reason is very simple gotten used to the sinusoidal test and many en-
but is not always clearly stated or understood. gineers feel that they know how to design to
It lies in the fact that for a stationary process, sinusoids because they know that there is going
and they are never actually quite stationary, a to be one major resonance which they will try
Fourier series representation evolves into a to avoid. We have to convince them, however,
sum of orthogonal components. In other words, that we have a random environment requiring
every frequency component is independent of a new approach.
every other frequency component. Now you may
ask, 'So what and who cares?' The man who "The only real way to handle the problem
cares is the analyst who is going to solve the is by having some feeling for vibration tests,
problem because, if every frequency component which gets us right back to testing bla.ik boxes.
is independent of every other frequency compo- You have to know whether a black box will take
nent, it is an easy problem to solve and he can a 0.07 g squared per cps; my feeling is that
get a design formula. The man who reduces most black boxes nowadays will take that. At
the data, I think, really tacitly assumes that the 0.1 g squared per cps they start getting into
analyst has given the designer the formula into trouble; at 0.25 g squared per cps they are
which the number goes and this may be the pretty bad and so on. I feel, along with Mr.
missing link in the chain. Mogil, that you just don't have a good answer

for the design engineer and it's a tremendous
"The point I really wanted to make is that task to cover. UI would be nice if we could have

there is a v,..Ly good reason for using the power a book that said how you design to random envi-
spectrum which is to make easy the analysis ronments."
that would otherwise be very difficult. We put
the data in this form because the analyst then Mr. W. DuBois of the Boeing Company
knows what to do with it; it is possible then for commented, "We have always had random envi-
him to give a formula to a designer." ronments with us and we are still having trouble

coping with them. Our object in life in the envi-
Mr. Mustain of Douglas discussed some of ronmental lab is to provide whatever environ-

the previous questions. He said, "I want to go ment is necessary to solve pioblems. Suppose
back first to the question that was presented by you have a problem with a telemetering system.
Mr. Gardner concerning the relationship be- You bring it down and we will provide the mis-
tween a vibration engineer and a designer. I've sile environment so that you, the designer, can
worked for several years in this type of situa- locate and solve your problem. This is all we
tion where I've tried to handle vibration and can do. We can tell the designer what the envi-
work with designers. Admittedly, it is a hard ronment is in the missile, and then it is up to
thing to follow up. For one thing there are hun- him."
dreds of designers with whom you have to try
to keep in contact. So you do things such as Mr. Cohen of Sylvania said that, like many
Mr. Getline suggested; you look over a drawing others in the room, his company was faced with
and see something obvious - a transformer in the problems involved in designing black boxes
the middle of a panel - and you move it; or, you to meet military specifications. Referring to
see something that is mounted as a cantilever Mr. Getline's remarks about advising designers
and you know it is going to vibrate like mad when they're in trouble, Mr. Cohen suggested
under high excitation, so you try to fix it. This that one of the big problems is that most design
is primarily the experience of a vibration engi- engineers do not get a chance to watch their
neer, somebody who has been around designs a equipment under test and therefore may not be
lot, who has seen lots of shaker tests, and who convinced that it will fail when the only proof is
has some feeling for them. Yet you can't put the experience of the vibration engineer. Mr.
this down in black and white for these thousands Cohen went on to say, "We hav-3n't given the de-
of engineers. You have to be able to do a tre- signer a formula to go by because this is some-
mendous job of covering the fieldwhich is thing that we have learned from experiencb.
really what the vibration engineer should be
trying to do. "Along the lines of formula, I did work for.

a company as a mechanical engineer in the de-
"Let's assume we have a random environ- sign section. I was given a large heavy docu-

ment and a complex blaci: box with manyelements ment and told, 'Here is your bunch of formulas;
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here's your IBM program; here are your in- "I remember when we started our commer-
conditions. All you have .o do when you have a cial jet program, at which time sonic fatigue
new condition is to plug in a new in-condition, had been around to a very sma.ll extent on a few
give a new temperature, and so on, and you airplanes. Our design people were only going
come out with a cross-sectional area of the part to scale up sheet metal airplanes for a large
from the IBM 704 or the IBM 650. This is the jet airplane. I had to convince our people that
way you design your parts here.' When I -would we had a problem. I wrote memo after memo
go into the test cell, for example, and look at after memo pointing out this problem area and,
this jet engine running, I still couldn't get an in general, describing what could be done. I
idea of what my parts were doing because there got together 'a dog and pony show' for design
were more pressing problems. They were groups right up to the chief engineer and I had
aerodynamic problems rather than mechanical a 'chamber of horrors' which consisted of pho-
problems. I felt that we were hampered because tographs of some of the early B52 structures.
we were not allowed, essentially, to go in and If you've ever seen those you will understand
investigate what our parts were doing under the what I mean. All this was used as a sales pitch
design conditions, to get the design groups to understand that there

was a problem. They bought it and I had the
"Either it is a question of communications whole thing dumped in my lap.

between the design engineer and the test engi-
neer or it is a matter of policy of the company "There was no problem on our part of set-
that one is a design engineer, another is a test ting up ground rules. These ground rules were
engineer, and they must not talk to each other, nothing exotic; you can find them in any hand-
It is also a question of whether the design engi- book on fatigue resistant design. Using them
neer is too lazy to get up from his board and go as a basis, we worked with various types of
down and look at a test being run, and actually sample structures in our siren facility well in
get some information from it so he'll know what advance of the final detailed design. When we
to do. I don't think that we should be supplying came down to the detailed design stages we
design engineers with a given set formula and were pretty well sure of what we were going to
say this is the way to design to it because it has have. I think this is a good example of how you
been proven analytically. We can't prove it re- can provide input in this area.
liably that way. If we do we are way overde-
signing. We have to tell him the way to design "As far as the black boxes go, our design
a part based on our experience. Usually, what engineers who sign off their drawings are re-
we do is to overdesign the part for the man be- sponsible for the hardware. In fact they will go
cause we want to be darn sure it isn't going to right down to the shop and see it installed in the
fail in the lab, otherwise our necks get chopped vehicle. In assuming this responsibility they'll
off. go down to the test lab and watch tests. They'll

go to a vendor's facility and watch what he is
"So, I would like to ask Mr. Getline, who do doing. When I say they have design responsi-

you consider should have the final say in a prob- bility, they really have it. They assume it, they
lem involving, for the sake of an argument, vi- are stuck with it, and all we can do is help them.
bration or shock? Should it be the design engi- And we help them because they come and ask
neer, the test engineer, or a design engineer us."
with test experience who knows what he is talk-
ing about when he actually does the design ?" Dr. Burgess of United Technology Corpora-

tion said, "I wonder, are we not saying here
Mr. Getline explained how it worked at his that the topic which is the subject of this ses-

plant. "The design groups have ultimate respon- sion is an abstraction - the analysis and pres-
sibility. They have no limitations imposed on entation of data for design purposes. We can
them as to where or how or by what means they analyze it, we can present it in various forms,
can get advice. The input that we provide is at but finally it has to go through the filter of an
their request. We can go over to the design individual's mind; this individual is able to look
groups, look at the boards, and suggest t.ings, at all of the details and use his judgment.
but suggestion is what it remains. However, Aren't we trying to bypass that word judgment
once you have built up some confidence in your in the present discussion ?"
efforts, you will find they'll be coming over in
droves. In fact, every time they want to change Mr. Foley responded, "I don't think we are
the size of a rivet they will be over and want trying to avoid the term judgment; I think we
you to put your blessing on it. The main thing are trying to paraphrase it. We are trying to
is to build up the confidence of the design groups define what this judgment is. I have a little
in the fact that you can do a job for them. blurb here that defines abasic analysis technique
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used by a designer as being the exercise of we can guarantee that the designer will be very
judgment based on what he can gather at a par- close and need to make only minor revisions in
ticular time in the way of past history, experi- his design. If you look at most structures, the
ence, direct test results and theoretical studies." black box is attached through some form of

structure, either to a secondary structure or to
Mr. Gertel commented, "It would appear a primary structure. This system will exhibit

that judgment or personal experience is the a primary mode. In the majority of cases this
only expedient for coming up with a successful will be the mode in which your highest loadings
design. It is unfortunate that this is true. What will occur in the system, whether it be the basic
we really need to do is take this experience structure or whether it will be an internal com-
which people have and put it down in some for- ponent."
mula, as was suggested earlier. The problem
is old and I'm going to go back to the analogy of Dr. Curtis said, "Listening to the discus-
fatigue of metals because I think this provides sion over the last few minutes I think we seem
a platform for extending into failures of more to be in need of classifying our problems a little
complicated systems. We have now got to the bit, both in terms of scale and in terms of fail-
pointwhere there is enough analytical equipment ure classifications. If you start talking about
so that we can really define our environment, solutions of the structural problem to the elec-
We can determine whether it is stationary. We tronic designer of a black box, he won't know
can come up with statistical descriptions of the what you are talking about in the first place and
various individual peak loadings comprising a in the second place he doesn't have time to con-
particular environment, whether we call it in duct a rigorous structural analysis of a small
g squared per cps or choose to re-create the black box. Basically it's cheaper and quicker
statistical distribution that the g squared per for him to build one, pretty much by the seat of

cps implies. What now has to be done is to take his pants, and bring it down to the lab and let
these inputs and apply them to a criterion of up have at it. So, this is one extreme, the sma!l
failure. It would appear that the way to estab- item. At the other extreme you have a complete
lish this kind of information would be through airplane or missile which, basically, is a struc-
an experimental program, at least this is the tural problem. I think we have enough knowl-
experience that exists in fatigue of metals, edge here, and the structural dynamicist can
There are certain very sophisticated theories take the time and the effort to understand and
about why metals fatigue, but the designer still translate a random or a stochastic process into
resorts to the use of experimental SN curves, some kind of an equivalent static load and de-
We need something very similar to that from sign the structure to this. It's so big that you
the vibrations point of view." can't test it in a meaningful way anyhow, so you

are forced to employ analysis.
Mr. Hager of the Boeing Company returned "I think our problems are in the ill defined

to a question that had been asked earlier con- area in between the two extremes. Here, we
cerning how to interpret to the designer how he may have a significant piece of structure which
should build his equipment in order to meet may weigh up to a ton or so and perhaps even
certain requirements. "We are fortunate in more in the future. We have an item which is
that, once we get to the specification level, we getting to be big enough on which to conduct a
have a test requirement which is well defined, rigorous structural analysis if we knew the
not some arbitrary environment that we don't loads. The trouble if often we don't know the
know much about. With the problems that we loads. Somebody has specified a test condition
have with the hardware, the predominant one is to us in the spec as input acceleration, in the
the loading of all the parts in the system. It same way we have specified inputs to black
will tend to fail, and I could safely say 99 per- boxes in years past. They've written an envi-
cent of the time, as a result of the maximum ronmental spec for this thing which is just not
load. There are a few cases where the fre- sophisticated enough to define the input condt-
quency alone is important. We interpret the tions. It must take account of the response of
environment into an equivalent static load or the system. Furthermore, when you get a 1-ton
g's that the designer can then apply, based on t-st object, I hope most of us are beginning to
his individual weight items, to the structure and ask ourselves when an item is too big to test.
pick his structure on the basis of stress. In ad- Oh, no matter how big it is, you can run sopne
dition to this, we will give to him certain stiff- sort of a test, but where do we stop kidding
ness requirements. By the combination of stiff- ourselves that we can really qualify an item for
ness control and load he will design his structure a dynamic environment merely by shoving on it
which will fit the analysis that you use to give at one place with a shaker. I hope I've outlined
him the load. It is not guaranteed that the de- this problem of the scale factor that very much
sign will be completely adequate under test, but affects our problem.
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"My second point is the kind of failure, and even smaller lumps, we'll be even more
We've been talking here about fatigue failures, successful.
things falling apart and so on. Fatigue failures
are something for which I think we've adopted "As for printed boards or panels, I find
the phraseology of a catastrophic failure. The that if you can have all the structures with natu-
other classification is a functional failure which ral frequencies of 150 cycles or better, gener-
is a much more insidious type of a failure, ally you won't get into serious difficulty with
much more difficult to design against. It re- sine or random testing. These are the sort of
quired much more sophisticated test methods general criteria that I find quite effective, but I
and much more accurate simulation of the envi- would appreciate any other methods of this type
ronment to assure ourselves that this functional or approaches that people use rather than the
type of failure is real. In this case, I'm not sort of evasive and general responses that I've
sure the designer has any way, even through heard so far. There was one good question
past experience and so on, of knowing how to asked. How do you design to random? What do
avoid these kinds of failures until he gets down you use specifically as against designing for
into the lab or, maybe, into the flight test pro- sine? I think these are the sort of questions
gram. Therefore, I think that we might do well, that should be answered."
when we start talking about these problems, to
classify them a little bit and not try to seek a Mr. Gardner said, "I think we will agree.
general answer to the question." We've been searching; we've been talking a lot

of philosophy. We have to get a little specific if
Mr. Stcrn of General Electric Company we are going to do any good, and we might pose

commented, I think one of the things I've a question. Is there anyone here who would
learned this morning is how to be more evasive like to give an example of how data analysis
when the designers come to me. Actually, the has been used in translating data and getting it
function I serve is not only to provide services into a design? Do we have a good example?"
to designers, but also to the test group. Usu-
ally, one of the things designers enjoy doing, Dr. Bendat offered these comments. "The
after they've had a box tested, is to bring it to mathematical theory, it is a theory, that's de-
me and say, 'Well, it failed, point to the part voted to the response of different types of sys-
that failed.' This is the black box type that is tems to random excitation usually idealizes the
full of a lot of resistors, capacitors, and tran- system. There has been practical work which
sistors. I've never been able to do it yet and I has led to practical designs of optimum systems
don't think anyone on this panel or in this room to handle various types of random excitation
would be able to do it. when there was sufficient information about the

nature of the random excitation. If you were
"From my standpoint, it is most effective building a system to try to pass desired signal

to have designs pass vibration before they are information in the presence of noise and if you
built, because that's when it counts; that's when were going to do this with a linear system, you
you save money. I'm talking of the case now in could use certain theories developed by Norbert
which we take a contract at a fixed price and Wiener and others. From a knowledge of the
have to deliver on a fixed date. The designer input signal to noise properties and of the de-
who designs the electronic part has enough sired output properties, one could say what the
trouble just getting the circuit to work let alone transfer characteristics of this black box should
putting it in the structure and having it pass a be in order to pass the desired signal and, in
vibration test. With this sort of environment I this sense, filter out the interfering noise. This
find the most effective way is through packaging, has been done in electric problems and there
For example, in ground support equipment I try are certain mechanical analogies. I've heard
to get the metal outside and use a rigid skeleton of certain shipboard and submarine design
so that when they do get into trouble, major problems which, in large scale theoretical form,
overhauls are not required or major mod. kits have been approached in this fashion, but I've
do not have to be sent out to the field. These never personally participated in those problems.
are rather expensive and the product is un-
sightly. For smaller equipment, I try to get "The failing, of course, in these techniques
the customer to buy potted modules, throw away is that it is an idealized mathematical situation
modules. It is extremely effective. I think, in and you have a nice input-output relation to
line with this, the evolution from vacuum tubes consider. Therefore, if you know the input
to transistors had a far more positive effect on power spectra and if you know what is really
successful vibration design than all the symposia the transfer characteristics of the system, you
and all these people here. As we go to other can determine the output power spectrum and
new type components, say thin film deposition from that what its mean square history will be.
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You can make other statistical measurements "Obviously, it is going to be a long time
of amplitude probability density distributions before some of these theoretical ideas are
or peak distributions. When the system is translated down into the practical area and it
more complex, and we are now talking mainly will be a long time before certain of the equip-
of mechanical structural types of systems, the ment manufacturers make equipment that will
transfer characteristics are not so simple to give you the kind of information that you need.
define. You usually don't have a linear constant But we are moving in this direction and cer-
parameter situation. It's time varying or it has tainly, by a concentrated team effort, those of
nonlinear feedback loops, thus there isn't any us who are theoretically inclined will be able to
simple mathematical relationship anymore that understand some of the practical problems.
is appropriate. Together, I feel that there will be considerable

"What we are doing on the theoretical side progress made in the next few years."
is trying to extend some of these simpler for-
mulas to these more general situations. I don't Mr. Chaplin of rarnborough, England re-
believe there is any simple formula that will marked, bI'm not really speaking for Great

become available in this field now or in the near Britain but for myself. I'm largely concerned
future. I don't think that we have to have any with the dissemination of environmental infor-
simple formulas. The world in which we live is mation, but occasionally the designer asks me
quite complicated. The types of environments for some advice. When he does I give him what
that people measure show great variances from advice and help I can. I take my g squared per
one set of measurements to another and you cps analysis and present to the designer the

don't get a unique curve that describes the en- same information analyzed over a variety of
vironment, nor should you ever expect to find percentage bandwidths, so that, in effect, I am
one. There are these changes that do take place giving him the rms sine for a variety of q's.
and these are the changes that we have to under- He can then pick out those which he thinks are
stand and to which we have to develop our de- applicable to his particular circumstances.
signs. Now, if he should ask me for further advice re-

garding structural fatigue, I would re-analyze
"I have, in the last 6 months, spent consid- my information on a v squared per cps basis.

erable effort trying to develop some new tech- If over a reasonable bandwidth my rms v
niques for analyzing nonstationary data and squared was less than I inch per second, I
trying to develop some appropriate theoretical would say that with standard commercial prac-
formulas that will indicate what the nature of tices he should find no difficulty with that par-
the transfer properties are when nonstationary ticular part. If, however, it was greater than
data is passed to different types of systems. this, I would say he could have a structural
Many people here think they understand the problem."
problem of passing stationary processes through
linear systems. This involves Fourier trans- Mr. Kfoury of Korfund Dynamics said, "I
forms and certain simple one-dimensional types would like to hide my comment behind an anal-
of power spectra or correlation functions. When ogy of Dr. Bendat's comment before. Assume
you get into the nonstationary case, and this is that an operation is going to be performed in a
the case that is of concern, you have functions hospital and the surgeon didn't show up. You
of two parameters. No longer is it true that the wouldn't take one of the nurses in the operating
statistical properties of interest are invariant room and tell her to perform the operation be-
with respect to time translations. They depend cause she has seen quite a few of them. By the
on the particular time at which you examine the same token, I realize that we can't have a vibra-
process. You don't have correlation functions tion engineer at each and every design engineer's
which are functions merely of the time differ- board. However, I think that there is a basic
ence. You have correlation functions which are underlying lack in the education and the back-
functions of the exact two times that you are ground of most of our designers that should be
looking at. Nor do you have simple power spec- remedied. I do believe that, if their training
tral density functions which are functions of a were improved, it would go a long way towards
single frequency parameter. When you get into helping the environmental laboratory and the
the nonstationary case, the proper power spec- systems engineer get together with the designer
tral density function is a function of two fre- on what has to be done. I'm sure that most of
quency parameters. You don't have a single the designers today are capable of analyzing
straight line representation; you have a plane what stresses there will be in the welded sec-
area representation. Instead of simple Fourier tions or in rivet patterns and of calculating
transforms, we get into double Fourier trans- buckling stresses on bulkheads and skins. How-
forms. This is what the theoretical world ever, there are not too many of them that have
requires us to do. at their fingertips and in a machinery handbook
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all of the information that I'm sure most of the organization but your people aren't any good,
gentlemen in this room have, with regard to fa- you might as well quit because you will never
tigue stresses, the normal q's for certain get the job done. What we are really talking
structures or the new techniques and the appli- about this morning, I think, are the personali-
cation of damping materials that have come to ties rather than the technical problems. All of
the fore in the past few years. I believe that us are human in one way or another, and there
the colleges and the institutions that are pre- are no formulas that describe humans at this
paring designers for their careers should take point. I think we should look for them. Of
a real hard look at their curriculums and, per- course we should keep trying to solve the prob-
haps, should introduce a few more courses in lems in a technical sense, but if we look for
the dynamics of structures rather than so many that only without looking for better ways of or-
on the statics of structures, such as we have ganizing our work, and if we don't recognize
today." this human factor for what it is, we'll be tilting

at a windmill."
Mr. C. Lutz of General Electric Company, Mr. Johnson of United Kingdom Defense

after listening to earlier comments, said, "I Research Staff endorsed the remarks of Mr.
have come to the conclusion from what I've Lutz and Dr. Curtis. He said, "In fact, It's theheard that design engineering is one specific Lt n r uts esi,'nfci' h
talent and test engineering is another specific degree of compartmentation that appears totalent. I happen to be from the data reduction exist between designers, testers, and data gath-area, so I'm wondering whether data reduction erers which causes many of our difficulties. Iis a third specific talent or whether we take a can illustrate this by attempting to answer thedata-oriented person and convert him into a very first question that was asked, namely, howdesign engineer or a test engineer or whether do we advise the design engineer to deal with awe take a test engineer or a design engineer given g squared per cps? In my experience, if
and orient him to data reduction ?" you take the value of g squared per cps to the

design engineer, he barely knows what it is and,
Dr. Curtis commented, "I seers, to recall at least, one must translate it into an equivalent

agreeing with the gentleman from General Elec- sine wave of some type. In fact, for 90 percent
tric at another symposium, where I went out on of the design jobs, even for dynamic environ-
a limb somewhat and blamed most of our trou- ments, the design engineer designs on static
bles on the organization of the way in which we principles merely multiplying his dynamic g by
do business and suggested that compartmenta- some factor which is probably around 10. 1
tion of disciplines is probably one of the more think the reason for this is that, if you attempt
significant road blocks in the way of progress to do a complete dynamic analysis on any com-
in achieving good design. I second your com- plicated structure, it becomes nearly impossi-
ments very much. I have to admit that we have ble and certainly extremely long winded. There-
not found the solution for this out in California. fore, what one has to do is to simplify it down
It seems to be a problem of the size and age of and pick out the particular modes of oscillation
the organization that we happen to work for. I which are important. Generally, the design
have been at Hughes long enough to know better, engineer has little or no experience as to which
but I can remember, some years ago when we are the important modes of oscillation in any
were much smaller, the contact and sort of particular structure he has happened to design.

team spirit of all these various areas of design, In summarizing, I think what we want is a

evaluation, data reduction, and measurement, greater degree of cross-fertilization between
Everybody got their hands dirty and their heads design engineers, test engineers, and the people
knocked in all the various disciplines which who gather the data in the first place."
gave each of us a fairly broad outlook and ap- Mr. R. Mustain of Douglas had questions
preciation for each other's problems, for Mr. Hager of Boeing and Mr. Chaplin of the

"As an organization gets older and larger, UK. He asked Mr. Hager, "Since you proposed
"for some reason procedures and responsibili- an rms value, are you primarily dealing in

ties have to be defined very neatly in such a sinusoidal environments or random environ-
way that they discourage this team work. They ments?"
discourage this interchange of information be- Mr. Hager answered, '"e have worked this
tween people in different activities and different with both random and sinusoidal environments.
primary responsibilities. I once heard a state- Here again, you have to make some estimation
ment that, if you have good people and a poor of the q that you expect with the particular
organization you will get the job done; if you structure or the particular device concerned.
have good people and a good organization it We have techniques for using both random and
makes the job a little easier; it you have a good sinusoidal."
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Mr. Mustain then gave Mr. Chaplin a prac- that you are talking about to come up with the
tical problem. "1 have a small black box which parameters means that the experimentalist will
can be easily vibrated. It is a new design and probably have the biggest backlog of answers in
we do have a random environment that has been the history of the world, for which there are no
measured. It is flat from approximately the questions. Another little item of concern is the
10-cycle range up to 2000 cycles at a value of tax bill by which we duplicate in every lab
0.1 g squared per cps. There are things like around the country the same information with-
klystrons, a waveguide, and a few other things out too much correlation. What can you do
in there that are rather delicate and respond to about giving us the parameters and the test
quite a few different complex frequency modes, method in a hurry, because we have already
I would like to ask Mr. Chaplin to guide me started the ball rolling in the lab?"
through this problem and tell me what he would
do with it." Dr. Bendat said the question was a very

good one and one of great concern to him. "I
Mr. Chaplin responded, 'I think Mr. Mustain have had occasion during the last couple of

said that he had an environment of 0.1 g squared years, because of work that I have been doing
per cps from 10 cps up to 2 kc. In the first for the Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright
place, I would go back to the one who measured Field, to visit a number of both military and
this environment and ask him to look again at industrial establishments throughout the country
the bottom end, because I should doubt it. How- where people are spending tremendous amounts
ever, let up assume that the man came back of money for more advanced and complicated
with the same answer and we have this 0.1 g environmental testing chambers. They want to
squared per cps from 10 cps upwards. Now, do all kinds of special tests, combined environ-
I'm not very gooo at mental arithmetic but, ments, and the like. Also, there are hundreds
going back to my experience, I would do a little of thousands of dollars being spent on equipment
algebra or integration with a planimeter',, con- that is going to assist them in evaluating the
vert this into the rms values for percentage data that they expect to collect in these environ-
bandwidth values, say, of 10 and 20 percent. mental chambers. Certainly what is being done,
I'd look particularly at the bottom end where and it is being duplicated tremendously, has to
this g squared per cps seemed to me to be un- be done. The bottleneck in the whole problem,
reasonably high. If the values which I so ob- though, is going to be in staffing these establish-
tained at 10 cps came out at greater than 5 or 7 ments with qualified people to really make
percent of my ultimate static design criteria, I proper use of the facilities and the equipment.
would say that the design was inadequate and In my opinion, this is a difficult area that is not
would ultimately fail structurally. going to be well handled in the next few years.

"Looking now towards the middle of this "I think that there is going to be a lot of
environment, I would convert the figures con- unnecessary work done. I think that there is
cerned into v squared per cps and look at the going to be a lot of data gathered that will not
rms value of that figure. If that figure exceeded be worth the paper it will be written on because
1, I would say that, if the environment was pro- these people haven't taken the time or don't have
longed, you would again find the structural in- the ability to design the necessary experiments
tegrity not being maintained. This inference I properly. They don't know precisely what meas-
would draw from my experience with engines, urements to make or how to analyze some of
where one would anticipate failures of structural these measurements. I don't know the answers
members with these sorts of rms velocities, to many of the questions either, of course.
Now, the upper end of my friend's spectrum is There is a problem of trying to develop from
unlikely to produce a structural problem at all. mathematical and statistical considerations
The question of malfunction will arise. I know and, whether you like it or not, you've got to
of no method or no advice that the environmen- try to understand these techniques. I'm not
tal engineer can offer to the designer on the speaking as a statistician and I'm not a statis-
question of malfunctioning. This is concerned tician. I consider myself to be an applied
with the design as a design." mathematician who will use statistical tech-

niques if they seem to be appropriate.
Mr. Hillyer of the Sandia Corporation ad-

dressed Dr. Bendat. "Already, according to "I've been accused of being one of the pio-
the Symposium papers given, the experimental- neers in power spectral methods of analysis,
ist has started his damage criteria testing, but I have no desire to be an advocate of this
Quite obviously, at this point he doesn't have method of analysis alone. This is a useful tool
his parameters and really, in fact, he doesn't for certain types of problems and it should be
have his test method. Now, the 2 or 3 years used properly when it is justified, but there are
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other types of statistical and probabilistic anal- the more prosaic case of submarines, which is
ysis which have not had the play that they de- my business, the man to interpret the data
serve. One of these big areas is that of proba- properly is the man who knows the forcing fre-
bility density analysis, not only first order, but quencies of the machinery. We need to return,
joint probability density measurements and the to some degree, to the general practicioner who
applications one would be able to make with then can submit his problem to the specialist.
this information if he had it and knew it was I'm not saying that we don't need the theorist or
accurate. theoretician, but we do need a midpoint. The

design engineer should be required to be on the
"I feel that one of the big areas you've test floor to witness the measurements taken

raised is the need for developing better proce- by the acoustician, for example. If you look at
dures for decreasing the amount of data that this thing purely theoretically, not recognizing
should be collected in the first place, while still the forcing frequencies or the cancellations
knowing in advance and taking certain risk factors that may occur in a machine or as a function of
into consideration, that you will be able to damping in a missile shell, you lose much of
measure those parameters that you want to the point.
measure, that you will be able to predict the
range of expected values that would occur under "I fortunately had the benefit of many years
continuous sampling which you didn't do, that laboratory experience before I went into design,
you would detect unexpected events, and that so I can correlate these. I have also seen occa-
you would have the right kinds of data so that sions where the acoustician presents data which
when you make desired measurements they he has measured and it's professionally correct,
would be meaningful. but he cannot interpret it because he doesn't

know what is causing these frequencies. Sec-
"You would be able to present the designer ondarily, the design engineer who sees the data

certain information, with confidence bands about cannot think along vibration requirements and,
it, on the type of environment in which his as a consequence, he loses much of the point.
equipment is going to have to operate. You Much time, effort, and money is expended be-
don't give him any simple curve because there cause there is no interrelation between the two.
isn't any, but you tell him that his equipment However large and unwieldly the corporation, I
should be expected to operate over this range do think that before we can come to an answer
of conditions. The designer now has to upgrade more quickly for a specific problem, we have
his manner of thinking. He can no longer design to have people working together as a team so
to any simple formula based on any text book each begins to think in the other's medium. One
work that he learned in college, but he has to doesn't become proficient in it, but there is a
extend his thinking to where he appreciates the better communication and freer exchange of
fact that his equipment will have to operate in opinion. You can come to a conclusion. Without
this nondeterministic type of environment. He this exchange you go around in circles and spend
recognizes the fact that the equipment which he a tremendous amount of money testing' failing,
has designed for this application may not be and finally achieving the result.--It can be short-
adequate for another application unless he is circuited."
aware of the tremendous range of variables that
might be pertinent. Mr. W. Metzgar of United Aircraft com-

mented, "I'm particularly interested in the com-
"As I say, I think that the area of making ment of a few minutes ago that the test engineer

proper use of the facilities that are being built supplies data to the designer who takes this en-
by the military and by commercial companies vironment and multiplies by a factor of 10, then
is a big one. I'm active in several groups that based on this, assuming the primary mode, he
are trying to develop some proper procedures calculates stresses. I find it a little bit dis-
and outlines to guide some of this work and I'm turbing that this procedure, which is so fre-
sure that there are lots of other people doing quently followed, brought a ripple of laughter
the same thing. I'm learning all the time from and no additional specific comment. I think it
them as well." is directly related to the last comment, how-

ever, that the test engineer does do a very good
Mr. Stansbury of Mare Island Naval Ship- job of defining the environment. I've also been

yard said his remarks were based on experi- very favorably impressed by the talent of de-
ence. "We have reached, in my opinion, the signers in analyzing stresses based on the load
stage of overspecialization. We have people and in being able to calculate the primary mode
who are purely concerned with the taking of frequency. It seems that the big unknown here
data and its analysis; this data are then turned is this factor of 10, at least in designing rela-
over to the designer. Whether it be missiles or tively simple structural elements. In using this
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common factor of 10, many designers have Mr. Getline commented on the problem.
gotten into-very serious trouble. Anyone with "I'll restrict my thoughts to structures which
experience in designing structural parts like are put together by rivets, nuts and bolts, spot
this will realize that the factor of 10 can just as welds and so on. It has been our experience
easily be any plate from 2 to 50. In fact, I re- that, for an aerospace vehicle, there are at
call one of the papers yesterday given by a Mr. least 2 values of q with which you have to deal.
Shantz, I believe, where the analysis group had At very small response levels of the structure
predicted a 2 percent critical damping and, in you may be dealing with very very low damping
testing the part, they actually found 20 percent. in the structure. Once the forcing function gets

to a certain magnitude and breaks through this
"I would address my question to the test so-called static friction, then you are in another

engineers and to the practitioners. In terms of regime which may vary by 10 to 1 or more.
magnification factor or damping inherent in There is a lot to be gained design-wise if you
certain types of structures, does anyone have a can provide yourself with reasonable assurance
specific method of collecting this sort of data that you are going to stay down at this low value.
from tests and presenting it systematically to This is something that can be done, in certain
the designer? I do feel confident that the de- cases, without the addition of a lot of weight in
signer will be able to use it in determining what the structure. The use of laminates or slight
load he should use in his admittedly simple stiffening of the structure might be the differ-
analysis from which he will produce dimensions ence between coming in under a weight bogie or
of hardware." going up by a factor of 10 or 15 percent."

Mr. Johnson of the UK answered, "I gave Mr. Foley commented on a method of col-
rise to this factor of 10, although I only used it lecting information and furnishing it to design
as an example. I think it is a fairly typical one, people. "In a sense we do have a system estab-
although I quite agree it is very frequently ex- lished for doing this within the data bank area,
ceeded, certainly in the field in which I work. in which we collect inputs and responses which
On the question of its actual measurement I'm can give a designer some guidance. These are
afraid I'm not allowed to say too much about the inputs and responses that have been measured
kind of work I do. However, we have been doing previously on everything we can find that may
a statistical analysis of q-values based on the be applicable to our own particular problems.
bandwidths and on the percentage frequency There is still an awful lot of work to be done on
separation of the half power points on any res- this; however, this is the sort of information
onance curve we can find anywhere in any of that we feel we can deliver to a designer which
our test data. We have surfaced with the fact may be of some help before his black box flies.
that the logarithms of the q's are normally dis- In the beginning of a design it will give him an
tributed and that the antilog of the average log idea, not necessarily of exactly what response
is 11 in all the data which we've taken, which he may get, but at least what sort of a ballpark
was some 1200 points. So, we consider that the he is in."
most typical value, certainly for our data, is a
q of 11, but there is considerable scatter on Dr. C. Morrow of the Aerospace Corpora-
this. We ignored q's below 3; some high q's tion commented, "The general trend of the dis-
are nearly 100." cusston this morning has had many points in

common with comments I made in my book, in
Mr. Stern of General Electric, returning to which I have not tried to eliminate all confusion.

his electronic black boxes, said that their I was just taking what I think is a more modest
measurements showed q's of about 15 for objective of trying to eliminate some of it and,
printed boards and about 40 for 060-035 alumi- hopefully, leave us understanding the remaining
num or magnesium. This provided their de- confusion a little better.
signers with information so that, as they went
to a later design, they knew what to expect. "There was a question a little while ago as

to how one designs to random vibration as op-
Mr. Stern suggested that, in all fairness, posed to periodic. I think if our design proce-

the designers don't care about nonlinearities of dures were a little bit more sophisticated, there
mounts. They don't care whether the q is 10 or might be some differences of approach. FQr
15, or 40 or 50, because they wouldn't apply it example, you don't gain as much by damping
any differently in one case than in the other, the resonance when the excitation is random as
His point was that, for electronic black boxes, when it is periodic. In the case of periodic ex-"
an accuracy of 20 percent in data presentation citation, if you reduce the q by a factor of .4, the
was good enough. Mr. Stern conceded that this response goes down by a factor of 4, whereas if
was not necessarily true in large structures. it is random excitation and you decrease the q
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by a factor of 4 then the most probable gain you helpful if we could gather a few more bits of
make is a factor of 2 in response. So, if our data on the resonances of the standard parts
techniques were-a little bit more sophisticated we use such as vacuum tubes, klystrons, relays,
than they are now, then for the more severe and so on, so that we can actually get an intui-
environments we might find ourselves leaning a tive feeling for the dynamics of these things?!
little more on detuning of resonances for ran- Maybe we don't use this data for intensive cal-
doa excitation and a little bit more in the di- culation of random responses throughout the
rection of damping for periodic excitation. I black box, but perhaps we can design in a little
don't make this as a final prediction, but it more orderly manner. I'd like to throw these
perhaps illustrates some differences of approach questions on the floor in the hopes that they will
one might take. stimulate a little helpful discussion."

"There is a strong temptation for people Mr. R. Seely of NOL White Oak said, "If I
who are gathering data to assume that the de- understand the problem of the panel, it is to

signers are going to use this in great detail and discover what piece of paper we can hand to the
proceed to compute the responses of everything designers to help them out. Apparently the de-
inside a black box. I wonder if it is not a rea- scription of the environment is not enough.

sonable assessment of the present situation to They were given g squared per cps power spec-

say that there is virtually no detailed quantita- tra and that sort of thing and, as somebody sug-

tive relationship between the black box design gested, the designers don't know which end to
and the data prescribed until after the first test. put in their mouth. I submit that we have to

If this is so, there is a related question of just take just one more step. We have to give the

how much correlation would we like to have. designers the response to the environment.
Do we really want everything calculated out in Furthermore, as a practical matter, this can

detail or is it possible that there are a few be done on an analog computer by setting up
critical areas that need special attention? If analogs and feeding in the environment so that
we could identify these, then perhaps we could the designer himself can sit there and twiddle

get the designer to~give them some priority and knobs to find out the effect of damping, changing

get him to understand how to accomplish these frequency, and the like. This is something he

specific tasks in the time he has available. In can do which is of practical benefit to him."

short, if we want to make the use of our data Mr. DuBois of Boeing said, "This problem
more sophisticated, couldn't we profitably spend of how to present data to the designer and what
a little time identifying some special problem is my responsibility as the lab manager toward
areas that stand out as ready for this sort of the final product hardware has been bothering
work with a modest enough program for the me very much for a year or more. In fact, that
typical black box so that the designer has time is the main reason that I came to this Sympo-
to do it. If this should be reasonable, it is clear sium. I now have this question answered some-
that the bulk of the designing of the black box what in my own mind and this is the direction
will proceed in principle as it is now with, that I'm going to 'go unless somebody can give
hopefully, a little more sophistication. That is, me some better advice. If and when this de-
the bulk of the design will be done using simple signer comes dc'wn w ýhe lab and says that he
design rules without quantitative reference to has to design a K'auk box or something to go in
the environments specified. I wonder if we the second interstage of a given missile, I'm
could not perfect that process a little bit. going to give him plots of the environments.

I'll say, 'Here is your temperature profile for
"We were discussing a little while ago the the flight; here are your g squared per cps plots

idea of taking a number out of the specifications, for the various phases of the flight; here is
multiplying it by, a factor of 10, and using this your sound pressure profile. You take these
for an equivalent static design. It was immedi- and go have at a design and, when you get your
ately pointed out that this is not an infallible prototype, bring it back down to the lab and
way to design equipment, nevertheless the proc- we'll subject it to these environments and see
ess can be helpful. Regardless of what the data how it goes. If it doesn't work we will both look
are and what the facts are, is this one design at it and try to figure out why.' What this means
rule which can help improve a black box? We to me in dollars is that I am going to concen-
need to give a little more attention to the buildup trate my attention on having these environments
of the resonances as well. Can't we put a little readily available. If the design group calls up
more effort into how to select the dynamics that and wants to run a test on some gadget at 0.1 g
the black box should have as opposed to taking squared per cps and 20000F at 2:00 o'clock
this for granted and hoping that eventually we tomorrow afternoon, I'll have it readily avail-
will get so sophisticated we can calculate it all able at minimum cost. Can I have some corn-
out in detail after the fact? Wouldn't it be ments on this?"
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Mr. Foley suggested that, in addition to help them, they will flock to our door. We have
giving the environmental data to the designer, doubled our staff in the past 6 months just be-
he should also be advised to take this data to cause of this. We put notices on the bulletin
specialists in each environmental area and board that we are going to run a vibration test
work out the best design. on box number 105. We schedule the vibration

test on this box at a certain time. The gallery
Mr. Kfoury of Korfund Dynamics com- will be limited to 10 or 15 people and we will

mented, "One of the things we haven't touched have 20 or 30 people lined up at the door, be-
on this morning, and I wonde,. if it isn't an im- cause they want to see the test. Most of these
portant point, is that of concurrent examination people will be the younger men, designers who
of typic".) structures and typical designs along are just out of school. The managers either
with the• ,signer's effort. In other words, if a feel they know too much about it or they aren't
designer had an environmental spec for a black directly involved in the design of the part.
box that he was designing, why couldn't the en-
vironmental lab concurrently run some tests on "I think the man from Boeing is sadly mis-
typical circuit boards or on components such taken in feeling that his responsibility ends with
as the klystron or the gyro that will go into this simply providing the environment. I think that
black box, and parallel to the designer's efforts, we've shown in this discussion that we cannot
feed back some information on typical shapes, technically and specifically help the design en-
end fixity conditions, and possible use of damped gineer with a formula. We cannot give this to
materials. At the end of the designer's initial him because we don't have it ourselves as yet.
effort I think that he should have a pretty good The first discussion at the Symposium involved
picture of just what that structure might do be- the analytical versus the empirical method and
fore he goes down to the lab with his prototype. I say that it has to be a balance of both. We've
I think schedules are probably important in got to give the man a test and we've got to show
most of the programs we are all working on and him what can happen to his equipment if he
I can't see the tandem approach to this problem. doesn't consider vibration."
I think the concurrent approach should be used.
May I have some comments from the panel Mr. Schwabe of Lockheed spoke with re-
please ?" gard to the human element. "We have to con-

sider, being myself an environmental engineer,
Mr. Cohen of Sylvania directed his remarks that we disseminate information both to the de-

to Mr. DuBois. "I have the position at Sylvania signer and to the test engineer. There is a
corresponding to yours at Boeing. I feel that we tendency of some environmental engineers to
are forgetting that the majority of the design put a halo on top of their heads and shroud
engineers that we are getting in now are in the themselves in secrecy and magic without prop-
lower age groups, just out of engineering schools. erly disseminating information. I think our
Our older men perhaps are going to supervisory basic task is to teach both the test engineer and
positions where they have less to do with actual the designer and to establish a human relation-
design. So, it doesn't become simply the job of ship of understanding and proper communication.
the shock and vibration test engineer to say that I think it is most important to teach and to pass
he will have the environment ready. His job is on the information, to establish communication."
also to help the company make monpy and to
save money for the government, you might say. Mr. J. White of Bell Laboratories said,
It is his job, therefore, to bring the design en- "I've heard so much about what we're going to
gineers down to the test lab and tell them, 'Per- do in the next ten years and, it seems to me,
haps we won't give you the answer, but let us we'll be quite successful in obtaining field data
try. Let us look at your problems. Here is and building large- shakers and shock machines.
what we think will happen. Listen to us, hear I'd like to propose this to the panel for their
us out. Don't just shut us out of your minds, comments. I wonder if it would be possible for
but let us into your design means with some industry to get together in some organized
authority and some responsibility.' committee and develop what I might call a dic-

tionary that would bring together all the basic
"You have one man who is responsible for techniques that exist in the field today. It should

the design, but calling upon his different tech- Include the normal mode approach and some of
nicians or his different specialists. The envi- the statistical approaches, so that in some way
ronmental engineer certainly should be one of in the future we might all have techniques for
these design specialists. My own personal ex- breaking a system down into basic components.
perience is, as one man on the panel said, that Say you had a complicated missile structure
if we consistently show the designers that we that you could break down into cantilever beams,
do have a point and demonstrate that we can plates, and cylindrical shells. You could apply
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certain techniques to determine the response at terms for the field of environmental engineer-
different points on the structure to a certain ing. This is a rather comrxchendive attempt to
random, sinusoidal, or shock input. From this define these terms for the entire field. I happen
maybe we could generate some tools that the to be handling the earth sciences portion of that
designer could use, and combine these with sta- American Standards Assotiation Committee,
tistical tools for predicting how things will fail, Z- 84, and Roger Amorost of the Institute of
when they will fail and how to eliminate failure. Ervironmental Sciences ia lin-rman. We have
I wonder if such a dictionary could be generated it broken up into a number of subcommittees
by industry?" and we need your assistawce in putting it to-

gether. For further info•-mation, I would sug-
Dr. Muchmore answered, "We've had a gevt that you see me or Dave Aakin cf Frankford

number of handbooks come through our organi- Arigenal. This is a very important effort and we
zation that attempt to do this in some way, need your help.
shape, or form, and they have been sent to de-
signers. Some of them are dictionaries; some "The second effort is by the Institute of
of them are how-to-do-it books; some of them Eniirtmmental Sciencee to turn out an environ-
are essentially comic books that attempt to mental handbook. I believe that it was planned
simplify this in the best way possible. Too in such a way that it would take care of some of
often I hear a reaction, 'What, another hand- the needs of the previous speakers. I've been
book! Who needs it?' It's beginning to look to asked to handle portions of the geographical
me that we are being inundated with handbooks data end of it, but I think there are others chat
and such things as this already, and a strong prolably know more aoout it. If you don't know
antagonism towards them is developing. Per- about the effort I think, you should investigate."
haps there is some other way of disseminating
this, a sugar pill system." Mr. Callahan of McDonnell Aircraft re-

marced, "I've been listening here for a couple
Mr. Sanders of Rocketdyne commented, of hours and I've been sort of appalled by some

"I think that we might present the data that we of the comments indicating that we have only
get in such a manner that the designer would lab ;eople and we have only designers. I cer-
accept them and use them. Too often we find tainly know we at Mu:Donnell maintain on-the-
the designer making the same mistake a few project technical groups who have full cogni-
months later that you had told him about previ- zance of the technical areas on that project. It
ously. I think that is brought on by the antago- is not a problem of hauling a designer down to
nism we build up in him. We talked about invit- the laboratory or hiuling a test engineer up to
ing him cnwn into the laboratory; let's get our the project, but of the structural dynamics en-
test engineer,- up into the design area occasion- gineer or the thermodynamics engineer who has
ally and make this a two-way street. You've responsibility in those areas to know what is
got to have two-way communication, not one- going on and to see that the correct thing is
way. It is not true that you know it all and he done. I fail to see where there are just data
knows nothing. I happen to be responsible for people, just laborattory people, and just design-
test people, not design people, if you're wonder- ers. There are people with much broader back-
ing. grounds and they certainly work with the full

cross section of 0ll three areas. If it doesn't
"Concerning the presentation of data in in- work like this in other companies, it surprises

ternal ballistics, which is also my responsibil- me. I don't see, personally, that a man who has
ity in data reduction, many times we present the duties of maintaining the laboratory, with
data in a number of different ways. Quite often all its problems, is in a position to do studies
a problem is solved just by looking at one of and furnish environmental data, and so on."
these presentations. I think that we need to do
a lot more of this. I hope soon to be able to be
doing some of this from a digital computer out- CLOSING REMARKS BY
put. If any of you have some programs or ap- THE PANEL
p~roaches on that, I would like to talk with you
after the session is over." Dr. Curtis: "We've had rather a hodge

podge of questions and answers or not-answers,
Dr. Brierly of Quartermaster R&E Center this morning and I think, basically, what we've

mentioned two efforts underway that had a bear- all been saying is that our biggest problem is
ing on the subject. "One of them is an Ameri- communications between people of different
can Standards Association Committee for def in- disciplines and the communication of knowledge
ing terms in the field. At least this will start and past experience to the people who need to
the effort to get out some kind of a handbook of use it today. I would like to suggest three
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efforts which we seem to n,.d to undertake that that are directly applicable to the particularmay help the communicatior,r problem. This is project must meet two other requirements. Thecertainly not a technical answer; it is just a data must be recorded in a manner which per-communications answer, mits their presentation through an automated
system and they must be recorded in a manner

"One thing that we h,,re found useful, when which -ermits their analysis in an automated
we can conduct them In 111,e proper way, is the system."
holding of periodic and •.arly design reviews towhich we bring people v:lth all these different Dr. Muchmore: '" think we should givebackgrounds and exper,ence to look over the those designers in the audience a real hand fordesign, find out what in troubling the designer, sitting there quietly ard not objecting to theand give him a chanice Io ask questions and to malignment that we have given to their profes-define his problems al,'so. The second thing sion. I would like also to close on a word ofwhich seems to pay rf! is to conduct early de- defense for philosophy. I feel that we shouldn't
sign evaluation teihii,, not to any spec or for- forget that one of the greatest natural philoso-malized procedure, tut i-ast to get the early phers of all time was the man who enunciateditems down in the Lduratory with the designer the very deep sophisticated fact that force ispresent and ring oi.i the system. The obvious the rate of change of momentum. Now I askweak points of any diesign will become readily you, where would a ithock and vibration sympo-apparent early en, yigh to be of some use. The slum be without f a ma ? It is one of the funda-third thing I wouli suggest is that we, not for mental laws of physics and if you stop and thinkany fancy exotic reliability purposes, just do about it, it is a very deep and a very sophisti-more capability testing so that, not only do we cated thing. Mass is an abstraction. It took ahave a backgrovad of experience of what kind of reat genius to realize this. I think that we havedesign failed, bt we a•lso know what capability all come to think of f - ma as just part of thea certain desivi, has. Knowing the design mar- folklore that everymne knows, whereas some ofgins of past di sjigns, we shall have a feel for these modern thing;s such as power spectralhow much ext:a design work will be necessary density are too deep for us. I think it is reallyso that the ncýI design can be produced to with- the other way around. If we ask ourselvesstand a morf severe environment." which is the deepest most sophisticated idea,

it is f a ma and riot that the rms output is inte-Mr. Ge line: "I want to concur with Allen gral with respect to omega squared of the trans-that it is a )roblem of communication. We are fer function times the power spectral density.dealing wit i ideas and we are trying to commu- That's really a simple idea. This is one thatnicate wit'. people wh, 1kre dealing with hard- was enunciated ty a couple of modern-day phi-ware. I t'dnk one of - basic things we have to losophers, Kinshein and Wiener.
understai.d is that the man on the board, whether
he is def igning a structure or putting together "I think that designers really are not quitean electronic package from a schematic, can the unthinking persons we seem to have mademanipulate only two things, stresses and forces. tVem out this morning. They are going to useIn whatever form we get our environmental data, their heads and, really, what we have to do isI think it is up to us, the go-betweens between use our heads. We use the tools that are avail-the te ,.nical and the design areas, to interpret aale to us, one of which is f - ma, another isthese cata in the stress and load form that the that the mean square output is the integral overdesign l r can use. In closing, since we are ac- tte spectrum. They are both just simple appli-tual'y a part of reliability programs, I would ctlions of calculus which, incidentally, was alsojust ike to requote what Colonel Glenn said. invented by Newton. The real thing that we'The way to build more reliability into missiles have to do is lse what tools we have to solveis to build canvas covered blockhouses.'" the problems that we have and not close ourminds to the ,act that new tools are being in-Mr. Foley: "We seem to have covered vented. We should use the new ones as well asqui'e a bit of discussion on obtaining and ana- the old ones and not always regard the new oneslyzing environmental information. I thought I as necessarily more difficult than the old ones.might close with something about a survey that Often times it is the other way around."
w;l.s conducted among designers in which the
qiestion was asked, 'In what form would you Dr. Ber.dat: "1 have enjoyed being on thism oat like to see your data presented to you?' panel because I think we have stuck pretty close!.he majority thought the presentation should be to the subject of the panel. We've covered it;raphical, statistical, and must contain only from many different aspects and I think we havethose parameters which can be measured in the dem~onstrated the fact that, here in this partic-test laboratory and verified in the field. Data ular area cf work, you violate a common
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mathematical linear law, namely that a com- to all the other prictical probiems that have
bined effort can be greater than the sum of its been mentioned hi, re today, it c n takke its right-
parts. We need to do this in order to advance ful role."
the field. I would also like to note the fact that
mathematics is an art and a philosophy, as well Mt. Gardner: "I think we've discussed the
as a science. There is a human element in- subject pretty well from a few •sitc points in
volved; there is a matter of presentation; and design to well iaito the philosoph.r awea. We've
there is a matter of being able to think in terms talked not only *bout the analytical and the prac-
of the mathematical concepts, to be guided by tical, the hardware problems, bu' a~lao about the
them, and to interpret them. When people put human problem,. Any further conirrlents I could
the proper emphasis on the mathematics and add would be redundant. I want tU thank the
recognize it as a guideline and not as a solution panel and the xudience for a very %;4ood session.
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